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Glossary 

G.1 Abbreviations of mineral names used in the text 

АЬ Albite 
Ас Aemite 
An Anorthite 
Ар Apatite 
Bi Biotite 
С Corundum 
Се Calcite 
Срх Clinopyroxene 
Di Diopside 
En Enstatite 
Fa Fayalite 
Fo Forsterite 
Fs Ferrosilite 
Gt Garnet 
Hbl Hornblende 
Не Hematite 
Hed Hedenbergite 
Ну Hypersthene 
Il Ilmenite 
Jd Jadeite 
Ка Kaolinite 
Кр Kaliophilite 
Ks Kalsilite 
Kspar, Ksp Potassium feldspar 
Le Leueite 
Ms Museovite 
Mt Magnetite 
Ne Nepheline 
01, 0liv, 01v 01ivine 
Орх Orthopyroxene 
Or Orthoelase 
Рl, Plag Plagioelase 
Рх Pyroxene 
Q, q, ~ Quartz 
Sil ~artz 
Sp Spinel 
Wo Wollastonite 



xxiv Glossary 

G.2 Other abbreviations and symbols used in the text 

Note: Бох 2.1 contains the definitions of statistical terms used in the text and 
Бох 4.1 gives the definition of symbols used in the equations in Chapter 4. 

AAS 
АСМ 

AFC 
AFM 

Alk. 
ARC 
atm 
БАБ 

БАБI 

БЕ 

Боп 

БSЕ 

СА (САБ) 

CHUR 

CIA 

CIPW 

CMAS 
COLG 
ОМ 

DS 
ЕМ (1 and 11) 
ES 

[°2 
Ga 
HFS 
HIMU 
IAT 
ICP 

ICP-MS 
IDMS 
INAA 
kb (kbar) 
Kd 

Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometry 
Active Continental Margin 
Assimilation and Fractional Crystallization 
А triangular variation diagram showing Alkalis (Na20 + 
К2О), FeO and MgO 
Alkali basalt 
Ocean Island-Arc 
Pressure measured in atmospheres; 1 atm = 1 О 1 325 Ра 
Басk-Агс Баsiп basalt 
Баsаltiс Achondri te Беst Ini tial (ratio for primordia1 87 Sr j8бsг) 
- the estimated Sr isotopic composition of the solar 
system at the time of planetary formation 
The composition of the Бulk Earth 
Бопiпitе 

Бulk Silicate Earth - the composition of the bulk earth 
'without the core 
Calc-Alkaline Баsаlt 
CHondritic Uniform Reservoir - the chondritic model 
for the composition of the bulk earth 
Chemical Index of Alteration - а measure of the degree 
of chemical weathering 
Cross, Iddings, Pirrson and Washington - the 
originators of the currently used norm calculation 
А projection into CaO-МgО-А12Оз-Si02 space 
Collisional Granite 
Depleted Mantle 
Data-Set 
Enriched Mantle 
The composition of average European Shale 
The activity (or fugacity) of oxygen 
Бilliоп (109) years 
High Field Strength trace element 
High Il mantle source region (see Il) 
Island-Arc Tholeiite 
Inductively Coupled Plasma emission spectrometry -
used in trace and major element analysis 
Inductively Coupled Plasma emission Mass Spectrometry 
Isotope Dilution Mass Spectrometry 
Instrumental Neutron Activation Analysis 
pressure expressed in kilobars; 1 kb = 0.1 GPa 
The Nernst distribution coefficient (partition coefficient) for 
а trace element distributed between а mineral and а melt 
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LIL (LILE) 
LFS 
Ма 

MORB 
MSWD 

NAA 
NASC 

NHRL 

OIA 
OIB 
OIT 
ORG 
PAAS 
PGE 
РМ 

ррЬ 

ррm 

PREMA 

REE 
RNAA 
RTF 

Sho 
SMOW 

SSMS 
syn-COLG 
TAS 

Thol. 
Trans. 

VAB 
VAG 
WPB 
WPG 
XRF 

а 

Large Ion Lithophile Element 
Low Field Strength element 
Million (106) years 
Mid-Ocean Ridge Basalt 
Mean Squares of Weighted Deviates - used as а 
measure of the goodness of fit of an isochron 
Neutron Activation Analysis 
North American Shale Composite - an average shale 
composition 

ХХУ 

Northern Hemisphere Reference Line - а line against 
which enrichment in РЬ isotopes mау Ье measured in the 
mantle source of oceanic basalts 
Ocean-Island Alkali Basalt 
Ocean-Island Basalt 
Ocean-Island Tholeiite 
Ocean-Ridge Granite 
Post-Archaean Australian average Sedimentary rock 
Platinum Group (trace) Element 
Passive continental Margin 
Parts per billion (1 in 109) 
Parts per million (1 in 106) 
PREvalent MAntle reservoir - а dominant mantle source 
for oceanic basalts 
Rare Earth Elemerit 
Radiochemical Neutron Activation Analysis 
А magma chamber which is periodically Replenished, 
periodically Tapped and continuously Fractionated 
Shoshonitic basalt 
Standard Mean Ocean Water - the standard used in 
oxygen and hydrogen stable isotopic measurements 
Spark Source Mass Spectrometry 
sуп-СОLlisiопаl Granite 
Total Alkalis-Silica diagram - а means of classifying 
volcanic rocks оп the basis of their (NazO + KzO) and 
SiOz content 
Tholeiitic basalt 
Basalt of transitional chemical composition between 
tholeiitic and alkaline 
Volcanic-Arc Basalt 
Volcanic-Arc Granite 
Within-Plate Basalt 
Within-Plate Granite 
X-Ray Fluorescence spectrometry 

The fractionation factor for the distribution of stable 
isotopes between two species 
The stable isotope ratio expressed relative to а standard 
А measure of Nd isotopic composition relative to а mantle 
reserVOlr 
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ТЬе isotopic ratio 232ThI238U 

ТЬе decay constant for radioactive decay 
ТЬе isotopic ratio 238U /204рь 

ТЬе difference in stable isotope ratio (8) for two coexisting 
minerals 



Chapter 2 Analysing geochemical data 

2.1 Introduction 

Over the last 20 to 30 years there has developed а large body of literature оп the 
statistical treatment of geochemical data. Some of this literature is in the form of 
warnings to the geochemical community that their practices are not sufficiently 
statistically rigorous. Other papers are concerned with improving the statistical 
techniques current amongst geochemists and they provide methods which are more 
appropriate to the peculiar properties of some geochemical data. Unfortunately, 
thete is а tendency to leave the whole subject of the statistical treatment of 
geochemical data 'to the experts' and consequently а large part of this literature is 
ignored Ьу most geochemists. This тау in part Ье because the journals in which the 
papers are located are specific to mathematical geology. Another reason, however, is 
that mathematical geologists tend to write in order to communicate with other 
mathematicians rather than with geochemists. Whatever the reason, the net effect is 
that for а long time geo-statisticians have Ьееп advising geochemists in the practice 
of their art and yet for the most part their words have seemed irrelevant and have 
gone unheeded. 

The purpose of this chapter, therefore, is to draw to the attention of geochemists 
some of the issues which our statistician colleagues have raised and to evaluate these 
issues in the context of presenting and interpreting geochemical data. This is 
not, therefore, а thorough review of statistics as applied to geochemistry, for that 
would require а book in itself (see for example Le Maitre, 1982; Rock, 1988а); 

rather, it is а discussion of some areas of statistics which directly impinge оп the 
matters of this book. Brief definitions ofthe statistical terms used are given ш 
Вох 2.1. 

The central problem which we have to address in considering the analysis of 
geochemical data is that, unfortunately for us as geochemists, our data are of а 
rather unusual kind. We express our compositions as parts of а whole, i.e. as 
percentages or as parts per million. These data are not amenable to the same type of 
analysis as are unconstrained data, and computer packages are not normally 
designed for the peculiarities of geochemical data. The particular nature of 
geochemical data raises аН sorts of uncomfortable questions about the application of 
standard statistical techniques in geochemistry. 
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Вох 2.1 

Analysing geochemical data 

The definition of some statistical terms. 

Arithmetic теап Х 

Closed аггау 

Coefficient of 
variation С 

Compositional data 

The arithmetic теап of а sample Х (~ for the population) is 
the sum of the measurements divided Ьу the number of 
measurements п: 
Х = (х, + Х2 ••. хп ) / n = "'Lx/n 

А closed аггау is а data аггау where the individual 
variabIes аге not independent of each other but аге 
related Ьу, for example, being expressed as а percentage 
(Section 2.6) . 

The ratio of the standard deviation s to the теап х. 

Data which аге expressed as part of а whole, such as 
percentages ог parts рег million. Compositional data form 
а closed аггау. 

Correlation coefficient Pearson's product-moment coefficient of linear correlation 
р measures the strength of the linear relationship between 
two variabIes х and у in а population. Ап estimation of the 
sample correlation coefficient г is given Ьу 

Covariance 

covariance (х,у) 
г= 

y![variance(x) . variance(y)] 

(see Eqns [2.1] and [2.2]). The Spearman rank coefficient 
of correlation rS is calculated from the difference in rank 
order of the variabIes (see Eqn [2.3]) . 

The product of the deviation from the теап for two 
variabIes х and у, averaged over the data-set 

"'L (x - х)(у - у) 
Sxy = 

n - 1 

Where all the covariances of а data-set аге calculated they 
аге repesented as а covariance matrix. 

Degrees of freedom The number of 'free' availabIe observations (the sample 
size п) minus the number of parameters estimated from 
the sample. 

Geometric теап, xG The пth гaot of the product of positive values Х" Х2 ... 
ХП: 

xG = (Х, х Х2 Х ХЗ ••• ХП » 

Median The median value divides the агеа under а distribution 
curve into two equal parts. Ап estimate of the median is 
the value in the sequence of individual values, ordered 
according to size, which divides the sequence in half. 
When the distribution is normal the median and the теап 
аге the same. 

Mode 

Normal distribution 

For unimodal distributions the mode is the value of the 
measurement which has the greatest frequencY. When 
there is а normal distribution the mode is the same as the 
теап. 

The normal ог Gaussian distribution of samples is 
characterized Ьу а symmetrical bell shape оп а frequency 
diagram. 



Вох 2.1 
(continued) 

Averages 

Null hypothesis The hypothesis that two populations agree with regard to 
some parameter is called the null hypothesis. The null 
hypothesis is usually brought in to Ье rejected at а given 
level of probability. 

Null value The value assigned to а parameter in the null hypothesis. 

Population А set of measurements of а specified property of а group 
of objects. Normally only а sample of the population is 
studied. The symbols representing the population аге 

represented Ьу Greek letters whereas those relating to the 
, sample аге given in Roman lettering. 

Regression А measure of the intensity of the relationship between two 
variabIes. It is usually measured Ьу fitting а straight line to 
the observations. 

Robust test А test is robust relative to а certain assumption if it 
provides sufficiently accurate results even when this 
assumption is violated. 

Significance test А measure of the probability level at which а null 
hypothesis is accepted ог rejected - usually at the 5 % 
(0.05) ог 1 % (0.01) level. 

Spurious correlation А correlation which appears to exist between ratios 
formed from variabIes where попе exists between the 
original variabIes. 

Standard deviation 

Variance, 52 

2.2 Averages 

The spread of values about the теап. It is calculated as 
the square root of the variance: 

5 = y'L(X - xi / (п - 1) 

In а normally distributed set of numbers 68.26 % of them 
will lie within опе standard deviation of the теап and 
95.46 % will lie within two standard deviations from the 
mеап. The standard deviation of the population is 0". 

А measure of the deviation of individual values about the 
теап: 

52 = L(X - х)2 / (п - 1) 

The variance is the square of the standard deviation. 
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Geochemists frequently use 'average values' in order to present their data in 
summary form. In addition, it is sometimes useful in comparative studies to work 
with the composition of average rocks. For example, average values of mid-ocean 
ridge basalts and of chondritic meterorites are frequently 'used as normalizing values 
in trace element studies. А verages are also used in analytical geochemistry where а 
signal mау Ье measured а number of times and then an average taken of the 
measurements. 
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Rock (1987а, 1988Ь) has drawn attention to the way in which geochemists 
calculate average values and has shown that the methods most frequently used are 
in fact quite inadequate. The most commonly used summary statistic is the 
arithmetic теап, with the standard deviation sometimes quoted as а measure of the 
spread of the data. Less frequently used are the geometric теап, the median and 
the mode. These terms are defined in Вох 2.1. 

The arithmetic теап is ап inappropriate choice as а method of averaging 
geochemical data for two principal reasons. Firstly, it assumes that the sample 
population is either normally or log-normally distributed. For тапу geological data
sets this is not the case, nor is there апу а priori reason why it should Ье so. The 
normality of geochemical data, therefore, should never Ье assumed. Secondly, тапу 
geochemical data-sets contain outliers, single values completely outside the range of 
the other measured values. Outliers occur as а result of contamination and Ьу the 
introduction of samples from other populations. They cause extreme distortion to 
ап arithmetic теап if not screened out. 

Similar problems occur with estimates of the standard deviation and with the 
geometric теап; Rock (1988Ь) proposes that robust estimates of average values 
should Ье used instead of the теап. А robust statistical test is опе which works 
еуеп when the original assumptions of the test are not strictly fulfilled. 1п the case 
of average values, robust estimates have the advantage of being able to reject 
outliers and work well with non-normal small data-sets. Robust estimates of average 
values are calculated using the computer program of Rock (1987а). 

This is аН rather bad news for the geochemist, who has Ьесоте used to а 

number of standard statistical devices available in computer packages and еуеп оп 
pocket calculators. Rock (1988Ь) emphasizes, however, that in the statistical 
literature', of the various methods used to assess average values, the 'теап and 
standard devlation consistently performed the worst'. Ап example from Rock 
(1988Ь - Table 3) makes the point. The value quoted Ьу Nakamura (1974) for La 
in chondritic meteorites is 0.329. However, the arithmetic теап of 53 samples is 
0.365 whilst the geometric теап is 0.329. Twenty robust estimates range from 
0.322 to 0.34, although of the three robust methods recommended Ьу Rock, values 
are restricted to the range 0.322 to 0.329. The message seems to Ье that robust 
estimates are to Ье preferred. They also have the advantage that the calculation of 
several robust estimates allows outliers to Ье recognized from the inconsistencies 
between calculated values. 

2.3 Correlation 

Опе of the most important questions asked Ьу а geochemist when inspecting 
tabulated geochemical data is to enquire what are the associations between the listed 
oxides and elements. For example, in the list of analyses of tonalitic and 
trondhjemitic gneisses in Table 2.2, do the oxides СаО and А12Оз vary together? Is 
there а linear relationship between К2О and Na20? This type of question IS 

traditionally answered Ьу using the statistical technique of correlation. 
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Significance tables for the Spearman rank correlation coefficient for sample size n, at the 1 О % , 1 % 
and 0.1 % significance levels (one-sided test) and the 20 % ,2 % and 0.2 % significance levels (two-
sided test)* . 

n 10 % 

4 1.000 
5 0.800 
6 0.657 
7 0.571 
8 0.524 
9 0.483 

10 0.455 
12 0.406 
14 0.367 
16 0.341 
18 0.317 
20 0.299 
25 0.265 
30 0.240 
35 0.222 
40 0.207 
45 0.194 
50 0.184 
60 0.168 
70 0.155 
80 0.145 
90 0.136 

100 0.129 

20 % 

* Data from Sachs (1984) . 

One-sided test 

1 % 

1.000 
0.943 
0.893 
0.833 
0.783 
0.745 
0.687 
0.626 
0.582 
0.550 
0.520 
0.466 
0.425 
0.394 
0.368 
0.347 
0.329 
0.300 
0.278 
0.260 
0.245 
0.233 

2 % 

Two-sided test 

0.1 % 

1.000 
0.952 
0.917 
0.879 
0.818 
0.771 
0.729 
0.695 
0.662 
0.598 
0.549 
0.510 
0.479 
0.453 
0.430 
0.394 
0.365 
0.342 
0.323 
0.307 

0.2 % 

correlation matrices are used to study the problem of element mobility during the 
retrogression of high-grade gneisses, and in Weaver et а/. (1981), in а study of the 
trace element chemistry of а highly metamorphosed anorthosite. 

It must Ье noted, however, that whilst the correlation matrix is а very useful 
device and correlation coefficients are useful statistical descriptors, we must Ье 
cautious about their use in geochemistry because of the very special nature of 
geochemical data (see Section 2.6). As 1 shall show more [иНу below, the value of 
а correlation coefficient mау not Ье in doubt but the petrogenetic meaning ascribed 
to that value is open to interpretation. 

2.3.6 Coггelation coefficient patterns 

Сох and Clifford (1982) have proposed а way of presenting correlation coefficient 
data for а suite of rocks in а diagrammatic form. Their method, which is purely 
descriptive, uses the Pearson product-moment coefficient of correlation and is an 
attempt to utilize and display graphically the large amount of information contained 
in а correlation matrix, without resorting to plotting the enormons number of 
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Figure 2.1 Correlation coefficient patterns for Ti, Си, К and Ба for the Rooi Rand dolerites . Data from 
the correlation matrix of Сох and Clifford (1982 - ТаЫе 4). The similarity in the patterns 
for К and Ба implies some geochemical coherence. 

possible two-element variation diagrams. They have selected а range of geologically 
important trace elements which they have arranged in а somewhat arbitrary order 
and plotted them as the x-axis of а bivariate graph. The correlation coefficient for а 
given element from -1 to + 1 is plotted as the y-axis and the positions of each of the 
plotted points are joined to form а correlation coefficient pattern (Figure 2.1). 

The underlying assumption of the correlation coefficient diagram is that for а 
suite of lavas undergoing а single-stage process such as crystal fractionation, the 
interelement correlation coefficients will Ье + 1, -1 or О. In this case values close to 
zero and zero values тау have significance in the sense that where а correlation 
might Ье expected and попе is found some process must have operated to produce 
this result. Usually, however, the evolution of ап igneous liquid is not а single-stage 
process and а number of different processes are acting together. The greater the 
number of competing petrological processes, the greater the scatter is likely to Ье оп 
а two-element variation' diagram and the smaller the numerical value of the 
correlation coefficient. Thus correlation coefficent patterns сап Ье used in two ways: 
(1) for patterns for the same element, but for different rock suites, contrasting sets 
of processes тау Ье identified; (2) for different elements in the same rock suite, 
their contrasting roles in the petrogenetic processes тау Ье identified. This is 
illustrated in Figure 2.1. 

2.4 Regression 

Often in geochemistry the strength of ап association, as defined Ьу the correlation 
coefficient, is sufficient information from which to draw petrological conclusions. 
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Sometimes, however, it is also useful to quantify that aSSOclatlOn. This is 
traditionally done using regression analysis. For example, in the instance of the 
association between СаО and АlzОз in the tonalites and trondhjemites of Table 2.2 
the question 'If the СаО concentration were 3.5 wt О/о, what would Ье the 
concentration of АlzОз?' сап Ье answered Ьу calculating the regression equation for 
the variables СаО and АlzОз . 

The quantification of ап association is carried out Ьу fitting а straight line 
through the data and finding the equation of that line. The equation for а straight 
line relating variables х and у is 

у = а + Ьх [2.4] 

The constant а is the value of у given Ьу the straight line at х = о. The constant 
Ь is the slope of the line and shows the number of units increase (or decrease) in у 
that accompanies ап increase in опе unit of х. The constants а and Ь are determined 
Ьу fitting the straight line to the data. The relation above is ideal and does not allow 
for апу deviation from the line. However, in reality this is not the case for most 
observations are made with some error; so often the data form а cloud of points to 
which а straight line must Ье fitted. It is this which introduces some uncertainty to 
line-fitting procedures and has resulted in а number of alternative approaches. 
Regression analysis is the subject of а number of statistical texts (e.g. Draper and 
Smith, 1981) and а useful review of fitting procedures in the earth sciences is given 
Ьу Troutman and Williams (1987). Below some of the more popular forms of 
regression aredescribed. 

2.4.1 Ordinary least squares regression 

Ordinary least squares regression is traditionally опе of the most commonly used 
line-fitting techniques in geochemistry because it is relatively simple to use and 
because computer software with which to perform the calculations is generally 
readily available. Unfortunately, it is often not appropriate. 

The least squares best-fit line is constructed so that the sum of the squares of the 
vertical deviations about the line is а minimum. In this case the variable х is the 
independent (non-random) variable and is assumed to have а very small error; у, оп 
the other hand, is the dependent variable (the random variable), with errors ап 
order of magnitude or more greater than the errors оп х, and is to Ье determined 
from values of х. In this case we say that у is regressed оп х (Figure 2.2а). It is 
possible to regress х оп у and in this case the best-fit line minimizes the sum of the 
squares of the horizontal deviations about the line (Figure 2.2Ь). Thus there are two 
possible regression lines for the same data, а rather unsatisfactory situation for 
physical scientists who prefer а unique line. The two lines intersect at the теап of 
the sample (Figure 2.2с) and approach each other as the value of the correlation 
coefficient (r) increases until they coincide at r = 1. 

In the case of ordinary least squares regression, where у is regressed оп х, the 
value of the intercept, а, тау Ье computed from: 

а = у - Ьх [2.5] 

where х and у are the теап values for variables х and у and Ь is the slope of the 
line. The slope Ь is computed from 

[2.6] 
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Ordinary least squares: 
regression of у оп х 

(а) 

Ordinary least squares: 
regression of х оп у 

(Ь) 

Ordinary least squares 

(е) 

Redueed major axis 

(d) 

Figure 2.2 Three types of regression line discussed in the text. (а) Ordinary least squares regression of у 
оп х; in this case the vertical distance between the point and the line is minimized. (Ь) 

Ordinary least squares regression of х оп у; the horizontal distance between the point and the 
line is minimized. (с) Both ordinary least squares lines pass through the means (х, )1), the 
centroid of the data. (d) Reduced major axis regression; the line is fitted to minimize the area 
of the shaded triangles. 

where r is the product-moment correlation coefficient and S x and Sy are the 
standard deviatio!1s of the samples of х- and y-values. 

Confidence intervals оп the slope of the line Ь and the interccpt а for а given 
significance level mау Ье computed from the equations given Ьу Тill (1974 - р.97). 

Thus confidence intervals оп values of у for а number of values of х mау Ье used to 
draw а confidence band оп the regression line. This confidence band will Ье wider 
at the ends of the fitted line because there are more points near the mеап values. 

Despite its great usage in geochemistry, ordinary least squares regression has а 
number of disadvantages. Firstly, the method yields two different lines, neither of 
which mау represent the actual relation between the variables. Secondly, it is 
assumed that the errors оп the independent variable are small, whereas errors оп 
the dependent variable are much larger. Generally in geochemistry it is meaningless 
to define опе variable as the dependent variable and the other as the independent 
variable, for both will have Ьееп determined Ьу the same technique and are subject 
to the same errors. The treatment of the errors in the measurement of х and у has 
given rise to а number of alternatives to least squares regression. The third 
disadvantage is that least squares regression is chiefly used in а predictive sense -
variable у is estimated from variable х. In geochemistry, however, regression is 
more commonly used to confirm the strength of association between variables and 
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to calculate the slope and intercept of а line. Williams (1983) gives ап interesting 
discussion of the misuse of ordinary least squares regression in the earth sciences. 

Thus, whilst ап ordinary least squares line mау Ье calculated as а first step in the 
regression analysis, ап elaboration of or ап alternative to ordinary least squares 
regression is needed for most geochemical applications. Some of these alternatives 
are reviewed below. 

2.4.2 Reduced major axis regression 

Reduced major axis regression is а more appropriate form of regression analysis for 
geochemistry than the more popular ordinary least squares regression. The method 
(Kermack and Haldane, 1950) is based ироп minimizing the areas of the triangles 
between points and the best-fit line (Figure 2.2d). 

The slope Ь of the reduced major axis line is given Ьу 

[2.7] 

where Sx and Sy are the standard deviations of sample values х and у and the sign is 
taken from the correlation coefficient. Thus, unlike ordinary least squares and least 
normal squares regression, the slope of the reduced major axis line is independent 
of the correlation coefficient r. The intercept а is taken from Eqn [2.5] аЬоуе. 

Butler (1986) comments that there is some difficulty in estimating the confidence 
limits for the reduced major axis line but follows Moran (1971) in using the 95 О/о 
confidence bounds of the two ordinary least squa[es lines as the 95 О/о confidence 
limits. Тill (1974 - р.1 02) calculates confidence intervals in terms of standard 
deviations. 

In Figure 2.3 а comparison of regression lines is shown. Using the variables 
Fе20з and СаО from Table 2.2 the ordinary least squares (regressing both х оп у 
and у оп х), and the reduced major axis methods are used to fit straight lines to the 
data. The equation for each line is given. 

2.4.3 Weighted least squares regression 

А more specialized treatment of data mау require weighted least squares regression. 
This is necessary when some data points are less reliable than otners and so are 
more subject to error. In this case different weights mау Ье ascribed to each data 
point before performing the line fitting. The weighting must Ье assigned Ьу the 
researcher and is normally achieved Ьу first calculating ап ordinary least squares 
line and then investigating the residuals - the differences between the data and the 
ordinary least squares line. 

The weighted least squares technique is the most commonly employed method 
of constructing ап isochron in geochronology (York, 1967, 1969) although in detail 
the different isotopic methods require slightly different approaches. For example, 
Brooks et а/. (1972) showed that for Rb/Sr geochronology the~rrors in the isotope 
ratios are normally distributed and for 86Sr/87Sr ratios lessthan 1.0 (the usual 
situation in whole-rock analysis) the errors are not correlated. In РЬ isotope 
geology, however, the errors between the lead isotope ratios are highly correlated 
and require а slightly different treatment (see У ork, 1969). 
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Figure 2.3 Three different regression lines drawn for the same data with their regression equations (data 
taken from ТаЫе 2.2). The regression lines are: ordinary least squares regression of х оп у (х 
оп у) - slope and intercept calculated from Eqns [2.5] and [2.6]; reduced major axis (RМA) 
- slope and intercept calculated from Eqns [2.7] and [2.5]; ordinary least squares regression 
of у оп х (у оп х) - slope and intercept calculated from Eqns [2.5] and [2.6]. 

2.4.4 Robust regression 

Robust regression is another more specialized line-fitting technique and is another 
form of weighted least squares regression. Robust linear regression does not allow а 
single data point such as ап outlier to have а disproportionate influence оп the 
computed уаlие of the slope and intercept. This is important, for ordinary least 
squares estimates сап Ье seriously distorted Ьу the influence of опе or two outlying 
values. For this reason the data should Ье inspected for outliers. Outlying 
observations should Ье examined to see if they are in error, although по point 
should Ье discarded simply because it is ап outlier. Inspection for outliers mау Ье 
carried out visually using а scatter plot or with ап exploratory data analysis 
computer program such as that described Ьу Rock (l987a). 

In robust regression, outlying values are downweighted. Zhou (1987) gives ап 
example of the use of this technique in geochemical exploration where outliers 
(often anomalies and the object of such ап exercise) mау hamper their own 
identification Ьу distorting the results of statistical analysis. 

2.4.5 Some probIems with traditional approaches to correlation and 
regression 

At the beginning of this section we asked questions about the association between 
pairs of elements. Typical questions are about the strength of association between 
oxides, for ехаmрlе, to what degree the oxides СаО and АlzОз are associated in the 
data of ТаЫе 2.2. А more disturbing question, and опе that is not usually asked, is 
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to what extent is the association between СаО and А12Оз controlled Ьу the other 
associations in the data-set. For example, does the fact that СаО correlates well with 
Si02 affect in апу way its correlation with А12Оз ? 

Traditionally geochemists have looked at the relationships between pairs of 
elements in isolation from the other members of the data-set Ьу plotting а large 
number of bivariate variation diagrams or Ьу constructing а correlation matrix of 
the type described аЬоуе. У et the nature of geochemical data is that they are 
multivariate, i.e. simultaneous measurements have Ьееп made оп more than опе 
variable. In other words, geochemists have tended to use а bivariate approach to а 
multivariate problem. This is not to say that bivariate analysis of the data is totally 
useless, and parameters such as the correlation coefficient сап Ье used as sample 
descriptors. More appropriate techniques are therefore those of multivariate 
analysis, and тапу of the methods are described in some detail for the petrologist 
Ьу Le Maitre (1982). 

This approach is not described in this text for there is а still more fundamental 
problem, and опе which is not resolved directly Ьу the application of multivariate 
techniques. This is the problem caused Ьу the summation of major element analyses 
to 100 О/о - the constant sum problem. The statistical difficulties resulting 
from this feature of geochemical data are formidable and are discussed below in 
Section 2.6. 

2.5 Ratio correlation 

Опе specialized appli.cation of correlation and regression is in ratio correlation. The 
correlation of ratios сап lead the user into а great deal of trouble and should 
normally Ье avoided. The exception is in geochronology, and this is discussed in 
Section 2.5 :3 below. The dangers of ratio correlation in geochemistry have Ьееп 
documented Ьу Butler (1982, 1986) and Rollinson and Roberts .( 1986) and are the 
subject of а text Ьу Chayes (1971). А summary of the arguments is presented below. 

Given а set of variables X 1, Х2, Хз ... which show по correlation, ratios formed 
from these pairs which have parts in соттоп such as X 1 / Х2 vs Хз/ Х2, X 1 / Х2 vs 
X 1/ Хз or X 1 vs X 1/ Xz will Ье highly correlated. This was first recognized Ьу 
Pearson (1896) in the context of simple anatomical measurements and brought to 
the attention of geologistsby Chayes (1949). For the case where X 1 / Х2 is plotted 
against Хз/ Xz Pearson (1896) showed that а first-order approximation for the 
correlation coefficient r is given Ьу the expression 

r= [2.8] 

where rlZ is the correlation coefficient between variables X 1 and Х2 and СЗ is the 
coefficient of variation (the standard deviation divided Ьу the теап) of variable Хз, 

etc. This expression holds for small values of С « 0.3) and when the relative 
variance of Xz is not large and when the absolute measurements are normally 
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Figure 2.4 (а) Bivariate plot of Na20 vs К2О from the data presented in ТаЫе 2.2 - the correlation 
coefficient of 0.0173 is not significant at 99.9 %. (Ь) Bivariate plot of the molecular 
proportions of Na/Ti vs K/Ti for the same data illustrating the effects of spurious 
correlation (У = 0.8853). 

distributed. The more general form of this equation for Х1 / Х2 vs Хз/ Х4 is given 
Ьу Chayes (1971 - p.ll). 

If the variables Х1 , Х2, Хз are uncorrelated (i.e. '12 = r2З = '13 = О) and the 
coefficients of variation are аН the same (i.e. С1 = С2 = Сз) then the expression 
reduces to 0.5. Thus еуеп though the variables Х1 , Х2, Хз are uncorrelated, the 
correlation coefficient between the ratios Х1/Х2 and ХЗ/Х2 is 0.5. In the case 
where Х1 , Х2 and Хз are uncorrelated, С1 and Сз are equal and С2 is three times 
their value, then the expression reduces to 0.9. These correlation coefficients are 
spurious correlations for they appear to indicate а correlation where попе exists 
between the original variables. This is illustrated in Figure 2.4, where NazO 
concentrations are plotted against К2О concentrations (Figure 2.4а - data taken 
from ТаЫе 2.2). The points appear to Ье randomly scattered (although it might Ье 
possible to recognize two populations of data points) and they have а very low 
coefficient of correlation. If the weight per cent concentrations are converted to 
molecular proportions and Na and К ratioed to Ti, it сап Ье seen (Figure 2.4Ь) that 
the points are highly correlated, with а correlation · coefficient of 0.8853. 

In the light of these observations Butler (1986) argued that in the case of ratio 
correlation the assessment of the strength of а linear association cannot Ье tested in 
the usual way, against а пиН value of zero. Rather, the пиН value must Ье the value 
computed for the spurious correlation (i.e. r in Eqn [2.8] above) and will therefore 
vary for every diagram plotted. Ап even more complex пиН hypothesis proposed Ьу 
Nicholls (1988) is that the correlation coefficient of the data-set is compared with 
that for а set of random numbers with а similar range of values, means and 
vапапсеs as the data-set under investigation. This is not, however, а fruitful 
approach. 

2.5.1 Ап example of the impгopeг use of гatio coггelation - Реагсе element 
гatio diagгams 

Ап example of the misuse of ratio corr.elation сап Ье seen in the molecular 
proportion diagrams of Т.Н. Pearce, more recently called 'Pearce element ratio 
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diagrams' or 'Pearce diagrams'. These diagrams require the plotting of ratios of 
oxides recast as cation quantities оп ап х-У graph. The ratios have ап element in 
соттоп, usually а соттоп denominator (Pearce, 1968, 1970). Pearce diagrams 
were originally developed to avoid the effects of closure inherent in plotting 
percentages, the conventional method of displaying major element geochemical 
data. This is not а trivial problem and is discussed in some detail in Section 2.6 
below. More recently users of Pearce diagrams have claimed that they сап Ье used 
to discriminate between rival petrological hypotheses and identify geological process 
(Russell et al., 1990; Ernst et al., 1988). 

Pearce element ratios have enjoyed а limited but varied use in petrology, 
although it should Ье stressed that the spurious nature of ratio plots makes the 
conclusions drawn from these diagrams at least doubtful and more commonly plain 
wrong for it is impossible to disentangle апу geological effect from the spurious 
correlation effect. The most popular applications have Ьееп in identifying the 
fractionating phase(s) in igneous suites and in identifying mobile elemerits in altered 
volcanic rocks, particularly in altered basalts and komatiites. They have also Ьееп 
used in petrogenetic studies to aid in the identification of mantle phases influencing 
the chemistry of partial melts and in identifying participating phases in crystal 
fractionation. А variant of this latter use has Ьееп to investigate mixing between 
crystals and melt using а Pearce element ratio diagram because these diagrams 
generate а straight line. Pearce element ratio diagrams have also Ьееп used in 
mineralogy to identify atomic substitutions in mineral lattices. 

The underlying assumption of Pearce diagrams isthat in а system undergoing 
change апу element which remains constant during the geological process under 
investigation тау Ье used as а standard against which the change (in the other 
elements) тау Ье measured. In фе case of Pearce diagrams the constant element, or 
conserved element as it is often called, becomes the ratioing element and it is 
chosen because of its assumed constancy in the system under investigation. 
However, regardless of the geologicallogic which тау underlie these diagrams, the 
fact remains that they are ratio plots and are subject to the peculiarities of data 
presented as ratios: Thus опе cannot escape from the problem of spurious 
correlation. 
А second property of Pearce diagrams which is claimed Ьу their adherents is that 

the slope of а trend оп а ratio plot is of significance in discriminating between rival 
hypotheses. For example, it is claimed that it is possible to discriminate between 
olivine and orthopyroxene fractionation in а basaltic magma from the slope of the 
regression line оп а ratio plot. In other words, the slope is а function of the 
stoichiometry of the mass transfer process (Russell et al., 1990). Thus different 
slopes identify different mass transfer processes. However, this argument too is 
flawed, for regression lines drawn through the data have incorrect slopes. This is 
because, in the case of ordinary least squares regression, the slope of the line is 
directly related to the correlation coefficient . (Eqn [2.6]), which in this case is 
spurious. The slopes cannot therefore Ье used with апу confidence to infer 
petrological processes. 

Some authors have sought to circumvent the problems of ratio correlation Ьу 
transforming their data into logarithmic form. Unfortunately this also does not 
solve апу problems for the problems are preserved еуеп as log-ratios (see Кеппу, 
1982; Rollinson and Roberts, 1986). 
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It is the variability with regard to i~s own теап, in the соттоп element in 
Pearce element ratio diagrams, that gives rise to the potentially spurious nature of 
such diagrams. Spurious correlations arise primarily as а function of the means, 
standard deviations and correlation coefficients of the unratioed elemental data set. 
Small variations in the concentration of the ratioing element give rise to large and 
similar variations in both ratios of the Pearce plot. These elements often have а 
large coefficient of variation contributing to а high value for r, the spurlOus 
correlation coefficient. 

2.5.2 Application to trace element diagrams 

А num ber of elemental plots of trace elements are presented as ratio plots of the 
form X 1 / Xz vs Хз/ Xz, X 1 vs X 1 / Xz or X 1 vs Xz/ X 1 and are аН subject to the 
constraints of ratio correlation discussed аЬоуе. In some cases the trace element 
diagrams are designed only for classification purposes but, where linear trends are 
important for petrogenetic interpretation, then the problem of spurious correlation 
applies. In this case the plots shQuld Ье considered carefully and ideas tested оп 
alternative plots before апу petrological conclusions are drawn from the data. ' 

. 2.5.3 Ratio correlation in isotope geology 

Ratios with а соттоп denominator are the staple diet of much of geochronology 
and isotope geology and the statistical validity of Rb-Sr isochron diagrams was 
questioned Ьу Chayes (1977) and discussed more [иНу Ьу Butler (1982) and Dodson 
(1982). Butler (1982) pointed ou.t that in the case of Rb-Sr isochron diagrams where 
the isotope ratio 87Sr/86Sr is plotted against 8~RbI86Sr, the presence of а соттоп 
denominator (86sr) 'should raise the suspicion that some or аН of the observed 
variation оп the scatter diagram тау Ье due to the effects of having formed ratios 
with а соттоп denominator'. Dodson (1982) responded to this argument Ьу 
showing that isotopic ratios such as 87 Sr / 86Sr are never calculated from 
independent measurements (unlike ratios formed from major element oxide pairs). 
Rather, they are а directly measured property of the element under consideration, 
unrelated to the amount sampled, and сап onl'y Ье altered in а limited number of 
ways, the most important of which is radioactive decay. Dodson proposed the пиН 
hypothesis for isotope geochemistry that 'variations in the measured isotopic 
composition of ап element are unrelated to its concentration or to апу other 
petrochemical property of the materials sampled'. Не showed that if the пиН 
hypothesis is true then the expected value of the ratio correlation coefficient is zero 
and that isochron diagrams are not subject to the соттоп denominator effect. 
А related problem in isotope geology is the correlation between the ratio 87 Sr / 86Sr 

and 86Sr concentrations. In this case (provided there is по analytical error) the 
correlation is most likely to result from the random mixing of two uniform sources 
of Sr with different isotopic compositions) although there is also the possibility that 
the observed correlations have arisen as а consequence of the соттоп denominator 
effect resulting from ratio correlation. 
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2.6 ТЬе constant sum probIem 

Geochemists are used to expressing the major element compositions of rocks and 
minerals as percentages, so that the sum of the major elements will always Ье about 
100 О/о. This has to Ье, simply because there is по other way of presenting а 
chemical analysis in а form which сап Ье compared with other analyses. This 
standard form, which is universally used Ьу geochemists for both rock and mineral 
analyses, is а source of much grief to statisticians, who for 30 years have Ьееп 
informing geochemists that they are working in а minefield of spurious correlations 
and that their interp:retation of major and trace element chemistry is potentially 
unsound. Data expressed as part of а whole (percentages or parts per million) are 
described as cornpositional data. 

In brief, the problem is as follows. Percentages are highly complex ratios 
containing variables in their denominators which represent аН the constituents 
being examined. Thus, components of percentage data are not free to vary 
independently. As the proportion of опе component increases, the proportion of 
опе or more other components must decrease. For instance, the first sample in 
ТаЫе 2.2 contains 61.5 О/о silica and so the value for the second variable (TiOz) is 
not free to take апу value but must Ье restrained to equal to or less than (100 -
61.5) О/о. The next oxide (for example АlzОз ) is further restrained, and so оп. This 
has а number of effects оп the data. Firstly, it introduces а negative bias into 
correlations. This mау Ье illustrated as follows. If опе component has а significantly 
higher value than аН the other components - such as SiOz - then bivariate 
graphs of SiOz and the other components will show а marked negative tendency. 
This attribute of percentage data is [иНу explored Ьу Chayes (1960) and is 
illustrated in Figure 3.15. Secondly, the summing of analyses to 100 О/о forces а 

correlation between components of the data-set. The problem has Ьееп illustrated 
Ьу Meisch (1969), who demonstrates that ап apparently significant correlation 
between two oxides mау have arisen through the closure process from ап actual 
correlation between two other oxides. These induced correlations mау or mау not 
сопсеаl important geological correlations. Stated in another way, the пиН value for 
the correlation coefficient for variables from а percentage апау is not the usual пиll 
value of zero. The problem for geochemists ,is that what the пиН value should Ье in 
these circumstances is not known. In terms of correlation theory the usual criterion 
of unrelatedness or independence does not hold, nor are the variances and 
covariances of the data-set independent. 
А third consequence of percentage formation is that subcompositions, frequently 

used in variation diagrams such as the AFM diagram, do not reflect the variations 
present in the 'parent' data-set. Aitchison (1986 - ТаЫе 3.1) shows that the 
correlation coefficient between pairs of variables varies substantially in subsets of а 
data-set and that there is по apparent pattern to the changes. In addition, 
subcompositions have variances which show different rank ' orderings from those in 
the parent data-set. For example, in the subset of data AFM (NazO+ KzO, 
FeO(total), MgO) the variances mау Ье А > F > М, but in the parent data-set the 
variances mау be .F > А > М. 
А normal percentage апау of major element data is described Ьу Chayes (1960) 

as 'closed' (Aitchison, 1986 and elsewhere, uses the term 'composition') and а 
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2.6.2 

Analysing geochemical data 

closed апау or data-set has inherently the possibility of non-zero correlations. The 
implication of а closed апау is that there exists behind it ап ореп апау ('basis' in 
the nomenclature of Aitchison) from which these data have Ьееп derived. This ореп 
апау is not subject to the constant sum effect and would Ье much easier to treat 
statistically. However, the problem in geochemistry is that we have по access to the 
ореп апау and often we cannot envisage what it is like. 

The consequences of closuгe 

The principal consequence of closure for geochemistry is that correlation, 
frequently used to examine major and trace element interrelationships, сап 

produced misleading results. Consider the data presented in Table 2.2. Here there 
is а strong inverse correlation between the wt О/о concentrations of SiOz and MgO. 
That there is such ап association is beyond doubt and the strength of the association 
is shown Ьу the high correlation coefficient (-0.8837). However, the cause of the 
association and hence its meaning is not at аН clear because we are dealing with 
percentage data in ,vhich опе constituent makes ир more than half of the 
composition and the other variable makes ир а proportion of the remainder. There 
is inevitably therefore а forced association between the two. This problem сап Ье 
demonstrated for major element plots, particularly those involving silica. However, 
it applies more generally to major and trace element data (for both are expressed as 
fractions of а whole), for forced correlations are а property of compositional data 
(Butler, 1986; Skala 1979). 

Woronow (1990) and Woronow and Love (1990) have argued that а second 
consequence of closure is that the means of percentage (and ррт) data have по 
interpretative value. They show that ап infinite number of possible changes сап 
explain ап observed change in the теап of compositional data. Thus it is impossible 
to produce а meaningful statistical test to evaluate the similarities between means of 
compositional data. This observation has important implications for approaches 
such as discriminant analysis, frequently used in geochemistry (see Section 2.9). 

The problem of closure is not removed when the data is transformed into cations 
(Butler, 1981) nor is it removed when the problem is presented in graphical rather 
than statistical form. Furthermore, closure remains even when the constituents of 
ап analysis do not sum exactly to 100 о/о, through analytical error or incomplete 
analysis, for there is always the category of 'others'· which сап Ье used to produce а 
sum of 100 О/о. 

Aitchison's solution to the constant sum effect 

Aitchison has addressed the constant sum effect in а series of detailed papers 
(Aitchison, 1981, 1982, 1984) and in а substantial text (Aitchison, 1986) in which he 
illustrates his work with examples drawn from а number of disciplines including 
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geochemistry. Aitchison's fundamental premise is that 'the study of compositions is 
essentially concerned with the relative magnitudes of the ingredients rather than 
their absolute values (this) leads naturally to а conclusion that we should think in 
terms of ratios' (Aitchison, 1986 - р.65). This frees percentage data from their 
restricted region (а 'simplex' in the terminology of Aitchison) to spread more freely 
though sample space. Thus when formulating questions about associations between 
variables in а geochemical data-set our thinking should Ье based ироп ratios rather 
than ироп percentages as has traditionally Ьееп the case. Aitchison goes оп to point 
out that handling the variances and covariances of ratios is difficult and that а 
mathematically simpler approach is to take logarith~s of these values. Thus he 
proposes that compositional data should Ье expressed as the covariances of (natural) 
log-ratios of the variables rather than the raw percentages. The calculation of log
ratios тау seem tedious and unnecessary but it has the consequence of freeing 
sample values from а restricted range to vary between ± 00. 

At first sight there appears to Ье some similarity between the method of 
Aitchison quoted with approval here and the ratio correlation technique heavily 
criticized in ап earlier section of this chapter. The two are the same inasmuch as 
both require the taking of ratios, but there the similarity ceases. At the heart of 
Aitchison's argument is the observation that уои cannot correlate ratios, and yet this 
is ап essential part of ratio correlation. Rather, Aitchison's method involves not the 
correlation of log-ratios themselves but the structure of а log-ratio covariance 
matrix. 

In his 1986 text Aitchison proves (for the mathematically literate reader) that the 
covariance structure of log-ratios is superior to the covariance structure of а 
percentage апау (the 'crude' covariance structure, as it is termed in his text). The 
covariance structure of log-ratios is free from the problems of the negative bias and 
of subcompositions which bedevil percentage data. In detail he shows that there are 
three ways in which the compositional covariance structure сап Ье specified. Each is 
illustrated in ТаЫе 2.5. Firstly, it сап Ье presented as а variation matrix in which 
the log-ratio variances are plotted for every variable ratioed to every other variable. 
This matrix provides а measure of the relative variation of every pair of variables 
and сап Ье used in а descriptive sense to identify relationships within the data array 
and in а comparative mode between data arrays. 
А second approach is to ratio every variable against а соттоп divisor. The 

covariances of these log-ratios are presented as а log-ratio covariance matrix. (The 
correlation coefficient between two variables х and у is the covariance normalized to 
the squareroot of the product of their variances - Eqn [2.1]). The choice of 
variable as the divisor is immaterial because it is the structure of the matrix which is 
of importance rather than the individual values of the covariances. Nevertheless, 
this does give rise to а large number of different solutions. This form of covariance 
structure is used Ьу Aitchison (1986 - Chapter 7) in а wide variety of statistical 
tests оп log-ratio data which include tests of normality and regression. Ап example 
of its use in testing the independence of subcompositions in роllеп analysis is given 
Ьу Woronow and Butler (1986). 

The final form of compositional covariance structure is centred log-ratio 
covariance matrix. In this case the single divisor of the log-ratio covariance matrix is 
replaced Ьу the geometric теап of аll the components. This form is used with 
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ТаЫе 2.5 
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The forms of data presentation proposed Ьу Aitchison (1986) 

(а) Variation тatrix [where А!/ Si, etc., тeans the variance о[ log(А 12 0зI Si02) J 
SiOz АlzОз TiOz FеzОз MnO MgO СаО ... 

SiOz О AlISi Ti/Si Fe/Si Mn/Si Mg/Si Ca/Si 
АlzОз О Ti/Al Fe/Al Mn/Al Mg/Al Ca/Al 
TiOz О Fe/Ti Mn/Ti Mg/Ti Ca/Ti 
FеzОз О Mn/Fe Mg/Fe Ca/Fe 
MnO О Mg/Mn Ca/Mn 
MgO О Ca/Mg 
СаО О 

(Ь) Log-ratio covartance тatrix [where Al,si, etc., тeans the covartance о[ the . log-ratios 
(АI2Озl Ti02,Si021 Ti02) J 

SiOz/TiOz АlzОз/ТiОz FеzОз/ТiОz MnO/TiOz MgO/TiOz CaO/TiOz··· 

SiOz/TiOz Si,Si 
АlzОз/ТiОz 
FеzОз/ТiОz 
MnO/TiOz 
MgO/TiOz 
CaO/TiOz 
" 

Al,Si 
Al,Al 

Fe,Si 
Fe,Al 
Fe,Fe 

Mn,Si 
Mn,Al 
Mn,Fe 
Mn,Mn 

Mg,Si 
Mg,Al 
Mg,Fe 
Mg,Mn 
Mg,Mg 

Ca,Si 
Ca,Al 
Ca,Fe 
Ca,Mn 
Ca,Mg 
Са,Са 

(с) Centred log-ratio covariance тatrix (where AI,Si, etc., тeans the covariance о[ the log-ratios 
Аl2Озlg,siО2lg and where g is the geoтetric теаn) 

SiOzlg АlzОзlg TiOzlg FеzОзlg MnOlg MgO/g CaOlg .. . 

SiOzlg Si,Si Al,Si Ti,Si Fe,Si Mn,Si Mg,Si Ca,Si 
АlzОзlg Al,Al Ti,Al Fe,Al Mn,Al Mg,Al Ca,Al 
TiOzlg Ti,Ti Fe,Ti Mn,Ti Mg,Ti Ca,Ti 
FеzОзlg Fe,Fe Mn,Fe Mg,Fe Ca,Fe 
MnOlg Mn,Mn Mg,Mn Ca,Mn 
MgOlg Mg,Mg Ca,Mg 
CaOlg Са,Са 

" 

simulated data Ьу Butler and Woronow (1986 - Appendix 2) and has the 
conceptual advantage for the geochemist over the log-ratio covariance form that по 
опе element is singled out as the divisor. It is used Ьу Aitchison in principal 
component analysis. Each of the three forms outlined is the same in the sense that 
they each determine the same covariance structure, but in а particular form of 
compositional analysis опе mау Ье easier to use than another. 
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А few multivariate procedures such as regression and principal component 
analysis survive the log-ratio transformation in а recognizable form. 

Aitchison's method was tested with а suite of basalts from Kilauea Iki lava lake, 
Hawaii (Rollinson, 1992). These were chosen for their apparent geological 
simplicity. The chemical variablity in these basalts appears to Ье the product of 
опlу опе process - the fractionation of magnesian olivine (Foss) from а single 
batch of magma (Richter and Moore, 1966). Percentage data рrеsепtеd in Table 3.3 
were recalculated as log-ratios using TiOz as the соттоп divisor and the variation 
matrix, the covariance matrix and the centred covariance matrix were calculated. 
The conventional interpretation of these data using а correlation matrix indicates 
strong associations between almost аll element pairs except for those involving Мп. 
Data inspection showed that: 

1. The variation matrix shows that there is the greatest relative variation between 
MgO (indicative of olivine - the fractionating phase) and the elements 
excluded from olivine and concentrated in the melt - К, Ti, Р, Na, Са and 
Al. 

2. The log-ratio covariance matrix shows that the greatest соvапапсеs are 
between the prime constituents of olivine (Mg-Fe-Si and Мп), the 
fractionating phase. Na, К and Р, which show very small covariances, are 
elements excluded from olivine and are concentrated in the melt. 

3. The centred log-ratio covariance matrix shows negative covariances between 
Mg-K, Mg-Ti, Mg-P, Mg-Na and Mg-Ca, emphasizing the strong 
antipathy between Mg (in olivine) and the elements К, Ti, Р, Na and Са 
which are concentrated in the melt. ТЬе positive covariance between Fe and 
Mg is reflected in the strong association between Mg and Fe in the mineral 
olivine. In contrast the elements with very small covariances Si, Аl, Fe, Мп 
and Са show по strong association with most other elements. 

The interpreta- From the study of Kilauea basalts (Rollinson, 1992) it сап Ье concluded that 
tion ollog-ratios Aitchison's log-ratio method yields results which are geologically reasonable. Log

ratios and log-ratio matrices mау Ье interpreted as follows. 

1. High values in а variation matrix will identify the element pairs which show 
the greatest variability. In igneous rocks this mау Ье between а crysta1lizing 
mineral and the melt or between two or more crystallizing minerals. 

2. High positive values in the two covariance matrices indicate strong associations 
between the elements and this is interpreted to mеап that they coexist in the 
same mineral. 

3. Large negative values in the two covariance matrices tend to confirm the 
variability indicated in the variation matrix. 

4. Total variance mау turn out to Ье ап important indicator of the processes 
operating in а suite of rocks. 

А finalcaveat should Ье added, паmеlу that the methodology outlined here is 
very sensitive to non-normal, small data-sets. 
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which they plot the fields of Archaean greenstone belt shales and Phanerozoic 
shales. Bjorlykke (1974) plotted the (А120З+К20)/(МgО+Nа20) content of shales 
and used it as ап indicator of volcanic-arc provenance. 

3.2.5 Discussion 

For volcanic igneous rocks there is а variety of chemical classification schemes 
which work and which are simple to use, the best of which is the Т AS diagram. 
Plutonic rocks are more problematic. Ап adequate classification scheme exists for 
granitic rocks in the O'Connor diagram but there is по simple and widely accepted 
classification for аll plutonic rocks. Probably, the most comprehensjve is the RI-R2 
diagram of De la Roche et al. (1980) although this diagram is difficult both to 
understand and to apply. 

з.з .Variation diagrams 

А table of geochemical data from а particular igneous province, metamorphic 
terrain or sedimentary succession mау at first sight show ап almost incomprehen
sible variation in the concentration of individual elements. Given that the samples 
are likely to Ье geologically related, а major task for the geochemist is to devise а 
way in which the variation between individual rocks mау Ье simplified and 
condensed so that relationships between the individual rocks mау Ье identified. The 
device which is most commonly used and has proved invaluable in the examination 
of geochemical data is the variation diagram. This is а bivariate graph or 
scattergram оп which two selected variables are plotted. Diagrams of this type were 
popularized as long ago as 1909 Ьу Alfred Harker in his N atural history 01 igneous 
rocks, and опе particular type of variation diagram, in which Si02 is plotted along 
the x-axis, has Ьесоmе known as the 'Harker diagram'. 

Ап illustration of the usefulness of variation diagrams сап Ье seen from а 

comparison of the data in ТаЫе 3.3 and the variation diаgrапis plotted for the same 
data (Figure 3.14). It is clear that the variation diagrams have eondensed and 
rationalized а large volume of numerical information and show qualitatively that 
there is ап excellent correlation (either positive or negative) between each of the 
major elements displayed and Si02. Traditionally this strong geochemical coherence 
between the major elements has Ьееп used to suggest that there is ап underlying 
process which will explain the relationships between the major elements. 

3.3.1 Recognizing geochemical pгocesses оп а majoг element vaгiation 
diagram 

Most trends оп variation diagrams are the result of mixing. In igneous rocks the 
mixing mау Ье that of two magmas, the addition and/or subtraction of solid phases 
during contamination or fractional crystallization, or mixing due to the addition of 
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ТаЫе З. З Chemical analyses of rocks from Kilauea Iki lava lake, Hawaii* 

2 3 
J 

4 6 7 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

SiOz 48.29 48.83 45 .61 45 .50 49.27 46.53 48.l2 47.93 46.96 49.16 48.41 47.90 48.45 48.98 48.74 49.61 49.20 

TiOz 2.33 2.47 1.70 1.54 3.30 1.99 2.34 2.32 2.01 2.73 2.47 2.24 2.35 2.48 2.44 3.03 2.50 

АlzОз 11 .48 12.38 8.33 8.17 12.10 9.49 11.43 11.l8 9.90 12.54 11 .80 11 .17 11 .64 12.05 11 .60 12.91 12.32 

FеzОз 1.59 2.15 2.12 1.60 1.77 2.16 2.26 2.46 2.13 1.83 2.81 2.41 1.04 1.39 1.38 1.60 1.26 

FeO 10.03 9.41 10.02 10.44 9.89 9.79 9.46 9.36 9.72 10.02 8.91 9.36 10.37 10.17 10.18 9.68 10.13 

MnO 0.18 0.l7 0.17 0.l7 0.17 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.17 0.18 

MgO 13.58 11.08 23 .06 23.87 10.46 19.28 13.65 14.33 18.31 10.05 12.52 14.64 13 .23 11 .18 · 12.35 8.84 10.51 

СаО 9.85 10.64 6.98 6.79 9.65 8.18 9.87 9.64 8.58 10.55 10.18 9.58 10.13 10.83 10.45 10.96 11 .05 

Nap 1.90 2.02 1.33 1.28 2.25 1.54 1.89 1.86 Н8 2.09 1.93 1.82 1.89 1.73 1.67 2.24 2.02 

KzO 0.44 0.47 0.32 0.31 0.65 0.38 0.46 0.45 0.37 0.56 0.48 0.41 0.45 0.80 0.79 0.55 0.48 

PzOs 0.23 0.24 0.l6 0.15 0.30 0.l8 0.22 0.21 0.19 0.26 0.23 0.21 0.23 0.24 0.23 0.27 0.23 

HzO+ 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.06 0.08 0.00 0.09 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.04 
нр- 0.05 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.02 

COz 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.l1 0.04 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 

T otal 100.01 99.89 99.84 99.86 99.84 99.93 100.00 99.99 99.93 100.05 100.02 99.95 100.05 100.06 100.07 99.90 99.95 

* From Richter and Мооте (1966), courtesy of the US Geological Survey. 

melt increments during partial melting. In sedimentary rocks trends оп а variation 
diagram will also result from mixing, but in this case the mixing of chemically 
distinct components which contribute to the composition of the sediment. In 
metamorphic rocks, trends оп а variation diagram will usually reflect the processes 
ш the 19neous or sedimentary precursor, masked to some degree Ьу specific 
metamorphic processes such as metasomatism. In some instances, however, 
deformation тау 'smear' together more than one rock type, giving rise to а mixing 
line of metamorphic origin. 

Below we consider some of the more important mixing processes. 

Fractional Fractional crystallization is а major process in the evolution of many igneous rocks, 
crystalliz ation and is frequently the cause of trends seen оп variation diagrams for igneous rocks. 

The fractionating · mineral assemblage is normally indicated Ьу the phenocrysts 
present. А test of crystal fractionation тау Ье made Ьу accurately determining the 
composition of the phenocrysts using the electron Ip.icroprobe and then plotting the 
compositions оп the same graph as the rock analyses. If trends оп а variation 
diagram are controlled Ьу phenocryst compositions then it тау Ье possible to infer 
that the rock chemistry is controlled Ьу crystal fractionation. It should Ье noted, 
however, that fractional crystallization тау also take place at depth and in this case 
the fractionating phases тау not Ье represented in the phenocryst assemblage. 

The importance of fractional crystallization was expounded at length Ьу Bowen 
(1928) in his book The evolution о[ the igneous rocks; he argued that geochemical 
trends for volcanic rocks represent а 'liquid line of descent'. This is the path taken 
Ьу residual liquids as th~y evolve through the differential withdrawal of minerals 
fromthe magma. The ideas of Bowen now need to Ье qualified in the light of 
modern findings in the following ways: (1) trends identical to those produced Ьу 
crystal fractionation сап also Ье produced Ьу partial melting; (2) only phenocryst
poor or aphyric volcanic rocks will give а true indication of the liquid path; (3) 
rarely does а suite of volcanic rocks showing а progressive chemical change erupt as 
а time sequence. Thus even а highly correlated trend for phenocryst-free volcanic 
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Figure 3.14 Bivariate plots of the oxides А12Оз , СаО, MgO, Ti02, Na20 vs Si02 in basaltic lavas [гот 
Кilauea Iki lava lake.from the 1959-1960 eruption of Кilauea volcano, Hawaii (from Richter 
and Moore, 1966). The data are given in Table 3.3. 

rocks оп а variation diagram for а single volcano is unlikely to represent а liquid 
line of descent. Rather it is ап approximation to а liquid line of descent of а bundle 
of similar, overlapping, subparallel lines of descent. Such lavas are not related to а 
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single раrепtаl magma but rather to а series of similar and related magmas (Сох et 

al., 1979). 

If phenocryst compositions cannot explain trends in а rock series and а fractional 
crystallization model does not appear to work, it is instructive to consider the 
possibility of simultaneous assimilation of the country rock and fractional 
crystallization. This process, often abreviated to AFC, was first proposed Ьу Bowen 
(1928), who argued that the latent heat of crystallization during fractional 
crystallization сап provide sufficient thermal energy to consume the wall-:rock. 
Anderson and Cullers (1987) argued for ап AFC model to explain the major 
element chemistry of а Proterozoic tonalite-trondhjemite suite hosted Ьу Archean 
gneisses. The suite showed marked chemical variability but trends оп Harker 
diagrams were not compatible with апу simple fractionation scheme based ироп the 
chemistry of minerals present, or опсе present, in the original melt. Their 
calculations showed, however, that if in addition to crystal fractionation the melt 
was contaminated with а small amount (са 70/0) of the enclosing Archean gneiss, 
the observed trends were duplicated. 

O'Hara (1980) has argued that contamination сап result in the 'decoupling' of 
the major and trace element or isotope chemistry and is not always demonstrable 
from the major element data. For example, contamination of а basalt precipitating 
olivine, clinopyroxene and plagioclase will result in increased precipitation of 
fractionating minerals but тау cause only а minor change in composition of the 
liquid as measured, for example, in its silica content. Trace element levels and 
isotope ratios, however, will Ье changed and provide а better means of ,recognizing 
assimilation. 

Progressive fractional melting will show а trend оп а variation diagram which is 
controlled Ьу the chemistry of the solid phases being added to the melt. However, 
this сап Ье very difficult to distinguish from а fractional crystallization trend оп а 
major element variation .diagram, for both processes represent crystal-liquid 
equilibria involving almost identical liquids and identical crystals. Опе situation in 
which progressive partial melting and fractional crystallization тау Ье differentiated 
is if the two processes take place under different physical conditions. For example, 
if partial melting takes place at great depth in the mantle and fractional 
crystallization is а crustal phenomenon, then' some of the phases involved in partial 
melting will Ье different from those involved in fractional crystallization. 

Trends оп variation diagrams for sedimentary rocks тау result from the mixing of 
the different ingredients which constitute the sediment. There are а number of 
examples of this effect in the literature. Bhatia (1983), in а study of turbidite 
sandstones from eastern Australia, ' shows Harker diagrams in which there is а 

change in mineralogical maturity, i.e. ап increase in quartz coupled with а decrease 
in the proportions of lithic fragments and feldspar (Figure 3.15). Argast and 
Donnelly (1987) show how strongly correlated trends тау result from two
component (quartz-illite, quartz/feldspar-illite) mixing and curvilinear or scattered 
trends result from three-component mixing (quartz-illite-calcite). 
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Harker VarlatlOn diagrams for quartz-rich sandstone suites from eastern Australia (after 
Bhatia, 1983). The increase in Si02 reflects ап increased mineralogical maturity, i.e. а greater 
quartz content and а smaller proportion of detrital grains. 

А good measure of the degree of chemical weathering сап Ье obtained from the 
chemical index of alteration (CIA; Nesbitt and У oung, 1982). 

CIA = [АI2Оз/(АI2Оз + СаО* + Na20 + К2О)] 

In addition, weathering trends сап Ье displayed оп а (СаО* + Na20)-
А12Оз - К2О triangular plot (Nesbitt and Young, 1984, 1989). Оп а diagram ofthis 
type the initial stages of weathering form а trend parallel to the 
(СаО + Na20) - А12Оз side of the diagram, whereas advanced weathering shows а 
marked 10ss in К2О as compositions move towards the А12Оз арех (Figure 3.16). 
The trends follow mixing lines representing the removal of alkalis and Са in 
solution during the breakdown of first plagioclase and then potassium feldspar and 
ferromagnesian silicates. 

The CIA and trends оп triangular plots have Ьееп used in two different ways. 
Firstly, chemical changes in а recent weathering profile such as that illustrated in 
Figure 3.16 are used as а template against which the chemical history of ап ancient 
profile сап Ье read. Deviations from such trends сап Ье used to infer chemical 
changes resulting from diagenesis or metasomatism (Nesbitt and Young, 1984, 
1989) .. The second application is to mudstones. The major and trace element 
chemistry of modern muds reflects the degree of weathering in their source (Nesbitt 
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Figure 3.16 The (NazO + СаО) - АlzОз - KzO diagram of Nesbitt and Young (1984, 1989) showing the 
weathering trends for average granite and average gabbro. The advanced weathering trend 
for granite is also shown. Compositions are plotted as molar proportions and the 
compositions of plagioclase, K-feldspar, muscovite and kaolinite are shown. СаО* represents 
the СаО associated with the silicate fraction of the sample. 
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et al., 1990); thus the chemical composition of ancient muds тау Ье used ш а 
similar way to make inferences about past weathering conditions. 

Banded gneisses from the Archaean Lewisian complex of northwest Scotland show 
linear trends оп major element variation diagrams. There are two possible 
explanations of such trends. Оп the опе hand the banded gneisses тау Ье the 
product of the tectonic mixing of mafic and felsic end-members in the gneiss suite, 
in which case trends оп the variation diagrams also reflect this mixing (Tarney, 
1976). Alternatively, the trend could Ье pre-metamorphic and magmatic in origin 
and indicate the approximate igneous composition of the gneiss suite. 

Element mobility describes the chemical changes which take place in rock after its 
formation, usually through interaction with а fluid. Most commonly, element 
mobility will take place during weathering, diagenesis and metamorphism or 
through interaction with а hydrothermal fluid. In metamorphic rocks, element 
mobility тау also take place as а result of solid-state diffusion and melt generation. 
Here, however, we are chiefly concerned with fluid-controlled element mobility оп 
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-:he scale of several centimetres or more. The mobility of major elements is 
controlled Ьу three main factors - the stability and composition of the minerals in 
the unaltered rock, the stability and composition of the minerals in the alteration 
product and the composition, temperature and volume of the fluid phase. 

Element mobility тау Ье detected from mineralogical phase and compositional 
changes that have taken place in а rock as а result of metamorphism or , 
hydrothermal activity and from the mineral assemblages present in associated veins. 
Scattered trends оп variation diagrams are also а useful indicator, although chemical 
alteration сап sometimes produce systematic changes which тау mimic other 
mixing processes such as crystal fractionation. These apparent trends тау result 
from volume changes arising from the removal or addition of а single component of 
the rock. Variation diagrams which сап Ье used to identify element mobility are 
discussed in Section 4.9.3. 

Table 3.4 summarizes the таш mobile elements ш а range of сот топ rock 

Major element mobility in common rock types under а variety of hydrothermal conditions 

Si Ti Аl Fe Мп Mg Са Na К Р Reference 

х х х х Arndt (1983) 

Hydrothermal alteration - - - + - - - Mottl (1983) 

Hydrothermal alteration + - - - - - + MacGeehan and 
MacLean (1980) 

Submarine weathering - + - - - + Pearce (1976) 

Weathering - - - - - Pearce (1976) 

Greenschist facies х х х х Pearce (1976), 

metamorphism Gelinas et а/, 

(1982) 

Amphibolite facies х х х Rollinson (1983) 

metamorphism 

Weathering х х х - х Nesbitt and 
у oung (1989) 

CQntact metamorphism + - - - - + Уеrnоп et а/, 

(1987) 

Granulite facies - х Аllеп et а/. 

metamorphism (1985) 

Medium grade metamor- - - Ferry (1983) 

phism 
Contact metamorphism х х х Burcher-Nurminen 

(1981) 

Diagenesis х х х х х Boles and Franks 
(1979) 

Кеу: х, element mоЫlе; -, element depleted; +, element enriched. 
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types under а variety of hydrothermal conditions. Basaltic rocks are well 
documented and most studies show that Ti, Аl and Р are generally immobile 
whereas Са and Na are almost always mobilized. Similarly, in granites Ti, Аl and Р 
are generally immobile. Sediments are not so well studied although chemical 
changes during the diagenesis of а sandstone-clay sequence are well described and 
reflect the breakdown, with progressive burial of orthoclase and plagioclase and the 
conversion of smectite to illite. At higher metamorphic grades little is known except 
for а consensus that Аl is immobile (Ferry, 1983). 

Artificial trends Sometimes trends оп а variation diagram are artificially produced Ьу the numerical 
processes used in plotting the data and do not automatically signify geochemical 
relationships., This is well documented Ьу Chayes (1960) and Aitchison (1986), who 
have shown that correlations in compositional data сап Ье forced as а result of the 
unit sum constraint (see Section 2.6). The most helpful way to circumvent this 
problem is to examine trends оп variation diagrams in the light of а specific 
hypothesis to Ье tested. The closeness of fit between the model and the data сап 
then Ье used to evaluate the hypothesis. 

3.3.2 Selecting а vaгiation diagгam 

The two main types of variation diagram currently used Ьу geochemists are 
considered in this section - bivariate plots and triangular variation diagrams. 

Bivariate plots The principal aim of а bivariate plot, such as that illustrated in Figure 3.14, is to 
show variation between samples and to identify trends. Непсе the element plotted 
along the x-axis of the diagram should Ье selected either to show the maximum 
variability between samples or to illustrate а particular geochemical process. 
Normally the oxide which shows the greatest range in the data-set would Ье 
selected; in тапу cases this would Ье Si02, but in basic igneous rocks it might Ье 
MgO and in clay~bearing sediments А12Оз . 

In а reconnaisance geochemical study of а problem it might Ье necessary to 
prepare а very large number of variation diagrams in order to delimit the possible 
geological processes operating. In this case the initial screening of the data is best 
done Ьу computer (see for example Barnes, 1988). If а correlation matrix is used, it 
is important to remember that good correlations тау arise through а cluster of data 
points and а single outlier. Similarly, poor correlations сап arise if the data-set 
contains several populations, each with а different trend. 

More normally, and inore fruitfully, however, most geochemical investigations 
are designed to solve а particular problem and to test а hypothesis - usually 
formulated from geological or other geochemical data. In this case the plotting 
parameter for а variation diagram should Ье selected as far as possible with the 
process to Ье tested in mind. For example, if in the case. of igneous rocks а crystal 
fractionation mechanism is envisaged, then ап element should Ье selected wНich is 
contained in the fractionating mineral and which will Ье enriched or depleted in the 
melt; 

(а) Harker diagrams - bivariate plots using Si02 along the x-axis Variation 
diagrams in which oxides are plotted against Si02 are often called Harker 
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diagrams. They are the oldest form of variation diagram and are опе of the most 
frequently used means of displaying major element data (see Figures 3.14, 3.15). 
SiOz is commonly chosen as the plotting parameter for тапу igneous rock series 
and for suites of sedimentary rocks with а variable quartz content because it is the 
major соцstituепt of the rock and shows greater variability than апу of the other 
oxides. However, the very fact that SiOz is the most abundant oxide means that 
there are а number of inherent problems of which the user must Ье aware. These 
are: (1) а negative tendency (see Figure 3.15), (2) spurious correlations and (3) а 
reduced scatter ofvalues as SiOz increases (see the АlzОз-SiОz plot in Figure 3.15). 
These problems are [иНу discussed in Section 2.6. 

(Ь) Bivariate plots which use MgO оп the x-axis Опе of the most commonly used 
alternatives to the Harker diagram is the MgO plot. This is most appropriate for 
rock series which include abundant таБс members, for in this case the range of 
SiOz concentrations тау Ье small. MgO, оп the other hand, is ап important 
component of the solid phases in equilibrium with таБс melts and shows а great 
deal of variation either as а consequence of the breakdown of magnesian phases 
during partial melting or their removal during fractional crystallization. 

(с) Bivariate plots using cations It is sometimes simpler to display mineral 
compositions оп а variation diagram if major element chemical data are plotted as 
cation О/о, that is the wt О/о oxide value divided Ьу the molecular weight and 
multiplied Ьу the number of cations in the oxide formula and then recast to 100 О/о 
(see Table 3.2, columns 1-4 and 6); see for example Francis (1985). Ап identical 
calculation with the result expressed as mol О/о cations instead of cation О/о is used 
Ьу Hanson and Langmuir (1978) in their MgO-FеО cation diagram (see Section 
3.3.4). Roedder and Emslie (1970) in а similar diagram use mol О/о of MgO and 
FeO (see Table 3.2, column 7). 

(d) Bivariate plots using the magnesium number The older geochemical literature 
carries а large number of examples of complex, multi-element plotting parameters 
which were used as а measure of fractionation during the evolution of ап igneous 
sequence. These are rather complicated to use and difficult to interpret and so have 
[аНеп into disuse. However, опе which is useful, and so survives, is the 
magnesium-iron ratio, or magnesium number as it is sometimes called. The 
magnesium-iron ratio is particularly useful as ап index of crystal fractionation in 
basaltic liquids (see Oskarsson et al., 1982; Wilkinson, 1982) for here the Mg-Fe 
ratio changes markedly in the early stages of crystallization as а result of the higher 
Mg-Fe ratio of the liquidus ferromagnesian minerals than their host melts. The 
magnesium-iron ratio is expressed either in wt О/о form as 100[MgO/(MgO + 
FeO)] or 100[MgO/(MgO + FeO + FеzОз)] or as ап atomic fraction as 100[Mg2+ / 
(Mg2+ + Fez+)]. The inverse of this ratio is also used as а measure of iron 
enrichment. 

Triangular variation diagrams are used when it is necessary to show simultaneous 
c~ange between three variables. However, this practice is not recommended and 
bivariate plots are to Ье preferred, since both the computation of the plotting 
parameters and the interpretation of the resultant trends raise а number of 
important problems (see Section 2.7). 
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The plotting procedure for triangular diagrams is illustrated in Figure 3.17. This 
is most conveniently done Ьу microcomputer and Topley and Burwell (1984) give 
ап example of а versatile interactive program written in BASIC. 

(а) The АРМ diagraт The AFM diagram (Figure 3.18) is the most popular of 
triangular variation diagrams and takes its пате from the oxides plotted at its apices 
- Alkalis (NazO + KzO), Fe oxides (FeO + FеzОз) and MgO. The igneous AFM 
diagram should not Ье confused with the metamorphic diagram of the same пате 
which is used to show changing mineral compositions in АlzОз-FеО-МgО space. 
The plotting parameters are calculated Ьу summing the oxides (NazO + KzO) + 
[(FeO + FеzОз) recalculated as FeO] + MgO and then recalculating each as а 

percentage of the sum. There is some ambiguity over the way in which the Fe
oxides should Ье treated and the following alternatives are in current use: 

в 
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0\;:' 

30 
,....-----*~--------------~ ............ 27.6% В 
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18.4% С 

Figure. 3.17 Construction lines for plotting the point А = 54 %, В = 27.6 % апд С = 18.4 % оп а 
triangular diagram. The values are plotted as follows: variable В is 100 % at the top of the 
plotting triangle апд О % along the base of the triangle апд so, counting upwards from the 
base (the concentrations are given оп the right-hand side of the triangle), the horizontalline 
representing 27.6 % is located. In а similar way the line representing 54 % А is located, 
parallel to the right-hand side of the triangle. The point at which the two lines intersect is 
the plotting position. То check that it has Ьееп accurately located, the line for variable С 
should pass through the intersection of the two other lines. 
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.. F = (FeO + 0.8998FеzОз) , i.e. аН FеzОз converted to FeO 
is the same as 
F = total (FeO + FеzОз) expressed as FeO i.e. FeO[total] 
but different from 
F = (FeO + FеzОз) expressed as raw wt О/о 

In addition some authors include МпО with the Fe-oxides. Rickwood (1989) has 
shown that the differences are minor and are unlikely to result in serious 
misplotting; nevertheless it is recommended that а standard procedure is adopted 
and that F is calculated as total Fe, i.e. (FeO + FеzОз) recast as FeO. This then 
accommodates XRF analytical data in which the separate oxidation states of iron 
cannot Ье determined. 

Most authors use oxide wt О/о when plotting data оп ап AFM diagram but in а 
few cases atomic proportions are used and it is not always clear which method has 
Ьееп adopted. The shape of the trend is similar in each case but the position of the 
atomic proportions plot is shifted away from the Fe арех relative to the position of 
the oxide plot for the same data (see Barker, 1978). 

The AFM diagram is most commonly used to distinguish between tholeiitic and 
calc-alkaline differentiation trends in the subalkaline magma series. Кипо (1968) 
and Irvine and Baragar (1971) present dividing lines separating the rocks of the 
calc-alkaline series and rocks of the tholeiite series (Figure 3.18). Kuno's boundary 
line yields а smaHer area for the tholeiitic suite. Both authors use wt О/о plots in 
which F is calculated as (FeO + FеzОз) expressed as FeO. The coordinates for the 
boundary lines are given in the caption to Figure 3.18 (Rickwood, 1989). 

Examples of the trends characteristic of the tholeiitic and calc-alkaline rock 
series are also plotted in Figure 3.18. The tholeiitic trend is illustrated Ьу 

Thingmuli volcano in Iceland and the calc-alkaline trend is for the average 
compositions of the Cascades lavas (Carmichael, 1964). 

(Ь) Problems in the use 01 the АРМ diagram It is important to note that the AFM 
diagram is limited in the extent to which petrogenetic information тау Ье extracted 
(Wright, 1974). This is chiefly а function of the trivariate plotting procedure, which 
does not use absolute values and only а part of the rock chemistry. In most rocks 
the A-F-M parameters make ир less than 50 О/о of the oxide weight percentages 
and can,not therefore [иНу represent the rock chemistry. In addition, when plotting 
а rock series different proportions of each rock are normalized to 100 О/о. This 
distorts the plotted values. For example, in а series of volcanic rocks with а 

compositional range from basalt to dacite about 40 О/о of the basalt is used when 
plotting onto ап AFM diagram whereas only about 15 О/о of the dacite is used. А 
further problem with the trivariate plotting procedure has Ьееп noted Ьу Butler 
(1979), who argues that not only do trends оп ап AFM plot lead to non-quantitative 
expressions of mineralogical control but that the trends themselves could Ье ап 
artefact of ternary percentage formation (see Section 2.7). 

Barker (1978) advocated plotting mineral compositions оп ап AFM diagram in 
addition to rock compositions to assess mineralogical control of magmatic processes. 
However, this approach сап only Ье semiquantitative since the lever rule (see 
below), which works weH in bivariate plots, cannot Ье applied because of the 
disparate proportions of the compositions before projection. Thus AFM diagrams 
cannot Ье used in petrogenetic studies to extract quantitative information about 
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Figure 3.18 Ап AFM diagram showing the boundary bet,veen the calc-alkaline field and the tholeiitic 
field after Кипо (1968) and Irvine and Baragar (1971) (heavy lines). Also shown are lava 
compositions and trends (faint lines) for а typical tholeiitic sequence (Thingmuli volcano, 
Iceland - shown as filled circles - from Carmichael, 1964) and а -typical calc-alkaline trend 
(the average comp()sition of Cascades lavas - shown as ореп rings - from Carmichael, 
1964). The coordinates for points оп the boundary lines of Кипо (1968) are A,F,M : 
72.0,24.0,4.0; 50.0,39.5,10.5; 34.5,50.0,15.5; 21.5,57.0,21 .5; 16.5,58.0,25.5; 12.5,55.5,32.0; 
9.5,50.5,40.0; and for Irvine and Baragar (1971), A,F,M: 58.8,36.2,5.0; 47.6,42.4,10.0; 
29.6,52.6,17.8; 25.4,54.6,20.0; 21.4,54.6,24.0; 19.4,52.8,27.8; 18.9,51.1,30.0; 16.6,43.4,40.0; 
15.0,35.0,50.0 (from Rickwood, 1989). 

processes. This must Ье done using bivariate oxide diagrams. The main usefulness 
of AFM diagrams, therefore, is to show trends which сап Ье used to identify rock 
series as illustrated аЬоуе. 

Finally, however, it is worth noting that trends сап Ье generated оп an AFM 
diagram which have по geological meaning at аН. Le Maitre (1976) plotted 26000 
samples of unrelated igneous rocks collected from around the world onto an AFM 
diagram and showed that they defined а marked calc-alkaline trend. Не concluded 
that unrelated analyses taken at random сап define trends оп an AFM diagram and 
urged caution in interpreting such trends. А closer inspection of his data shows, 
however, that the samples are not entirely random since about 85 о/о of the rocks 
were collected from continents. МауЬе these data have something to say about the 
composition and origin of the continental crust. 
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3.3.3 Inteгpгeting .. tгends оп vaгiation diagгams 

It has been sho,vn above that there are а variety of processes which сап produce 
similar-looking trends оп major element variation diagrams. It is important 
therefore to discover the extent to which these several processes might Ье 

distinguished from one another and identified. 

Extract One approach is to try to calculate the composition of the materials added to or 
calculations subtracted from а magma and to quantify the amount of material involved. This 

тау Ье done using an extract calculation, а device described in some detail Ьу Сох 
et al. (1979). 

wt%A 

(а) 

The method is illustrated in Figure 3.19(а), in which the chemical compositions 
(expressed in terms of variables А and В) of both minerals and rocks are plotted оп 
the same variation diagram. Mineral Х crystallized from liquid L} and the residual 
liquid follows the path to Lz. The distance from L} to Lz will depend upon the 
amount of crystallization of mineral Х. 

This тау Ье quantified as follows: 

The amount of Lz is proportional to the distance X-L} 
The amount of Х is proportional to the distance LгLz 

Thus: 

The percentage of Lz = 100 х XL}/XLz 
Percentage of Х = 100 х L}Lz/XLz 

This relationship is known as the lever rule. 
If there are two or more minerals crystallizing simultaneously from liquid L} in 

such proportions that their average composition is С [Figure 3.19(Ь) and (с)], then 
the liquid path will move from С towards Lz. The proportion of solid to liquid will 
Ье given Ьу the ratio L}Lz:CL}. The proportions of the minerals Х and У in Figure 
3.19(Ь) is given Ьу УС:ХС. In the case of the variation diagrams shown above, the 
predicted trends are straight. However, this not always the case and minerals 
showing solid solution тау produce curved trends during fractionation. This is 
more difficult to quantify. 

wt%A wt% А 

х + ....... ...... 
с ....... ... + 

У 

wt% В (Ь) wt% В (с) wt% В 

Figure 3.19 Bivariate plot showing extract calculations for crystal fractionation. (а) Mineral Х is removed 
from liquid L l and the liquid composition moves from L l to Lz. (Ь) Mineral extract С (made 
ир of minerals Х and У) is removed from liquid L l and drives the liquid composition to Lz. 
(с) Mineral extract С (made ир of the minerals Х, У and Z) is removed from liquid L l and 
drives the resultant liquid composition to Lz. 
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Figure 3.20 Addition-subtraction diagram for rocks А and В. The back-projection of trends for АlzОз , 
СаО, TiOz, NazO and KzO are reduced to zero and converge at SiOz 41.5 %. MgO and FeO 
values at SiOz 41,S % indicate the composition of the olivine removed from rock А to 
produce composition В (after Сох et al., 1979). 

Addition
subtraction 
diagraтs 

Ап extract calculation for а partial melting trend will not resolve into exact 
mineralogical constituents, whereas опе based оп а fractional crystallization trend 
should I:esolve exactly, Unfortunately these observations mау not Ье as useful as 
they first appear, for Сох et а/. (1979) point out that extract calculations are inexact 
when the minerals plotted show complex solid solution and that there are statistical 
uncertainties in fitting а straight line to а trend оп а variation diagram, Thus in 
practice the differences between the effects of partial melting and fractional 
crystallization will Ье difficult to observe because of the imprecision of the method, 

Ап alternative approach to identifying the composition of the solid phase is to use 
ап addition-subtraction diagram to calculate the composition of the phase(s), In this 
case, rather thanjust using two elements, the entire major element chemistry of two 
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Trends showing 
аn inflection 

Scattered trends 

Using major element data 

or more rocks is used. The method is illustrated in Figure 3.20, in which the oxide 
concentrations of two rocks are plotted оп а Harker diagram showing seven 
superimposed oxides. Back-projection shows that five of the elements converge and 
reduce to zero at 41.5 О/о SiOz, consistent with olivine control. The composition of 
the olivine сап Ье estimated from the diagram and а simple calculation shows that 
composition А сап Ье converted to В Ьу the removal of 15 О/о olivine. А similar 
explanation сап Ье given to the data from Kilauea Iki lауа lake in Figure 3.14. 

In some volcanic rocks, particularly members of the calc-alkaline series, there 
тау Ье а very large number of phenocrysts (olivine-clinopyroxene-biotite
plagioclase-K-feldspar-sphene-apatite-magnetite). In this case graphical 
methods тау not easily produce а solution and the calculation is better handled Ьу 
а computer. It is important to note, however, that there тау not Ье а unique 
solution to more сотрlех extract calculations. In andesites, for ехатрlе, there is the 
ambiguity that the mineral assemblage (plagioclase-olivine or orthopyr
oxene-augite-magnetite) is chemically equivalent to hornblende (Gill, 1981). 

Extract calculations тау also Ье limited in their use if (1) the liquid line of 
descent is actually а mix of several lines; (2) solid solution changes the composition 
of the crystallizing phases during fractionation; (3) the phenocrysts present in 
magma are not representative of the fractionating phases. ' 

Some variation diagrams show segmented trends. In this case the inflection is 
generally taken to indicate either the entry of а new phase during crystal 
fractionation or the 10ss of а phase during partial melting. Figure 3.21 shows а 
CaO-МgО variation diflgram for Hawaiian lavas (Peterson and Moore, 1987). 
Below about 7 О/о MgO, СаО correlates positively with MgO, indicating the 
removal of СаО and MgO from the liquid in the coprecipitation of plagioclase and 
clinopyroxene. АЬоуе 7 О/о MgO, СаО and MgO correlate negatively because this 
part of the trend is controlled entirely Ьу olivine. Inflections are not visible оп аll 
variation diagrams of а rock series and will опlу Ье apparent where the chemistry of 
the extract is reflected in the plotting parameters. However, when inflections are 
present they should Ье 10cated at the same point in the rock series in each case. 
Inflections are most obvious where the number of fractionating minerals is small, 
such as in basaltic melts. In calc-alkaline volcanic rocks, where the number of . 
fractionating minerals is large, the entry or exit of а single phase тау not 
sufficiently affect the bulk chemistry of the melt to feature оп а variation diagram. 

Variation diagrams sometimes show а cloud of data points rather than а neat linear 
trend. In the case of sedimentary rocks, this тау Ье а function of the mixing 
processes leading to the formation of the sediment. In igneous rocks, however, 
where liquid-crystal equilibria are controlling compositions it is important to 
consider that some of the possible causes of scatter for this тау throw further light 
оп the processes. Similarly, in metamorphic rocks scattered trends тау reflect the 
geochemical imprint of а metamorphic process оп earlier igneous or sedimentary 
processes. . 

Some соттоп reasons for scattered trends оп varation diagrams for igneous 
rocks are: 

(1) Not sampling liquid compositions. In highly porphyritic volcanic rocks t:J1uch 
of the 'noise' in the data тау Ье due to the accumulation of phenocrysts. In 
the case of тапу plutonic rocks it is very difficult to prove from field 
observations that the samples collected represent liquid coinpositions and in 
some cases it is highly improbable. 
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Figure 3.21 Bivariate plot of СаО vs MgO for basalts апд related rocks from Hawaii. The change in slope 
at about MgO 7 % suggests а change in the fractionating phases at this point (after Peterson 
апд Moore, 1987; courte.sy of the US Geological Survey). 

А coтputer

based approach 
(о тixing 

calculations 

(2) The samples are not from а single magma. This сап Ье true еуеп for lavas 
from а single volcano. 

(3) А changing fractionation assemblage during fractional crystallization. 
(4) Sampling procedures; parameters such as sample size relative to the grain size 

of the rock, sample heterogeneity and the number of samples collected are аН 
relevant in different contexts. The problem of sampling bias is well illustrated 
Ьу Neilsen (1988), who emphasizes the necessity for detailed sampling if the 
process to Ье resolved takes place оп а бпе scale. 

(5) Uncertainty in the analytical measurements. This тау Ье due to the fact that 
analyses were made using different techniques or in different laboratories -
both practices to Ье avoided if the data are to Ье plotted оп the same diagram. 

There are а number of computer programs which сап Ье used to interpret trends оп 
variation diagrams and to solve mixing problems of the type described аЬоуе. 
Fractional crystallization, for instance, тау Ье expressed as: 

rock А = rock В - (mineral Х + mineral У + mineral Z) 

In this case а graphical solution will not yield а precise result whereas а computer
based, iterative mathematical procedure сап estimate the proportions of the relative 
fractionating minerals. Similar formulations for mixing resulting from assimilation 
and partial melting тау also Ье derived and these are equally amenable to computer 
solution. 
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Mixing programs of this type have Ьееп described Ьу Stormer and Nicholls 
(1978) and Le Maitre (1981); these works include the computer source code in 
FORTRAN IV. Their aim is to minimize the difference between а measured rock 
composition and а composition calculated оп the basis of а mixing hypothesis. The 
success of апу model is estimated from the residuals of the calculation - the 
difference between the actual and calculated compositions. In ТаЫе 3.5 the results 
of а mixing calculation for the Columbia River basalts are presented (Wright, 1974). 
The hypothesis to Ье tested is whether the highly differentiated Umatilla 'basalt' is 
derived from the less evolved Lolo basalt. The differences between the calculated 
composition and the actual composition of the Lolo basalt, using the mixing 
program of Wright and Doherty (1970), suggest that the solution is acceptable. 
Examination of the residuals (the 'difference' in ТаЫе 3.5) confirms this, for they 
are small and the sum of the squares of the residuals is also very small. 

Before accepting the results of such а calculation, however, they should Ье 
evaluated petrologically and the postulated fractionating phases (their relative 
proportions and their compositions) should Ье compared with the phenocrysts 
present in the lava suite. Where the rock has а complex history the mixing тау Ье 
better formulated as а series of steps. Furthermore, it is important to stress that 
whilst а computer solution will produce а best-fit result, the result is not necessarily 
unique. Accordingly тапу workers seek to test mixing models initially proposed оп 
the basis of major element chemistry with trace element data. 

3.3.4 Modelling majoг element pгocesses in igneous гocks 

ТаЫе 3.5 

Ап alternative to the deductive use of variation diagrams in explaining petrological 
processes is ап inverse approach in which the major element chemistry of ап 
igneous suite is predicted from ап initial starting composition. This type of major 
element modelling has Ьееп used chiefly to investigate fractional crystallization, 
although it also has other applications. The aim is to calculate, in а given silicate 

Differentiation of Columbia River basalt (Wright, 1974) 

Lolo basalt = Umati1la basalt + olivine + augite + plagioclase + Fe-Ti oxides + apatite 

Proportion SiOz TiOz АlzОз FeO MnO MgO СаО NazO KzO PzOs 
(%) 

Umatilla basalt 44.76 % 54.94 2.64 13.87 12.58 0.22 2.70 627 3.24 2.60 1.02 
Olivine 3.77% 36.41 0.02 0.83 30.52 0.25 31.65 0.35 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Augite 18.73 % 51.89 0.91 1.61 13.65 0.32 14.73 16.63 0.21 0.06 0.06 
Plagioclase 25.16 % 54.57 0.00 28.95 0.00 0.00 0.00 11.16 5.14 0.21 0.00 
Fe-Ti oxides 6.95 % 0.10 27.38 1.53 68.83 0.44 1.76 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Apatite 0.67% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 56.00 0.00 0.00 44.00 

Ca1culated composition 49.41 3.25 13.93 14.11 0.20 5.28 9.11 2.78 1.22 0.76 

Lolo basalt 49.34 3.24 13.91 14.10 0.26 5.28 9.12 2.81 1.25 0.76 

Difference (Lolo - ca1culated) -0.07 -0.01 -0.02 -0.01 0.06 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.00 

Sum of squares 0.011 
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liquid, the nature of the first crystallizing phase, its composition and temperature of 
crystallization and the crystallization sequence of subsequent phases. 

Three different approaches have Ьееп used. Firstly, the distribution of the major 
elements between mineral phases and а coexisting silicate melt тау Ье calculated 
from experimental phase equilibrium data using regression techniques. Secondly, 
mineral-melt equilibria сап Ье determined from mineral-melt distribution 
coefficients. А third, less empirical and more complex, approach is to use 
equilibrium thermodynamic models for magmatic systems. These require а 

thermodynamically valid mixing model for the liquid and ап internally consistent 
set of solid-liquid thermochemical data. 

The semi-empirical regression method was used Ьу Nathan and Van Kirk (1978) 
to relate liquidus temperature to melt composition. From this relationship they 
were аЫе to determine mineral compositions and the fractionating mineral 
assemblage at 1 atm pressure in both mafic and felsic liquids. Hostetler and Drake 
(1980) also used а regression technique but calculated solid-liquid distribution 
coefficients for eight major element oxides in the silicate melt. This permitted the 
calculation of phase equilibria for melts containing olivine, plagioclase and pyroxene 
from the melt composition but did not provide information оп liquidus 
tem peratures. 

The alternative to the semi-empirical experimental approach to major element 
modelling is the thermodynamic modelling of silicate melts as described Ьу Bottinga 
et а/. (1981), Ghiorso (1985) and Ghiorso and Carmichael (1985). Ghiorso (1985) 
has developed ап algorithm for chemical mass transfer in magmatic systems which 
predicts melt composition, mineral proportions and mineral compositions, and 
Ghiorso and Carmichael (1985) have demonstrated its usefulness when applied to 
fractional crystallization and assimilation in mafic melts at а range of pressures. 
Thermodynamic modelling, however, has ап insatiable appetite for high-quality 
thermochemical data which do not exist for тапу minerals of interest in magmatic 
systems, thus severely limiting the applicability of this approach. 

The chemical modelling of partial melting is even more difficult than the 
processes described above, for there is по general theory of melting which сап соре 
with the multiphase, multicomponent nature of the Earth's crust and mantle at а 
range of pressures. Hanson and Langmuir (1978) and Langmuir and Hanson (1980) 
modelled basaltic systems from single-element and single-component mineral-melt 
distribution coefficients. These are combined with mass balance considerations and 
the stoichiometry of the mineral phases to calculate phase equilibria. Particularly 
interesting is their model for the partial melting of mantle pyrolite at 1 atmosphere 
pressure. Using the equations of Roeder and Emslie (1970) for the partitioning of 
magnesium and iron between olivine and melt, they calculated the abundances of 
MgO and FeO in the resultant melts and residual solids. These results are 
presented оп ап MgO-FеО cation О/о diagram which shows а field of melts and of 
residual solids, both contoured for percentage partial melting and temperature 
(Figure 3.22). Superimposed оп the melt field are fractional crystallization trends 
for 61ivine in melts of differing composition. The diagram in Figure 3.22 cannot Ье 
used to define uniquely а partial melting trend from а given source, but it does 
delimit а field of permissible melts and for primary melt compositions сап give 
information оп the liquidus temperature and fraction of partial melting of the 
source. In addition, olivine fractional crystallization paths тау Ье plotted for а given 
melt composition and the difference between equilibrium and fractional crystalliza
tion trends demonstrated (Langmuir and Hanson, 1980; Francis, 1985). 
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Figure 3.22 Fields of partial melt and residue, calibrated in liquidus temperature and percentage melting, 
for the partial melting of mantle pyrolite plotted оп а FeO-МgO diagram expressed in 
cation mol % (calculated after the method of Hanson and Langmuir, 1978). The parent 
composition is where the two fields meet. The curved lines with small ticks show the trend of 
olivine fractional crystallization; the ticks are at 5 % intervals (from Langmuir and Hanson, , 
1980). 

3.3.5 Discussion 

Finally, it should Ье remembered that variation diagrams which utilize only the 
major elements have their limitations. Rarely сап geological processes Ье uniquely 
identified from variation diagrams which use the major elements alone, and 
diagrams incorporating either trace elements or isotopes, as discussed in succeeding 
chapters, must also Ье employed. 

3.4 Diagrams оп which rock chemistry сап Ье plotted together with 
experimentally determined phase boundaries 

-А number of igneous systems have been sufficiently well determined in the 
laboratory to allow the geochemist to interpret natural rock compositions in the 
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light of experimentally determined phase boundaries. Phase diagrams of this type 
serve two useful functions. Firstly, they allow natural rock data to Ье projected onto 
them for interpretive purposes. Secondly, they allow the experimental results of 
different workers to Ье plotted in the same projection and thus compared. This 
becomes particularly pertinent when experiments in the same system have Ьееп 
carried using different experimental techniques and different starting materials. 
Unfortunately, in the maze of experimental data there is а wide variety of plotting 
and projection procedures for similar expel'imental systems. Thus similar diagrams 
showing the same data тау арреаl' different simply as а function of the projection 
procedure. The aim of this section therefOl'e is to describe some of the main 
diagl'ams and projection schemes used in plotting experimental and natul'al rock 
data. А summary of the systems described is given in Бох 3.3. 

Granite systems 

Albite-orthoclase-silica 
± Wаtёг 
+ Anorthite 

Nepheline syenite system 

Nepheline-kalsilite-silica 

Basaltic systems 

CMAS 
Diagrams of О'Нага (1968) 

Yoder-Tilley normative basalt tetrahedron 
Projections in Ol-PI-Di-Q 
The normative Ne-Di-Ol-Hy-Q diagram 
The low-pressure tholeiitic phase diagram of Сох et al. (1979) 

Calc-alkaline systems 

The olivine-clinopyroxene-silica projection ofGrove et al. (1982) 
The olivine-diopside-quartz + orthoclase projection of Baker and Eggler (1983) 

In тапу of the expel'iments оп granlt1c and basaltic systems the aim of the 
experiment has Ьееп to detel'mine the composition of minimum melts at varying 
pressul'es in systems of increasing compositional complexity. In this way the 
composition of fil'st melts сап Ье detel'mined. Thus natural rock compositions 
presumed to represent primary liquid compositions тау Ье compared with the 
composition of expel'imentally determined primary magmas. In тапу cases 
expel'imental petl'ologists have conducted their experiments оп simplified rock 
compositions and so analyses of natural rocks have to Ье recalculated into а form that 
is appropriate to plot оп the phase diagl'am. The success of this approach depends 
ироп the extent to which the system under investigation matches the natural rock 
composition; to а first approximation this тау Ье measured Ьу the proportion of the 
rock composition which сап Ье used in the projection. As is shown below, however, 
sometimes the presence of only а few per cent of ап additional component тау 
dramatically change the position of the phase boundaries. 
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Figure 3.23 Minima and eutectics in the system albite-quагtz-огthосlаsе-НzО projected from HzO onto 
the plane Ab-Q-Or for 1 atm (+) and 0.5 to зо kb pressure (е) . Also shown (о) are the 
minima for the anhydrous system at 4 and 10 kb pressure. The sources of data and the 
plotting positions are listed in Table З.6. 

3.4.1 The normative albite-orthoclase-quartz diagram - the 'granite 
system l 

Tuttle and Bowen (1958) demonstrated а marked coincidence between the 
compositions of natural rhyolites and granites containing more than 80 wt о/о 
normative albite, orthoclase and quartz and the normative compositions of 
experimentally determined minima in the system albite--orthoclase-quartz-H20. 
Their observations provided а way for igneous petrologists to attempt io correlate 
experimental information with analytical data projected into the system 
Ab-Or-Q-H20. Tuttle and Bowen (1958) and subsequent workers have 
determined the compositions at which the phases quartz, orthoclase and albite 

./ coexist with а water-saturated melt at а variety of pressures (see ТаЫе 3.6) and 
plotted their results as а projection onto the anhydrous base of the tetrahedron 
Ab-Or-Q-H20 (Figure 3.23). The plotting procedure requires three steps: 

(1) calculation of the CIPW norm from the chemical analysis; 
(2) the summation of the normative values of albite, orthoclase and quartz; 
(3) the recasting of these values as а percentage of their sum. 

These values are plotted оп а triangular diagram. The results of these experiments 
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ТаЫе 3.6 Plotting coordinates of minima and eutectics in the 'granite' system 

Pressure Temperature Composition HzO 
(wt %) 

Reference 
(kb) (ОС) (wt % ) 

ЛЬ Or Q 

Systeт: Albite- orthoclase-quartz-H2O 

0.001 990 33 33 34 0.0 Minimum Schairer and Bowen (1935) 
0.490 770 30 30 40 3.0 Minimum Tuttle and Bowen (1958) 
0.981 720 33 29 38 4.4 Minimum Tuttle and Bowen (1958) 
1.961 685 39 26 35 6.5 Minimum Tuttle and Bowen (1958) 
2.942 665 42 25 33 8.3 Minimum Tuttle and Bowen (1958) 
3.923 655 9.7 Eutectic Tuttle and Bowen (1958) 
4.000 655 47 23 30 9.9 Eutectic Steiner et al. (1975) 
5.000 640 50 22 28 11.0 Eutectic Luth et al. (1964) 

10.000 620 56 21 23 17.0 Eutectic Luth et al. (1964) 
20.000 630 63 19 18 21.0 Eutectic Huang and Wyllie (1975) 
30.000 680 67 18 15 24.5 Eutectic Huang and Wyllie (1975) 

Systeт: Albite-orthoclase-quartz (dry) 

4.000 1000 32 34 
10.000 1070 26 45 

34 
29 

0.00 
0.00 

Minimum 
Minimum 

Steiner et al. (1975) 
Huang and Wyllie (1975) 

Systeт: A lbite-orthoclase-quartz-anorthite- H2O 

1.000 730 32 29 39 Лпз plane nd Piercing point James and Hamilton (1969) 
1.000 745 22 36 42 Лпs plane nd Piercing point James and Hamilton (1969) 
1.000 780 11 42 47 ЛП7. S plane nd Piercing point James and Hamilton (1969) 

Systeт: Albite- orthoclase- quartz- H2O- F 

1.000 690 45 26 29 1 % F са 4.0 Minimum Manning (1981) 
1.000 670 50 25 25 2 % F са 4.0 Minimum Manning (1981) 
1.000 630 58 27 15 4 % F са 4.0 Eutectic Manning (1981) 

nd, not determined 

show that the quartz-alkali feldspar boundary moves away from the quartz арех 
with increasing pressure from 1 to 10 kb. А lesser expansion is observed between 10 
and 30 kb. At approximately 3.5 kb, 660 ос the quartz-alkali feldspar field 
boundary intersects the crest of the alkali feldspar solvus and the liquid at this point 
coexists with"'Чuаrtz, orthoclase and albite (Merrill et al., 1970). At 30 kb the 
assemblage is coesite - sanidine hydrate - jadeiite. Thus а direct comparison сап Ье 
made between experimentally determined phase boundaries and natural rock 
compositions. 
А number of authors have urged great caution with the аЬоуе procedure when 

applied to granites (Luth, 1976; Steiner et al., 1975), for there are several 
fundamental differe~es between experimental conditions and the natural plutonic 
environment. ,They emphasize that the bulk composition of а rock cannot Ье used 
alone to estimate uniquely its crystallization history and the pressure, temperature 
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and water actlvlty of the melt. The result obtained will Ье ambiguous and 
parameters such as pressure, temperature and water activity must Ье determined 
independently. The interpretive use of the Ab-Or-Q diagram must therefore Ье 
restricted to а generalized, qualitative description of processes with broad rather 
than specific applicability. The reasons for this are outlined below. Firstly, in most 
experimental investigations compositions are projected from HzO onto the plane 
Ab-Or-Qand it is assumed that the melt is water-saturated. Secondly, experiments 
in the system Ab-Or-Q are not directly applicable to natural rocks because they do 
not take account of additional components such as anorthite, ferromagnesian 
minerals or phases representing ап excess of alumina over alkalis. These have а 
considerable effect оп the position of the determined eutectics. Thirdly, it is 
important to know whether the bulk compositions sampled represent igneous liquid 
compositions or whether they are in part crystal cumulates. 

Since few natural rocks approximate to the system Ab-Оr-Q-НzО, in the 
sections that follow we discuss experimental results which attempt to approximate 
more closely to natural compositions. We look at the effects of reducing the water 
content of the melt and adding anorthite to the melt, thus extending the 
applicability of this system to granodiorites and tonalites. 

There are few data for water-undersaturated equilibria in the Ab-Оr-Q-НzО 
system, particularly for the ternary minima. The best data are those of Steiner et al. 
(1975), who investigated the system at 4 kb and presented results for the water
saturated and the dry systems (see Table 3.6). Luth (1969) has estimated the 
position of the 10 kb dry minimum and Huang and Wyllie (1975) have estimated 
the position of the 30 kb dry quartz-alkali feldspar field boundary. Figure 3.23 
shows the positions of the minima in the dry system at 4 kb and 10 kb, which mау 
Ье compared with positions of the eutectics in the hydrous system. 

The addition of anorthite to the 'granite' system shifts compositions into the 
granodiorite and tonalite fields. This was investigated Ьу James and Hamilton 
(1969) at 1 kb who found that the position of the piercing point minimum shifts 
towards the Or-Q side of the projection with increasing anorthite, indicating ап 
increase in the primary phase volume of plagioclase (Figure 3.24). Winkler (1976) 
also emphasized the importance of plagioclase, especially when considering partial 
melting in felsic rocks, although Johannes (1980, 1983, 1984) has Ьееп unable to 
duplicate Winkler's results and considers that they represent metastable data. There 
are, therefore, few reliable data from which sensible interpretations mау Ье made of 
granodiorites and tonalites; апу such data are for water-saturated equilibria. 

The silica-undersaturated portion of the normative 
nepheline-kalsilite-silica diagram - the 'nepheline syenite' system 

Experiments Ьу Schairer (1950), Hamilton and MacKenzie (1965), Taylor and 
MacKenzie (1975) and Morse (1969) have determined the positions of the 
nepheline syenite minima at pressures of 1 atm, 1 kb, 2 kb and 5 kb, respectively, in 
the water-saturated system. These data are presented in Figure 3.25 as CIPW 
normative wt О/о, in а projection from HzO onto the anhydrous base of the system, 
the plane nepheline-kalsilite-silica. Unlike the granite system, the position of the 
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Figure 3.24 Projections onto the plane albite-quartz-orthoclase from Н2О at 1 kb. The pure system is 
represented Ьу а cross (+) .• Piercing points for the planes 3 %, 5 % and 7.5 % anorthite; о, 
minima and eutectics for the fluorine-bearing system. The sources of data and the plotting 
positions are listed in Table 3.6. 

minimum does not change greatly with increasing pressure and shifts only slightly 
towards the nepheline corner (Table 3.7, Figure 3.25) although the temperature of 
the minimum falls almost 400 ос over the pressure interval О to 5 kb. In addition 
there is а dramatic decrease in the size of the leucite field. 

Hamilton and MacKenzie (1965) show that rocks with 80 о/о or more normative 
nepheline, albite and orthoclase plot close to the 1 kb nepheline-syenite minimum 
(albite and orth<:>elase are recalculated as nepheline + 2 silica, and kalsilite + 2 silica, 
respectively). However, at best, these experimental data lend themselves to the 
qualititative interpretation of natural alkaline rocks. 

3.4.3 Basaltic expeгimental systems 

There are two main projection schemes that are used for the major element 
compositions of basaltic rocks. Опе is the CMAS system, in which ап analysis of а 
basalt is approximated Ьу the four oxides CaO-МgО-А12Оз-SiО2 . The other is а 
normative scheme based ироп the main minerals observed in basalts -
nepheline-diopside-olivine-anorthite and quartz. This projection is based ироп the 
classification scheme for basalts proposed Ьу Yoder and Tilley (1962) in which the 
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Figure 3.25 Projections onto the plane nepheline-quartz-kasilite from Н2О in the nepheline syenite 
system at 1 atm 1, 2 and 5 kb pressure, showing the contraction of the leucite field with 
increasing pressure and the position of the minima (е). The data sources and plotting 
positions are given in Table 3.7. 

minerals nepheline-diopside--olivine and quartz are plotted at the aplces of а 
tetrahedron (Figure 3.26а). 

CMAS diagrams The components of the CMAS system (CaO-МgО-АlzОз-SiОz) comprise about 
70-85 wt о/о of most basalts and more than 90 wt о/о of most mantle peridotites. For 
this reason the CMAS system is used Ьу experimental petrologists as а simplified 
analogue of more complex basalt and mantle systems. The CMAS projection 

ТаЫе 3.7 Minima in the nepheline syenite system 

Pressure Temperature Composition 
(kb) (ОС) (wt%) 

Ne Ks Q 

0.001 1020 51 15 · 34 

0.981 750 50 19 31 

2.000 710 51 20 29 

5.000 635 53 19 28 

Reference 

Schairer (1950) 

Hamilton and MacKenzie (1965) 

Taylor and MacKenzie (1975) 

Morse (1970) 
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Figure 3.26 (а) The Yoder-Tilley basalt tetrahedron. The рlаnе normative Di-Ab-En is the рlаnе of 
silica saturation and the plane normative Di-Ab-Fo is the critical plane of silica 
undersaturation. (Ь) The silica-saturated part of the У oder-Tilley basalt tetrahedron shown 
in (а) expanded into а tetrahedron showing the plane of silica saturation. 

provides ап excellent framework in which the possible melting behaviour of upper 
mantle materials тау Ье discussed, and is а powerful tool in constructing 
petrological models. It тау Ье used to compare the chemistry of particular rock 
suites with experimentally determined phase boundaries at 10w and high pressure. 
Partial melting trends тау Ье identified from а linear апау of rock compositions 
projecting through the plotted source composition, and fractional crystallization 
trends тау Ье identified as linear arrays projecting through the composition of the 
fractionating phase(s). 

(а) Projecting rock compositions into CMAS The CMAS system was first used for 
mantle and basalt.ic compositions Ьу O'Hara (1968), who proposed а polybaric phase 
diagram for dry natural basalts and ultramafic rocks uр to pressures of 30 kb. Не 
devised а scheme whereby natural rock compositions could Ье presented in such а 
way as to Ье directly comparable with experimental results in the system 
CaO-МgО-Аlz0гSiОz (CMAS). Weight о/о oxides are converted to molecular 
proportions and the plotting parameters are calculated as follows: 

С = (тоl. prop. СаО - 3.33 PzOs + 2NazO + 2KzO) х 56.08 
М = (тоl. prop. FeO + МпО + NiO + MgO - TiOz) х 40.31 
А = (тоl. prop. Аlz0з + СrzОз + FеzОз + NazO + KzO + TiOz) х 101.96 
S = (тоl. prop. SiOz - 2NazO - 2KzO) х 60.09 

А model calculation is given in Table 3.8. А simplification of the calculation scheme 
which ignores the minor elements Ti, Cr and Ni is given Ьу Adam (1988). 

Rock compositions are usually presented in опе of three projections, chosen to 
include the important mineral phases and to minimize апу distortion from the 
projection. The most used projections are: 

(а) from olivine into the рlапе CS-MS-A; 
(Ь) from enstatite into the рlапе MzS-АzSз-СzSз; 
(с) from diopside into either the рlапе СзА-М-S or CA-M-S. 
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ТаЫе 3.8 Calculation scheme for the CMAS projection 

SiOz 
TiOz 
АlzОз 
FеzОз 
FeO 
МпО 

MgO 
СаО 

NazO 
KzO 
PzOs 

Total 

Wt% 
oxide 
of rock 

46.95 
2.02 

13.10 
1.02 

10.07 
0.15 

14.55 
10.16 

1.73 
0.08 
0.21 

100.04 

CMAS plotting parameters: 

С = 13.110 
М = 19.269 
А = 19.261 
S = 43.493 

Molecular 
weight 

60.09 
79.90 

101.96 
159.69 
71.85 
70.94 
40.30 
56.08 
61.98 
94.20 

141 .95 

Molecular 
proportions 

0.7813 
0.0253 
0.1285 
0.0064 
0.1402 
0.0021 
0.3610 
0.1812 
0.0279 
0.0008 
0.0015 

Projection parameters [ОУ the olivine projection from olivine into CS-MS- A: 
Using the equation о! СОХ et al. (1979) 

CMmAaSs + Р МS7.ЗS4Z.7 = ХС48. ЗSS1 . 7 + yM40.1SS9.9 + zАl(Ю 
where р is the amount of olivine required to bring the rock into the required plane, 
xJ!,z when recast as percentages are the plotting parameters for CS, MS and А, and 
с, т, а and s are the calculated values for С, М, А and S for the rock. 

Balancing С, 
Balancing М, 
Balancing А, 
Balancing S, 

Х 

у 

z 

0.271 
0.507 
0.193 

Sum 0.971 

48.3х = 13.11 
40.1у = 57.3р + 19.269 
100z = 19.261 
51.7х + 59.9у = 43.493 + 42 .7р 

(%) 

27.952 
52.212 
19.835 

Equation for projection from orthopyroxene into MzS-СzSз-АzSз: 

CMmAaSs + Р M40.1SS9.9 = Х МS7.ЗS4Z.7 + У СЗ8.4S61.6 + z АSЗ. 1S46.9 

Equation for projection for diopside into СзА-М-S: 

CMmAaSs + Р CZS .9M I8.6SSS.S = Х С62 . зА37 .7 + У М1ОО + z Sloo 

(from Сох et а/., 1979). 

The olivine projection is illustrated in Figure 3.27. This plane contains аН the 
pyroxene solid solutions and the garnet solid solutions. The olivine-plagioclase 
piercing point is the point at which the olivine plagioclase join cuts the CS-MS-A 
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Figure 3.27 The CMAS projection for basaltic and mantle compositions. Projection from olivine (MzS) 
onto the plane CS-MS-A in the CMAS system showing invariant peritectic points for 1 atm, 
and 10, 15, 20 and 30 kb. The olivine-gabbro plane divides the diagram into nepheline 
normative compositions (enstatite-poor) and tholeiitic compositions (enstatite-rich). The 
stability fields of the different phases are indicated (Pl, plagioclase; Орх, orthopyroxene; Срх, 
clinopyroxene; Sp, spinel; Gt, garnet) and in addition аН fields include olivine. The inset 
shows the relative positions of olivine and the plane of projection in the olivine projection of 
the CMAS system. M2S is olivine, MS enstatite; аН feldspar is projected as equivalent 
anorthite (CASz), аН hercynite, ulvospinel, magnetite and chromite as spinel (МА), аН 
Fe-Ni-Mg olivines as forsterite (MzS), аН garnet plots along the grossular (СзАSз)-ругоре 
(МзАSз) join, and аН clinopyroxenes along the diopside (CMSz)-Са-Tschermak's molecule 
(CAS) join. 

plane and the line which joins this piercing point to diopside (the olivine-gabbro 
plane) is the plane of silica saturation. This olivine-gabbro plane divides the 
diagram into Ne-normative compositions оп the En-poor side and tholeiitic 
compositions оп the En-rich side. Ап example of the calculation procedure for 
projecting а basaltic composition from olivine onto the CS-MS-A plane is given in 
Table 3.8. 

(Ь) Interpreting CMAS diagraтs For а projection to Ье useful in interpreting 
crystal-liquid equilibria, it must Ье made from а phase which is present in the melt, 
for otherwise the observed trends are meaningless. Secondly, the projection should 
not Ье made from а phase at ап oblique angle to the projection plane, for then 
trends which are simply а function of the oblique projection сап Ье misinterpreted 
and given geological significance where there is попе. 
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Using major element data 

Опе of the problems with the CMAS pro;ection is that, whilst it uses аll the 
chemical constituents of а rock analysis and so is applicable to natural rocks, the 
effects of individual components cannot Ье easily identified. The converse problem 
derives from the small number of components used in the experimental system, for 
the effects of small amounts of additional components оп the position of the phase 
boundaries is largely unknown. Na is likely to have the most important effect 
(Thompson, 1987), but Fe (Herzberg, 1992), Н2О (Adam, 1988) and possibly Ti 
ar~ -~lso likely to influence the position of the phase boundaries. 

The normative nepheline-diopside-olivine-quartz tetrahedron (Figure 3.26а) 

originally proposed Ьу У oder and Tilley (1962) for the classification of basalts has 
Ьееп extensively used for comparing the results of experimental studies оп basalts 
with rock analyses. Various pro;ection procedures are in use. 

(а) Projections in the tholeiitic basalt tetrahedron Ol-Pl-Di-Q Three slightly 
different algorithms have Ьееп devised for plotting experimental data for tholeiites 
in the silica-saturated part of the У oder-Tilley tetrahedron (Figure 3.26Ь). The 
results of these calculation schemes are presented in ТаЫе 3.9. 

Presnall et al. (1979) recalculated rock compositions as CIPW norms, setting the 
Fe2+ /(Fe2+ + Fe3+) ratio to 0.86. The mineral proportions are expressed as тоl per 
cent and plotting parameters are defined as follows: 

Рl = normative (Ап + АЬ) 
01 = normative (Fo + Fa) 
Q = normative Si02 
Di = normative (Di + Hed) 

Hypersthene is allocated to olivine and quartz. The таш pro;ections in the 
tetrahedron Di-Оl-РI-Q(Figuге 3.26Ь) are from diopside onto the PI-0I-Qface, 
and . from plagioclase onto the Di-Ol-Q [асе. In the case of the plagioclase 
pro;ection, the proportions of Di, 01 and Qare normalized to their sum and plotted 
оп а molecular basis. The diopside pro;ection is calculated in а similar manner . . А 
model calculation is given in ТаЫе 3.9. 

Walker et al. (1979) developed а different algorithm for plotting data in the same 
pro;ections as Presnall et al. (1979), although Presnall and Hoover (1984) noted that 
the end result was similar. Weight О/о oxides are divided Ьу their molecular weight 
to obtain molecular proportions and the plotting parameters are calculated from the 
molecular proportions as follows: 

PLAG = А12Оз + Na20 + К2О 
DI = СаО - А12Оз + Na20 + К2О 
OL = (FeO + MgO + МпО + 2Fе20з + А12Оз - СаО - Na20 - К2О)/2 
SIL = Si02 - (АI2Оз + FeO + MgO + МпО + 3СаО + llNa20 + 

l1К20 + 2Fе20з)/2 

They use the notation DI-OL-SIL and OL-SIL-PLAG for pro;ections from 

plagioclase onto the Di-Ol-Qface and from diopside onto the PI-OI-Qface. In the 
case of the plagioclase pro;ection (ТаЫе 3.9), the proportions of DI, OL and SIL 
are then normalized to their sum and plotted оп а molecular basis. 

Elthon (1983) proposed а third algorithm arguing that chemical trends in 
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ТаЫе 3.9 Projection procedures for basaltic compositions within the У oder-Tilley tetrahedron 

Wt% Molecular Molecular Wt% Molecular 
oxide weight proportions CIPW weight 
of rock norm 

SiOz 50.68 60.09 0.8434 Q 0.00 60 
TiOz 0.73 79.90 0.0091 Or 4.61 556 
Аlz0з 14.17 101.96 0.1390 АЬ 21.37 524 
FеzОз 0~(J6 159.69 10.0000 Ne 0.00 284 
FeO 12.29 71.85 0.1711 Ап 24.96 278 
МпО 0.22 70.94 0.0031 Di 8.34 216 
MgO 8.85 40.30 0.2196 Hed 6.28 248 
СаО 8.77 56.08 0.1564 Еп 12.53 200 
NazO 2.53 61.98 0.0408 Fs 9.44 264 
KzO 0.78 94.20 0.0083 Fo 3.79 140 
PzOs 0.06 141.95 0.0004 Fa 3.15 204 

Mt 2.96 232 
Total 99.08 11 1.38 152 

Ар 0.12 310 

Sum 98.93 

Plotting procedure о[ Presnall et al. (1979) 
Allocate hypersthene to olivine and quartz (1 тоlе Ну = 1 тоlе 01 + 1 тоlе ф: 

(тоl %) 

Рl = normative (Ап + АЬ) - 35.67 
01 = normative (Fo + Fa) + Ну 38.50 
Q = normative SiOz + Ну 26.89 
Di = normative (Di + Hed) 17.47 

Plagioclase projection: (%) 

Di 
· 01 

Q 

Sum 

17.47 
38.50 
26.89 

82.86 

21.08 
46.47 
32.45 

Plotting procedure о[ Walker et al. (1979) 

PL = Аlz0з · + NazO + KzO 
01 = СаО - Аlz0з + NazO + KzO 
OL = (FeO + MgO + МпО + 2FеzОз + Аlz0з - СаО - NazO - KzO)/2 

Norm/ 
тоl. wt 

0.000 
0.008 
0.041 
0.000 
0.090 
0.039 
0.025 
0.063 
0.036 
0.027 
0.015 
0.013 
0.009 
0.000 

0.366 

SIL = SiOz - (Аlz0з + FeO + MgO + МпО + 3СаО + l1NazO + l1KzO + 2FеzОз)/2 

PL 
01 
OL 
SIL 

0.188 
0.067 
0.164 
0.072 

Norm 
(тоl %) 

0.00 
2.27 

11.14 
0.00 

24.53 
10.55 
6.92 

17.12 
9.77 
7.40 
4.22 
3.49 
2.48 
0.11 

100.00 

( Continued) 
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ТаЫе 3.9 (Continued) 

Plagioclase projection: (%) 

DI 
OL 
SIL 

0.067 
0.164 
0.072 

Sum 0.303 

22.0 
54.1 
23.9 

Plotting procedure о[ Elthon (1983) 

PL = А12Оз + F е2Оз 
DI = СаО + Na20 + К2О - Fе2Оз - А12Оз 
OL = (FeO + MgO + MnO - Ti02 + А12Оз + Fе20з - СаО - Na20 - К2О)/2 
SIL = Si02 - (FeO + MgO + MnO - T i02 + А12Оз + Fе2Оз + 3СаО + 3Na20 + 3К2О)/2 

PL 0.139 
DI 0.067 
OL 0.318 
SIL 0.273 

Plagioclase projection: (%) 

DI 
OL 
SIL 

0.067 
0.318 
0.273 

Sum 0.658 

10.11 
48.35 
41.55 

oceanic basalt suites projected in the olivine-clinopyroxene-=-silica plane are greatly 
improved if the plagioclase feldspars are separated along the anorthite-albite join 
and do not plot at а single point. In this projection, therefore, plagioclase 
compositions are spread along the silica-anorthite edge of the Di-Ol-An-:-Q 
tetrahedron. The normative mineralogy is projected onto the planes СРХ
OLIVINE-SILICA and OLIVINE-SILICA-PLAG and the plotting parameters 
are calculated from the molecular proportions, as in the case of Walker et а/. (1979) 
as follows: 

PLAG = АlzОз + FеzОз 
ОI = СаО + NazO + KzO - АlzОз - FеzОз 
OL = [(FeO + MgO+ МпО - TiOz) - (СаО + NazO + KzO) + 

(FеzОз + АlzОз)]/2 . 
SIL = SiOz - [(FeO + MgO + МпО - TiOz) + (АlzОз + FеzОз) + 

3(СаО + NazO + KzO)]/2 

Fe3+ /Fez+ is assumed to Ье 0.10. This method of projection does produce different 
plotting positions from the algorithms of Presnall et а/. (1979) and Walker et а/. 

(1979) and а model calculation is given in Table 3.9. 

(Ь) The normative Ne-Di-O/-Hy-Q diagram This diagram represents the left
hand [асе of the У oder-Tilley (1962) tetrahedron together with the front [асе 
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Figure 3.28 Normative перhеliпе-оliviпе-diорsidе-Ъуреrsthепе-quаrtz projection after Thompson 
(1984), showing the compositions of initial melts in the CMAS system, MORВ source and 
fertile anhydrous mantle at а range of pressures (in kb). The inset shows the relationship of 
the diagram to the surface of the У oder-Tilley basalt tetrahedron. 

expanded into two equilateral triangles. It was presented in Section 3.2.2 аЬоуе as а 
means of classifying basalts using their CIPW normative compositions (Thompson, 
1984). However, it was also used Ьу Thompson to display experimental data for 
both sa.turated and undersaturated basalts (Thompson, 1984, 1987) and to show the 
changing composition of initial melts' of different mantle compositions, produced at 
different pressures (Figure 3.28). CIPW normative compositions calculated оп а 
wt о/о basis are plotted оп опе or other of the three triangles. Fе20з is calculated as 
15 о/о of the total iron content. 

(с) The low-pressure tholeiitic basalt phase diagraт (Сох et al., 1979). Сох et al. 
(1979) proposed а low-pressure phase diagram based ироп the silica-poor part of 
normative basalt system Ol-Cpx-PI-Q The diagram is based оп the CIPW 
normative composition of а tholeiitic (i.e. hypersthene normative) basalt which is 
projected from Si02 onto the Fo-Ab-Di plane, i.e. the plane of silica saturation, of 
the Yoder-Tilley (1962) tetrahedron (Figure 3.29). The phase diagram is useful for 
estimating thephases present in the initial stages of low-pressure crystallization of а 
given tholeiite. In constructing the diagram, the Fo-Ab-Di-Q tetrahedron 
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Figure 3.29 The 10w-pressure tholeiitic basalt phase diagram after Сох et а/. (1979). The inset shows that 
the projection is from normative quartz onto the critical рlапе of silica undersaturation 
modified to olivine-plagioclase-clinopyroxene in the У oder-Tilley basalt tetrahedron. 

becomes the Ol-PI-Cpx-Q tetrahedron. ТЬе hypersthene content of the norm is 
recalculated as ап equivalent amount of olivine and quartz, and the plotting 
parameters are then calculated from the norm as follows: 

plagioclase = normative anorthite + albite 
clinopyroxene = normative diopside 
olivine = normative olivine + that recalculated from hypersthene 
quartz = normative quartz + that recalculated from hypersthene 

ТЬе four parameters are calculated as percentages of the total. At this point 
inappropriate analyses should Ье screened out. This is when 

normative plagioclase is < Anso 
ratio (FeO + FеzОз)/(МgО + FeO+ FеzОз) > 0.7 о/о 
KzO> 1.0 о/о 
о/о quartz (as calculated above) > 10 о/о 

If the rock is appropriate the plotting parameters plagioclase, olivine and 
clinopyroxene are recalculated t~ 100 о/о and plotted onto the triangular phase 
diagram. 
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(d) Probleтs with C/PW norтative projections А word of caution is necessary when 
using CIPW normative projections; Presnall et al. (1979) noted that small 
uncertainties in the chemical analysis mау translate into large shifts in the projected 
normative composition. This is particularly acute for uncertainties in NazO and 
SiOz, where the direction of shift is parallel to ап identified fractional crystallization 
trend. This is also true for the algorithm of Elthon (1983). Thus Presnall et al. 
(1979) make the point that some identified fractional crystallization trends observed 
in ocean-floor tholeiitic glasses could Ье ап artefact resulting from analytical 
uncertainty. Presnall and Hoover (1984) elaborate оп this and show that the 
variation in normative quartz in CIPW normative projections of basaltic glass 
compositions mау Ье due to analytical uncertainty, although this feature is not 
apparent in the projection scheme of Elthon (1983). 

3.4.4 Experimental systems for calc-alkaline rocks 

The olivine
clinopyroxene

silica projection 
01 Grove et al. 

(1982) 

The projections 
01 Baker and 
Eggler (1983, 

1987) 

Phase relations and rock compositions of andesitic and related magmas of the 
calc-alkaline suite сап also Ье represented Ьу the diopside-olivine-alb1te-quartz 
tetrahedron - the silica-saturated part of the У oder-Tilley (1962) basalt 
tetrahedron. 

Grove et al. (1982, 1983) developed а projection scheme to present low-pressure 
experimental data for andesites in which the phases plagioclase, olivine, augite, 
pigeonite and orthopyroxene are present. The diagram is useful for calc-alkali series 
rocks but mау not Ье applicable for low-alkali-silica-rich suites. The projection 
scheme is similar to that of Walker et al. (1979) for tholeiitic basalts. It is based 
ироп а modification of the CMAS projection in which wt о/о oxide values are 
converted to шоlесulаr proportions, alkalis and alumina are converted to NaO[O.5]' 
КО[о . 5] and АI0[1.5]' and the mineral components are calculated as molecular 
proportions as follows: 

sum = SiOz - СаО - 2(КО[о. 5 ] + NaO[O.5] + СrzОз + TiOz) 
Q = (SiOz - 0.5(FeO + MgO) - 1.5СаО - 0.25 AIO[1.5] - 2.75 

(NaO[O.5] + КО[о.5] + СrzОз + 0.5TiOz)/sum 
Pl = 0.5(AI0[1.5] + NaO[O.5] + KO[O.5])/sum 
01 = 0.5(FeO + MgO) + 0.5(AIO[1.5] - КО[о.5] - NaO[O.5] 

- СаО - 2TiOz - СrzОз)/sum 

Срх = СаО - 0.5AIO[1 .5] + 0.5(КО[о. 5] + NaO[O.5])/sum 
Or = КО[о.5]/ sum 
Sp = (СrzОз + TiOz)/sum 

The . values are normalized and projected from plagioclase onto the plane 
quartz-olivine-clinopyroxene. 

Baker and Eggler (1983) use а modification of the projection procedure of Walker et 
al. (1979) in which the projection is made either from magnetite + plagioclase onto 
olivine-diopside-(quartz + orthoclase) or from magnetite + olivine onto 
diopside-plagioclase-(quartz + orthoclase) (Figure 3.30). Quartz and orthoclase are 
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соmшпеd in these diagrams to improve ироп the projection schemes of Walker et 

а/. (1979) and Grove et а/. (1983), which both wrongly imply that the residual melts 
are saturated with orthoclase. The procedure is as follows: 

The ferric iron content of the rock is calculated from Sack et а/. (1980) for Т = 
1150 ос and [02 defined. Ьу the Ni-NiО buffer. Under the specific conditions 
given here, using the temperature - oxygen fugacity relationship given Ьу Eugster 
and Wones (1962) for the Ni-NiО buffer, the expression reduces to: 

ln (XF~b / X;~) = 2.9286 - 2.15036XsiO - 8.35163Хл! О - 4.4951XFeO -
2 3 2 2 3 (IOr. l) 

5.4364XMgO + 0.0731Хсао + 3.5415XNap + 4. 1869Хкр 

(where X Si02 etc = the mole fraction of Si02, and so оп). Ап alternative version 
of this equation is given Ьу Kilinc et а/. (1983). Oxide wt О/о values are converted to 
molar proportions: 

magnetite = Fе2Оз 
plagioclase = А12Оз + Na20 + К2О 
diopside = СаО + АlzОз + Na20 + KzO 
olivine = (FeO + Fе2Оз + MgO + МпО + А12Оз - СаО - Na20 - К2О)/2 
quartz + orthoclase = Si02 - 2К2О - (А12Оз + FeO - Fе20з + МпО + MgO 

+ 3СаО + llNa20 + 3К2О)/2 

Baker and Eggler (1983) note that this projection is very sensitive to small 
differences in Na20 concentrations. 

3.4.5 Discussion 

The results of experimental petrology play а major role in our understanding of the 
origin of igneous rocks. Nevertheless, оп their own they сап rarely give definitive 

Di 

Рl Q Di 

Fo 

Di Qz + Ог 01 

Figure 3.30 Projections from normative magnetite + olivine onto diopside-plagioclase-( quartz + 
orthoclase) (stippled surface оп inset diagram) апд from normative magnetite апд plagioclase 
onto olivine-diopside-(quartz + orthoclase) (hatched surface оп inset diagram) after Baker 
апд Eggler (1983). The 1 atm liquidus boundary curve is also shown. 
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answers. Rather they point the way to less probable and more probable options. 
Thus the diagrams presented in this section have their place in elucidatil,lg the 
origin of igneous rocks but their interpretation is subject to а large number of 
uncertainties. This means that the r~sults of experimental studies should always Ье 
taken together with the constraints of other geochemical investigations. 



Using trace element data 

4.1 Introduction 

А trace element mау Ье defined as an element which is present in а rock in 
concentrations ofless than 0.1 wt О/о, that is less than 1000 parts per million (ррm). 
Sometimes trace elements will form mineral species in their own right but most 
commonly they substitute for major elements in the rock-forming minerals. 

Trace element studies have Ьесоmе а vital part of modern petrology and are 
more сараЫе of discriminating between petrological processes than are the major 
elements. Particularly important is the fact that there are mathematical models to 
describe trace element distributions which allow the quantitative testing of 
petrological hypotheses. These are most applicable to processes controlled Ьу 
crystal-melt or crystal-f1uid equilibria. 

In this chapter we first develop some of the theory behind the distribution of 
trace elements and explain the physicallaws used in trace element modelling. Then 
various methods of displaying trace element data are examined as а prelude to 
showing how trace elements might Ье used in identifying geological processes and 
in testing hypotheses. 

4.1.1 Classification of trace elements according to their geochemical 
behaviour 

Trace eleтent 
groupings in the 

periodic table 

Trace elements are often studied in groups, and deviations from group behaviour or 
systematic changes in behaviour within the group are used as an indicator of 
petrological processes. The association of like trace elements also helps to simplify 
what сап otherwise Ье а very unwieldy data-set. Trace elements are normally 
classified either оп the basis of their position in the periodic table or according to 
their behaviour in magmatic systems. 

Several groups of elements in the periodic table are of particular geochemical 
interest (Figure 4.1). The most obvious in this respect are the elements with atomic 
numbers 57 to 71, the lanthanides or rare earth elernents (REE) as they are 
usually called in geochemistry. Other groups are the platinurn group elernents 
(PGE) (atomic numbers 44 to 46 and 76 to 79) also known as the поЫе rnetals if 
they include Аи, and the transition.rnetals (atomic numbers 21 to 30). In 
geochemistry, this latter term is usually restricted to the first transition series and 
includes two major elements, Fe and Mn. 
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Figure 4.1 ТЬе periodic table of the elements, showing three main groufJs of trace elements, which are 
often treated together in geochemistry because of their relative positions in the table. These 
are the elements of the first transition series, фе platinum group elements and the rare earth 
elements. ТЬе elements which are shaded are also important trace elements in geochemistry. 

The elements in each of these respective groups have similar chemical properties 
and for this reason are expected to show similar geochemical behaviour. This is not 
always the case, however, because geological processes сап take advantage of subtle 
chemical differences and fractionate elements of а group опе from the other. Thus 
опе of the tasks of trace element geochemistry is to discover which geological 
processes тау have this effect and to quantify the extent of а particular process. 

Тгасе eleтent When the Earth's mantle is melted, trace elements display а preference either for 
behaviour in the melt phase or the solid (mineral) phase. Trace elements whose preference is the 

тagтatic systeтs mineral phase are described as compatible, whereas elements whose preference is 
the melt are described as incompatible - i.e. they are incompatible in the mineral 
structure and will leave at the first available opportunity. Incompatible elements 
have also Ьееп called hygromagmatophile, а term first introduced Ьу Treuil and 
Varet (1973). 

In detail there are degrees of compatibilty and incompatibility and trace elements 
will vary in their behaviour in melts of а different composition. For example, Р is 
incompatible in а mantle mineralogy and during partial melting will Ье quickly 
concentrated in the melt. In granites, however, even though Р is present as а trace 
element, it is compatible because it is accommodated in the structure of the minor 
phaseapatite. 

It is sometimes helpful to subdivide the incompatible elements оп the basis of 
their charge/ size ratio. This property is often described as field strengtn and тау 
Ье thought of as the electrostatic charge per unit surface area of the cation. It is also 
described as the ionic potential of ап element and is quantified as the ratio of the 
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valence to the ionic radius. Figure 4.2 shows а plot of ionic radius vs charge for 
most of the trace elements studied in geochemistry. Small highly charged cations 
are known as high field strength (HFS) cations (ionic potential > 2.0) and large 
cations of small charge are known as low field strength cations (ionic potential < 
2.0). Low field strength cations are also known as large ion lithophile еlеПlепts 
(LILE). Elements with small ionic radius and а relatively low charge tend to Ье 
compatible. These include а number of the major elements and the transition 
metals. Figure 4.2 shows the main groupings of trace elements and highlights the 
similarity in ionic size and charge between some element groups. Elements with the 
same ionic charge and size are expected to show very similar geochemical 
behaviour. 

High field strength cations include the lanthanides Sc and У, and Th, U, РЬ, Zr, 
Hf, Ti, Nb and Та. The element pairs Hf and Zr, and Nb and Та, are very similar 
in size and charge and show very similar geochemical behaviour. Low field strength, 
large ion lithophile cations include Cs, Rb, К and Ба. То these тау Ье added Sr, 
divalent Еи and divalent РЬ - three elements with almost identical ionic radii and 
charge. 

4.2 Controls оп trace element distribution 

Most modern quantitative trace element geochemistry assumes that trace elements 
are present in а mineral in solid solution through substitution and that their 
concentrations сап Ье described in terms of equilibrium thermodynamics. Trace 
elements тау mix in either an ideal or а non-idt:;al way in their host mineral. Their 
very low concentrations, however, lead to relatively simple relationships between 
composition and activity. When mixing is ideal the relationship between activity 
and composition is given Ьу Raoult's Law, i.e. 

[4.1] 

where а; is the activity of the trace element in the host mineral and Х; is its 
composition. 

If the trace element interacts with the major components of the host mineral, the 
activity will depart from the ideal mixing relationship and at low concentrations the 
activity composition relations оЬеу Henry's Law. This states that at equilibrium 
the activity of а trace element is directly proportional to its composition: 

j = kfXi [4.2] 
J J J 

where k{ is the Henry's Law constant - а proportionality constant (or actlvlty 
coefficient) for trace element i in mineral j. Henry's Law seems to apply to а wide 
range of trace element concentrations (Drake and Holloway, 1981) although at very 
low conceritrations « 10 ррт) there are deviations from Henry's Law behaviour 
(Harrison and Wood, 1980). Henry's Law also ceases to apply at very high 
concentrations, although the point at which this takes place cannot Ье easily 
predicted and must Ье determined for each individual system. In the case where 
trace elements form the essential structural constituent of а minor phase, such as Zr 
in zircon, Hehry's Law behaviour does not strictly apply. 
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Figure 4.2 Plot of ionic radiius vs ionic charge for trace el;;-ments of geological interest. Ап ionic 
potential (charge/size ratio) of 2.0 subdivides the incompatible elements into low field 
strength (LFS) elements, also known as large ion lithophile elements (LIL) and high field 
strength elements (HFS). Compatible elements are placed towards the bottom, left-hand 
corner of the diagram. The ionic radii are from Shannon (1976) and are quoted for eight-fold 
coordination to allow а comparison between elements. Some of the first transition series 
metals (transition elements) and the PGE elements, are quoted for six-fold coordination. 

The relatively simple mixing relationships between trace elements and major 
elements ih their host minerals mean that the distribution of trace elements between 
minerals and melt сап Ье quantified in а simple way, as outlined below. 
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4.2.1 Paгtition coefficients 

Measuring 
partition 

coejjicients 

The distribution of trace elements between phases тау Ье described Ьу а 

distribution coefficient or partition coefficient (Mclntire, 1963). The Nernst 
distribution coefficient is used extensively in trace element geochemistry and 
describes the equilibrium distribution of а trace element between а mineral and а 
melt. The Nernst distribution coefficient is defined Ьу: 

Vd - с mineral / С melt 
.1\..1 - elementi elementi [4.3] 

where Kd is the Nernst distribution coefficient, and С is the concentration of the 
trace element i in ррт or wt О/о. Ап example would Ье 500 ррт Sr in а plagioclase 
phenocryst and 125 ррт Sr in the glassy matrix of the lava giving а plagioclase/ 
silicate melt Kd of 4 for Sr. The Nernst distribution coefficient as defined аЬоуе 
includes the Henry's Law constants for trace element i in the mineral and in the 
melt and is а function of temperature, pressure and composition of the melt, but is 
controlled neither Ьу the concentration of the trace element of interest nor Ьу the 
concentration of other trace elements. Similar partition coefficients тау Ье written 
for mineral-fluid or mineral-mineral distributions. А minerallmelt partition 
coefficient of 1.0 indicates that the element is equally distributed between the 
mineral and the melt. А value of greater than 1.0 implies that the trace element has 
а 'preference' for the mineral phase and in the mineral-melt system under 
investigation is а compatible element. А value of less than 1.0 implies that the trace 
element has а 'preference' for the melt and is ап incompatible element. 

Ап alternative mode of formulation of the partition coefficient (although not 
соттопlу used) is the two-cornponent partition coefficient. This тау Ье used 
when the trace element is replacing ап identified major element in the host mineral. 
А good example would Ье Ni substitution for Mg in olivine. In this case the 
partition coefficient (К D ) is defined Ьу the expression 

K D (i/j) = [Х/ Xj]SOlid/[X/ Xj]Liquid [4.4] 

where i is the trace element and j is the element in the host mineral which is 
replaced Ьу i, and Х is concentration either in wt О/о or тоl О/о. 

Two-element partition coefficients have the advantage that they do not vary as 
extensively as single-element partition coefficients with changes in melt composition. 
А bulk partition coefficient is а partition coefficient calculated for а rock for а 

specific element from the Nernst partition coefficients of the constituent minerals 
and weighted according to their proportions. It is defined Ьу the expression 

[4.5] 

where Di is the bulk partition coefficient for element i, and Х1 and Kd1 etc. are the 
percentage proportion of mineral 1 in the rock and the Nernst partition coefficient 
for element i in mineral 1 respectively. 

In а rock containing 50 О/о olivine, 30 О/о orthopyroxene and 20 О/о clinopyroxene, 
the bulk partition coefficient (D) for the trace element i would Ье 

Di = 0.5 Kdio
1 + 0.3 Kdio

px + 0.2 Kdi
cpx 

Partition coefficients сап Ье determined in natural systems from the analy'sis of 
minerals and their glassy matrix in rapidly cooled volcanic rocks. Provided sufficient 
care is given to obtaining а clean mineral separate from unzoned minerals and а 
sufficiently sensitive analytical technique is used, minerallmatrix or phenocryst/ 
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matrix partition coefficients сап Ье very reliable and are frequently used. Мапу of 
the early minerallmelt partition coefficient measurements are of this type (e.g. 
Philpotts and Schnetzler, 1970). 

Ап alternative to using natural systems is to use experimental data in which 
synthetic or natural starting materials are doped with the element of interest. This 
approach has the advantage that variations in temperature and pressure сап Ье more 
carefully monitored than in natural systems. However, it is important to attempt to 
establish Henry's Law behaviour when determining trace element partition 
coefficients, for this then allows the result to Ье extrapolated to other compositions 
and use to Ье made of the result in petrogenetic modelling (see e.g. Dunn, 1987). 
Irving (1978) gives ап excellent review of experimental determinations of partition 
coefficients ир until 1978. 

Мапу geochemistry texts contain compilations of minerallmelt partition coefficients 
for use in trace element modelling. However, great care must Ье taken in applying 
these data, for experimental studies have shown that the Nernst partition coefficient 
сап vary extensively according to the temperature, pressure, composition and 
oxygen activity of the melt. Disentangling these separate effects in experimental 
studies and then taking [иll account of them in petrogenetic modelling сап Ье а 
serious problem. In ап elegant study based оп а very large number of experiments, 
Green and PearsoIi (1986) showed how the partition coefficients for the REE in 
sphene vary according to temperature, pressure and rock composition (Figure 4.3). 
Their work illustrates how meaningless а single mеап value for а partition 
coefficient сап Ье, еуеп when the melt composition has Ьееп specified. However, we 
are not always in the fortunate position of having as much information available as 
this and it is often necessary to 'make do' with the available data. Below we discuss 
the extent to which different variables mау affect partition coefficients. 

(а) Composition Without doubt, melt composition is the most important single 
factor с~шtrоlliпg minerall melt partition coefficients. This was demonstrated in 
studies Ьу Watson (1976) and Ryerson and Hess (1978), who showed that elements 
partitioned between immiscible acid and basic melts show distinct preferences for 
опе or other type of melt. It is for this reason that the partition coefficients listed in 
Tables 4.1 to 4.3 are grouped according to rock type and the silica content of the 
melt. The composition control of minerallmelt partition coefficients between the 
REE and hornblende is illustrated in Figure 4.4. 

(Ь) Temperature А number of eXp'erimental studies show that partition coefficients 
are а function of temperature (Figure 4.3). For example, Dunn (1987) found that 
the partition coefficients for Lu between olivine and basalt, and Lu and Hf between 
clinopyroxene and basalt, аll decrease with increasing temperature. 

Sometimes unravelling the separate effects of temperature and composition сап 
Ье difficult, especially where the liquidus temperature of а r:'.elt is а function of 
composition. Such is the problem with Ni partitioning between olivine and а 

basaltic melt. Two experimental studies, published at the same time, seem to show 
conflicting results. Leeman and Lindstrom (1978) showed that the prime control оп 
the olivine partition coefficient for Ni in а natural basaltic melt was temperature 
whilst Hart and Davis (1978) showed that there is clear inverse correlation between 
the melt composition and partition coefficient. То resolve the apparent conflict 
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Figure 4.3 The combined effects of pressure, temperature and rock composition оп а partition 
coefficient. (а) and (Ь) The partition coefficient for the REE Но in clinopyroxene as а 

function of temperature, for pressures of 2.5, 7.5, 12, 16 and 20 kb in liquids with 50 wt % 
Si02 and 60 wt % Si02 (after Green and Pearson, 1985Ь). (с) and (d) The partition 
coefficient for Sm in sphene as а f6nction of temperature for liquids with 50, 60 and 70 wt % 
Si02 at 7.5 kb and 20 kb pressure (after Green and Pearson, 1986). Both these diagrams mау 
Ье used to iпtегроlаt'Ж а value for the partition coefficient for апу pressure, temperature and 
composition within the experimental range. These values mау then Ье extrapolated to other 
members of the REE series. _ 

partitioning of REE between sphene and ап intermediate silicic liquid. Within а 
small compositional range (56-61 wt о/о Si02) at 10000С Green and Pearson showed 
that there is а measurable increase in partition coefficient with increasing pressure 
from 7.5 to 30 kb (Figure 4.5). Опе important aspect of this pressure effect is that 
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Figure 4.4 А plot of the partition coefficients for the rare earth elements between hornblende and melt 
(log scale) vs atomic number (normal scale) in basalt, basaltic andesite, dacite and rhyolite. 
There is а clear increase in partition coefficient with increasing silica content of the melt, 
amounting to ап order of magnitude difference between basaltic and rhyolitic melts. Data 
from Tables 4.1 to 4.3. 

high-level phenocryst/matrix pair partition coefficients тау not Ье suitable for 
geochemical modelling of deep crustal and mantle processes. However, the effect of 
increased pressure and increased temperature are generally in ап opposite sense and 
тау to some extent cancel each other out. 

(d) Oxygen activity The most widely quoted example of the control of oxygen 
activity оп а partition coefficient is that of the partitioning of EuZ+ between 
plagioclase and а basaltic melt (Drake and Weill, 1975). There is ап order of 
magnitude difference in the partition coefficient for Еи between atmospheric 
conditions and the relatively reducing conditions found in natural basalts (Figure 
4.6). This is because europium forms Еи2+ at low oxygen activities and Еи3+ at 
high oxygen activities. EuZ+ and Еи3+ behave very differently in their partitioning 
between plagioclase and а basaltic melt, for Еи2+ is much more compatible than 
Еи3+ in plagioclase. Thus at low oxygen ~c#vities partition coefficients for Еи 
between plagioclase and basaltic melts are high (generally > 1.0) and anomalous 
relative to the other REE (Figure 4.6), whereas at high oxygen activities partition 
coefficients for Еи are low and Еи behaves in а similar way to the other REE. 

(е) Crystal cheтistry Опита et al. (1968), Matsui et al. (1977) and Philpotts 
(1978) have shown that crystal structure exerts а major influence оп trace element 
partitioning. Using а plot of partition coefficient (expressed as log to the base 10, 
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Figure 4.5 The partition coefficents for selected REE between sphene and а silicic melt of intermediate 
composition, plotted as а function of pressure. There is ап increase in partition coefficient 
with increasi~g pressure in the range 7.5 to 30 kb (after Green and Pearson, 1983). 
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Figure 4.6 The partition coefficient for Еи between plagioclase and а basaltic melt plotted as function of 
oxygen activity (fOz) compared with other REE (after Drake and Weill, 1975) 

i.e. log10) vs ionic radius (in Angstroms; 1 А = 10-10 m), they showed that the 
partition coefficients of elements carrying the same ionic charge in the same 
minerallmelt system exhibit а smooth curve (Figure 4.7). Curves for different ionic 
charge tend to Ье parallel to each other for the same minerallmelt system. Such 
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Figure 4.7 А plot of partition coefficient vs ionic radius (from Shannon, 1976) оп ап Опита diagram, 
for the REE between garnet and dacite (data from Arth, 1976). The trivalent REE and У 
(with th.e exception of Се) define а smooth curve. 

diagrams have Ьесоте known as Onuma diagrams. Deviations from anticipated 
patterns тау reveal controls оп trace element partitioning other than those of the 
size and charge of the cation. Опита diagrams сап also Ье used to estimate the size 
of а distribution coefficient when measurements have Ьееп made for а similar 
element. 

(f) Water content о[ the melt Few studies have Ьееп carried out to examine explicitly 
the effects of the water content of а melt оп trace element partitioning behaviour. 
However', Green and Pearson (1986) showed that in the case of the partitioning of 
the REE between sphene and silicate liquids the water content of the melt (0.9-29 
тоl о/о water) has по significant effect оп measured partition coefficients. 

(g) Selecting а partition coefficient Clearly, the most important parameter 
controlling the partitioning of а trace element between а mineral and melt is the 
composition of the melt itself. Оп се this is established, а partition coefficient should 
Ье used whose pressure and temperature conditions of determination most closely 
match those of the system being investigated. 
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А plot of partition coefficient vs atomic number for the REE in соттоп minerals in basaltic 
melts. Data from ТаЫе 4.1. (The hornblende data are for а basaltic andesite.) 

In Table 4.1 раrtltюп coefficients are listed for trace elements in minerals in 
equilibrium with basaltic , and basaltic andesite liquids. Following the Т AS 
classification these are liquids with silica contents in the range 45-57 wt о/о . А 
summary of the REE partition coefficients is presented in Figure 4.8 as а plot of 
partition coefficient vs atomic number. The compilation in Table 4.1 is based ироп 
а variety of published sources from experimental and phenocryst/ matrix data. 
А verages are arithmetic means. 

The several sets of REE data shown are generally in good agreement with each 
other. There is however а strong compositional effect оп the Kd for the REE in 
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hornblende (Green and Pearson, 1985а) and so the differences in published values 
for basalts (Arth, 1976) and basaltic andesites (Dostal et al., 1983; Fujimaki et al., 
1984) тау reflect а real difference in the partition coeficients. There тау Ье а 
similar explanation for the differences in partition coefficient in garnet. 

Colson et al. (1988) in а detailed study of trace element partitioning between 
olivine and silicic melt, and orthopyroxene and silicic melt, have shown that many 
partition coefficients are strongly dependent upon temperature and melt 
composition. They show that these partition coefficients vary according to ionic size 
and they have modelled temperature and composition dependence as а function of 
these variables. Оп the basis of their equations it is possible to predict partition 
coefficients between olivine and melt, and orthopyroxene and melt, for а wide range 
of tri- and di-valent cations under а variety of magmatic conditions. 

Table 4.2 lists partition coefficients for trace elements between а range of rock
forming minerals and andesitic liquids (57-63 wt О/о Si02 in the Т AS classification). 
А summary of the REE values is given in Figure 4.9. Many published sources of 
partition coefficients treat andesites and basalts together and а comparison of 
Figures 4.1 and 4.2 shows that the partition coefficients for the REE are similar 
in basaltic and andesitic liquids. Values for garnet, the pyroxenes and the value 
for Еи in plagioclase, however, are higher in andesites than in basalts. REE 
partition coefficients for hornblende are higher in andesites than basalts, but are 
comparable between andesites and basaltic andesites. Values for the REE in the 
pyroxenes vary between published sources; this тау in part Ье due to compositional 
effects. 

The compilation in Table 4.3 compares partltlOn coefficients from а number of 
published sources for dacites, rhyodacites, rhyolites and high-silica rhyolites. These 
are rocks which have > 63 wt О/о Si02 in the Т AS classification. А summary of the 
REE values is presented in Figure 4.10. 
А comparison between the REE in rhyolites and in basaltic and andesitic liquids 

(Figures 4.8 to 4.10) shows that values for pyroxenes and hornblende are an order 
of magnitude higher in the rhyolites and that these minerals now show а small but 
measurable negative europium anomaly. The values for the light REE in garnet are 
also higher and the Еи anomaly in plagioclase is much increased. 

Partition coefficients for the REE in any one of the ferromagnesian minerals are 
variable. This тау in part Ье а function of changing melt composition although 
there are а number of other possible explanations. Firstly, the presence of mineral 
inclusions gives rise to very high partition coefficients in rhyolites with very high 
silica contents (Si02 > 75 О/о). This тау also account for some of the differences in 
the sets of values for biotite. Secondly, it is possible that the changing iron/ 
magnesium ratio of ferromagnesian minerals тау also explain differences in 
partition coefficients, although there are currently insufficient data with which to 
evaluate this possibility. In the case of pyroxenes the light REE values of Mahood 
and Hildreth (1983) are probably in error and the alternative values of Michael 
(1988) are -used here. Values for the feldspars are in reasonable agreement between 
the different published results although the LIL elements Sr, Ба, Rb, Еи and рь2+ 
show very erratic results in the original data-sets and this is still apparent in the 
mean values in this compilation. This тау in part Ье а temperature effect (Irving, 
1978; Long, 1978) but тау also Ье compositionally controlled, for Long (1978) 
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Figure 4.9 А plot of partition coefficient vs atomic number for the REE in соmmоп minerals ш 
andesitic melts. Data from Table 4.2. 

noted that the partitioning of Sr between alkali feldspar and а grашtlС melt is 
sensitive to the concentration of Ба in the melt. Partition coefficients for Еи in 
plagioclase increase with decreasing oxygen activity (Figure 4.6). 
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Figure 4.10 А plot of partition coefficient vs atomic number for the REE in соттоп minerals in rhyolitic 
melts. Data from Table 4.3. 

4.2.2 Geological controls оп the distribution of trace elements 

Clearly, а geochemical study of trace elements is only of use if we have some 
understanding of the way in which geological processes control their distribution. 
At present our knowledge is patchy, for some processes are well understood and 
there are mathematical models available to describe them. In these areas, principally 
those involving minerall melt equilibria, trace element geochemistry has had а 

profound impact оп geological thinking. Other areas, equally important but less 
amenable to the quantitative approach, are understood qualitatively. In this section 
we review а wide range of geological processes and discuss the way they control 
trace element distributions. Where there are appropriate mathematical models the 
equations are given and the terms used are defined in Бох 4.1. 
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Definition of terms used in equations for trace element partitioning between solid 
and melt (Section 4.2.2) 

CL Weight concentration of а trace element in the liquid 
ёL Average weight concentration of а trace element in а mixed melt 
СО In partial melting, the weight concentration of а trace element in the original 

unmelted solid; in fractional crystallization, the weight concentration in the 
parental liquid 

CR Weight concentration of а trace element in the residual solid during crystal 
fractionation 

Cs Weight concentration of а trace element in the residual solid after melt 
extraction 

SSSB Weight concentration of а trace element in а steady-state liquid after а 
large питЬег of RTF cycles 

СА Concentration of а trace element in the wallrock being assimilated during 
AFC processes 

0RS Bulk distribution coefficient of the residual solids (see Eqn [4.5]) 
00 Bulk distribution coefficient of the original solids (see Eqn [4.5]) 
О Bulk distribution coefficient of the fractionating assembIage during crystal 

fractionation 
F Weight fraction of melt produced in partial melting; in fractional 

crystallization, the fraction of melt remaining 
f Fraction of melt allocated to the solidification zone in in situ crystallization 

which is returned to the magma chamber 
(, А function of F, the fraction of melt remaining in AFC processes 
Kd Minerallmelt partition coefficient 
ML Mass of the liquid in in situ crystallization 
Мо Total mass of the magma chamber in situ crystallization 
n Number of rock volumes processed during zone refining 
Р Bulk distribution coefficient of minerals which make ир а melt (see Eqn 

[4.9]) 

г Ratio of the assimilation rate to the fractionation rate in AFC processes 
х Mass fraction of the liquid crystallized in each RTF cycle 
у Mass fraction of the liquid escaping in each RTF cycle 

Eleтent 1110bility Апу suite of rocks which has Ьееп subjected to hydrothermal alteration or 
metamorphism is likely to suffer element mobility. It is essential, therefore, in апу 
trace element study to demonstrate first that element concentrations are 
undisturbed and original before inferences сап Ье made about the petrogenesis of 
the rock group. 

Trace element mobility is controlled Ьу the mineralogical changes which take 
place during alteration and the nature of the fluid phase. As а generalization, 
incompatible elements which belong to the LFS group (Cs, Sr, К, Rb, Ба -
Figure 4.2) are mobile, whereas the HFS elements are immobile. This latter group 
includes the REE, Sc, У, Th, Zr, Hf, Ti, Nb, Та and Р (Pearce, 1983). In addition 
the transition metals Мп, Zn and Си tend to Ье mobile, particularly at high 
temperatures (see Seewald and Seyfried, 1990), whilst Со, Ni, V and Cr are 
immobile. Such generalizations are normally valid, although тапу exceptions are 
documented. This тау Ье illustrated with reference to the traditionally immobile 
REE. Humphries (1984) shows that there is по simple relationship between the 
degree of mobility of the REE and rock type or metamorphic grade, and emphasizes 
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the mineralogical and fluid controls. For example, the REE тау Ье more easily 
released from а glassy basalt during alteration than from а rock with the same 
composition but which is crystalline. Again the REE тау Ье mobilized Ьу halogen
rich or carbonate-rich mineralizing fluids in а rock in which they would otherwise
Ье stable with respect to the movement of ап aqueous fluid. 
А special case of trace element mobilization is in the dehydration of subducted 

осеап floor, з; process thought to Ье pertinent to the generation of calc-alkali 
magmas. Pearce (1983) has suggested that the elements Sr, К, Rb, Ба, Th, Се, Р 
and Sm тау Ье mobile in such circumstances. 

Partial тelting Two types of partial melting process are commonly described in the geological 
literature and represent end-member models of natural processes. Batch melting, 
also known as equilibrium fusion and equilibrium partial melting, describes the 
formation of а partial melt in which the melt is continually reacting and re
equilibrating with the solid residue at the site of melting until mechanical 
conditions allow it to escape as а single 'batch' of magma. In fractional melting, 
also known as Rayleigh melting, only а small amount of liquid is produced and 
instantly isolated from the source. Equilibrium is therefore only achieved between 
the melt and the surfaces of mineral grains in the source region. 

Which partial melting process is appropriate in а particular situation depends 
ироп the ability of а magma to segregate from its source region, which in turn 
depends ироп the permeability threshold of the source. The problem is discussed in 
some detail Ьу Wilson (1989). Fractional melting тау Ье ап appropriate model for 
some basaltic melts, for recent physical models of melt extraction from the mantle 
indicate that very small melt fractions сап Ье removed from their source region 
(McKenzie, 1985; O'Nions and McKenzie, 1988). More viscous, felsic melts have а 
higher permeability threshold and probably behave according to the batch melting 
equation. It is worth noting in passing that physical models of melt extraction 
describe melt fractions in ter.ms of their voluтe whereas chemical models describe 
melt fractions in terms of their тass. 

(а) Batch тelting The concentration of а trace element in the melt CL is related to 
its concentration in the unmelted source Со Ьу the expression 

[4.6] 

and the concentration of а trace element in the unmelted residue CS relative to the 
unmelted source Со is 

[4.7] 

where DRS is the bulk partition coefficient (see Eqn [4.5]) of the residual solid and 
F is the weight fraction of melt produced. It should Ье noted that the bulk partition 
coefficient is calculated for the residual solids present at the instant the liquid is 
removed, so that solid phases that were present but are now melted out do not 
influence the . trace element concentration in the liquid (Hanson, 1978). This 
formulation of the batch melting equation is very straightforward to use. If, 
however, а more complex formulation is sought, then the batch melting equation is 
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expressed in terms of the original mineralogy of the source and the relative 
contributions each phase makes to the melt: 

CL/Co = 1/[Do + Р(1 - Р)] [4.8] 

where Do is the bulk distribution coefficient at the onset of melting and Р is the 
bulk distribution coefficient of the minerals which make ир the melt. Р is calculated 
from 

Р = РI KdI + pz Kdz + Рз Кdз + ... [4.9] 

where РI etc. is the normative weight fraction of mineral 1 in the melt and KdI is 
the mineral-melt distribution coefficient for а given trace element for mineral 1. 

In the case of modal melting (i.e. where the minerals contribute to the melt in 
proportion to their concentration in the rock), Eqn [4.8], simplifies to 

CL/Co = 1/[Do + Р(1 - Do)] ... [4.10] 

Еуеп more complex formulations, which allow а phase to Ье consumed during 
melting, melt proportions to vary during partial melting and variations in partition 
coefficients, are given Ьу Hertogen and Gijbels (1976) and Apted and Roy (1981). 

Taking the simple case where D is calculated for the unmelted residue Eqn [4.6], 
the degree of enrichment or depletion relative to the original liquid (CL/Co) for 
different values of F is illustrated in Figure 4.11(а) for seven different values of D, 
the bulk distribution coefficient. When D is small, expression [4.6] reduces to 1/ F 
and marks the limit to trace element enrichment for апу given degree of batch 
melting (see shaded area оп Figure 4. llа). When F is small, Eqn [4.6] reduces to 1/ 
D and marks the maximum possible enrichment of ап incompatible element and the 
maximum depletion of а compatible element relative to the original source. Small 
degrees of melting сап cause significant changes in the ratio of two incompatible 
elements where опе has а bulk partition coefficient of, say, 0.1 and the other 0.01, 
but at smaller values of D (0.01-0.0001) the discrimination is not possible. 

Enrichment -and depletion in the solid residue in equilibrium with the melt (Eqn 
[4.7]) is shown in Figure 4.11(Ь) for different values of Fand D. Еуеп small degrees 
of melting will deplete the residue significantly in incompatible elements. 
Compatible elements, however, at small degrees of melting remain very close to 
their initial concentrations. Сох et al. (1979) used this relationship to estimate the 
average content of compatible elements such as Ni and Cr in the upper mantle from 
the composition of ultramafic nodu~es from which а melt тау have already Ьееп 
extracted. 

(Ь) Fractional melting There are two versions of the fractional melting equation. 
Опе considers the formation of only а single melt increment whilst the other 
considers the aggregated liquid formed Ьу the collection of а large number of small 
melt increments. If it is assumed that during fractional melting the mineral phases 
enter the melt in the proportions in which they are present in the source, then the 
concentration of а trace element in the liquid relative to the parent rock for а given 
melt increment is given Ьу the expression 

CL/Co = 1 (1 _ F)<l/Do-I) 
Do 

[4.11] 

where F is the fraction of melt already removed from the source and Do is the bulk 
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Figure 4.11 (а) The enrichment of а trace element in а partial melt relative to its concentration in the 
source (CL/Co) during batch partial melting with changing degrees of melting (Р). The 
numbered curves are for different values of the bulk partition coefficient D. At small degrees 
of melting, compatible elements are greatly depleted relative to the source whereas 
incompatible elements are greatly enriched to а maximum of 1 I F. The shaded region is the 
area in which enrichment is impossible. (Ь) Enrichment and depletion of а trace element in 
the residue relative to the original source (С/ Со) with changing degrees of melting (Р) for 
different v~lues of bulk partition coefficient (D). 

partition coefficient for the original solid phases prior to the onset of melting. The 
equation for the residual solid is 

Cs/Co = (1 - F)(1/Do-l) [4.12] 

The general expres-sions for the more probable case where minerals do not enter the 
melt in their modal proportions are given Ьу 

[4.13] 

and 

1 l/P Cs/Co = (1 - рр/ Do) 
(1 - F) 

[4.14] 

where Р is the bulk distribution coefficient of the minerals which make ир the melt 
and is calculated from Eqn [4.9]. 

The variation in trace element concentrations relative to the originalliquid (CL / Со) 

during fractional melting for а single melt increment at different degrees of melting 
and for different values of D is shown for modal melting (Eqn [4.11]) in Figure 
4.12(а). Ап enlargement of the region of interest (р = 0-0.1) is given in Figure 
4.12(с). In the range 0--10 о/о melting, the changes in element concentrations 
relative to the original source are more extreme than in batch melting, although the 
limiting уаlие of 1/О is the same. 
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Trace element concentrations in the original solid, momentarily in equilibrium 
with the liquid (Eqn [4.12]) are shown for smaH melt fractions in Figure 4.12(d). 
Incompatible elements are еуеп more strongly depleted than in batch melting 
although compatible element concentrations are unchanged relative to the source. 

Where several тelt increтents have collected together the general expression is 

- 1 llP 
CL/CO = F [1 - (1 - PF/Do) ] [4.15] 

where ёL is the averaged concentration of а trace element in а mixed melt. In the 
case of modal melting Eqn [4.15] simplifies to 

[4.16] 

The numerical consequences of fractional melting where the melt increments are 
coHected together in а соmmоп reservoir are illustrated in Figure 4.12(Ь). This type 
of fractional melting is indistinguishable from batch melting except for compatible 
elements at very large degrees of melting (cf. Figure 4.11а). 

Crystal Three types of fractional crystallization are considered here - equilibrium 
fractionation crystallization, Rayleigh fractionation and in situ crystallization. 

(а) Equilibriuт crystallization The process of equilibrium crystallization describes 
complete equilibrium between аН solid phases and the melt during crystallization. 
This is not thought to Ье а соmmоп process although the presence of unzoned 
crystals in some mafic rocks suggests that it mау Ье applicable оп а local scale in 
some mafic magmas. The distribution of trace elements during equilibrium 
crystallization is the reverse of equilibrium melting (page 121), and the equation 
therefore is 

CL/Co = 1/[D + F(l - D)] [4.17] 

In this case СО is redefined as the initial concentration of а trace element in the 
primary magma, F is the fraction of melt remaining and D is the bulk partition 
coefficient of the fractionating assemblage. The enrichment and depletion of trace 
elements relative to the orginalliquid mау Ье deduced from Figure 4.11(а), the batch 
melting diagram, but in this case the diagram should Ье read from right to left. 

(Ь) Fractional crystallization/ Rayleigh fractionation More commonly crystals are 
thought to Ье removed from the site of formation after crystallization and the 
distribution of trace elements is not ап equilibrium process. At best, surface 
equilibrium mау Ье attained. Thus, fractional crystallization is better described Ьу 
the Rayleigh Law. Rayleigh fractionation describes the extreme case where crystals 
are effectively removed from the melt the instant they have formed. The equation 
for Rayleigh fractionation is 

[4.18] 

and the equation for the enrichment of а trace element relative to the originalliquid 
in the crystals as they crystallize (the instantaneous solid) CR is given Ьу 

[4.19] 
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Figure 4.12 (а) The enrichment of а trace element in а melt relative to its source (CL/Co) as а function of 
the fraction of melting (р), during fractional melting for different values of bulk partition 
coefficient (D) . During fractional melting only а very small melt fraction is produced and it 
is instantly removed from the source. (Ь) The enrichment of а trace element in а melt relative 
to its source (ёL/СО) as а function of fraction of melting (р) and bulk partition coefficient 
(D) during fractional melting. In this case small melt fractions are removed instantly from 
the source but aggregate together. This process produces very similar results to that of batch 
melting. (с) Ап enlargement of (а) between values of F of О and 0.1. (d) The enrichment of а 
trace element in the residual solid relative to the concentration in the original source (С/ Со) 
as а function of F between values of О and 0.1 . 
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The equation for the mеап enrichment of а trace element in the cumulate relative to 
the original liquid, i.e. the total residual solid CR, is 

[4.20] 

Rayleigh fractionation is illustrated in Figure 4.13(а), which shows the concentra
tion of а trace element relative to its initial concentration in the liquid at differing 
values of F - the proportion of liquid remaining - for different values of D. For 
incompatible elements there is little difference between Rayleigh fractionation and 
equilibrium crystallization until more than about 75 О/о of the magma has 
crystallized, at which point the efficient separation of crystals and liquid becomes 
physically difficult. The limiting case for incompatible elements is where D = О, in 
which case CL / Со = 1/ Р, the same as for equilibrium crystallization. It is therefore 
impossible to enrich а liquid beyond this point Ьу fractional crystallization. Rayleigh 
fractionation is less effective than batch melting in changing the ratio of two 
incompatible elements, for the curves for 0.1 and 0.01 are very close together 
(Figure 4. 13а). Compatible elements are removed from the melt more rapidly than 
in the case of equilibrium crystallization. 

The concentration of trace elements in the instantaneous solid residue of 
Rayleigh fractionation is illustrated in Figure 4.13(Ь). More relevant, however, is 
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Figure 4.13 (а) The enrichment of а trace element in а melt relative to its concentration in the parental 
melt (CL/Co) as а function of the fraction of remaining liquid (Р) during Rayleigh 
fractionation for different values of bulk partition coefficient (D). The limiting value of CL / 

СО is 1/ F and the shaded area is the region of impossible values. (Ь) The enrichment of а 
trace element in the instantaneous solid, i.e. the solid which is produced and then 
immediately removed during crystal fractionation, relative to the parentalliquid (CR/Co) as а 
function of the fraction of remaining liquid and bulk partition coefficient. (с) The enrichment 
of а trace element in the residue, i.e. the теап concentration in the cumulate, relative to the 
parental liquid (CR/ Со) as а function of the fraction of remaining liquid and bulk partition 
coefficient (D). Diagrams (а) to (с) are read from right to left, as the value of F decreases 
with fractional crystallization. 
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the mеап concentration in the cumulate given Ьу Eqn [4.20] and shown in Figure 
4. 13(с). Relative to concentrations in the original liquid, incompatible element 
concentrations decrease and compatible element concentrations increase with 
progressive fractional crystallization. 

In reality, of course, crystallization processes probably operate between the two 
extremes of equilibrium crystallization and fractional crystallization, which should 
Ье seen as limiting cases. 

(с) In situ crystallization Over the past decade new ideas have emerged оп how 
crystallization takes place in magma chambers and оп how crystals and liquid are 
separated. The view that crystals will separate from а melt through gravitational 
settling has Ьееп strongly criticized and is probably strictly applicable only to 
ultramafic melts. Instead it is thought that crystallization takes place оп the side walls of 
magma chambers and fractional crystallization is considered ап in situ process in which 
residual liquid is separated from а crystal mush - rather than vice versa - in а 
solidification zone at the magma chamber margin. The solidification zone progressively 
moves through the magma chamber until crystallization is complete. 

Langmuir (1989) has derived ап equation which describes trace element distribu
tions during in situ crystallization. In order to Ье аЫе to compare the results with the 
effects of fractional and equilibrium crystallization, the equation presented below is for 
the special case where there is по trapped liquid in the solidification zone. 

[4.21] 

Мо is the initial mass of the magma chamber and ML is the mass of liquid so that 
the ratio MLI Мо is equivalent to the term F - the fraction of melt remaining and 
used in equilibrium and fractional crystallization models; f is the fraction of magma 
allocated to the solidification zone which is returned to the magma chamber. 
Equation [4.21] is similar in form to the Rayleigh fractionation equation but with а 
more complex exponent. 

The effects of in situ crystallization оп the ratio of а trace element relative to the 
parental magma (CL/Co) for different melt fractions returned to the magma 
chamber (f = 0.1-0.8) is shown for four different bulk partition coefficients in 
Figure 4 .14( а )-( d). The chief differences between in situ crystallization and 
Rayleigh fractionation mау Ье observed Ьу comparing Figures 4.14 and 4. 13(а). The 
limiting case is wheref= 1.0, which is Rayleigh fractionation. At low values offthe 
enrichment of incompatible elements and the depletion of compatible elements are 
not as extreme during in situ fractional crystallization as in Rayleigh fractionation. 

Contamination (а) АРС processes It was Bowen (1928) who first proposed that wallrock 
assimilation is driven Ьу the latent heat of crystallization during fractional 
crystallization (see Section 3.3.1). DePaolo (1981Ь) and Powell (1984) have derived 
equations which describe the concentration of а trace element in а melt relative to 
the original magma composition in terms of AFC processes. It is worthy of note, 
however, that AFC processes are difficult to recognize and require а strong contrast 
in trace element concentrations between magma and wallrock before they сап Ье 
detected (Powell, 1984). The equation for constant values of r and D is 

CL/Co = [' + r . СА (1 - [') 
(r - 1 + D) СО 

[4.22] 
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Figure 4.14 (a)-(d) The enrichment of а trace element in а melt relative to the parent melt (CL/Co) as а 
function of the fraction of remaining melt (ML / Мо - the ratio of the mass of the liquid to the 
mass of the magma chamber), bulk partition coefficient (D = 0.01, 0.1, 2, 10) and the fraction 
of magma in the solidification zone which is returned to the magma chamber if = 0.1, 0.2, 
0.5, 0.8) during in situ crystallization. 

where r is the ratio of the assimilation rate to the fractional crystallization rate, СА is 
the concentration of the trace element in the assimilated wallrock and [' is 
described Ьу the relation 

[' = p-(r--l+D)/(r--l) 
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Figure 4.16 (а)-(с) The enrichment of а trace element in а melt relative to the parental melt (CL!Co) as а 
function of the fraction of the remaining liquid (Р) апд the ratio of the concentration of the 
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Со) апд the bulk partition coefficient (D) during assimilation апд fractional crystallization 
(AFC). The calculated curves are for the case where the ratio of the rate of assimilation to 
fractional crystallization (У) is 0.8. 
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where F is the fraction of magma rеmашшg and D is the bulk distribution 
coefficient. 

Figures 4.15 and 4.16 depict the enrichment of а trace element relative to its 
concentration in the parental magma with varying amounts of remaining melt for 
two different rates of assimilation relative to fractional crystallization (r = 0.2 and 
0.8) and three different concentrations of the trace element in the assimilant relative 
to the parental magma (Сл/Со), and different values of D. 

Where the rate of assimilation to fractional crystallization is small (r = 0.2) 
incompatible elements behave in а similar manner to Rayleigh fractionation. 
Depletion in compatible elements is less dramatic, particularly when the 
concentration of the trace element in the assimilant is higher than in the primary 
magma (Figure 4.15с), although for very compatible elements concentrations level 
off after а small degree of fractionation. 

Where the rate of assimilation is high (r ;= 0.8) and the concentration of the trace 
element relative to the parental magma is small (Figure 4.16а), incompatible 
elements are enriched and there is some separation between incompatible and 
strongly incompatible elements. Compatible elements are strongly depeleted. As the 
trace element concentration in the assimilant increases relative to the parental melt, 
enrichment increases and even compatible elements are enriched (Figure 4.16с). 

(Ь) Zone refining In the section above оп partial melting, it was suggested that 
batch melting and Rayleigh melting represent end-member models of natural 
melting processes. In reality it is likely that melts are neither instantaneously 
removed from the source nor do they remain totally immobile in their source. 
Rather they migrate at а finite rate and continuously react with the matrix through 
which they pass (Richter, 1986). During its passage through unmelted matrix it is 
possible that а melt will Ьесоте further enriched in trace elements. 

Опе possible mechanism for such а process is that of zone refining (Harris, 
1974), analogous to а metallurgical industrial process, in which superheated magma 
consumes several times its own volume during melt migration and thus becomes 
enriched in incompatible elements. The equation for the enrichment of а trace 
element Ьу zone refining is 

[4.23] 

where n is the number of equivalent rock volumes that have reacted with the liquid. 
Where n is very large the right-hand side reduces to 1/ D. The extent to which zone 
refining occurs in nature is the subject of debate, however, for а continual supply of 
superheated liquid is unlikely to occur оп а large scale. 

The numerical effects of zone refining are illustrated in Figure 4.17, which 
shows. the enrichment of а trace element relative to its original concentration for 
the number of rock volumes consumed (n). For а compatible element with D = 2.0 
the maximum enrichment (1/ D) is reached when n is about 200, but for 
incompatible elements (0.1-0.01) the maximum enrichment is not reached even 
after 1000 rock volumes. 

Dynamic models (а) Dynamic melting То improve ироп earlier 'static' models of partial melting, 
Langmuir et al. (1977) proposed а model of partial melting in which а number of 
melting processes take place continuously and simultaneously. The main feature of 
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Figure 4.17 The enrichment of а trace element in а melt relative to the source (CL / Со) as а function of 
the number of rock volumes (n) and bulk partition coefficient (D) during zone refining. 

the model is that there is incomplete melt extraction from the source which means 
that the source, always contains а mixture of melt and residue. Langmuir et al. 
(1977) used this approach to explain the variability of REE patterns from the 
Famous region of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. 

(Ь) The RTF тagтa chaтber In ап attempt to view magma chamber processes in 
а more dynamic way O'Hara (1977) and O'Hara and Matthews (1981) proposed а 
model to describe the behaviour of trace elements in а periodically Replenished, 
periodically Tapped, continuously Fractionated magma chamber (abbreviated to 
R TF). They proposed that the life of а magma chamber comprises а series of cycles 
each of which has four stages - fractional crystallization, magma eruption, wallrock 
contamination and replenishment. The concentration of а trace element in а steady
state liquid produced after а large number of cycles relative to the concentration in 
the replenishing magma batch (ssCB/ Со) is given Ьу the expression 

(х + у)(1 - x)D-1 
ssCB/CO = [4.24] 

1 - (1 - х - у)(1 - х) 

where х is the mass fraction of the liquid crystallized in each cycle, у is the mass 
fraction of the liquid escaping in each cycle and D is the bulk distribution 
coefficient, and where х, у and D do not vary in the life of the magma chamber. 

The degree of enrichment ssCB/CO is plotted against х in Figure 4.18 for у = 
0.1 and for several different values of D. 
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Figure 4.18 The enrichment of а trace element in а steady-state liquid relative to the concentration in the 
replenishing magma batch 55СВ/ Со as а function of the mass fraction of the liquid 
crystallized in each cycle (х ) and the bulk partition coefficient (D) after а large number of 
cycles in а RTF magma chamber. The curves shown here are for the condition у = 0.1 , i.e. 
the mass fraction of the liquid escaping in each cycle is 0.1. At higher values of у the degree 
of enrichment of incompatible elements is reduced. 

In the special case where х + у = 1, i.e. when the magma chamber is emptied 
then 

[4.25] 

which is the Rayleigh fractionation equation. 
When D = О, i.e. in the case of а totally incompatible trace element, 

[4.26] 

and is а measure of the maximum enrichment attainable. 
Hagen and Neumann (1990) proposed that RTF processes are continuous rather 

than а series of cycles as suggested Ьу O'Hara and Matthews (1981) and their paper 
usefully includes the FORTRAN 77 code to implement the two models. 

Sediтentary Trace element concentrations in sediments result from the competing influences of 
processes the provenance, weathering, diagenesis, sediment sorting and the aqueous 

geochemistry of the individual elements. The highest concentrations of trace 
elements are found in clay-rich sediments and most geochemical studies have 
concentrated оп these lithologies. Selected trace elements mау Ье used to identify 
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particular geochemical processes and to identify the sedimentary provenance. The 
most important elements in this respect are the REE, Th, Sc and to а lesser extent 
Cr and Со. These elements have very low concentrations in sea and river waters, 
low residence times in the осеап and element ratios which are unaffected Ьу 
diagenesis and metamorphism. Thus they are transported exclusively in the 
terrigenous component of а sediment and reflect the chemistry of their source. 

Other elements are more soluble. For example, Fe, Мп, РЬ and sometimes Cr 
are mobile during diagenesis. Cs, Rb and Ба are fixed during weathering but Sr is 
leached. Immobile elements such as Zr, Hf and Sn mау Ье mechanically distributed 
according to grain size and mау Ье controlled Ьу the concentration of heavy 
minerals. 

4.3 Rare earth elements (REE) 

ТаЫе 4.4 

The rare earth elements (REE) are the most useful of аll trace elements and REE 
studies have important applications in igneous, sedimentary and metamorphic 
petrology. The REE comprise the series of metals with atomic numbers 57 to 71 -
La to Lu (ТаЫе 4.4). In addition, the element У with ап ionic radius similar to that 
of the REE Но is sometimes included. Typically the low-atomic-number members 
of the series are ternied the light rare earths (LREE), those with the higher atomic 

The rare earth elements 

Atomic Name Symbol Ionic radius for eight-fold 
number coordination * 

57 Lanthanum La La3+ 1.160 
58 Cerium Се Се3+ 1.143 

Се4+ 0.970 
59 Praesodymium Pr Pr3+ 1.126 
60 Neodymium Nd Nd3+ 1.109 
61 Promethium Рm Not naturally occurring 
62 Samarium Sm Sm3+ 1.079 
63 Europium Еи Еи3+ 1.066 

Еи2+ 1.250 
64 Gadolinium Gd Gd3+ 1.053 
65 Terbium ТЬ ть3+ 1.040 
66 Dysprosium Оу Оу3+ 1.027 
67 Holmium Но Но3+ 1.015 
68 Erbium Er Er3+ 1.004 
69 Thulium Тm Тm3+ 0.994 
70 Ytterbium УЬ УЬ3+ 0.985 
71 Lutetium Lu Lu3+ 0.977 

39 Yttrium У У3+ 1.019 

* From Shannon (1976), in Angstroms (10-10 m). 
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numbers the heavy rare earths (HREE) and less commonly the middle members of 
the group, Sm to Но, are known as the middle REE (MREE). 

4.3.1 The chemistry of the АЕЕ 

ТаЫе 4.S 

Wakita 
Analytical 
method NAA 

The REE аН have very similar chemical and physical properties. This arises from 
the fact that they аН form stable 3+ ions of similar size. Such differences as there 
are in chemical behaviour are а consequence of the smaH but steady decrease in 
ionic size with increasing atomic number. This is illustrated for ions in eight-fold 
coordination state in Table 4.4. These small differences in size and behaviour are 
exploited Ьу а number of petrological processes causing the REE series to Ьесоmе 
fractionated relative to each other. It is this phenomenon which is used in 
geochemistry to probe into the genesis of rock suites and unravel petrological 
processes. 
А small number of the REE also exist in oxidation states other than 3+ but the 

only ions of geological importance are Се4+ and Еu2+. These form а smaHer and а 
larger ion respectively, relative to the 3+ oxidation state. 

Chondrite values used in normalizing REE (concentrations in ррm) 

Haskin Masuda Nakamura Evensen Boynton Т&М Primitive 
mantle 

NAA IDMS IDMS IDMS IDMS IDMS value 

Chondrite( s) ~ ~ analysed: Composite Composite Leedey Composite Avg.CI Avg.CI Avg. СI 
(Ref.) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) С 

La 0.340 0.330 0.3780 0.3290 0.244 60 0.3100 0.3670 0.7080 о-

Се 0.910 0.880 0.9760 0.8650 0.63790 0.8080 0.9570 1.8330 1.' 

Pr 0.121 0.112 0.09637 0.1220 0.1370 0.2780 О. 

Nd 0.640 0.600 0.7160 0.6300 0.47380 0.6000 0.7110 1.3660 i. 

Sm 0.195 0.181 0.2300 0.2030 0.15400 0.1950 0.2310 0.4440 О 

Еи 0.073 0.069 0.0866 0.0770 0.05802 0.0735 0.0870 0.1680 О 
Gd 0.260 0.249 0.3110 0.2760 0.20430 0.2590 0.3060 0.5950 а 

ТЬ 0.047 0.047 0.03745 0.0474 0.0580 0.1080 О 

Dy 0.300 0.3900 0.3430 0.25410 0.3220 0.3810 0.7370 О 
Но 0.078 0.070 0.05670 0.0718 0.0851 0.1630 6 
Er 0.020 0.200 0.2550 0.2250 0.16600 0.2100 0.2490 0.4790 б 

Тm 0.032 0.030 0.02561 0.0324 0.0356 0.0740 l 
УЬ 0.220 0.200 0.2490 0.2200 . 0.~16 51 0.2090 0.2480 0.~480 l 
Lu 0.034 0.034 0.0387 0.0339 0.02539 0.0322 0.0381 0.0737 ~ 
У 2.1000 .t. 

(1) Wakita et а/. (1971): composite of 12 chondrites. 
~aSkin et а/. (1968): composite of nine chondrites. 

3 Masuda et а/. (1973): Leedey chondrite. 
4 ' Nakamura (1974). 

vensen et а/. (1978): average of Сl chondrites. 
oynton (1984). 

(7) Taylor and McLennan (1985): 1.5 х values of Evensen [column (5)]. 
(8) McDonough et а/. (1991). 
(9) M~' ])~ 11 0 иg~ 11./., f"1 f, e.r f. 1-/. О98:; 
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4.3.2 Presenting REE data 

Rare earth element concentrations in rocks are usually normalized to а соттоп 
reference standard, which most commonly comprises the values for chondritic 
meteorites. Chondritic meteorites were chosen because they are thought to Ье 
relatively unfractionated samples of the solar system dating from the original 
nucleosynthesis. However, the concentrations of the REE in the solar system are 
very variable because of the different stabilities of the atomic nuclei. REE with еуеп 
atomic numbers are more stable (and therefore more abundant) than REE with odd 
atomic numbers, producing а zig-zag pattern оп а composition-abundance diagram 
(Figure 4.19). This pattern of abundances is also found in natural samples. 
Chondritic normalization therefore has two important functions. Firstly it 
eliminates the abundance variation between odd and еуеп atomic number elements 
and secondly it allows апу fractionation of the REE group relative to chondritic 
meteorites to Ье identified. Normalized values and ratios of normalized values are 
denoted with the subscript N - hence for example CeN, (La/Ce)N. 

The REE are normally presented оп а concentration vs atomic number diagram 
оп which concentrations are normalized to the chondritic reference value, expressed 
as the logarithm to the base 10 of the value. Concentrations at individual points оп 
the graph are joined Ьу straight lines (Figure 4.20). This is sometimes referred to as 
the Masuda-Coryell diagram after the original proponents of the diagram (Masuda, 
1962; Coryell et al., 1963). Trends оп REE diagrams are usually referred to as REE 
'patterns' and the shape of ап REE pattern is of considerable petrological interest. 

Not infrequently the plotted position of Еи lies off the general trend defined Ьу 
the other elements оп ап REE diagram (Figure 4.20) and тау define а europium 
апоmаlу. If the plotted composition liesabove the general trend then the anomaly 
is described as positive and if it lies below the trend then the anomaly is said to Ье 
negative. Europium anomalies тау Ье quantified Ьу comparing the measured 
concentration (Еи) with ап expected concentration obtained Ьу interpolating 
between the normalized values of Sm and Gd (Еи*). Thus the ratio Еи/Еи* is а 
measure of the europium anomaly and а value of greater than 1.0 indicates а 

positive anomaly whilst а value of less than 1.0 is а negative anomaly. Taylor and 
McLennan (1985) recommend using the geometric теап; in this case Еи/Еи* = 
EuN/V'[(SmN)·(GdN)]· 

(а) DijJiculties with chondrite norтalization Unfortunately it has Ьесоте apparent 
that chondritic meteorites are actually quite variable in composition and 'chondrites 
with "chondritic" REE abundances are the exception rather than the rule' 
(Boynton, 1984). This variability in chondritic composition\has given rise to а large 
number of sets of normalizing vales for the REE (Table 4.5) and to date по 
standardized value has Ьееп adopted. The variability I?ay Ье reduced to two factors 
- the analytical method and the precise type of chondrites analysed. Some authors 
use 'average chondrite' whilst others selected Сl chondrites as the most 
representative of the composition of the original solar nebula. 

(Ь) Choosing а set о[ norтalizing values Figure 4.20 shows flat rare earth patterns 
typical of ап Archaean tholeiite normalized to the range of chondritic values listed 
in Table 4.5. The patterns show both variety in shape and in concentration range. 
The consensus seems to favour values based ироп average chondrite rather than Сl 
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Rare earth element abundances (log scale) in the solar system plotted against atomic number. 
Data from Anders and Ebihara (1982), normalized to Si = 106 atoms. Elements with even 
atomic numbers have higher abundances than those with odd atomic numbers. 
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Figure 4.20 Rare earth element abundances normalized to chondritic meteorite values plotted agains 
atomic number for ап Archaean tholeiitic basalt (sample 11 - Rollinson, 1983). The saml 
sample has Ьееп normalized using буе different sets of values; the numbers refer to thl 
columns of normalizing values listed in Table 4.5. 
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chondrites and either the values of Boynton (1984) based ироп Evensen et al. 
(1978), or the values of Nakam~ra (1974), with additions from Haskin et al. (1968), 
seem to Ье satisfactory. In fact the two sets of values are very similar and lie in the 
middle of the range of values currently in use. 

The degree of fractionation of а REE pattern сап Ье expressed Ьу the concentration 
of а light REE (La or Се) ratioed to the concentr~tion of а heavy REE (УЬ or У). 
Both elements are chondrite-normalized. The ratio (La/Yb)N is often plotted 
against either CeN or YbN оп а bivariate graph and is а measure of the degree of 
REE fractionation with changing REE content. Similar diagrams тау Ье 

\ constructed to measure the degree of light REE fractionation [(La/Sm)N vs SmN]' 
heavy REE fractionation [(Gd/Yb)N vs YbN] and Еи anomaly [(La/Sm)N vs (Еи/ 
Еи*)] in individual REE patterns. 

It has Ьееп observed that the concentration of тапу elements in fine-grained 
sedimentary rocks in continental platforms around the world . is similar as а 

consequence of mixing through repeated cycles of erosion. This 'average sediment' 
is often used as the normalizing value for REE concentrations in sedimentary rocks. 
А frequently used composition is that of the North American Shale Composite 
(NASC) and the recommended values of Gromet et al. (1984) are given in Table 
4.6 (column 5). Alternatives to NASC in current use are а composite European 
shale (Haskin and Haskin, 1966) and the post Archaean average Australian 
sedimentary rock (McLennan, 1989). Some authors have taken the average 
abundance of REE in sedimentary rocks as а measure of the REE content of the 
upper continental crust. This assumes that sedimentary processes homogenize the 
REE previously fractionated during the formation of igneous rocks. Thus ап 
alternative to shale normalization is to use values for average upper continental 
crust (Table 4.6, column 8). 

Relative to chondritic meteorites, NASC has about 100 times the light REE and 
about 10 times the heavy REE content and а small negative Еи anomaly (Figure 
4.21). Normalization against NASC is а measure of how typical а sediment is, and 
тау identify subtle enrichments and deficiencies in certain elements. 

Less commonly some authors normalize REE concentrations to а particular sample 
in а rock suite as а measure of relative change. This is also useful when the REE 
concentrations of the individual minerals in the rock have also Ьееп determined, for 
then they сап Ье expressed relative to the concentration in the whole rock. А similar 
form of normalization is to express the concentration in а mineral relative to the 
composition of the groundmass; this is frequently used to display minerall melt 
partition coefficients (Section 4.2.1). 

Interpreting REE patterns 

The REE are regarded as amongst the least soluble trace elements and are relatively 
immobile during low-grade metamorphism, weathering and hydrothermal altera
tion. Michard (1989), for example, shows that hydrothermal solutions have between 
5 х 102 and 106 times less REE than the reservoir rock through which they have 
passed and therefore hydrothermal activity is not expected to have а major effect оп 
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ТаЫе 4.6 Standard sedimentary composlt1ons used for normalizing the REE сопсеп trations 1п 

sedimentary rocks (concentrations in ррт) 

NASC NASC NASC NASC NASC ES PAAS Upper Typical River 
crust seawater water 

(Ref.) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 
(10-12 то! kg-1) 

La 39.000 32.000 32.000 31.100 31.100 41.100 38.200 30.000 20.800 425.0 
Се 76.000 70.000 73.000 66.700 67.033 81.300 79.600 64.000 9.640 601 .0 
Pr 10.300 7.900 7.900 10.400 8.830 7.100 
Nd 37.000 31 .000 33.000 27.400 30.400 40.100 33.900 26.000 21 .100 365.0 
Sm 7.000 ___ 5.700 5.700 5.590 5.980 7.300 5.550 4.500 4.320 80.4 
Еи 2.000 1.240 1.240 1.180 1.253 1.520 1.080 0.880 0.823 20.7 
Gd 6.100 5.210 5.200 5.500 6.030 4.660 3.800 5.200 83.5 
ТЬ 1.300 0.850 0.850 0.850 0.850 1.050 0.774 0.640 
Dy 5.540 4.680 3.500 5.610 97.9 
Но 1.400 1.040 1.040 1.200 0.991 0.800 
Er 4.000 3.400 3.400 3.275 3.550 2.850 2.300 4.940 64.6 
Тт 0.580 0.500 0.500 0.560 0.405 0.330 
УЬ 3.400 3.100 3.100 3.060 3.113 3.290 2.820 2.200 4.660 51.7 
Lu 0.600 0.480 0.480 0.456 0.456 0.580 0.433 0.320 
у 27.000 31 .800 27.000 22.000 

(1) North American shale composite (Haskin and Frey, 1966). 
(2) North American shale composite (Haskin and Haskin, 1966). 
(3) North American shale composite (Haskin е! а/., 1968). 
(4) North American shale composite (Gromet е! а/., 1984) - INAA. 
(5) North American shale composite (Gromet е! а/., 1984) - recommended. 
(6) Average European shale (Haskin and Haskin, 1966). 
(7) Post-Archaean average Australian sedimentary rock (McLennan, 1989). 
(8) Average upper continental crust (Taylor and McLennan, 1981). 
(9) Elderfield and Greaves ' (1982), Table 1, 900 m sample. 

(10) Hoyle е! а/. (1984): River Luce, Scotland; 0.7 J..Lm filter. 

rock chemistry unless the water/rock ratio is very high. However, the REE are not 
totally immobile, as is emphasized in the review Ьу Humphries (1984), and the 
reader should Ье cautious in interpreting the REE patterns of heavily altered or 
highly metamorphosed rocks. Nevertheless REE patterns, eye~ in slightly altered 
rocks, сап faithfully represent the original composition of the unaltered parent and а 
fair degree of confidence сап Ье placed in the significance of peaks and troughs and 
the slope of аn REE pattern. 

REE patterns in The REE pattern of аn igneous rock is controlled Ьу the REE chemistry of its 
igneous rocks source and the crystal-melt equilibria which have taken place during its evolution. 

Here we describe in а qualitative manner the way in which the roles of individual 
minerals mау Ье identified during magmatic evolution, either during partial melting 
in the source region or in subsequent crystal fractionation. In Section 4.9 the 
quantitative aspects of this approach are considered and applied to trace elements in 
general. The reasoning here is based ироn the partition coefficients for the REE in 
the major rock-forming minerals listed in Tables 4.1 to 4.3 and depicted in Figures 
4.8 to 4.10. 

Europium anomalies are chiefly controlled Ьу feldspars, particularly in felsic 
magmas, for Еи (present in the divalent state) is compatible in plagiocase and 
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Figure 4.21 Rare earth element abundances in North American Shale Composite (NASC) and European 
shale, normalized to chondritic values. Data [rom ТаЫе 4.7, columns 5 and б; normalizing 
values [rom ТаЫе 4.5, column 4. . 

potassium feldspar, in contrast to the trivalent REE which are incompatible. Thus 
the removal of feldspar from а felsic melt Ьу crystal fractionation or the partial 
melting of а rock in which feld,spar is retained in the source will give rise to а 

negative Еu anomaly in the melt. То а lesser extent hornblende, sphene, 
clinopyroxene, orthopyroxene and garnet тау also contribute to а Еu anomaly in 
felsic melts, although in the opposite sense to that of the feldspars. 

Enrichment in the middle REE relative to the light and heavy REE is chiefly 
controlled Ьу hornblende. This is evident from the partition coefficients plotted in 
Figure 4.4. The REE are compatible in hornblende in felsic and intermediate 
liquids and the highest partition coefficients are between Dy and Er. Such large 
partition coefficients теап that even а moderate amount of hornblende (20-30 о/о) 
тау dominate the bulk partition coefficient for this range of elements and influence 
the shape of the REE pattern. The same effect сап also Ье observed with 
clinopyroxene, although the partition coefficients are not so high. Sphene also тау 
also affect ап REE pattern in а similar way although, because it is present usually in 
low concentrations, the effect тау Ье masked Ьу other phases. 

Fractionation of the light REE relative to the heavy ones тау Ье caused Ьу the 
presence of olivine, orthopyroxene and clinopyroxene, for the partition coefficients 
increase Ьу ап order of magnitude from La to Lu in these minerals. In basaltic and 
andesitic liquids, however, the REEare аН incompatible in each of these minerals 
and are only slightly fractionated. 
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Extreme depletion of the heavy REE relative to the light is most likely to 
indicate the presence of garnet in the source, for there is а large variation in the 
partition coefficients of the REE. In basaltic liquids the partition coefficient for Lu 
is more than 1000 times greater than that for La. The effect is less extreme, 
although still large, in felsic liquids. Hornblende in felsic liquids mау also account 
for extreme enrichment of light REE relative to heavy, although the range of 
partition coeffients is not as great as in the case of garnet. 

In felsic liquids accessory phases such as sphene, zircon, allanite, apatite and 
monazite mау strongly influence ап REE pattern for although they mау Ье present 
in only small quantities (often much less than 1 О/о of the rock) their very high 
partition coefficients mеап that they have а disproportionate influence оп the REE 
pattern. Zircon will have ап effect similar to that of garnet and will deplete in the 
heavy REE; sphene and apatite partition the middle REE relative to the light and 
heavy, and monazite and allanite cause depletion in the light REE. 

REE patterns in The aqueous geochemistry of the REE is а function of the type of complexes that 
sea and river the REE mау form, the length of time the REE remain in solution in the oceans 

water (their residence time), and to а lesser extent the oxidizing potential of the water. 
The topic is well reviewed Ьу Brookins (1989). The REE c6ntents of rivers and 
seawater are extremely low (Table 4.6), for they are chiefly transported as 
particulate material. When normalized to а shale composite (Section 4.3.2), REE 
concentrations in seawater are bet"veen six and seven orders of magnitude smaller 
that the shale value. River waters are about ап order of magnitude higher. 

The REE in осеап waters provide information about oceanic input from rivers, 
hydrothermal vents and from aeolian sources (Elderfield, 1988). Оп а shale
normalized plot (Figure 4.22) seawater tends to show а gradual enrichment in REE 
concentrations from the light to heavy REE and often ~hows а prominent negative 
Се anomaly (Elderfield and Greaves, 1982). This anomaly is expressed as Се/Се*" 
where Се*" is ап interpolated value for Се based ироп the concentrations of La and 
Pr or La and Nd. The Се anomaly occurs in response to the oxidation of Се3+ to 
Се4+ and the precipitation of Се4+ from solution as CeOz. Еи anomalies in seawater 
reflect either aeolian or hydrothermal input. River water also shows а small negative 
Се anomaly and ап increase in REE concentrations from the light to heavy REE 
(Hoyle et al., 1984) similar to that observed in seawater (Figure 4.22). 

REE patterns REE concentrations in sedimentary rocks are usually normalized to а sedimentary 
in sediments standard such as NASC, although this practice is not universal and some authors 

use chondritic normalization. 

(а) Clastic sediments The single most important factor contributing to the REE 
content of а clastic sediment is its provenance (Fleet, 1984; McLennan, 1989). This 
is because the REE are insoluble and present in very low concentrations in sea and 
river water; thus the REE present in а sediment are chiefly transported as 
particulate matter and reflect the chemistry of their source. In comparison, the 
effects of weathering and diagenesis are minor. Studies such as those Ьу Nesbitt 
(1979) show that whilst the REE are mobilized during weathering, they are 
reprecipitated at the site of weathering. А more recent study shows, however, that 
in the case of extreme weathering the degree of weathering of the source сап Ье 
recognized in the REE chemistry of the derivative sediment (Nesbitt et al., 1990). 
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Figure 4.22 Concentrations of rare earth elements in average seawater and average river water normalized 
to NASC. The data are given in Table 4.6, columns 9 and 10. Normalizing values are from 
Table 4.6 column 5. Note that the concentrations in seawater and river water are quoted in 
mol kg-1 and must in this case Ье multiplied Ьу the atomic weight. Concentrations shown are 
х 10- . 

Diagenesis has little influence оп the redistribution of the REE, for very large 
water/rock ratios are required to effect апу change in sediment chemistry. 

Ап important study Ьу Cullers et al. (1987), оп the effect of sedimentary 
sorting оп REE concentrations, found that the REE pattern of the source was most 
faithfully represented in the clay-sized fraction of the sediment. Clay-bearing rocks 
also have а much higher concentration of total REE than other sediments. It is for 
this reason that тапу authors have used the REE content of the clay portion of а 
sediment or clay-rich sediments in order to establish the sedimentary processes and 
to identify the provenance. The presence of quartz has а diluting effect оп REE 
concentrations, as does carbonate. The presence of heavy minerals, particularly 
zircon, monazite and allanite, тау have а significant but erratic effect оп the REE 
pattern of ап individual sample. 

(Ь) Cheтical sediтents Chemical sediments are most likely to reflect the 
composition of the seawater from which they were precipitated. This is seen in 
ferromanganese nodules which show REE patterns that are the inverse of а typical 
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seawater pattern, i.e. they are enriched in light relative to heavy REE and show а 
positive Се anomaly. This is not а universal feature of ferromanganese nodules, 
however, for the composition of chemical sediments also reflects local redox 
conditions and is strongly influenced Ьу post-depositional changes (Elderfield and 
Greaves, 1981). 

4.4 Normalized multi-element diagrams or incompatibIe element 
diagrams (spider diagrams) 

Normalized multi-element diagrams are based upon а grоuршg of elements 
incompatible with respect to а typical mantle mineralogy. They are an extension of 
the more familiar chondrite-normalized REE diagrams in which other trace 
elements are added to the traditional REE diagram. They are а particularly useful 
way of depicting basalt chemistry although their use has been extended to аll 

igneous and some sedimentary rocks. Mantle values or those of chondritic 
meteorites are used for normalization and they measure deviations from а primitive 
composition. The terms 'mantle (or chondrite)-normalized multi-element diagram' 
or 'incompatible element diagram' do not roll off the tongue with ease and the more 
colloquial 'spider diagrarn' (or 'spidergram' for an individual pattern) is used 
here. 

4.4.1 Multi-element diagrams for igneous rocks 

Priтordial 

(priтitive) 

тantle

norтalized 

spider diagraтs 

There are three popular ways of normalizing trace element data for presentation as 
а spider diagram. These include an estimated primitive mantle composition and 
chondritic meteorites ~ two 'views' of the primitive undifferentiated earth. Others 
normalize their data to primitive MORВ. Each version of the spider diagram has а 
slightly different апау of elements with а sliglltly different order. In detail there are 
innumerable variations оп each particular theme, usually dictated Ьу the number of 
trace elements and the quality of their determinations in а particular data-set. This 
state ~f affairs is not satisfactory and some standardization is desirable. First, 
however, we consider the present 'state of the art'. 

The primitive mantle is the composition of the mantle before the continental crust 
formed. One of the most frequently used estimates of its composition is that of 
Wood et al. (l979a), who employed it as а means of comparing; compositional 
variations between basic lavas. Nineteen elements are arranged in order of 
increasing compatibility with respect to а small percentage melt of the mantle. The 
values are given in ТаЫе 4.7, column 1. Element concentrations are plotted оп а 
logarithmic scale (Figure 4.23) and average N-type MORВ plots as а relatively 
smooth curve, depleted at the most incompatible end (Figure 4.23Ь). 
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There are а number of variations in the list of elements plotted. The most 
соmmоп alternative is а 13-element plot reflecting those elements whose 
concentrations are relatively high in basic igneous rocks and which are readily 
analysed Ьу X-ray fluorescence. Normalizing values currently in use are given in 
ТаЫе 4.7, columns 1 to 5. Of these five sets of values, those of McDonough et а/. 

(1992) (а slight revision of Sun and McDonough, 1989) - ТаЫе 4.7, column 4-
are becoming increasingly popular. 

Thompson (1982) proposed that normalization to chondritic values mау Ье 

preferable to the primordial mantle composition since chondritic values are directly 
measured rather than estimated. The order of elements (Figure 4.24) is slightly 
different from that of Wood et а/. (1979а) and is to some extent arbitrary but was 
chosen to give the smoothest overall fit to data for Icelandic lavas and North 
Atlantic ocean-floor basalts; it approximates to опе of increasing compatibility from 
left to right. As а rule of thumb, concentrations below about ten times chondrite 

Normalizing values (in ррт) used in the calculation of 'spider diagrams' and listed in their 
plotting order 

Primordia! mant!e Chondrite МОRБ norma!ization 

(Ref.) (1) (2) (3) ® (5) (6) 

Cs 0.019 0.017 0.023 0.018 

Rb 0.860 0.660 0.810 0.635 0.550 Ба 6.900 

Ба 7.560 6.900 6.990 5.100 Rb 0.3 50 

Th 0.096 0.094 0.084 0.064 Th 0.042 

U 0.027 0.026 0.021 0.018 К 120 

К 252.0 230.0 260.0 240.0 180 Nb 0.350 

Та 0.043 0.040 0.041 0.040 Та 0.020 

Nb 0.620 0.900 0.713 0.560 La 0.329 

La 0.710 0.630 0.708 0.551 Се 0.865 

Се 1.900 1.833 1.436 Sr 11 .800 

Sr 23 .000 28.000 21 .100 17.800 Nd 0.630 

Nd 1.290 1.366 1.067 Р 46.000 

Р 90.400 92.000 Sm 0.203 

нf 0.350 0.350 0.309 0.270 Zr 6.840 

Zr 11 .000 11 .000 11 .200 8.300 Hf 0.200 

Sm 0.385 0.380 0.444 0.347 Ti 620 

Ti 1200 1300 1300 1280 960 ТЬ 0.052 

ТЬ 0.099 0.108 0.087 У 2.000 

У 4.870 4.600 4.550 3.400 Тт 0.034 

РЬ 0.071 УЬ 0.220 

\ J 

~ (1) Wood et а/. (1979а), ТI from Wood et а/. (1981). 

(2) Sun (1980); Cs 0.017-0.008. 

(3) Jagoutz et а/. (1979). 

@McDonough et а/. (1992). ! '?~"" 
(5) Tay!or and McLennan (1985). 

Rb 

К 

Th 

Та 

Nb 

Ба 

La 

Се 

Sr 

нf 

Zr 

Р 

Ti 

Sm 

У 

Lu 

Sc 

V 

Мп 

Fe 

Cr 

Со 

Ni 

(6) Thompson (1982); a!ternative уа!ие for Ба=3. 85 (Hawkesworth 

(7) ~ (9) (10) 

Cs 0.012 0.188 

1.880 РЬ 0.120 2.470 Sr 120 Rb 

850 Rb 0.350 2.320 К2О(%) 0.15 Ба 

0.040 Ба 3.800 2.410 Rb 2.00 К2О(%) 

0.022 Th 0.050 0.029 Ба 20.00 T h 

0.560 U 0.013 0.008 Th 0.20 Та 

3.600 Та 0.020 0.014 Та 0.18 Sr 

0.328 Nb ,0.350 0.246 Nb 3.50 La 

0.865 К 120 545 Се 10.00 Се 

10.500 La 0.315 0.237 PzOs (% ) 0.12 Nb 

0.190 Се 0.813 0.612 Zr 90.00 Nd 

9.000 Sr 11.000 7.260 нf 2.40 P2Os (% ) 

500 Nd 0.597 0.467 Sm 3.30 нf 

610 Р 46.000 1220 Ti02 (% ) 1.50 Zr 

0.203 Sm 0.192 0.153 У 30.00 Еи 

2.000 Zr 5.600 3.870 УЬ 3.40 Ti02 (% ) 

0.034 Ti 620 445 Sc 40.00 ТЬ 

5.210 У 2.000 1.570 Cr 250.0 У 

49.000 УЬ 

1720 Ni 

265000 Cr 

2300 

470 

9500 

. . 
et а/. , 1984), Rb,K,P from prlffiIt1ve mant!e values of Sun (1980) . 

(7) Wood et а/. (1979Ь). 

(И~ 

1.00 

12.00 

0.15 

0.20 

0.17 

136 

3.00 

10.00 

2.50 

8.00 

0.12 

2.50 

88.00 

1.20 

1.50 

0.71 

35.00 

3.50 

138 

290 

(8) Sun (1980): chondrite and undep!eted mantle data., 

@)sun and McDonough (1989): Сl chondrite. L.::z - . ( ,Й t:-SКt( 4. ( LIi ~ 
(10) Pearce (1983); Sc and Cr from Pearce (1982). 

(11) Беviпs et а/. (1984). 
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Figure 4.23 Trace element concentrations normalized to the composition of the primordial mantle and 
plotted from left to right in order of increasing compatibility in а small fraction melt of the 
mantle. The normalizing values are those of McDonough et а/. (1992) - ТаЫе 4.7, column 
4. (а) Upper and lower continental crust from Weaver and Tarney (1984) - data in ТаЫе 
4.8; (Ь) Average N-type MORВ from Saunders and Tarney (1984) and OIB from Sun (1980) 
- data in ТаЫе 4.8. 

ТаЫе 4.8 Trace element data used in spider diagrams (Figures 4.23, 4.24, 4.26) 

Upper Lower Average MORВ OIB 
crust crust crust 

G~ (Ref.) (1) (2) (3) (5) 

Rb 110.00 11.00 61.00 1.00 22.00 
Ва 700.00 757.00 707.00 12.00 380.00 
Th 10.50' 0.42 5.70 0.20 3.40 
U 2.50 0.05 1.30 0.10 1.10 
К 27393 8301 17430 830 9600 
Nb 25.00 5.00 13.00 2.50 53 .00 
Та 0.16 3.00 
La 30.00 22.00 28.00 3.00 35.00 
Се 64.00 44.00 57.00 10.00 72.00 
Sr 350.00 569.00 503.00 136.00 800.00 
Nd 26.00 18.50 23.00 8.00 35.00 
Р 742.22 785.88 829.54 570.00 2760.00 
Hf 5.80 3.60 4.70 2.50 
Zr 240.00 202.00 210.00 88.00 220.00 
Sm 4.50 3.30 4.10 3.30 13.00 
Ti 3597.00 2997.50 3597.00 8400.00 20000.00 
ТЬ 2.20 0.43 0.24 0.71 
у 22.00 7.00 14.00 35.00 30.00 
Тm 0.33 0.19 0.24 
УЬ 2.20 1.20 1.53 

(1) Upper continental crust (Taylor and McLennan, 1981). 
(2) Lower continental crust (Weaver and Tarney, 1984). 
(3) Average continental crust (Weaver and Tarney, 1984). 
(4) Average N-type MORВ (Saunders and Tarney, 1984; Sun, 1980). 
(5) Average OIB (Sun, 1980). 

~ 
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Figure 4.24 Trace element concentrations normalized to the composition of chondritic meteorites and 
plotted from left to right in order of increasing compatibility in а small fraction melt of the 
mantle. ТЬе normalizing values are those of Thompson (1982) - ТаЫе 4.7, column 6. (а) 

Upper and lower continental crust from Weaver and Tarney (1984) - data in ТаЫе 4.8; (Ь) 
Average N-type MORВ from Saunders and Tarney (1984) and OIB from Sun (1980) - data 
in ТаЫе 4.8. 

MORB
norтalized 

spider diagraтs 

approach the detection limit for most techniques and so should Ье treated with 
caution (Thompson et al., 1983). Thompson et al. (1983) point out that when 
basalts of varying MgO contents are compared оп spider diagrams, there шау Ье а 
very erratic set of patterns arising from the variable effects of fractional 
crystallization. То avoid this confusion they suggest the recalculation of the 
normalized data to make (Yb)N = 10.0. This slight oversimplification of the data is 
justified because УЬ values in lavas with the same MgO value vary only Ьу а factor 
of about two and the net result is а much clearer set of patterns. Normalization 
values are given in ТаЫе 4.7, columns 6 to 9. The more obvious discrepancies 
between values in this list arise because some authors have used а mixture of 
chondritic and primordial mantle values. 

MORВ-normalized spidergrams are most appropriate for evolved basalts, andesites 
and crustal rocks - rocks to which MORВ rather than primitive mantle could Ье 
parental. This form of spider diagram was proposed Ьу Pearce (1983) and is based 
upon two parameters (Figure 4.25). Firstly, ionic potential (ionic charge for the 
element in its normal oxidation state, divided Ьу ionic radius) is used as а measure 
of the mobility of an element in aqueous fluids. Elements with low «3) anq high 
(> 12) ionic potentials are mobile and those with intermediate values are generally 
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immobile. Secondly, the bulk distribution coefficient for the element between 
garnet lherzolite and melt is used as а measure of the incompatibility of ап element 
in small-degree partial melts. The elements are ordered so that the most mobile 
elements (Sr, К, Rb and Ба) are placed at the left of the diagram and in order of 
increasing incompatibility. The immobile elements are arranged from right to left in 
order of increasing incompatibility (Figures 4.25 and 4.26). А slightly different 
version of this diagram is used Ьу Saunders and Tarney (1984), who arrange the 
elements into а LIL-group (Rb, Ба, К, Th, Sr, La, Се), followed Ьу ап HFS-group 
(Nb, Та, Nd, Р, Hf, Zr, Еи, Ti, ТЬ, У, УЬ), followed Ьу the transition metals Ni 
and Cr. These authors proposed that data should Ье normalized to Zr = 10.0 in 
order to eliminate concentration differences arising from low-pressure crystal 
fractionation. 

The normalizing values used Ьу Pearce (1983) are taken from the average 
MORВ of Pearce et а/. (1981) and are given in ТаЫе 4.7, column 10. А longer list 
of elements arranged in а slightly different order is used Ьу Беviпs et а/. (1984) 
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Figure 4.25 ТЬе petrogenetic variables that determine the order of e1ements in the MORВ-norma1ized 
spider diagram of Pearce (1983). The ionic potentia1 (broken line and right-hand scale) is the 
·ratio of the atomic number to ionic radius and is а measure of the mobility of ап element in 
aqueous fluids. Elements with а low ionic potential «3, i.e. аЬоуе the dotted line) are 
generally mobile in water whereas those with а higher ionic potential are generally immobile. 
(Note that Р has ап ionic potential which plots off-scale.) The bulk partition coefficient for 
ап element between garnet lherzolite and а small percentage melt is а measure of 
incompatibility (left-hand scale). The immobile elements are plotted in rank order starting 
with the most compatible element (оп the right). The mobile elements are ordered in а 

similar way so that element incompatibility increases from the edge to the centre of the 
diagram. 
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Figure 4.26 Trace element concentrations normalized to the composition of average MORВ and plotted 
as in Figure 4.25. ТЬе normalizing values are those of Saunders and Tarney (1984) with 
additions from Sun (1980) - Table 4.7, column 11. (а) Upper and lower continental crust 
from Weaver and Tarney (1984) - data in Table 4.8; (Ь) Average N-type MORВ from 
Saunders and Tarney (1984) and OIB from Sun (1980) - data in Table 4.8. 

Which spider 
diagraтs do we 

use? 

using values from Pearce et а/. (1981) and Saunders and Tarney (1984) (ТаЫе 4.7, 
соlитп 11). 

There is а pressing need for the standardization of multi-element diagrams. Current 
practice is chaotic, some authors not еуеп quoting the source of their normalizing 
values. This has led to а situation where it is impossible to compare опе spidergram 
with another. Rock (1987Ь) has argued for а set of standard multi-element diagrams 
with а universal set of consistent normalizing values - not necessarily 'perfect 
values', but ones which are universally accepted. The price of standardization is 
that some authors тау have to sacrifice some elements of personal preference from 
their private version of а multi-element diagram. For igneous rocks two multi
element diagrams are sufficient: опе to compare rock chemistry with а 'mantle 
source' and another to compare rock chemistry with 'the most abundant volcanic 
rock' - MORВ. То maintain consistency with REE plots and to avoid а measure 
of subjectivity implicit iп models of the primordial mantle, the chondrite model is 
recommended and the element order and normalizing values of Thompson (1982) 
(ТаЫе 4.7, соlитп 6) should Ье adopted. These values utilize the REE data of 
Nakamura (1974) and thus provide some consistency with REE plots. А condensed 
version of the diagram is permissible if the [иll range of trace elements have not 
Ьееп determined, although the reader should Ье aware of the possibility of induced 
anomalies resulting from missing elements. The standard diagram and normalizing 
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values for the МОRБ source should Ье those of Pearce (1983) (ТаЫе 4.7, column 
1 О), since this is the most widely used and the most objectively based (Rock, 
1987Ь). 

Multi-element diagrams contain а more heterogeneous mix of trace elements than 
do REE diagrams. Consequently they often show а greater number of peaks and 
troughs reflecting the different behaviour of different groups of trace elements. For 
example, contrast the behaviour of the more mobile LIL elements (Cs, Rb, К, Ба, 
Sr, Еи) with the less mobile HFS elements (У, Hf, Zr, Ti, Nb, Та). Оп the опе 
hand the LIL element concentrations тау Ье а function of the behaviour of а fluid 
phase, whilst the HFS element concentrations are controlled Ьу the chemistry of 
the source and the crysta1/melt processes which have taken place during the 
evolution of the rock. Partition coefficients for the HFS elements in the major rock
forming minerals in а range of melt compositions are summarized in Tables 4.1 to 
4.3. 

Of the less mobile elements, mineralogical controls оп the distribution of the 
REE have already Ьееп discussed. Other elements are oftenstrongly controlled Ьу 
individual minerals. For example, Zr concentrations тау Ье controlled Ьу zircon, Р 
Ьу apatite, Sr Ьу plagioclase, Ti, Nb and Та Ьу ilmenite, rutile or sphene. Negative 
Nb anomalies are also characteristic of the contiriental crust and тау Ье ап indicator 
of crustal involvement in magma processes. 

More mobile LIL element concentrations mау Ье controlled Ьу aqueous fluids 
but these elements are concentrated in the continental crust and сап also Ье used as 
ап indicator of crustal contamination of magmas. 

4.4.2 Multi-element diagrams for sediments 

The processes controlling the trace element composition of sedimentary rocks тау 
Ье investigated using normalization diagrams similar to those for spidergrams 
discussed above, although they are not as widely used as their equivalents in 
igneous petrology. Different normalization values are employed for different types 
of sediment, each representing average Phanerozoic values for the particular 
sediment (see ТаЫе 4.9). The most commonly used normalizing values are those 
for average shale such as average post-Archaean shale and the North American shale 
composite (NASC), representing 'average crustal material', although average upper 
continental crust is also used. Wronkiewicz and Condie (1987), in а study of 
Archaean shales, plot 15 elements representing the LIL, HFS and transition metals, 
normalized to NASC. In clays which contain а variable amount of carbonate 
material, samples are better normalized against the most clay-rich, carbonate-free 
sample in the suite in order to emphasize the difference in trace element chemistry 
between the clay and carbonate-rich components (Norman and Ое Deckker, 1990). 

The average trace element concentration in а Phanerozoic quartzite is given Ьу 
Боrуtа and Condie (1990) for 18 elements; these values mау Ье used in quartzite 
normalization (ТаЫе 4.9). Trace elements in marbles and calc-silicate rocks were 
normalized to average Phanerozoic limestone (Condie et al., 1991). The normalizing 
values are listed in ТаЫе 4.9. То minimize the effect of varying amounts of 
carbonate, Condie et al. (1991) also normalized their elemental concentrations to 

АlzОз · 
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ТаЫе 4.9 Normalizing values for multi-element diagrams for sedimentary rocks (values in ррm) 

Interpreting 
multi-e lement 
diagrams foУ 

sediments 

(Ref.) 

Na 
Al 
К 

Са 

Sc 
Ti 
V 
Cr 
Мп 

Fe 
Со 

Ni 
As 
Br 
Rb 
Sr 
У 

~ Zr 
Nb 
Sb 
Cs 
Ва 

La 
Се 
Nd 
Sm 
Еи 

ТЬ 

УЬ 

Lu 
Hf 
Та 

W 
РЬ 

Th 
U 

NASC 

(1 ) 

7479 
89471 
31546 
24303 
14.90 
4676 

124.50 
4646 

39565 
25.70 
58.00 
28.40 

0.69 
125.00 
142.00 

200.00 

2.09 
5.16 

636.00 
31.10 
66.70 
27.40 

5.59 
1.18 
0.85 
3.06 
0.46 
6.30 
1.12 
2.10 

12.30 
, 2.66 

(1) Gromet et а/. (1984). 
(2) Taylor and McLennan (1981). 
(3) Condie et а/. (1991). 
(4) Boryta and Condie (1990). 

Average 
иррет crust 

(2) 

28200 
84700 
27400 
25000 
10.00 
3600 

60.00 
35.00 

600 
35000 
10.00 
20.00 

110.00 
350.00 
22.00 

240.00 
25.00 

3.70 
700.00 

30.00 
64.00 
26.00 

4.50 
0.88 
0.64 
2.20 
0.32 
5.80 

15.00 
10.50 
2.50 

Average 
Phanerozoic 

limestone 
(3) 

5294 

1199 

15.00 
651 

3777 

15.00 

20.00 
400.00 

5.00 
20.00 

1.50 

85.00 
5.00 

10.00 

0.20 

7.00 

Average 
Phanerozoic 

quartz arenite 
(4) 

2647 

1.00 
1499 

10.00 
30.00 

3777 
1.50 
5.00 

40.00 
5.00 

200.00 
20.00 

350.00 
4.00 

0.50 

3.50 
2.00 

3.00 

Cullers (1988) showed that the silt fraction of а sediment most closely reflects the 
provenance of the seaiment. The feldspars and sphene control concentrations of Ба, 
Na, Rb and Cs; ferromagnesian minerals control the concentrations of Та, Fe, Со, 
Sc and Cr; Hf is controlled Ьу zircon; and the REE and Th are controlled Ьу 
sphene. The ratios La/Sc, Th/Sc, La/Co, Th/Co, Eu/Sm and La/Lu are also 
good indicators of provenance. 

The effects of the extent of weathering and its influence оп sediment 
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composition were assessed Ьу Wronkiewicz and Condie (1987) using the alkali and 
alkaline earth element content of sediments. They showed that large cations (Cs, Rb 
and Ба) are fixed in а weathering profile whilst smaller cations (Na, Са and Sr) are 
more readily leached. In clay-bearing rocks with а carbonate content, the elements 
Мп, РЬ and Sr are chiefly contained in the carbonate component and anomalous 
values of these elements mау provide а signal for the presence of carbonate. 

4.5 Platinum metal group element (PGE) plots 

The platinum groups elements (PGEs) consist of Ru, Rh, Pd, Os, Ir and Pt (ТаЫе 
4.10). The поЫе metal Аи and the base metals Си and Ni are often included оп 
PGE plots. The PGEs сап Ье divided оп the basis of their associations into two 
sub-groups - the Ir-group (IPGEs - Os, Ir and Ru) and the Pd-group (PPGEs 
- Rh, Pt and Pd). Gold is often associated with the latter group. 

The platinum group elements are very strongly fractionated into а sulphide 
phase and are useful as а measure of sulphur saturation in а melt. They are also 
potentially useful as ап indicator of partial melting in the mantle, although at 
present the appropriate partition coefficients are not sufficiently well known. PGEs 
occur at the ррЬ level (1 part in 109) in basic and ultrabasic igneous rocks but mау 
Ье concentrated in coexisting chromitites and sulphides. The IPGEs are often 
associated with chromite as alloys or sulphides in dunites whilst the PPGEs and Аи 
are often associated with the sulphides of Fe, Ni and Си and are found in norites, 
gabbros and dunites (Баrпеs et al., 1985). 

The platinum group elements (PGEs)* 

Element Symbol Atomic Charge Ionic radiust Melting 
по. (А) point 

(ОС) 

Ruthenium Ru 44 2+ 0.74 2310 
3+ 0.68 
4+ 0.62 

Rhodium Rh 45 2+ 0.72 1966 
3+ 0.66 
4+ 0.60 

Palladium Pd 46 2+ 0.86 1552 
3+ 0.76 
4+ 0.615 

Osmium Os 76 2+ 0.74 3045 
4+ о. ~з 

Iridium Ir 77 2+ 0.74 2410 
3+ 0.68 

Platinum Pt 78 2+ 0.80 1722 
4+ 0.625 

* From compilation of Barnes et а/. (1985). 
t After Shannon (1976) (IА = г1О т). 
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PGE concentrations are normally determined Ьу instrumental neutron activation 
although the sensitivity of the method decreases in the order Ir> Лu> Rh» Pd> 
Pt> Os> Ru. In rocks such as ocean-floor basalts PGE concentrations are so low 
that some elements are below the limit of detection. In this case analysis тау Ье 
limited to the elements Лu, Pd and Ir. 

4.5.1 Pгesenting PGE data 

The platinum group elements тау Ье presented in the same way as are the REE 
and incompatible elements and normalized to either chondrite meteorites or to the 
primitive mantle. .' 

Chondrite Naldrett et al. (1979) showed that if PGE and Лu concentrations are chondrite-
norтalization normalized ah.d plotted in order of decreasing melting point (see Table 4.10) they 

define smooth curves rather like REE patterns (Figure 4.27). Normalizing values 
currently in use are given in Table 4.l1, columns 1 to 3. The analogy with the REE 
is not close, however, because the PGEs are not ordered from light to heavy in 
keeping with their order in the periodic table. Further, the two groups of PGEs, the 
Ir-group and the Pd-group, behave differently; the Ir-group tend to Ье compatible 
during mantle melting whereas the Pd-group are incompatible. In rocks with very 
low concentrations of PGEs only Лu, Pd and Ir тау Ье measurable. This allows the 
slope of the chondrite-normalized PGE pattern to Ье determined from the Ir /Pd 
ratio, although of course the detail of the pattern is unknown. Лu is not used in this 
instance because it is much more mobile than Pd and is not а reliable indicator of 
the PGE slope. 

Using the terminology developed for REE patterns, depletion and enrichment 

ТаЫе 4.11 Normalizing values for PGEs, noble metals and associated transition metals (in ррЬ) 

Chondrite values Primitive mantle 

(Ref.) (1) (3) (4) 

Ni 
___ Си 

Os 
IPGEs Ir 
___ Ru 

gggc 
/и} 

2110000 

Rh 
PPGEs Pt 

Pd 
Аи 

Re 

. ~ 

510 
510 

1060 
510 
160 

35 

(1) Sun (1982): Сl chondrites. 

514 700 
540 500 
690 1000 
200 

1020 1500 
545 1200 
152 170 

(2) Compilation of Naldrett and Duke (1980): Сl chondrites. 
(3) Cocherie et а/. (1989). 
(4) Compilation of Brugmann et а/. (1987): primitive mantle. 
(5) Jagoutz et а/. (1979): average of six primitive mantle nodules. 
(6) Compilation of Sun et а/. (1991): fertile mantle. 
(7) Sun (1982): Archaean mantle based ироп komatiites. 

28000 
3.3 
3.6 
4.3 

4.0 
1.0 

(5) 

2110000 
28000 

(4.0-5 .6) 
3.5 

(7.0) 

0.5 

0.1 

Fertile Archaean 
mantle mantle 

(6) (7) 

28000 

4 3.4 

7 7.5 
4 5 
1 0.75-1.5 
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Figure 4.27 Chondrite-normalized platinum group element plot. ТЬе data are for komatiite-massive 
sulphide ores from Alexo Mine, northen Ontario (from Barnes and Naldrett, 1986). ТЬе 
chondrite-normalizing values are given in ТаЫе 4.11, column 2 and are taken from Naldrett 
and Duke (1980). 

relative to the chondrite-normalized curve тау Ье described as anomalous, although 
in this case there is по а priori reason why these variations do constitute anomalies. 
This is illustrated in the ultramafic and basaltic rocks described Ьу Barnes е! al. 
(1985) which show positive Pd anomalies and negative Pt and Ли anomalies. 

Priтitive тantle Brugmann е! al. (1987) present а primitive mantle-normalized PGE (Pd, Ru, Os, Ir) 
norтalization - Ли - Си - Ni plot (Figure 4.28). The elements are broadly arranged in order of 

increasing compatibility in the primitive mantle from left to right across the 
diagram. Primitive mantle values are listed in Table 4.11. Лlsо shown are estimated 
values for the Лrсhаеап mantle (Sun, 1982) and the fertile mantle (Sun, е! al., 1991) 
to illustrate the observation of Brugmann е! al. (1987) that the estimated 
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Figure 4.28 Primitive upper mantle-normalized platinum group element (plus Ni, Си and Ли) plot (after 
Brugmann et а/., 1987). The data are for Gorgona Island komatiites from Brugmann et а/. 
(1987). The normalizing values are also taken from the compilation of Brugmann et а/. (1987) 
and are given in Table 4.11, column 4. 

concentrations of PGEs in the upper mantle have not changed since the late 
Archaean. There is some debate over the significance of the mantle concentrations 
of PGEs. They range between 0.005 and 0.01 times chondrite, indicating that the 
mantle тау never have had chondritic abundances of PGEs. Garnet and spinel 
lherzolite xenoliths, оп the other hand, show flat chondritic PGE patterns, 
indicating that the mantle does at least have chondritic PGE ratios. 

4.5.2 Inteгpгeting PGE patteгns 

The fractionation of the PGEs is principally governed Ьу their partitioning between 
solid and melt phases. Unfortunately, partition coefficient data are not available for 
тапу minerals for the PGEs. Опе dominant control is that of а sulphide liquid, for 
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whilst sulphide melt/ silicate melt рагtltюп coefficients are not well known 
experimentally, they are thought to Ье very large. СаmрЬеll е! al. (1983) suggest 
that Kd values for Pt and Pd between а sulphide melt and а silicate melt mау Ье as 
high as 160000 and 120000 respectively. Barnes е! al. (1985) state that sulphide/ 
silicate melt Kd values for the PGEs are in the order Os> Ir> Ru> Rh> Pt> Pd. 
Thus PGE fractionation mау Ье used as а measure of the level of sulphur-saturation 
of melt. The extreme fractionation of sulphur undersaturated basaltic melts mау Ье 
due to the compatibility of the IPGEs in olivine (Brugmann е! al., 1987), indicating 
that they are retained in mantle melting or during fractional crystallization. Barnes 
е! al. (1985) investigated the extent to which PGE patterns mау Ье modified Ьу 
alteration and concluded that, whilst Pt and Аи mау Ье mobilized, this is not the 
dominant process. 

4.6 Transition -metal plots 

The elements of the first transition series (Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Мп, Fe, Со, Ni, Си and 
Zn) vary in valence state and in geochemical behaviour. Q!.tadrivalent Ti is а high 
field strength, incompatible element whilst divalent Мп, Со, Ni, Си and Zn and 
trivalent V and Cr are compatible elements (see Figures 4.1 and 4.2). Transition 
element plots have Ьееп mainly used with basalts as а means of exploring the 
geochemical behaviour of the first transition series. There is по geochemical reason 

ТаЫе 4.12 Normalizing values used for transition metals (ррт) 

Chondrite concentrations Primitive mantle concentrations 

(Ref.) (1) (2) ® (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

Sc 5.8 5.21 17 17 
Ti 410 720 440 660 610 1300 1300 1230 1300 

( У 49 94 42 50 49 82 87 59 97 77 
Cr 2300 3460 2430 2700 2300 3140 3000 1020 3140 
Мп 1720 2590 1700 2500 1720 1010 1100 1000 1010 
Fe 219000 171000 250700 265000 61000 65000 67000 60800 
Со 475 550 480 800 470 110 110 105 105 
Ni 9500 12100 9900 13400 9500 2110 2000 2400 2110 
Си 115 140 110 100 28 30 26 28 
Zn 350 460 300 50 50 56 53 50 

(1) Langmuir et а/. (1977). , 
(2) Кау and Hubbard (1978) from Mason (1971): chondrites, with Си and Zn from carbonaceous chondrite. 
(3) Sun (1982): Сl chondrites. 
(4) Bougault et а/. (1980). 
(5) Wood et а/. (1979Ь). 
(6) Sun (1982): primitive mantle (nodules). 
(7) Sun (1982): primitive mantle (partial melting model). 
(8) Кау and Hubbard (1978): model mantle. 
(9) Sun and Nesbitt (1977): Archaean mantle. 

(10) Jagoutz et а/. (1979): average of six primitive ultramafic nodules. 
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Figure 4.29 Transition metal concentrations in MORВ (from Langmuir et al., 1977) normalized to 
chondritic values. The normalizing values are taken from Langmuir et al. (1977) with the 
exception of Fe, which was taken from Wood et al. (1979Ь) - Table 4.12. 

for them behaving as а coherent group nor is there апу reason why they should 
have Ьееп present in the primitive earth in chondritic concentrations. 

Mid-ocean ridge basalts from the Famous area of the Atlantic show consistent 
trends оп chondrite-normalized plots (ТаЫе 4.12, Figure 4.29). They show 
progressive depletion from Ti to Ni, and have а positive Ti anomaly and а negative 
Cr anomaly. Си and Zn are omitted because they are more variable and their 
concentrations mау not reflect the original igneous values (Langmuir et а/., 1977). 
Ап alternative normalization scheme is to use estimated primitive mantle 
concentrations, (Figure 4.30). These values are glven in ТаЫе 4.12, columns 6 
to 10. 

In summary, the elements Си and Zn mау Ье quite mobile during 
metamorphism and alteration and concentrations mау diverge from expected 
smooth patterns. Anomalies in Ni and Cr concentrations mау reflect the role of 
olivine (Ni) and clinopyroxene or spinel (Cr). Ni and Си сап also Ье concentrated 
into sulphide melts. Ti anomalies indicate the role of Fe-Ti oxides. 
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Figure 4.30 Transition metal concentrations in MORВ (from Langmuir et al., 1977) normalized to 
primitive mantle values. The normalizing values are taken from Sun (1982) - Table 4.12, 
column 6. 

4.7 Bivariate trace element plots 

So far in this chapter we have concentrated оп the display of trace element data оп 
multi-element plots. This approach has the advantage of utilizing а large number of 
elements and allowing broad conclusions to Ье drawn оп their geochemical 
behaviour. Multi-element plots have опе particular disadvantage, however, for only 
а few samples сап Ье shown оп а single diagram before it becomes becomes 
cluttered and confused. Thus the simple bivariate plot is superior to а multivariate 
plot when а large number of samples are plotted and in particular when 
geochemical trends are sought. Variation diagrams are discussed in detail in Section 
3.3 and тапу of the principles outlined there and applied to major elements are 
equally valid for trace element plots. 

4.7.1 The selection of tгace elements in igneous гocks foг plotting оп 
bivaгiate gгaphs 

Мапу igneous rocks have had а complex history of solid-liquid equilibria in their 
journey from the source region to their site of emplacement. In addition they тау 
also have interacted with fluids during or after their solidification. The task for the 
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. igneous geochemist, therefore, is to work out which trace elements are indicative of 
which processes in this complex history. The clues соте from а knowledge of 
minerallmelt (and the lesser known minerallfluid) partition coefficients and the 
physical laws which govern the concentrations of trace elements in igneous rocks. 
Most fruitful are trace elements which show extreme behaviour, such as the highly 
incomp~tible and the highly compatible elements. Further clues тау соте from the 
inspection of multi-element plots, for this allows the identificationof element pairs 
or ratios which сап Ье used in trace element modelling and in subdividing rocks 
into similar suites. 

Incompatible element concentrations are particularly senslt1ve to partial melting 
processes (see for example Figures 4.11a and 4.12а). The more highly incompatible 
ап element is, the more sensitive it is to degrees of partial melting. This is true for 
both batch melting and fractional melting but is most extreme in fractional melting. 
Incompatible element concentrations also vary during fractional crystallization, 
although the effect is most strongly marked in AFC processes. 

(а) Identification о[ igneous source characteristics from incompatible element plots The 
ratio of а pair of highly incompatible elements whose bulk partition coefficients are 
very similar will not vary in the course of fractional crystallization and will vary 
little during batch partial melting. Thus the slope of а correlation line оп а bivariate 
plot of two such highly incompatible elements gives the ratio of the concentration of 
the elements in the source. In the case of mantle melting, the following groups of 
elements have almost identical bulk partition coefficients during mantle melting: ' 
Cs-Rb- Ba, U-Nb-Ta-K, Се-РЬ, Pr-Sr, P-Nd, Zr-Hf-Sm, Eu-Ti, Но--У. 

Bivariate plots of element pairs taken from within these groups сап Ье expected to 
show to а first approximation the ratio of the elements in the source (Sun and 
McDonough, 1989). In addition the elemental pairs У - ТЬ, La-Та, La-Nb, Та-Th, 
Ti-Zr and Ti-У are also often assumed to have very similar bulk partition 
coefficients and are used in а similar way. Апу variation in the ratio reflects 
heterogeneity in the source (Bougault et al., 1980) resulting from source mixing or 
contamination. 

This approach has Ьееп very fruitful in some areas of igneous petrulogy but is 
not universally applicable. Firstly, the relationship does not hold for very small 
degrees of melting for there is divergence between the enrichment paths of highly 
incompatible and moderately incompatible trace elements - see Figures 4.12(а) 
and (с). If а small degree of melting is suspected it тау Ье recognized from the 
approximation CL / Со = 1/ F derived from the batch melting equation for the case 
when D is very small (Section 4.2.2). Secondly, this method is difficult to apply to 
granitic rocks. This is because few trace elements are highly incompatible in 
granitic melts, chiefly because of the large number of possible minor phases 
incorporating тапу of the trace elements traditionally regarded as incompatible. 
The source region of granitic rocks is more easily characterized Ьу the study of 
radiogenic isotopes (see Chapter 6). 

(Ь) Identification о[ igneous source characteristics from incompatible element ratio-ratio 
plots Ratio--ratio plots of highly incompatible elements minimize the effects of 
fractionationand allow us to examine the character of the mantle source. Different 
mantle sources plot оп different correlation lines (Figure 4.31). This approach was 
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Figure 4.31 Bivariate ratio plot of Th/Ta vs Th/Tb for basalts from the Red Sea Rift (data from Eissen 
et al., 1989). The three trends showing (Th/Tb)/(Th/Ta) ratios of approximately 0.25, 0.5 
and 0.8 are thought to indicate three different mantle sources. 

used Ьу Saunders et al. (1988) who used the highly incompatible elements Th,U, 
РЬ, К, Ба, Се and Nb and the element pairs Th-Ce, К-Се, U-Pb and Ба-Се each 
ratioed to Nb, in order to explore the ratios Th/Ce, К/Се and U/Pb in MORВ. 
Where the three elements have identical bulk partion coefficients the ratio will not 
change during partial melting or fractional crystallization. Ratio-ratio plots do have 
some inherent problems and the reader should take note of possible spurious 
correlations arising from the common denominator effect discussed in Section 2.5. 

(с) Calculation 01 partition · coejJicients from reciprocal concentration trace element 

plots Minster and Allegre (1978) showed that, from а rearrangement of the batch 
melting equation, а bivariate plot of the reciprocals of incompatible elements сап Ье 
used to obtain information about partition coefficients during melting. Provided the 
mass fractions of the minerals in the melt remain constant, а linear trend оп such а 
diagram characterizes the batch melting process. Further, the slope and intercept of 
the trend сап provide information about the difference in bulk partition coefficient 
between the two elements. If the samples are first normalized to the most enriched 
sample, elements with the same bulk partition coefficient will have а slope of 1 and 
an intercept of zero. If the bulk partition coefficients for the two elements change at 
different rates during melting then а curvilinear trend will Ье produced (Бепdеr et 

al., 1984). 

Compatible Compatible trace element concentrations change dramatically in an igneous liquid 
element plots during fractional crystallization (Figure 4.13). Thus bivariate plots of compatible 

elements, plotted against an index of fractionation (e.g. mg number) сап Ье used to 
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test for fractional crystallization. The effect is not so marked in in situ crystallization 
except when а large melt fraction is returned to the magma chamber (Figure 4.14d). 
In AFC processes when the rate of assimilation is high and the trace element 
concentration in the wallrock is less than in the melt, compatible elements are 
strongly depleted (Figure 4.16а and Ь) 

During partial melting, however, highly compatible elements are buffered Ьу the 
solid phase with respect to solid-melt equilibriaduring partial melting (Figures 
4.11Ь, 4.12d). This means that their concentration in the source, еуеп if it has 
undergone some partial melting, is largely unchanged. 

4.7.2 Bivaгiate plots in sedimentaгy гocks 

Bivariate trace element plots in sedimentary rocks are mostly used to detect mixing 
processes in sediments. Norman and De Deckker (1990) suggest that linear 
correlations amongst а diverse group of elements over а broad range of 
concentrations mау Ье taken as indicative of mixing of two sedimentary 
components. Condie and Wronkiewicz (1990) and McLennan and Taylor (1991) 
have exploited the geochemical differences between elements such as Th and La 
(indicative of а felsic igneous source) and Sc and Cr (indicative of а mafic source) 
and have used plots such as Th/Sc vs Sc and Cr/Th vs Sc/Th as indicators of 
contrasting felsic and mafic provenance. Floyd et а/. (1989) quantified such mixing 
processes with the general mixing equation of Langmuir et а/. (1978) - see Section 
4.9.3. 

4.8 Enrichment-depletion diagrams 

Enrichment-depletion diagrams are а convenient way of showing relative 
enrichment and depletion in trace (and major) elements. They сап Ье useful, for 
example, in demonstrating the extent of elemental enrichment and depletion in ап 
igneous suite Ьу comparing the chemistries of early and late members of а series. 
Hildreth (1981) compares the relative concentrations of the early and late members 
of the Bishop's tuff (Figure 4.32). The x-axis of the graph shows the elements 
arranged Ьу atomic number and the y-axis the concentration of ап element in the 
latest erupted ejecta ratioed to that for the earliest erupted ejecta. Alternatively the 
values оп the y-axis mау Ье recorded оп а logarithmic scale. 

Enrichment-depletion diagrams are also useful as а way of displaying element 
mobility; this has Ьееп used particularly in alteration zones associated with 
hydrothermal mineralization. For example, Taylor and Fryer (1980) show the 
relative mobilities of trace and major elements in the zones of potassic and 
propylitic alteration associated with а porphyry copper deposit. In this case the 
enrichment/ depletion is measured relative to the unaltered country rock. 
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Figure 4.32 Enrichment-depletion diagram showing the enrichment factors for selected major and trace 
elements from the Bishop's tuff, arranged in order of increasing atomic number. The 
diagram compares the relative concentrations of the early and late members of the Bishop's 
tuff and is thought to Ье а measure of the zonation of the magma chamber. Data from 
Hildreth (1981). 

4.9 Modelling trace element processes in igneous rocks 

Опе of the most important uses of trace elements in modern igneous petrology is in 
the modelling of geochemical processes. Trace element modellingdepends ироп the 
mathematical expressions which describe the equilibrium partitioning of trace 
elements between minerals and melt during igneous processes (Section 4.2.2) and а 
precise knowledge of trace element partition coefficients (see Tables 4.1 to 4.3). For 
successful geochemical modelling, three conditions should Ье fulfilled. Firstly, trace 
element concentrations must Ье determined with great accuracy; otherwise it is 
impossible to discriminate between competing hypotheses (Arth, 1976). Secondly, 
partition coefficients must Ье known accurately for the conditions under which the 
process is being modelled and, thirdly, the starting composition must Ье known. 
This latter condition is not always fulfilled; and sometimes а reasonable assumption 
of the starting composition must Ье made which is later refined as the model is 
developed. 

Calculated compositions are plotted оп а bivariate graph and compared with ап 
observed trend of rock compositions, or plotted оп а multivariate diagram such as 
ап REE diagram and the calculated composition compared with а measured 
composition. Below we describe these two modes of presentation in some detail. 
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4.9.1 Vector diagrams 

Changes in trace element concentrations mау Ье modelled оп а bivariate plot using 
vectors to show the amount and direction of change which will take place as а 

consequence of а particular process. Mineral vectors show the trend of а 

fractionating mineral phase or mineral assemblage. These are illustrated in Figure 
4.33 for the fractionation of plagioclase, clinopyroxene, orthopyroxene, hornblende, 
biotite and orthoclase from а granitic melt. Partial melting vectors are used to 
show changing melt and source compositions during the partial melting of а given 
source composition and mineralogy. The effects of different melting models, source 

70 

70 

10 1000 

Figure 4.33 Mineral vector diagram showing fractional crystallization trends in а grашtlС source 
containing 200 ррm Sr and 100 ррm Ба. Fractionation trends are shown for 10,30, 50 and 
70 % fractional crystallization of the minerals clinopyroxene (Срх), orthopyroxene (Орх), 
hornblende (Hbl), biotite (Бi), orthoclase (Kspar) and plagioclase (Plag). The direction of the 
lines shows the compositional change in the residual liquid when the specified phase is 
progressively removed during fractional crystallization. The partition coefficients for Ба and 
Sr are taken from Table 4.3 and the vectors calculated from the Rayleigh fractionation 
equation (Eqn [4.18]). Details of the calculation are given in Table 4.13. The logarithmic 
scale is used to produce а straight-line trend. 
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ТаЫе 4.13 
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Data used in the calculation of mineral vectors shown in Figure 4.33 

Partition coefficients [ОУ rhyolitic liquids (froт ТаЫе 4.3) 

Орх Срх НЬ! Бi Plag Ksp 

Ба 0.003 0.131 0.044 6.360 0.360 . 6.120 
Sr 0.009 0.516 0.022 0.120 2.840 3.870 

Initial coтposition 

Ба 100 
Sr 200 

Calculated coтpositions (froт Eqn [4.18]) 

Орх Срх НЬ! Бi Plag Ksp 

1 О % fractional crystallization 

Ба 111.1 109.6 110.6 56.9 107.0 58.3 
Sr 222.0 210.5 221.7 219.4 164.8 147.8 

30 % fractional crystallization 

Ба 142.7 136.3 140.6 14.8 125.6 16.1 
Sr 284.8 237.7 283.5 273.7 103.8 71.9 

50 % fractional crystallization 

Ба 199.6 182.6 194.0 2.4 155.8 2.9 
Sr 397.5 279.7 393.9 368.1 55.9 27.4 

70 % fractional crystallization 

Ба 332.1 284.7 316.1 0.2 216.1 0.2 
Sr 659.5 358.2 649.2 577.0 21.8 6.3 

compositions and mineralogies тау аН Ье explored in this way. Figure 4.34, for 
example, illustrates the differing melting paths during fractional and batch melting 
and the different degrees of enrichment caused Ьу the two processes. Whilst vector 
diagrams select only two out of а vast апау of possible elements, they have the 
advantage of being able to display data from а large number of samples. This means 
that it is possible to view trends in the data. Непсе both mineral and partial melting 
vectors are compared with observed trends оп bivariate plots in order to test the 
validity of а particular model. 

4.9.2 Modelling оп multivaгiate diagгams 

Multivariate diagrams such as REE plots and spider diagrams are also used in 
petrogenetic modelling, although Ьу their nature they are unable to show more than 
а few samples clearly оп а single diagram. In this case the same operation is 
performed оп each element in the plot and the resultant data апау is compared 
with а measured rock composition. The process is illustrated in Figures 4.35 and 
4.36 which show respectively the effect of olivine fractionation оп а komatiite liquid 
and the partial melting of а primitive mantle source. Repetitive calculations such as 
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Figure 4.34 Vector diagram showing the change in normalized (Ce/Sm) vs Се concentrations during the 
partial melting of а primitive mantle source with the mineralogy: olivine 55 %, 
orthopyroxene 25 %, clinopyroxene 11 % and garnet 9 %. The initial normalized 
concentrations of Се and Sm in the primitive mantle were taken as 2.12 and 2.19 
respectively. The vector for modal batch meltin between 0.1 % and 20 % melting was 
calculated from Eqn [4.10] . The vectOr for single melt increments formed during modal 
fДftional теltiп.g between 0.1 and 5 % melting was calculated from Eqn [4.11]. The 
partition coefficients were taken from Table 4.1. Details of the calculation are given in Table 
4.14 and the same data are also illustrated in Figure 4.36. 

ТаЫе 4.14 Data used in the calculation of partial melting vector diagram (Figure 4.34) and REE 
diagram (Figure 4.36) 

Primitive mant1e composition Basa1tic Kd va1ues from ТаЫе 4.1 Weighted mean of 
bu1k partition 
coeff. 

Concn. Nakamura Norma1ized 01 Орх Срх Gt (01 55 % , Орх 25%, 
(ррт) va1ues va1ues Срх 11 %, Gt 9 % ) 

0.708 0.329 2.15 0.007 0.020 0.056 0.001 0.015 
1.833 0.865 2.12 0.006 0.020 0.092 0.007 0.019 
1.366 0.630 2.17 0.006 0.030 0.230 0.026 0.038 
0.444 0.203 2.19 0.007 0.050 0.445 0.102 0.074 
0.168 0.077 2.18 0.007 0.050 0.474 0.243 0.091 
0.595 0.276 2.16 0.010 0.090 0.556 0.680 0.150 
0.737 0.343 2.15 0.013 0.150 0.582 1.940 0.283 
0.479 0.225 2.13 0.026 0.230 0.583 4.700 0.559 
0.481 0.220 2.19 0.049 0.340 0.542 6.167 0.727 
0.074 0.034 2.17 0.045 0.420 0.506 6.950 0.811 

( Continued) 
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ТаЫе 4.14 ( Continued) 

Assumed mantle composition Batch modal partial melting - Eqn [4.10] 
(normalized) 

Source Calculated bulk partition 
coeff. for mineral 
assemblage 
(01 55 %, Орх 25 %, 0.1 % 0.5% 1 % 2% 5 % 10% 20 % 
Срх 11 %, Gt 9 %) 

La 2.15 0.015 135.17 108.36 86.82 62.13 33.53 18.97 10.15 
Се 2.12 0.019 105.79 88.46 73.43 54.80 31.12 18.09 9.85 
Nd 2.17 0.038 55.11 50.20 45.17 37.63 25.08 16.12 9.40 
Sm 2.19 0.074 29.01 27.65 26.12 23.52 18.11 13.09 8.43 
Еи 2.18 0.091 23.85 22.94 21.89 20.06 16.04 12.02 8.01 
Gd 2.16 0.150 14.26 13.94 13.57 12.88 11.18 9.16 6.73 
Dy 2.15 0.283 7.57 7.49 7.40 7.22 6.73 6.05 5.04 
Er 2.13 0.559 3.81 3.80 3.78 3.75 3.67 3.53 3.29 
УЬ 2.19 0.727 3.01 3.00 3.00 2.99 2.95 2.90 2.80 
Lu 2.17 0.811 2.68 2.68 2.67 2.67 2.65 2.62 2.56 

Се 2.12 105.70 88.46 73.43 54.80 31.12 18.09 9.85 
Ce/Sm 0.97 3.65 3.20 2.81 2.33 1.72 1.38 1.17 

Assumed mantle composition Calculated composition assuming fractional modal 
(normalized) melting - Eqn [4.11] 

Source Calculated bulk partition 
coeff. for mineral 
assemblage 
(01 55 %, Орх 25 %, 0.1 % 0.5% 1% 2% 5 % 
Срх 11 %, Gt 9 %) 

La 2.15 0.015 134.89 103.53 74.26 38.01 4.89 
Се 2.12 0.019 105.65 85 .93 66.30 39.31 7.93 
Nd 2.17 0.038 55.09 49.82 43 .91 34.05 15.63 
Sm 2.19 0.074 29.00 27.59 25.92 22.85 15.52 
Еи 2.18 0.091 23.85 22.90 21.78 19.67 14.39 

Gd 2.16 0.150 14.26 13.94 13.55 12.79 10.73 
Dy 2.15 0.283 7.57 7.49 7.39 7.21 6.66 
Er 2.13 0.559 3.81 3.80 3.78 3.75 3.66 
УЬ 2.19 0.727 3.01 3.00 3.00 2.99 2.95 
Lu 2.17 0.811 2.68 2.68 2.67 2.67 2.65 

Се 2.12 105.65 85.93 66.30 39.31 7.93 
Ce/Sm 0.97 3.64 3.11 2.56 1.72 0.51 
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Figure 4.35 Chondrite-normalized REE patterns calculated for olivine fractionation from а komatiite melt 
(komatiite-336) at 30 %, 50 %, 70 % апд 90 % fractional crystallization. The partition 
coefficients were taken from ТаЫе 4.1. The details of the calculations mаде for each of the 
ten REE shown using Eqn [4.18] are given in ТаЫе 4.15. 

ТаЫе 4.15 Data used in the calculation of the REE diagrams shown in Figure 4.35 

Starting composition of Calculated values (from Eqn [4.18]) 
Sula Mountains komatiite 336 at а given % fractional crystallization 

Сопсп Nakamura Normalized Kd for 10 % 30% 50 % 70 % 90 % 
(ррm) values values olivine 

(ТаЫе 4.1) 

2.79 8.3290 8.48 0.0067 9.4 12.1 16.9 28.0 83.5 
7.93 0.8650 9.17 0.0060 10.2 13.1 18.3 30.3 90.4 
4.73 0.6300 7.51 0.0059 8.3 10.7 15.0 24.8 74.1 
1.40 0.2030 6.90 0.0070 7.7 9.8 13.7 22.8 67.9 
0.63 0.0770 8.18 0.0074 9.1 11.7 16.3 27.0 80.4 
2.01 0.2760 7.28 0.0100 8.1 10.4 14.5 24.0 71.2 
2.46 0.3430 7.17 0.0130 8.0 10.2 14.2 23.5 69.6 
1.61 0.2250 7.16 0.0256 7.9 10.1 14.1 23.1 67.5 
1.41 0.2200 6.41 0.0491 7.1 9.0 12.4 20.1 57.2 
0.24 0.0339 7.08 0.0454 7.8 10.0 13.7 22.3 63.8 
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these are done most easily Ьу computer and the results displayed, ideally, оп а 
graphics screen. Holm (1990) describes such а method using а spreadsheet. 

4.9.3 Petrogenetic modelling - examples 

In this section we illustrate the way in which trace element modelling has Ьееп used 
to identify differing petrogenetic processes in igneous rocks. 

Partial melting А numerical example showing the effects of between 0.1 О/о and 20 О/о partial 
melting оп the REE concentrations of а primitive mantle source is given in ТаЫе 
4.14. ТЬе results are displayed graphically оп а vector diagram (Figure 4.34) and оп 
а multivariate plot (Figure 4.36). Боth diagrams show the extreme enrichment of 
the light REE relative to the Ьеауу REE in the partial melts - а property which 
increases as the percentage of melting decreases. This type of modelling has Ьееп 
usedextensively and тапу examples сап Ье found in the geochemical literature. 
ТЬе results of partial melting calculations тау equally well Ье presented оп spider 
diagrams. For example, Thompson et al. (1984) calculated chondrite-normalized 
spidergrams for the dynamic melting of mantle lherzolite for comparison with 
measured oceanic basalt compositions. 

Crj!stal ТЬе modelling of fractional crystallization оп vector diagrams and REE plots is 
fractionation described аЬоуе in Sections 4.9.1 and 4.9.2 respectively and is illustrated in Figures 

4.33 and 4.35. Details of the calculations are given in Tables 4.13 and 4.15. 
Vector diagrams сап Ье used to identify а fractionating phase оп а bivariate plot. 

If, for example, оп а plot of Ба vs Sr, the rock compositions define а liquid trend 
which could Ьауе Ьееп produced Ьу crystal fractionation, then the slope of the 
trend сап Ье compared with а mineral vector diagram such as Figure 4.33 and the 
phase responsible for the fractional crystallization trend сап Ье identified. In 
addition, it is possible, from the compositional range in the two elements, to make 
ап estimate of the amount of fractional crystallization that has taken place. When 
there is more than опе fractionating phase present а composite vector must Ье 

calculated, although when this is the case it is not always possible to find а unique 
composition for the fractionating mineral assemblage. 

Multivariate diagrams are used to compare calculated and measured rock 
compositions .. Provided the composition of а parental melt is known, the 
composition of derivative liquids сап Ье calculated and compared with the 
composition of liquids which are thought to Ьауе Ьееп derived from the parental 
melt. This is the approach used Ьу Arth (1981), who modelled the REE chemistry 
of andesites and dacites in New Бгitаiп Ьу fractional crystallization from basaltic 
and basaltic andesites. Arth estimated the mineralogy of the fractionating assem
blage from the proportions of phenocrysts present in the lavas and calculated REE 
patterns which show excellent agreement with the observed REE patterns in the rocks. 

Crystal Komatiitic magmas are thought to Ьауе had exceptionally high liquidus 
contamination temperatures and to Ьауе Ьееп frequently contaminated with continental crust. 

and АРС Trace element data in support of this hypothesis are illustrated qualitatively Ьу 
processes Arndt and Jenner (1986) оп а REE diagram. Similarly, Condie and Crow (1990) 
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Figure 4.36 Chondrite-normalized REE paterns calculated for modal batch partial melting of а primitive 
mantle source with са 2.15 chondritic concentration of REE and with the mineralogy -
olivine 55 % , orthopyroxene 25 %, clinopyroxene 11 % and garnet 9 %. Curves are shown 
for 0.1 to 10 % partial melting. The calculations were made for the ten REE shown using 
Eqn [4.10] - see Table 4.14 for the details. 

proposed that Archaean and early Proterozoic basalts erupted оп the Кааруааl 
craton in southern Africa were komatiitic in origin but contaminated with 
continental crust. They support this hypothesis Ьу showing that AFC vectors, 
calculated from the equations of DePaolo (l981b) (see Section 4.2.2), coincide with 
observed trends оп bivariate Zr-Ni and Hf-Th diagrams. They also use MORВ
normalized spidergrams to show conformity between measured basaltic composi
tions and calculated spidergrams for varying degrees of assimilation and fractional 
crystallization from а komatiitic liquid. 

Ореn system The behaviour of the REE in а periodically replenished, periodically tapped, 
processes continuously fractionated (RTF) magma chamber (Section 4.2.2) is described Ьу 

O'Hara and Matthews (1981). Using chondrite-normalized values of Ce/Yb to 
represent the slope of the REE diagram, and Sm values as а measure of REE 
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concentrations, they show оп а bivariate plot of normalized Ce/Yb vs Sm the 
effects of the R TF process оп partial melts of а variety of mantle sources coupled 
with crystal fractionation. 

Recognizing RTF processes in а lava sequence requires а very detailed and 
complete geochemical section. Norman and Leeman (1990), in а study of Oligocene 
andesites and basalts from southwest Idaho, USA recognized а cyclicity in the trace 
and major element chemistry ир the stratigraphic section. Оп bivariate Ba-Sc and 
Th-Sc plots they show that the scatter in the data cannot Ье accommodated within 
calculated fractional crystallization and AFC trends alone, and requires the recharge 
of the magma chamber Ьу the addition of more таБс magmas during evolution of 
the magma chamber. 

Magтa and А set of general mixing equations is given Ьу Langmuir et al. (1978) which тау Ье 
source тtxtng used to identify magma mixing and mixing in ап igneous source region. The 

equations of Langmuir et al. (1978) predict that mixing between two elements 
produces а straight line whereas mixing between ап element and а element ratio or 
between two ratios produces ап asymptotic curve. 

The two types of mixing, magma mixing and source mixing, сап Ье 

differentiated Ьу using differences in behaviour between compatible and 
incompatible elements. For example, since highly incompatible element ratios do 
not change during partial melting or fractional crystallization, а mixing curve based 
ироп incompatible element ratios is ambiguous and сап indicate either magma 
mixing or source mixing. Compatible element ratios, оп the other hand, are 
strongly fractionated during partial melting and will not reflect the ratios of the 
source region. Thus, if mixing is in the source region а compatible element plot will 
show а scattered trend whereas the mixing of two melts will produce а simple 
mixing line. 

Deтonstrating 

eleтent тobility 

Two types of Н"асе element plot lend themselves to the investigation of element 
mobility. Firstly, the MORB-normalized multi-element diagram of Pearce (1983) 
(Figure 4.23, Section 4.4.1) was constructed to show the difference in behaviour 
between elements which are mobile and those which are not. Brewer and Atkin 
(1989) found that this diagram successfully differentiated between the behaviour of 
mobile elements such as Sr, К, Rb and Ва and the immobile elements Nb, Се, Р, 
Zr, Ti and У during the greenschist facies metamorphism of basalts. А second 
approach is to use the enrichment-depletion diagram described in Section 4.8 
(Figure 4.32), although this type of diagram сап only Ье used when the composition 
of the unaltered rock is known. 

4.9.4 Inversion techniques using trace elements 

Trace element inversion methods make use of the variability in elemental 
concentrations in а suite of cogenetic igneous rocks to determine unknowns such as 
the composition and mineralogy of the source, the physical process causing the 
variation - crystal fractionation, partial melting or other process - and the degree 
of partial melting, crystal fractionation or other process. Thus, the inverse method, 
with its emphasis оп constraining the model from the trace element data, offers а 
much greater possibility of а unique solution to а geochemical problem. Inverse 
methods сап in principle Ье applied to аН petrological processes, although only 
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fractional crystallization and partial melting are illustrated here. The methods 
outlined here are discussed in detail Ьу Allegre and Minster (1978). 

The first step in using the inverse approach to the study of trace elements is to 
identify the likely physical process which accounts for the variation in the data. 
This тау Ье done Ьу plotting selected trace elements оп bivariate plots. For 
example, elements which are compatible will vary drastically in concentration 
during fractional crystallizsation, whilst highly incompatible elements will vary most 
in abundance during partial melting (Minster and Allegre, 1978). 

А worked example of the inverse approach to fractional crystallization is given Ьу 
Minster et al. (1977) for а suite of basaltic lavas from the Azores. In this case the 
unknowns are (1) the initial concentration of the trace elements in the parent 
magma, (2) the bulk partition coefficients for the elements and (3) the degree of 
crystallization corresponding to each sample. The initial concentrations of trace 
elements in the melt were estimated using Ni. The likely Ni concentration in а 
parental melt was calculated Ьу melting а model mantle. Оп this basis а parental 
melt from the lava suite was thus identified. Bulk partition coefficients were 
calculated using the method of Allegre et al. (1977) as follows. It сап Ье shown from 
the Rayleigh Fractionation Law (Eqn [4.18]) that the slope of а log-log plot of а 
highly incompatible trace element against апу other trace element is proportional to 
the bulk partition coefficient D (see Figure 4.37). Where D < 1 the slope is (1 - D) 
and where D > 1 the slope is (D - 1). Minster et al. (1977) calculated bulk partition 
coefficients Ьу assuming that the highly incompatible element Та had а bulk 
partition coefficient of zero. The slopes of log-log plots of the data against Та were 
used to estimate bulk partition coefficients for other elements. The degree of 
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Figure 4.37 Log-log trace element plots showing the calculation of the bulk partition coefficient D during 
crystal fractionation, after the method of Allegre et а/. (1977). (а) Plot of moderately 
incompatible element Zr against highly incompatible element Та . The slope of the 
logarithmic plot is 0.9; hence the bulk partition coefficient D = 0.1. (Ь) Plot of compatible 
element Ni against highly incompatible element Та. The slope of the logarithmic plot is са 
-4.0, hence the bulk partition coefficient D is са 5. 
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crystallization for each sample was calculated from а knowledge of the composition 
of the primary melt and the bulk partition coefficient. 

In the case of partial melting the unknowns are (l) the chemistry of the source, (2) 
the bulk partition coefficient for each element considered and (3) the degree of 
partial melting for each sample. There are too тапу unknowns for а direct solution 
and so а number of initial assumptions have to Ье made. 

Bender et al. (1984), in а study of ocean-floor basalts, used the modal batch 
melting equation (Eqn [4.10]) and made two initial assumptions. Firstly, they 
selected а reference element (in this case the most incompatible element) and
assigned it а bulk distribution coefficient (п). Secondly, ап initial value was 
assumed for the degree of partial melting. This value is subsequently checked and 
refined Ьу the geological plausibility of the end result. From these two assumptions 
the concentration in the source (Со) тау Ье calculated for the reference element: 
this is usually done for the most enriched sample. From the values obtained for D 
and Со for the reference element, values for the percentage melting (Р) сап Ье 
calculated for аll the other samples. The batch melting equation now has two 
known parameters for each element - the concentration in the melt (CL ) and the 
percentage melting (р) - and two unknowns, Со and п. These unknowns тау Ье 
found Ьу solving simultaneous equations for pairs of parental magmas and Ьу 
assuming that in each case а pair of magmas has values of Со and D which are 
constant. 

The results of а preliminary calculation are inspected and refined as necessary. А 
comparJison of calculated D values for each pair of parental magmas gives а test of 
the assumed batch melting model for these rocks. The calculated inverted partition 
coefficients тау Ье compared with experimentally determined values to see if they 
are geologically plausible. The relative values of the inverted distribution 
coefficients are а robust feature of this inversion method over а range D and F 
values. Values for the composition of the source are more sensitive to values of D 
and F but solutions are restricted to а small range of geologically plausible 
possibilities. 

4.9.5 А final comment оп geochemical modelling 

The development of trace element modelling in petrology represents а major 
advance in geochemistry. However, this approach must Ье used with some caution 
for two reasons. 

(1) Most of the models developed in Section 4.2.2 of this chapter are idealized 
and do not always conform to the actual physical conditions of the process 
being modelled. 

(2) Rarely сап petrological modelling produce а unique solution. Often problems 
of this type contain too тапу unknowns. 

For this reason, trace element modelling must Ье regarded as а means of 
hypothesis testing and should Ье used to verify ап already constrained model. 
Wherever possible, trace element studies should Ье part of а broader approach to а 
geochemical problem which includes the constraints of the major element and 
isotopic chemistry. 



Chapter 6 Using radiogen,ic isotope data 

6.1 Introduction 

Radiogenic isotopes are used in geochemistry in two principal ways. Historically 
they were first used to determine the age of rocks and minerals. More recently they 
ha~e Ьееп used in petrogenetic studies to identify geological processes and sources. 
The former application is normally described as geochronology, the latter as isotope 
geology or isotope geochemistry. There are а number of excellent texts which deal 
with these two disciplines (Faure, 1986; Jager and Hunziker, 1977; DePaolo, 1988) 
and the reader is referred to these for more detailed treatments of the topics 
covered here. 

In the first part of this chapter the main principles of geochronology are briefly 
described and the interpretation of geochronological results are reviewed. The 
second half of the chapter describes the use of radiogenic isotopes in petrogenesis 
and takes us into опе of the most exciting and fast-moving developments in 
geochemistry over the past two decades. The use of radiogenic isotopes as tracers of 
petrogenetic · processes has allowed geochemists to sample the deep interior of the 
Earth, previously solely the domain of geophysicists. The results of such studies 
have led to important geochemical constraints оп the nature of the continental crust 
and the Earth's mantle which now тау Ье combined with our physical knowledge 
of these domains to help provide а unified chemical-physical model of the deep 
Earth. 

6.2 Radiogenic isotopes in geochronology 

The foundations of modern geochronology were laid at the turn of the century in 
the work of Rutherford and Soddy (1903) оп natural radioacti'vity. They showed 
that the process of radioactive decay is exponential and independent of chemical or 
physical conditions. Thus rates of radioactive decay тау Ье used for measuring 
geological time. Isotopic systems used in age calculations are listed in ТаЫе 6.1 and 
Вох 6.1. In this section we discuss two of the most соттоп techniques used in 
geochronological calculations - isochron diagrams and model age calculations. 
This is followed Ьу а discussion of the significance of the calculated ages. 
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Вох 6.1 

Using radiogenic isotope data 

Constants used in lead isotope geochronology 

(а) Dесау constants (Steiger and Jager, 1977) 

238u ~206Pb 0.0155125 х 10-9 уг-1 (Л 1 ) 

235U ~ 207рь 0.98485 Х 10-9 уг-1 (Л2 ) 

232Th ~ 208рь 0.049475 Х 10-9 уг-1 (Аз) 

(ь) /sotope ratios of primeva/ /ead (from the Сапуоп DiabIo troi/ite (Tatsumoto et 
а/., 1973)) 

еО6ры204рЬ)о = 9.307 
(207ры 2О4рЬ)о = 10.294 
(208ры 2О4рЬ)о = 29.474 

(с) Age of the earth derived from the meteoritic isochron (Tatsumoto et а/. , 1973; 
Тi/ton, 1973) 

Slope of 207ры2О4рь vs 206ры2О4рь isochron = 0.626208. 
Defines age of earth as 4.57 Ga. 

(d) Present-day ratio 238u/235u 

238U/235U = 137.88 

(е) Symbo/s used in РЬ isotope geochemistry 

(f) Ratios used for p/otting the U-РЬ concordia curve 

Age (Ga) 206Pbj238U 207Pbj235U 

0.0 0.00000 0.00000 
0.4 0.06402 0.48281 
1.0 0.16780 1.67741 
1.4 0.24256 2.97009 
1.8 0.32210 4.88690 
2.2 0.40674 7.72917 
2.6 0.49679 11.94371 
3.0 0.59261 18.19308 
3.4 0.69456 27.45973 
3.6 0.74796 33.65562 
3.8 0.80304 41.20041 
4.0 0.85986 . 50.38776 
4.2 0.91846 61.57526 
4.4 0.97892 75.19836 
4.6 1.04128 91.78732 

6.2.1 Isochгon calculations 

An isochron diagrarn is а bivariate plot of measured parent-daughter isotope 
ratios for а suite of cogenetic samples. Where the sample ~suite defines а linear апау, 

this is said to Ье an isochron and the slope of the line is proportional to the age of 
the sample suite. Consider as an example the Rb-Sr syste~. The total number of 
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ТаЫе 6.1 Isotopic systems which are used in age calculations 

Technique Decay scheme Decay constant, л(уг- 1 ) Ratios plotted оп the isochron diagram 

x-аХlS y-axis 

Rb--Sr 87Rb---'-787Sr + f3 1.42 х 10-11 (1Н! 87RbI86Sr 87Sr/86Sr 

Sm-Nd 147Sm~143Nd + Не 6.54 х 10- 12 (2) 147Sm/144Nd 143Nd/144Nd 

Lu-H~ 176Lu~176Hf + f3 1.96 х 10-12 (3) 176Lu/177Hf 176HU177Hf 
1.94 х 10-12 (4) 

Re-Os* 187Re~1870s + f3 1.61 х 10-11 (5) 187Re/1860s 1870s/1860s 

K-Ar 4OK~40Ar - f3 0.581 х 10-10 (1) 4OK/36Ar 4OAr/36Ar 
К-Са* 4ОК ~ 4ОСа + f3 4.962 х 10-10 (1, 6) 4OK/42Ca 4OCa/42Ca 

К total 5.543 х 10-10 (1) 
La-Ce* 138La~138Ce + f3 2.30 х 10-12 (7) 138La/136Ce 138Ce/136Ce 

La-Ba* 138La ~ 138Ва - f3 4.44 х 10-12 (8) 138La/137Ba 138Ba/137Ba 

* These techniques are not routine and are carried out only in а few laboratories. 
t Older determinations use 1.39 х 10-11. Ages which have used this decay constant mау Ье recalculated using 

the factor (1.39/1.42). 
! References: (1) Steiger and Jager (1977); (2) Lugmair and Marti (1978); (3) Patchett and Tatsumoto (1980); 

(4) DePaolo (1988); (5) Hirt et а/. (1963); (6) Marshall and DePaolo (1982); (7) Dickin (1987); (8) Nakai et al. 
(1986). 

87Sr atoms in а rock which has Ьееп а closed system for t years is given Ьу the 
equation 

[6.1] 

where 87Srm is the total number of atoms of 87Sr present today, 87Sro is the number 
of atoms of 87 Sr present when the sample first formed, 87Rbm is the number of 
atoms of 87Rb present today and л is the decay constant (given in ТаЫе 6.l). The 
precise measurement of absolute isotope concentrations is difficult; instead, isotope 
ratios are normally determined. Ап isotope not involved in the radioactive decay 
scheme is used as the ratioing isotope. In the case of the Rb-Sr isotope system the 
ratioing isotope is 86Sr and Eqn [6.l] mау therefore Ье rewritten in the form 

[ 
87Sr ] . [::Sr] + [ ::Rb] (елt _ 1) [6.2] 
86Sr m Sr О Sr m 

The ratios (87Sr/86Sr)m and (87RbI 86Sr)m сап Ье measured Ьу mass spectrometry, 
leaving (87Sr/86Sr)o (the initial ratio) and t (the age of the rock) as the unknowns. 
Since Eqn [6.2] is the equation of а straight line, the age and intercept сап Ье 
calculated from а plot of measured (87Sr / 86Sr)m and (87RbI 86Sr)m ratios for а suite 
of cogenetic samples. The methodology is illustrated in Figure 6.1. The age is 
calculated from the slope of the line from the equation 

t = l/л ln( slope + 1) [6.3] 

where t is the age and л. is the decay constant. Time is measured from the present 
and is expressed as either Ма (106 years) or as Ga (109 years). The intercept, the 
initial ratio, has considerable petrogenetic importance and will Ье discussed [иllу in 
the latter half of this chapter. 
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Initial 
ratio 
(87Sr/86Sr)O О 

Figure 6.1 А schematic isochron diagram showing the evolution of а suite of igneous rocks (а, Ь, с) over 
500 Ма and 1000 Ма. The samples formed at t = О from the same batch of magma which 
subsequently differentiated. At t = О each member of the rock suite has the same initial ratio 
(87Sr/86Sr)o but because the magma suite is chemically differentiated each rock has а 
different concentration of Rb and Sr and so а different 87RbI86Sr ratio. Each sample plots as 
а separate point оп the 87RbI86Sr vs 87Sr/86Sr isochron diagram. From t = О to t = 500 Ма 
or t = 1000 Ма individual samples evolve along а straight line with а slope of -1 ( for 
example а-а '-а "), reflecting the decay of а single atom of 87Rb to а single atom of 87Sr. 
[In practice the resulting change in 87Sr / 86Sr is small and so the vertical scale is normally 
exaggerated and the path taken Ьу points is therefore much closer to а vertical line.] The 
amount of 87Sr produced in а given sample is proportional to the amount of 87Rb present. 
The slopes of the isochrons (t = 500 Ма, t = 1000 Ма) are proportional to the ages of the 
sample suite. The intercept оп 87Sr / 86Sr is the initial ratio. 

РЬ isotope 
isochrons 

Fitting аn 
isochron 

Thus isochron calculations require а suite of cogenetic samples, formed from the 
same parental material, and assume that there has Ьееп по exchange of 
parent-daughter isotopes other than through radioactive decay. Ап example of ап 
isochron drawn for the Sm- Nd system from data in ТаЫе 6.2 is shown in Figure 
6.2. 

А РЬ-РЬ whole-rock isochron is constructed Ьу plotting the isotope ratios 206рЬ/ 
204рь оп the x-axis and 207рЬ/ 204рь оп the y-axis of ап isochron diagram. However, 
the interpretation of linear arrays оп such diagrams is much more complex than for 
systems such as Rb-Sr because 206рь and 207рь are the product, of two separate 
radioactive decay schemes with two different decay constants (Бох 6.1). The logic 
behind the construction of а РЬ-РЬ isochron is outlined in Figure 6.18. In this case 
the isochron equatiop cannot Ье directly solved and must Ье solved iteratively (see 
Harmer and Eglington, 1987). 

А simple but approximate way in which to fit ап isochron is to draw а best-fit 
straight line Ьу еуе through the plotted points. Provided а suitable scale is chosen, 
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ТаЫе 6.2 Samarium-neodymium isotopic ratios for the lower ultramafic unit of the Onverwacht 
volcanics. South Africa (from Hamilton et al., 1979Ь) used in the construction of the 
isochron in Figure 6.2 

Sample 

HSS-74 
HSS-161 
HSS-52B 
HSS-56 
R-14 
HSS-32 
HSS-88A 
HSS-92 
HSS-95 
HSS-523 

Rock type 

Sodic porphyry 
Acid tuff 
Felsic pillow lava 
Basaltic lava 
Basaltic komatiite 
Basaltic komatiite 
Peridotitic komatiite 
Peridotitickomatiite 
Peridotitic komatiite 
Peridotitic komatiite 

0.1030 
0.1054 
0.1653 
0.2040 
0.1888 
0.1649 
0.1792 
0.1858 
0.1902 
0.1701 

0.510487 ± 36 
0.510570 ± 32 
0.511950 ± 22 
0.512875 ± 32 
0.512504 ± 34 
0.511957 ± 22 
0.512292 ± 34 
0.512439 ± 34 
0.512541 ± 28 
0.512084 ± 20 

* 147Sm/144Nd ratios determined to а precision of 0.2 % at the 2 <1 level. 
t Errors оп 143Nd/144Nd are ± 2 <1. 

both the slope of the line and the intercept сап Ье determined with reasonable 
accuracy and these тау Ье used to make preliminary estimates of the age , and initial 
ratio. Precise results are obtained from statistical line-fitting procedures which 
estimate the slope and intercept of the isochron. These normally use а version of 
weighted least squares regression (see Section 2.4.3). Faure (1977 - р.42-5-33) 

gives the FORTRAN IV code for а computer program for the analysis of isochron 
data based ироп equation 6 of У ork (1969). 
А most important aspect of isochron regression treatment is that it provides а 

realistic measure of the uncertainty in the age and initial ratios. А measure of the 
'goodness of fit' of ап isochron is the Меап Squares of Weighted Deviates 
(MSWD). This is а measure of the fit of the line to the data within the limits of 
analytical error. Ideally ап isochron should have ап MSWD of 1.0 or less; anything 
greater than this is not strictly ап isochron because the scatter in the points cannot 
Ье explained solely Ьу experimental error. Brooks et а/. (1972) suggest, however, 
that the ideal of ап MSWD of 1.0 or less is only applicable to isochrons involving 
infinitely large numbers of samples and that for normal data-sets the higher value of 
2.5 is ап acceptable cut-off for the definition of ап isochron. 

Errorchrons The origin of the scatter оп ап isochron is опе of the most important interpretive 
aspects of geochronology. If the scatter results in ап MSWD of 2.5 or less it is 
deemed analytical. If the MSWD is greater than 2.5 it is geological. Brooks et а/. 
(1972) proposed the term 'errorchron' for the situation where а straight line cannot 
Ье fitted to а suite of samples within the limits of analytical error. Ап errorchron 
implies that the scatter of the points is а consequence of geological error and 
indicates that опе or more of the initial assumptions of the isochron has not Ьееп 
fulfilled. 

The geochron The geochron represents ап isochron for t = О drawn through the composition of 
the appropriate isotope ratio at the time of the formation of the Earth - the 
primordial composition. In principle а geochron сап Ье defined for апу isotopic 
system although in practice it is most .commonly used in the interpretation of lead 
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Figure 6.2 Ап isochron plot of 143Nd/ 144Nd vs 147Sm/144Nd for volcanic rocks from the Onverwacht 
group, South Africa (after Hamilton et al., 1979Ь). The data are given in Table 6.2. Error 
bars (2а) are shown for 143Nd/144Nd but 2а errors оп 147Sm/144Nd are too small to show. 
The slope of the best-fit line is proportional to ап age of 3.54 ± 0.03 Ga; the intercept of this 
line оп the 143Nd/ 144Nd axis where 147Sm/144Nd = О is the initial 143Nd/ 144Nd ratio and is 
0.50809 :!: 0.00004. The epsilon value (ENd = + 1.16) is а measure of the difference between 
the initial ratio and а chondritic model for the Earth's mantle at 3.54 Ga expressed in parts 
per 10000 (see Section 6.3.4 and Вох 6.2). The positive value for epsilon indicates that the 
volcanic rocks were derived from а (slightly) depleted mantle source at 3.54 Ga, although 
there are large errors оп this estimate. 

isotopes. Since there is some uncertainty in the age of the Earth, the geochron тау . 
Ье calculated for а range of ages between 4.4 and 4.6 Ga; its precise position is а 
function of the value adopted for the age of the Earth. Thus, although а geochron 
represents а zero-age isochron, the age of the Earth used in its computation тау Ье 
specified so that the geochron is, for example, for 4.57 Ga. The initial values for the 
geochron are given in Вох 6.1. 

6.2.2 Model ages 

А model age is а measure of the length of time а sample has Ьееп separated from 
the mantle from .which it was originaHy derived. Model ages are most commonly 
quoted for the Sm-Nd system and are valuable because they сап Ье calculated for 
ап individual rock from' а single pair of parent-daughter isotopic ratios. They must, 
however, Ье interpreted with care. The basis of аН model age calculations is ап 
assumption about the isotopic composition of the mantle source region from which 
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the samples were originally derived. In the case of neodymium isotopes there are 
two frequently quoted models for the mantle reservoir - CHUR (the CHondritic 
Uniform Reservoir) and Depleted Mantle (DM). 

T-CHUR model ages The CHUR model assumes that the Earth's primitive mantle 
had the same isotopic composition as the average chondritic meteorite at the 
formation of the Earth, which in this case is taken to Ье 4.6 Ga. For neodymium 
isotopes CHUR is synonymous with the composition of the bulk Earth. А model 
age calculated relative to CHUR, therefore, is the time in the past at which the 
sample suiteseparated from the mantle reservoir and асqчirеd а differen't Sm/Nd 
ratio. It is also the time at which the sample had the same 143Nd/144Nd ratio as 
CHUR. This is illustrated in Figure 6.3, in which the present-day 143Nd/144Nd 
composition of the sample is extrapolated back in time until it intersects the CHUR 
evolution line. This gives the Т -CHUR model age. The evolution curve for the 
sample is constructed from the present day 143Nd/ 144Nd ratio and the 143Nd/ 144Nd 
ratio for that sample at some time in the past (t), calculated from the equation 

~ = ~ + ~ (е -1) 
[ 

143Nd ] [ 143Nd ] [ 147Sm] Лf 
N d sample N d t N d sample 

[6.4] 

where л is the decay constant, t is an arbitrarily selected time in the past, used for 
constructing the curve, and 147Sm/144Nd is the present-day ratio in the sample. 
Alternatively, а T-CHUR model age is calculated from the present-day 147Sm/ 
144Nd and 143Nd/144Nd isotope ratios of а single sample using the equation 

T N d = _1_ ln [ (143Nd/I44Nd)sample,today _(143Nd/I44NdkHUR,today ] 

CНUR 147 144 147 144 + 1 
л (Sm/ Nd)sample, today -( Sm/ NdkHUR,today 

[6.5] 

where л is the decay constant for 147Sm to 143Nd (ТаЫе 6.1) and where the values 
for CHUR are given in ТаЫе 6.3. Care must Ье taken to choose the correct CHUR 
value because different laboratories use different normalizing values. Model ages are 
also sensitive to the difference in Sm/Nd between the sample and CHUR and only 
fractionated samples with Sm/Nd ratios which are sufficiently different from the 
chondritic value will yield precise ages. 

T-depleted mantle (DM) model ages Studies of the initial 143Nd/144Nd ratios from 
Precambrian terrains suggest that the mantle which supplied the continental crust 
has evolved since earliest times with an Sm/Nd ratio greater than that of CHUR. 
For this reason model ages for the continental crust are usually calculated with 
reference to the depleted mantle (DM) reservoir rather than CHUR. Depleted 
mantle model ages are calculated Ьу substituting the appropriate DM values 
in рlасе of e43Nd/144NdkHUR and e47Sm/144Nd)CHUR in Eqn [6.5]. These 
values are given in ТаЫе 6.3, and а range of possible depleted mantle growth 
curves are shown in Figure 6.17, using the epsilon notation (depletion relative to 
CHUR). А graphical solution of а T-DM model age calculation is illustrated 
Figure 6.3. 

It is important when calculating model ages to remember the assumptions upon 
which they are based, for these are not always fulfilled. Firstly, assumptions are 
made about the isotopic composition of the reservoir which is being sampled -
either CHUR or depleted mantle. This aspect of model age calculations in itself 
raises three further problems. 
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ТаЫе 6.3 Parameters used in the normalization of neodymium isotope data for the calculation of model 
ages and epsilon valuest 

Normalizing 
factor 

Authors: DePaolo; Wasserburg* 

{ 
0.636151 (1) or 15~d = 

0.63613 (3) 142Nd { 
0.2096 (1) 

0.209627 (2) 

Authors: O'Nions; Allegre; Hawkesworth* 

146Nd 146Nd 
ш- = 0.63223 (4) ж- = 0.7219 (5) 

Nd Nd 

Chondritic uniforт reservoir 
Preferred va/ues 

Sm/Nd=0.31 (6) Sm/Nd=0.325 (2) 

143Nd 0.505829 (1) 0.50677±10 (7) 0.50663 (8) 
144NdcнUR,4 .6 Ga 

143Nd 

144NdCНUR,today 
147Sm 

144NdCНUR,today 

Dep/eted тant/e 

143Nd 

144NdDM,today 

147Sm 

144NdDM,today ( 

0.511847 (2) 
0.511836 (10) 

0.1936 (now superseded) (7) 
0.1967 (1) 

0.51235 (10) 
0.512245 (11) 

0.214 (10) 
0.217 (13) 
0.225 (14) 
0.230 (11) 

0.51262 (8) 0.512638 (9) 

0.1966 (9) 
0.1967 (12) 
0.19637--0.1968 (18) 

0.51315(12) 
0.51316 (9) 
0.513114 (17) 
0.51317--0.51330 (18) 

0.2137 (12) 
0.222 (17) 
0.233--0.251 (18) 

Standard rock BCR-I 

143Nd 

l~dBCR_l 
0.51184 (15) 0.512669 ± 8 (16) 

* References: (1) Jacobsen and Wasserburg (1980); (2) Wasserburg et а/. (1981); (3) DePaolo (1981а); (4),(5) O'Nions et а/. 

(1977); (6) O'Nions et а/. (1979); (7) Lugmair et а/. (1975); (8) Hawkesworth and уап Calsteren (1984); (9) Goldstein et а/. (1984); 
(10) McCulloch and Вlack (1984); (11) McCulloch and Chappell (1982); (12) Peucat et а/. (1988); (13) Taylor and McLennan 
(1985); (14) McCulloch et а/. (1983); (15) DePaolo and Wasserburg (1976); (16) Hooker et а/. (1981); (17) Michard et al. (1985); 
(18) Allegre et а/. (1983а) . 

t л. = 6.54 х 10-12 yr-1. 

(1) The correct choice of reservoir is important for, as Figure 6.3 shows, there сап 
Ье as much as 300 Ма difference between Nd CHUR and DM model ages. 

(2) There is а variety of possible models for the depleted mantle. These are shown 
for Nd in terms of the epsilon notation (deviation from CHUR) in Figure 
6.17. 

(3) There is great confusion over the actual numbers that should Ье used for 
mantle values. The difficulty has arisen because the Sm-Nd technique evolved 
very rapidly and different laboratories developed different normalization 
schemes in parallel. These are summarized in Table 6.3. In practical terms 
however, provided the same set of values is consistently used, the overall effect 
оп calculated model ages is not great. Care must Ье taken, however, when 
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Figure 6.3 The evolution of 143Nd/144Nd with time in an individual sample (ТаЫе 6.4, No. 234) 
compared with two models of the mantle - CHUR (the chondritic uniform reservoir) and 
depleted mantle. А model Nd age is the time at which the sample had the same 143Nd/144Nd 
ratio as its mantle source. In this case there are two possible solutions, depending upon 
which mantle model is preferred. The TCHUR model age is approximately 1.67 Ga and the 
TDM model age is approximately 1.98 Ga. А similar diagram сап Ье constructed using the 
epsilon notation (see Section 6.3.4) in place of 143Nd/ 144Nd. 

plotting data from different sources to normalize the isotope ratios to the same 
value of unradiogenic isotopes, and the normalizing factor used should Ье 
stated. 

А second assumption used in model age calculations is that the Sm/Nd ratio of 
the sample has not been modified Ьу fractionation after its separation from the 
mantle source. In the case of N d isotopes this is а reasonable assumption to make. 
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Thirdly, it is assumed that аll material сате from the mantle in а single event. 
Table 6.4 shows model Nd-CHUR and depleted mantle ages for granulites and 
gneisses from central Australia, calculated using Eqn [6.5]. 

6.2.3 Interpreting geochronological data 

Апу detailed geochronological study of slowly cooled rocks will tend to yield 
discordant results when several different methods of age determination are used. In 
this section therefore we look closely at the different isotopic systems in ап attempt 
to discover what the different forms of geochronological data теап and what it is 
t'hat we are actually measuring when we claim to have calculated the geological age 
of а rock. In this respect опе of the most fruitful areas o(research has Ьееп the 
application of the concept of blocking temperatures to geochronological systems. 

Blocking Мапу geochronologists now agree that the principal control оп the retentivity of 
temperatures radiogenic daughter products in minerals is temperature. In other words, the point 

at which а mineral becomes а closed system with respect to а particular daughter 
isotope is temperature-controlled. Different minerals will close at different 
temperatures and different isotopic systems in the same mineral will also close at 
different temperatures. The concept of closure temperature, or blocking 
temperature as it is also called, is defined Ьу Dodson (1973, 1979) as 'the 
temperature of а system at the time of its apparent age'. It is the temperature below 
which the isotopic clock is switched оп. This is illustrated in Figure 6.4. Blocking 
temperatures are most commonly used to describe minerals although the principle 
сап equally Ье applied to slowly cooled rocks. Hofmann and Hart (1978) have 

ТаЫе 6.4 Model Nd ages calculated for CHUR and depleted mantle for granulites and gneisses 
from the Strangeways range, central Australia. An Sm-Nd whole-rock isochron for this 
suite gives an age of 2.07 ± 0.125 Ga (from Windrim and McCulloch, "1986) 

Sample 147Sm 143Nd T~HUR)(Ga) T~t(Ga) 
1'ИNd 144Nd по. 

Majic granulites 

226 0.1853 0.511772±36 0.856 2.203 
234 0.1251 0.511049±30 1.672 1.975 
551 0.2134 0.512122±36 2.596 2.9"50 
868 0.2046 0.512013±24 3.388 2.491 

Quartz oJeldspathic and calc-silicate rocks 

501А 0.1248 0.511006±28 1.755 2.034 
507 0.1310 0.511039±24 1.844 2.115 
503 0.1248 0.510967±32 1.837 2.093 
512 0.1150 0.510794±32 1.938 2.145 

Notes 

1. Nd isotopes normalized to 146Nd/142Nd = 0.636151. 
2. DM values foу Nd ауе (14ЗNd/ 144Nd)tоdау = 0.51235, (147Sm/144N d) today = 0.225. 
3. Calculations made using Eqn [6.5]. 
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i 
Figure 6.4 The definition of blocking temperature: (а) 

the cooling curve; (Ь) the accumulation 
curve of the concentration of the daughter 
to parent isotope, both as а function of 
time (after Dodson, 1979). When а mineral 
is close to its temperature of crystallization 
(1), the daughter isotope will diffuse out of 
the mineral as fast as it is produced and so 
cannot accumulate. Оп cooling the mineral 
enters а transition stage in which some of 
the daughter isotope is lost and some is 
retained until finaHy at low temperatures 
the rate of escape is negligible and аН of 
the daughter isotope is retained (2). The 
'age' for the system (tB) is effectively ап 
extrapolation of the accumulation curve 
[broken line in (Ь)] back onto the time axis. 
The value of the blocking temperature 
(ТВ) will depend ироп the exact cooling 
history of а particular system but · will Ье 
independent of the starting temperature if 
the latter is sufficiently high. 
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shown that element exchange in slowly cooled rocks is chiefly controlled Ьу volume 
diffusion and that in different whole-rock systems diffusion ceases at slightly 
different temperatures. 
А distinction must Ье made however between blocking temperature and the 

resetting of ап )sotopic system. The latter will take place in whole-rock systems 
which have Ьееп thermally overprinted or subject to fluid movement. It is likely 
that in the case о[ resetting whole-rock systems the amount of fluid and the 
chemistry of а fluid are more important controls than temperature. Choosing 
between blocking temperature (mainly controlled Ьу volume diffusion) and the 
resetting of ап isochron (most commonly а function of fluid movement) as ап 

explanation of discordant ages requires the consideration of the scale of isotopic 
homogenization. Rocks which have Ьееп isotopically reset тау yield ages which 
vary from the time of crust formation to the most recent metamorphic event, 
depending ироп the scale of sampling. Very large samples тау have escaped the 
isotopic rehomogenization and will preserve old ages whereas individual minerals 
тау have recrysta1lized and yield, young ages. 

In the discussion below we shall look more closely at the term 'age' in the light 
of the blocking temperature concept, and evaluate the different ways in which it has 
Ьееп used in both mineral and whole-rock systems. 

As the discussion above has shown, the term 'age', whether applied to а model age, 
or а whole-rock or mineral isochron age, тау have а number of different meanings 
in geochronology and must Ье defined carefully Ьу using ап additional qualifying 
term. 
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(а) Cooling age In а metamorphic rock the term 'cooling age' is conventionally 
used to describe the time, after the main peak of metamorphism, at which а mineral 
which had crystallized at the metamorphic peak passes through its blocking 
temperature. In ап igneous rock, cooling age is the time after the solidification of 
the melt at which а mineral passes through its blocking temperature. 

(Ь) Crystallization age The crystallization age of а mineral or rock records the time 
at which it crystallized. In the case of а metamorphic mineral, for example, if the 
temperature of crystallization is lower than the blocking temperature, the instant 
the mineral forms the isotopic clock is switched оп and the age of crystallization is 
recorded. In ап igneous rock, the crystallization age of а mineral records the 
magmatic age of the rock. 

(с) Metaтorphic age The term 'metamorphic age' is often confused with cooling 
age but it means the time of the peak of metamorphism. The determination of 
metamorphic age depends greatly ироп the grade of metamorphism. In low grades 
of metamorphism the metamorphic maximum тау Ье determined from the 
blocking temperature of а specific mineral. In the case of high grades · of 
metamorphism, the timing of the peak of metamorphism is normally inferred from 
the resetting of а whole-rock system such as Rb-Sr or РЬ-РЬ. 

(d) Crust forтation age This is the time of formation of а new segment of 
continental crust Ьу fractionation of material from the mantle (O'Nions et al., 
1983). Whether or not it is possible to determine directly the crust formation age 
will depend uроп the geological history of the segment of the crust. In тапу areas 
of ancient continental crust the formation of the crust was followed Ьу deformation, 
metamorphism and melting and it тау Ье possible to determine only а cratonization 
age rather than the age of formation. 

(е) Crust residence age Sediment eroded from а segment of continental crust will 
possess а crust residence age, which тау reflect the crust formationage. А 
neodymium crustal residence (Ter) age is calculated from Eqn [6.5] Ьу substituting 
the appropriate values for depleted mantle in place of the CHUR values. Some 
authors use the term provenance age as а synonym, although this does not signify 
а specific historical event such as а stratigraphic age but is the average crustal 
residence time of аll the components of the rock. Normally, the crustal residence 
age of а sediment is greater than the stratigraphic age (Figure 6.5). 

Whole-rock systems are more likely than mineral ages to determine the timing of 
crystallization of ап igneous ·rock or the timing of the metamorphic peak during 
metamorphism. Sometimes it тау Ье possible to determine the time of crustal 
formation. 

(а) The Rb-Sr systeт The rubidium-strontium isotopic system is still опе of most 
widely used isotopic whole-rock methods, for most crustal rocks contain sufficient 
Rb and Sr (anywhere between 10 and 1000 ррт) to make the chemical separation of 
the elements and the mass spectrometry relatively straightforward. It is а versatile 
method and сап Ье applied to а range of whole-rock compositions as well as 
individual minerals. Оп the other hand, the results of Rb-Sr geochronology are not 
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Figure 6.5 А plot of stratigraphic age vs neodymium crustal residence age (Ter) for fine-grained clastic 
sediments between 4.0 Ga and the present day (shaded region). The departure from the 1:1 
line at about 2.5 Ga shows that whilst sediments in the Archaean contain а mainly juvenile 
component, Phanerozoic sediments contain ап old crust;tl component (after Miller and 
O'Nions, 1985). 

always easy to interpret, for both Rb and Sr are relatively mobile elements so that 
the isotopic system mау readily Ье disturbed either Ьу the inf1ux of f1uids or Ьу а 
later thermal event. Thus Rb-Sr isochrons are rarely useful in constraining crust 
formation ages. Nevertheless, if ап Rb--Sr isochron is obtained it сап usually Ье 
attributed to а definite event such as the age of metamorphism or alteration, or the 
age of diagenesis in sedimentary rocks, еуеп if the primary age of the rock cannot Ье 
determined. 

(Ь) РЬ isotopes РЬ-РЬ isochrons сап Ье plotted for а wide range of rock types from 
granites to basalts and сап · Ье used to give the depositional age of some sediments. 
The method yields reliable ages in rocks with а simple crystallization history, 
although, because of differences in the mobility and the geochemistry of uranium 
and lead, there are severe problems of interpretation in systems where lead isotopes 
have Ьееп reset. Thus the РЬ-РЬ isochron method is rarely' able to give crust 
formation ages although it сап Ье used to give the age of metamorphism. 

(с) The Sт-Nd systeт Тпе elements Sm and Nd are much less mobile than Rb, 
Sr, Th, U and РЬ and mау Ье used to 'see through' younger events in rocks whose 
Rb--Sr and РЬ isotopic chemistry has Ьееп disturbed. Thus the Sm-Nd technique 
seems to Ье the most likely whole-rock method from wliich crust formation ages 
mау Ье determined. Thechief limitations оп the method are the long half-life~ so 
that it is only really applicable to old rocks, and the relatively small variations in 
Sm/Nd ratio found in most cogenetic rock suites. This lattet problem has led some 
workers to combine а wide range of lithologies оп the same isochron in order to 
obtain а spread of Sm/Nd ratios. However this resulted in samples extracted from 
different sources and with very different histories being plotted оп the same 
isochron and has given rise to some spurious results. 
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А plot of niineral age vs blocking temperature for the Glen Dessary syenite from Scotland 
(after уап Breemen et а/., 1979; Cliff, 1985). The mineral ages define а cooling curve for the 
pluton. The mineral оп which each age determination was made and the method used are 
indicated. 

Isotopic measurements оп minerals тау Ье used to obtain а mineral isochron in 
which minerals from the same rock are used to define ап isochron. This, of course, 
is only valid if аН the minerals have the same blocking temperature. А second way 
in which minerals are used is in the calculation of mineral ages. In most cases these 
will Ье cooling ages, although highly refractory minerals such as zircon тау Ье used 
to give the magmatic age of some igneous rocks, and тау оп some occasions see 
through а thermal event to the time of crust formation. Blocking temperatures for 
isotopic systems in minerals are illustrated in Figure 6.6. 

(а) Rb-Sr тineral ages The minerals biotite and muscovite are commonly dated 
Ьу the Rb-Sr method. Ages are calculated using а two-point isochron method in 
which а mineral with а low concentration of Rb such as plagioclase feldspar, or 
better (to avoid two different blocking temperatures) the whole rock, is used as 
control оп the initial ratio. Blocking temperatures for biotite are in the range 300 ± 
50 ос and are about 40 ос higher than the blocking temperatures for Ar in biotite 
(Harrison and McDougaH, 1980). Muscovite blocking temperatures are 550 ± 
50 ОС, although Cliff (1985) points out that in coarse-grained muscovite from 
pegmatites blocking temperatures тау reach 600-650 ос and are close to the 
crystallization temperature. 

(Ь) Argon тethods Argon isotopes are studied most commonly in the minerals 
biotite, muscovite, hornblende and alkali feldspar. The blocking temperatures for 
argon diffusion, applicable to the interpretation of K-Ar and 39Ar /40 Ar ages are 
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more difficult to аррlу than those for Sr diffusion. For ехатрlе, biotite blocking 
temperatures determined from hydrothermal diffusion experiments vary from са 
295 ос to 410 ± 50 ос according to the Fe/Mg ratio of the biotite (see compilation 
Ьу Blanckenburg et al., 1989). Muscovite has а blocking temperature of 350 ± 
50 ос although very fine-grained white micas formed at 10w grades of 
metamorphism тау yield crystallization ages. Reuter and Dallmeyer (1989) dated 
the timing of cleavage formation in 10w-grade pelites using this method. 
Hornblende has а blocking temperature of 530 ± 30 ОС, although values ир to 
650 ос have also been recorded. 

(с) Sm-Nd mineral ages Garnet-bearing mineral assemblages offer the potential for 
precise Sm-Nd mineral isochron ages, for garnets have high Sm/Nd ratios which 
allows the slope of а mineral isochron to Ье accurately determined with errors of 
only 5-10 Ма оп 10wer Palaeozoic ages (Cliff, 1985). Garnet ages are determined оп 
two-point isochrons between garnet and one or more of the minerals plagioclase, 
orthopyroxene or clinopyroxene and hornblende. Mineral isochrons which do not 
involve garnet show а smaller range of Sm/Nd ratio but still yield reasonably 
precise ages with errors of ± 20 Ма. Blocking temperatures for Nd diffusion ш 
garnet are са 700 ос (Cohen et al., 1988; Windrim and McCulloch, 1986). 

(d) U-РЬ dating о[ zircon А plot of 20брЬ/ 238U vs 207рЬ/ 235U concentrations in а 
population of zircons tends to define а linear апау with an upper and 10wer time 
intercept оп а concordia-discordia d'iagram (Figure 6.7). The concordia curve is the 
curve which defines the 10cus of concordant ages for both 238U and 235U decay -
see Вох 6.1. А general interpretation of the linear апау (the discordia) is one of 
lead 10ss (or uranium gain) and both upper and 10wer intercepts with the concordia 
have petrological significance. Magmatic zircons in felsic rocks сап Ье used to date 
the time of crystallization from the upper intercept of а discordia curve. Granitic 
rocks which are melts of old crust тау contain inherited zircons. In this case the 
10wer intercept тау give the age of new zircon crystallization (magmatic 
crystallization) and the upper intercept the age of the crustal source (Liew and 
McCulloch, 1985). Пеtritаl zircons in sediments тау date the provenance of the 
sediments, and zircons in metamorphic rocks тау date the protolith or, in the case 
of meta-sediments, the provenance of the protolith. 

Recently, the application of the ion microprobe to the U-Pb isotopic analysis of 
single zircon crystals (Compston et al., 1982, 1984) has revolutionized zircon 
geochronology, allowing а number of analyses to Ье made оп а single zircon crystal. 
Hence it is possible to unravel the geological history of сотрlех zircon grains (see, 
for ехатрlе, Kroner et al., 1987 and Figure 6.7). 

The U-Pb method is also applicable to the minerals sphene, monazite and 
epidote. Sphene has а blocking temperature of greater than 550 ОС. The blocking 
temperature of epidote is less well known but could also Ье as high as sphene. 
Monazite also has а high blocking temperature (са 600 ОС; Gebauer and 
Grunenfelder, 1979) but it is not precisely known. 

А model age is an estimate of the time at which а sample separated from its mantle 
source region. Thus for igneous rocks and meta-igneous rocks this is а good 
estimate of the crust formation age. In detail, of course, this assumes (1) knowledge 
of the isotopic composition of mantle source, (2) absence of parent/ daughter isotope 
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Figure 6.7 Concordia-discordia diagram showing 206рЬ! 238U and 207рЬ! 235U ratios in zircon grains in 
granulite facies metasediments from Sri Lanka (after Кroner et а/., 1987). The concordia 
curve is the 10cus of points for which the 206рЬ! 238U age equals the 207рЬ! 235U age. It is 
curved due to the different half-lives of 238U and 235U and it mау Ье plotted using the values 
in Бох 6.1. ТЬе discordia curve is а linear array of points which intersect the concordia 
curve at two points. The upper intersection is interpreted as the primary age of the sample 
whereas the 10wer intersection defines а period of lead 10ss and mау have а number of 
possible geological meanings. The sketches of individual zircon grains show the spots 
analysed using the ion microprobe and their compositions are plotted оп the discordia
concordia diagram. 01d zircon grains and the cores of composite grains define а discordia 
curve (discordia 1) with ап upper intercept at 3.2 Ga (the age of the source of the detrital 
zircons) and а 10wer intercept at 1.1 Ga (the time of the granulite facies metamorphism). 
New zircon grains (recognized оп the basis of their irregular morphology) and new zircon 
rims оп composite grains define а second discordia (discordia 2) with ап upper intercept at 
1.1 Ga (the granulite facies metamorphism) and а 10wer intercept at the present day. The 
new zircon growth took рlасе during the granulite facies event. 

fractionation after extraction from the mantle source and (3) the immobility of 
parent and daughter isotopes. In the case of Sr isotopes попе of these criteria is 
usually fulfilled with any certainty either for igneous rocks or for sediments 
(Goldstein, 1988) and so at the present time model ages are not frequently 
calculated for the Rb-Sr system. Nd isotopes, however, are more useful and 
meaningful model ages сап Ье calculated, although the reference reservoir (CHUR 
or depleted mantle) must Ье specified and in the case of depleted mantle model ages 
the depleted mantle model evolution curve must also Ье specified. 

Model ages of granitoids mау Ье used to estimate the age of their source. In the 
case of mantle-derived granites, the model age gives the time of mantle fractionation 
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Figure 6.8 The evolution of 143Nd/ 144Nd (expressed as epsilon units - see Section 6.3.4) with time, 
for depleted mantle and continental crust. Relative to CHUR the depleted mantle shows 
increasing 143Nd/I44Nd gncreasingly positive E-values) with time, whereas the continental 
crust shows retarded 14 Nd/ I44Nd evolution (increasingly negative E-values). (а) The 
depleted mantle model age for а granite formed at 2.7 Ga from а mixture of а juvenile 
component derived from the depleted mantle and from Archaean crust formed at 3.5 Ga 
will Ье 3.2 Ga. (Ь) The depleted mantle model age of а granite formed Ьу the mixture of 
Proterozoic (1.9 Ga) and Archaean (3.0 Ga) crustal sources at 1.8 Ga is 2.6 Ga. The model 
ages have little real meaning for they neither reflect the crystallization age of the granite nor 
the age of the crustal source (Arndt and Goldstein, 1987). 

of the basaltic precursor to the granite. This is usually assumed to Ье very close in 
time to the crystallization age of the granite. Granitoids which are derived Ьу the 
melting of older continental crust will give model ages which are indicative of the 
age of the crustal source. This is possible because the intracrustal fractionation 
process does not greatly disturb the Sm/Nd ratio of the source. Often, however, 
granites are а mixture of crustal and mantle sources. When this is the case, 
calculated model ages тау give very misleading results (Arndt and Goldstein, 1987, 
and Figure 6.8). 

Model ages for clastic sedimentary rocks are thought to provide ап estimate of 
their crustal residence age (O'Nions et al., 1983), for minimal fractionation of Sm/ 
Nd accompanies their generation. Since, however, тапу continental sediments are а 
mixture of materials from different sources, model Nd ages are the average model 
age of the sediment and provide а minimum estimate of the crustal residence age or 
ап average crustal residence age. 

6.3 Radiogenic isotopes in petrogenesis 

Isotope ratios in а magma are characteristic of the source region from which the 
magma was extracted and the ratios remain unchanged during subsequent 
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fractionation events. This is because the mass difference between апу pair of 
radiogenic isotopes used in geochemistry (with the exception of helium) is so small 
that the isotope-pair cannot Ье fractionated Ьу processes controlled Ьу crystal
liquid equilibria. Thus during partial melting а magma will have the same 
isotopic character as its source region. 

This simple observation has led to two important developments in isotope 
geochemistry. Firstly, distinct source regions сап Ье recognized with their own 
unique isotopic character and, secondly, mixing сап Ье recognized between 
isotopically distinct sources. Thus опе of the main quests of isotope geology is to 
identify the different isotopic reservoirs in the crust and mantle and to characterize 
them for as тапу isotopic systems as is possible. Ап attempt to do this for crust and 
oceanic basalt sources is presented in Table 6.5. The larger and more difficult 
question of how the reservoirs acquired their own identities leads into the area of 
crust and mantle geodynamics, а topic treated briefly at the end of this chapter (see 
Section 6.3.6). 

In detail а wealth of mixing and contamination processes сап Ье recognized in 
and between sources, although these сап normally Ье reduced to two essentially 
different types of process (Hawkesworth and van Calsteren, 1984). Firstly, 
radiogenic isotopes тау Ье used to identify components from different sources 
which have contributed to а particular magmatic suite - for example, the 
contamination of continental flood basalt with old continental crust. The time-scale 
of these processes is short and equivalent to the time-scale of most familiar 
geological processes. The second .application is to constrain models of the evolution 
of source regions of magmatic rocks. For example, we will show below that there 
are several sources for oceanic basalts in the upper mantle. It is of some importance 
to discover how and when these separate sources acquired their separate identities. 
The time-scale of these processes is long and is of the order of billions (Ga) rather 
than millions (Ма) of years. 

6.3.1 The role of differ,ent isotopic systems in identifying reservoirs and 
processes 

The different elements used in radiogenic isotope studies in geology vary greatly in 
their chemical and physical properties, so much so that different isotope systems 
vary in their sensitivity to particular petrological processes. This variability тау 
show itself in two ways. Firstly, the parent and the daughter elements тау under 
certain circumstances behave in different ways so that the two Ьесоте fractionated. 
The order of incompatibility for elements of interest is 

Rb > Th > U > РЬ > (Nd, Hf» (Sr, Sm, Lu) 

These values indicate the extent to which ап element is fractionated into the crust 
relative to the depleted mantle. For example, Rb is the element most concentrated 
in the crust relative to the depleted mantle whereas Sr, Sm and Lu are the least 
concentrated. Alternatively, а parent-daughter element-pair тау behave coherently 
and not Ье fractionated and yet behave in а very different manner from the 
parent-daughter pair of another isotopic system. А good example is the contrast 
between the Sm-Nd system, in which both elements share very similar chemical 
and physical characteristics, and the Rb-Sr system, in whichthe elements are 
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ТаЫе 6.5 The isotopic character of crust and mantle reservoirs (present-day isotope ratios shown in 
parentheses) 

87Rb-8.6Sr 147Sm_143Nd 238U_206Pb 235U_207Pb 232ть_ 208рь 

Continental crustal sources 

Upper crust High RbISr; !ow Sm/Nd; High U/Pb; High U/Pb; High ТЫРЬ; 
high 87 Sr / 8БSг !ow 143Nd/144Nd high2Обры 204рь high 207ры 204рь high 208ры2О4рь 

(Negative epsi!on) 

Midd!e crust Mod. high U-dep!eted; U-depleted; Mod. high ТЬ; 
RbISг(0.2-0.4 ); Retarded !ow 20бры2О4рь !ow 207ры2О4рь mod high 
87sг/8БSг = Nd evo!ution 208ры2О4рь 

(0.72-0.74) in the crust 
Lower crust Rb dep!etion; re!ative to Severe U Severe U Severe ТЬ 

RbISr <саО.04; chondritic dep!etion; very dep!etion; very dep!etion; very 
!ow 87sг/8бsг source !ow 206ры2О4рь !ow 207ры2О4рь !ow 208ры2О4рь 

(0.702- 0.705) (са 14.0) (са 14.7) 

Subcontinenta! !ithosphere 

Archaean 
Proterozoic 
to Recent 

Low RbISr 
High RbISr 

Low Sm/Nd 
Low Sm/Nd 

Oceanic basalt sources (Zindler and Hart, 1986) 

Dep!eted Low RbISr; High Sm/Nd; Low U/Pb; Low U/Pb Th!U=2.4±0.4; 
mantle !ow 87 Sr / 8бsг high 143Nd/144Nd !ow 20бры 204рь !ow 207ры 2О4рь !ow 208ры 204рь 

(positive epsi!on) (са 17.2-17.7) (са 15.4) ( са 37.2-37.4) 

НIMU Low RbISr; Intermediate High U/Pb; High U/Pb; High ТЫРЬ 
!ow 87 Sr / 8бsг Sm/Nd high 20бры2О4рь high 207ры2О4рь 

(=0.7029) «0.51282)* (>20.8) 

Enriched mant!e 

ЕМ 1 Low RbISr; Low Sm/Nd; Low U/Pb; Low U/Pb; Low ТЫРЬ; 
87sг/8бsг = 143Nd/144Nd 20бры2О4рь = 207ры2О4рь = 208ры2О4рь = 

±0.705 < 0.5112* (17.6-17.7) (15.46-15.49) (38.0-38.2) 
ЕМ 11 High RbISr; Low Sm/Nd; High 207ры2О4рь and 208ры2О4рь at а given 20бры2О4рь 

87sг/8бsг 143Nd/144Nd = 

> 0.722 (0.511-0.5121)* 

PREMA 87sг/8БSг 143Nd/144Nd 20бры2О4рь 

= 0.7033 = 0.5130* = (18.2-18.5) 

Th!U = 4.2; 
Bu!k 87sг/8бsг 143Nd/144Nd 20брь / 204рь 207ры2О4рь 208ры2О4рь 

Earth = 0.7052 = 0.51264* = 18.4 ± 0.3 = 15.58 ± 0.08 = 38.9 ± 0.3 
(= chondrite) 

* Norma!ized to 14БNd/144Nd = 0.7219. 

strongly fractionated from опе another. Below we briefly review the properties of 
the буе isotopic systems summarized in Table 6.5. 

Sm and Nd isotopes are not significantly fractionated within the continental 
crust Ьу metamorphic or sedimentary processes and thus preserve the parent/ 
daughter ratio of their source region. In this respect Sm-Nd are very similar to 
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Lu-Hf but differ markedly from Rb-Sr, U-Pb and Th-Pb. Sm-Nd are immobile 
under hydrothermal conditions and so their isotopic composition reflects the actual 
proportions of rock or magma involved in specific petrological processes. The 
Sm-Nd system, however, has the disadvantage that small amounts of recycled crust 
mixed with а large proportion of а mantle component Ьесоте isotopically invisible. 

Lead isotopes are more complex because of the three different decay schemes 
employed (Вох 6.1) and because they do not define linear trends оп lead isotope 
evolution diagrams. In general, uranium and lead are relatively mobile in crustal 
processes, particularly in magmatic/hydrothermal situations, whereas thorium is 
highly insoluble. Both U and РЬ are incompatible elements in silicates although U 
enters а melt more readily than РЬ. In detail, the two isotopes of lead produced 
from uranium, 206рь and 207РЬ, show contrasting behaviour as а consequence of 
their differing radioactive decay rates. Early in the history of the Earth 235U 
decayed rapidly relative to 238U so that 207рь evolved rapidly with time. 207рь 
abundances therefore are ап extremely sensitive indicator of ап old source. Today, 
however, 235U is largely extinct so that in the recent history of the earth 238U decay 
is more prominent and consequently 206рь abundances show а greater spread than 
207рь (Figure 6.18а and Table 6.6). The difference in behaviour between the 
different isotopes of lead allows the identification of several isotopic reservoirs 
(Table 6.5). The crustal reservoirs are best sampled Ьу studying the isotopic 
composition of а mineral such as feldspar with а low U IPb or low ThlPb ratio and 
which preserves the 'initial' РЬ isotopic composition of the source. This approach 
was developed Ьу Оое and Zartman (1979) and is discussed in the section оп 
'plumbotectonics' (Section 6.3.6). 

Strontium is relatively immobile under hydrothermal conditions, although Rb is 
more mobile. Sr therefore reflects fairly closely the original bulk composition of а 
suite of rocks, and Rb less so. In addition the Rb-Sr system shows the most 
extreme differences in incompatability between the parent and daughter elements. 
Rb and Sr are easily separated, so that there is extreme fractionation between crust 
and mantle leading to the accelerated strontium isotope evolution of the continental 
crust relative to the mantle (see Figure 6.15). Within the continental crust Rb and 
Sr are further separated Ьу remelting, metamorphism, and sedimentation, for Sr is 
partitioned into and retained Ьу plagioclase whereas Rb is preferentially partitioned 
into the melt or fluid phase. 

6.3.2 Recognizing isotopic reservoirs 

Taylor et а/. (1984) recognize three isotopic reservoirs ш the continental, crust 
which they characterize with respect to Nd, Sr and РЬ isotopes. Zindler and Hart 
(1986) have delineated five end-member compositions in the mantle which Ьу а 
variety of mixing processes сап explain аll the observations оп mid-ocean ridge and 
ocean-island basalts. The composition of each of these sources is summarized in 
Table 6.5 and plotted оп а series of generalized isotope correlation diagrams 
(Figures 6.9 to 6.12). In addition Table 6.6 summarizes the present-day 
compositional ranges of Sr, Nd and РЬ isotopes in oceanic and crustal rock types. 
In the following section each of the important mantle and crustal reservoirs is 
described and its particular isotopic character highlighted. 
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ТаЫе 6.6 Sr, Nd and РЬ isotopic compositional ranges in соmmоп rock types 

Dominant Ref.· 

Rock type 87Sr/86Sr 143Nd/144Nd 206рЬ/204рь 207рЬ/204рь 208рЬ/204рь mant1e 
component 

N-type MORB 

At1antic 0.70229-0.703 16 0.5130-0.5132 18.28-18.5 15.45- 15.53 37.2-38.0 DM (1) 
Pacific 0.70240-0.70256 0.5130-0.5133 17.98-18.5 15.44--15.51 37.6--38.0 DM (1) 
Indian 0.70274--0.70311 0.5 130-0.5131 17.31-18.5 15.43-15.56 37.1- 38.7 DM (1) 

E- type MORB 0.70280-0.70334 0.51299-0.5130 18.50-19.69 15.50-15.60 38.0-39.3 DM + PREMA (1) 

Ocean-island basalts 

Mangaia 0.702720 0.512850 21 .69 15.84 40.69 НIMU (1) 
Upo1u-Samoa 0.705560 0.512650 18.59 15.62 38.78 ЕМII (1) 
Samoan Is. 0.704410-0.7065 1 0.512669- 0.512935 (7) 
Wa1vis Ridge 0.705070 0.512312 17.54 15.47 38.14 ЕМ! (1) 
St He1ena 0.702818-0.70309 0.512824--0.512970 20.40- 20.89 15.71-15.81 39.74--40.17 HIMU (3) 
Саре Verde 0.702919-0.703875 0.512606--0.513095 18.88-20.30 15.52-15.64 38.71-39.45 НIMU/EM (4) 
Tr. da Cunha 0.704400-0.70505 0.512520-0. 51267 18.60-18.76 15. 52-15.59 38.93-39.24 ЕМ (DUPAL) (6) 
Kergue1en 0.703880-0.70598 0.512498-0.513062 17.99- 18.31 15.48- 15.59 38.29-38.88 ЕМ! (DUPAL) (7,8) 
Hawaii 0.703170-0.70412 0.512698-0.513060 17.83- 18.20 15.44--15 .48 37.69- 37.86 (9) 

Coпtinental fiood basalts 

Western USA 0.70351- 0.70689 0.51224--0.512925 (2) 
Parana 0.70468- 0.71391 0.51221-0.51278 (5) 

Mantle xenoliths 

Subcontinenta1 lithosphere 

Scot1and 0.703200-0.71410 0.5 10967- 0.512798 EMI, ЕМII (10) 
Е. China 0.7022 15-0.704300 0.512491- 0.513585 DM, PREMA (39) 

Mass. Central 0.702440-0.70459 0.512368-0.513203 (40) 

Sub-oceanic lithosphere 

Hawaii 0.703188- 0.704207 0.512924--0.513100 (41) 
Canary Is. 0.702967-0.703286 0.512856--0.513017 (41) 
Kergeulen 0.704221-0.705025 0.512647-0.512816 (41) 

Kimberlite /lamproite 

W. Australia 0.71066--0.72008 0.51104--0.5 1144 (11) 
S. Africa 0.70280-0.70691 0.51274--0.51302 (37) 

Subduction-related volcanic rocks 

Young volcanic-arc 

Phi1ippines 0.70356--0.70476 18.27-18.47 15.49- 15.64 38.32- 38.83 (12) 
Marianas 0.70332-0.70378 0.512966--0.513032 18.70-18.78 15.49- 15.57 38.14--38.43 (12,26) 

Java 0.70504--0.70576 18.70-18.72 15.63-15.65 38.91-38.96 (12) 
Strombo1i 0.70603-0.70750 18.93- 19. 10 15.64--15.97 39.01- 39.08 (12) 
Lr Antilles 0.70359- 0.70897 0.512120-0.512978 19.17-19.93 15.67-15.85 38.85-39.75 (26,27) 

Andesite 

Andes 0.70566-0.7095 1 0.512223- 0.512556 (28) 
Western USA 0.70386--0.70500 0.512660-0.512836 18.82- 18.91 15.57- 15.62 38.45-38.65 (29) 

Upper Crust 

South Britain 0.71463-0.78662 0.511843-0.512261 (3 1) 
Young G-toids 0.70400- 0.82131 0.511700-0.5 1279 (33) 
PreC G-toids 0.70330- 0.8405 0.510660-0.51210 (33) 
Archean 0.73307- 1.54807 0.510236--0.510943 15.64--33.96 14.56--18.89 34.76--53.00 (38) 
Hercynian granite (feldspars) 17.60-19.79 15.48- 15.72 38.00-39.14 (36) 
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ТаЫе 6.6 Continued 

Dominant Ref.* 

Rock type 87Sr/86Sr 143Nd/144Nd 2О6рЬ/204рь 207рЬ/204рь 208рЬ/204рь mantle 

component 

S- type granitoids 

Australia 0.70940--0.87933 0.510791-0.511325 (14) 

Malaysia 0.73709- 0.81187 0.511480--0.51163 (35) 

I-type granitoids 

Australia 0.70453- 0.80803 0.510842- 0.511657 (14) 

Malaysia 0.70676-0.73006 0.511390--0.51164 (35) 

Modern pe/agic sediтents 

Pacific 0.706900-0.72253 16.72- 19.17 15.57-15.75 38.43- 39.19 (12) 

Atlantic 0.709288- 0.723619 0.511646-0.512065 18.61-19.01 15 .68-15.74 38.93- 39.19 (13) 

Terrigenous sediтents 

Amazonian basin 0.714675-0.722524 0.512033-0.512266 (15) 

S. Britain 0.711440- 0.78919 0.511816-0.512259 (31) 

Mesozoic - North Sea 0.511435- 0.511954 (32) 

Phanerozoic French shales 0.511851-0.512627 (17) 

Archean metasediments 0.510418-0.512214 (16) 

Cheтica/ sediтents 

Limestone 0.70821-0.72982 0.512012-0.512050 (31) 

Archaean ВIF 0.511179-0.512355 (34) 

Lower crusta/ granu/ites 

Archean 

Lewisian 0.70320--0.7668 0.509818--0.513518 13.52- 20.68 14.43- 15.67 33 .19- 57.36 (18,19,20) 

Enderby Land 0.70780--0.8160 15.68- 27.05 15.61- 19.52 35.50--126.6 (22) 

South India 0.70210-0.72580 0.510377-0.511432 13.52-27.71 14.54-17.47 33 .61-44.32 (25) 

Proterozoic 

Arunta Вlock 0.70195- 3.61759 0.510481-0.517585 (23) . 

Phanerozoic 

Beni Bousera 0.7l958- 0.72468 0.51198-0.51206 (24) 

Ivrea Zone 0.71014-0.73911 0.51226-0.51237 (24) 

Xenoliths 

Mass. Central 0.70469-0.71876 0.512027-0.512651 18.19- 18.70 15.65- 15 .72 38.49-39.35 (21,36) 

Lesotho 0.70372-0.70590 0.511764-0.512951 (30) 

References: (1) Saunders е! а/. (1988) - compilation; (2) Fitton е! а/. (1988); (3) Chaffey е! а/. (1989) ; (4) Gerlach е! а/. (1988); (5) Piccirillo et а/. 

(1989); (6) Cliff е! а/. (1991); (7) White and Hofmann (1982); (8) Storey et а/. (1988); (9) Stille et а/. (1983); (10) Menzies and Halliday (1988); (11) 

McCulloch et а/. (1983); (12) McDermott and Hawkesworth (1991); (13) Hoernle е! а/. (1991); (14) McCulloch and Chappell (1982); (15) Basu et 

а/. (1990); (16) Maas and McCulloch (1991); (17) Michard е! а/. (1985); (18) Whitehouse (1989а,Ь); (19) Moorbath е! а/. (1975); (20) Hamilton et 

а/. (1979а); (21) Downes and Leyreloup (1986); (22) DePaolo (1982); (23) Windrim and МсСullоф (1986); (24) Веп Othman et а/. (1984) -

compilation; (25) Peucat et а/. (1989); (26) White and Patchett (1984); (27) Davidson (1983); (28) Hawkesworth е! а/. (1982); (29) Norman and 

Leeman (1990); (30) Rogers and Hawkesworth (1982); (31) Davies е! а/. (1985); (32) Mearns е! а/. (1989); (33) Allegre and Веп Othman (1980); (34) 

Miller and O'Nions (1985); (35) Liew and McCulloch (1985); (36) Vitrac е! а/. (1981); (37) Кramers et а/. (1981); (38) Bickle et а/. (1989); (39) Song 

and Frey (1989); (40) Dowries and Dupuy (1987); (41) Уапсе е! а/. (1989). 
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Figure 6.9 143Nd/144Nd vs 87Sr/8БSr isotope correlation diagram, showing the main oceanic mantle 
reservoirs of Zindler and Hart (1986). DM, depleted mantle; ВЕ, bulk silicate Earth; ЕМ! 
and ЕМII, enriched mantle; HIMU, mantle with high U/Pb ratio; PREMA, frequently 
observed PREvalent MAntle composition. The Mantle array is defined Ьу тапу oceanic 
basalts and а bulk Earth value for 87Sr / 8БSr сап Ье obtained from this trend. 

Oceanic mantle Young magmatic rocks record the isotopic composIt1on of their source directly. 
sources This is because there is insufficient time for the parent isotope present in а newly 

formed magma to decay and produce additional daughter isotopes to add to those 
inherited from the source. Thus the present-day isotopic compositions of recent 
oceanic basalts were used Ьу Zindler and Hart (1986) to identify буе possible end
member mantle reservoirs (Figures 6.9 to 6.12). Their possible location in the 
mantle is given in the cartoon in Figure 6.27. The end-member compositions are as 
follows. 

(а) Depleted mantle (DM) Depleted mantle is characterized Ьу high 143Nd/144Nd, 
low 87 Sr / 86Sr and low 206рЬ/ 2О4рь. It is the dominant component in the source of 
тапу MORBs (see Figures 6.9, 6.11, 6.12). Ап extreme example of depleted mantle 
is recorded in mantle xenoliths from eastern China (Table 6.6) described Ьу Song 
and Frey (1989). 

(Ь) Н/МИ mantle The J.l-value in lead isotope geochemistry is the ratio 238U/ 
204рь. The very high 206рЬ/ 204рь and 208рЬ/ 104рь ratios observed in some осеап 
islands (Table 6.6) coupled with low 87Sr/86Sr (са 0.7030) and intermediate 143Nd/ 
144Nd suggest а mantle source that is enriched in U and Th relative to РЬ without 
ап associated increase in Rb/Sr. The enrichment is thought to have taken place 
between 1.5 and 2.0 Ga. А number of models have Ьееп proposed to explain the 
origin of this mantle reservoir - the mixing into the mantle of altered oceanic crust 
(possibly contaminated with seawater), the loss of lead from part of the mantle into 
the Earth's core and the removal of lead (and Rb) Ьу metasomatic fluids in the 
mantle. 

(с) Enriched mantle Enriched mantle has variable 87Sr/86Sr, low 143Nd/ 144Nd and 
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Figure 6.10 143Nd/144Nd vs 87Sr/86Sr (tNd vs tSr) isotope correlation diagram showing the relative 
positions of depleted апд enriched mantle sources. Most non-enriched mantle reservoirs plot 
in the upper left 'depleted' quadrant (cf. Figure 6.9) whereas most crustal rocks plot in the 
lower right 'enriched' quadrant. Upper апд lower crust tend to plot in different positions in 
the crustal quadrant (from DePaolo апд Wasserburg, 1979) 

high 207рЬ/ 2О4рь and 208рЬ/ 2О4рь at а given value of 206рЬ/ 2О4рь. Zindler and 
Hart (1986) differentiate between enriched mantle type-I (EMI) with low 87Sr/86Sr 
(an even more extreme example is given Ьу Richardson et al., 1984) and enriched 
mantle type-II (ЕМII) with high 87Sr/86Sr. One striking and large-scale example of 
enriched mantle (ЕМII) has been identified in the southern hemisphere Ьу Hart 
(1984) and is known as the DUPAL anomaly (named after the authors DUPre and 
ALlegre (1983) who first identified the isotopic anomaly). The enriched mantle was 
identified with respect to а Northern Hemisphere Reference Line (NHRL) defined 
Ьу the linear arrays оп 207рЬ/ 204рь vs 206рЬ/ 2О4рь and 208рЬ/ 2О4рь vs 206рЬ/ 204рь 
plots for mid-ocean ridge basalts and ocean islands (Figure 6.11). The equations are 
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Figure 6.11 (а) 208ры 204рь vs 206ры 204рь isotope correlation diagram showing the pOSltlOn of the 
northern hemisphere reference line (NHRL) with Th/U = 4.0. The bulk silicate Earth value 
(BSE) is from Allegre et а/. (1988). The field of MORВ is shown with а cross-hatched 
pattern. (Ь) 207ры 204рь vs 206ры 204рь isotope correlation diagram showing the position of 
the northern hemisphere reference line (NHRL), the slope of which has ап age significance 
of 1.77 Ga, and the geochron. Volcanic rocks which plot аЬоуе the NHRL are said to have а 
OUPAL signature. The mantle reservoirs ·of Zindler and Hart are plotted as follows: ОМ, 
depleted mantle; BSE, bulk silicate Earth; ЕМ! and ЕМII, enriched mantle; HIMU, mantle 
with high U/Pb ratio; PREMA, frequently observed PREvalent MAntle composition. ЕМII 
also coincides with the field of oceanic pelagic sediment. The fields of the upper and lower 
continental crust are shown with crosses, and the field of MORВ with cross-hatching. 
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Figure 6.12 (а) 87Sr/86Sr vs 206рЬ/204рь isotope correlation diagram; (Ь) 143Nd/144Nd vs 206рЬ/204рь 
isotope correlation diagram. Both diagrams show the positions of the mantle reservoirs 
identified Ьу Zindler and Hart (1986): ОМ, depleted mantle; BSE, bulk silicate Earth; ЕМ! 
and ЕМII, enriched mantle; HIMU, mantle with high U/Pb ratio; PREMA, frequently 
observed PREvalent MAntle composition. The stippled field is mid-ocean ridge basalts 
(MORВ). The 206рЬ/204рь value of the bulk Earth differs from the value in Table 6.5, 
which is taken from Allegre et а/. (1988). 

207рЬ/ 204рь = 0.1 084 еО6рЬ/ 204рь) + 13 .491 

208рЬ/ 204рь = 1.209 еО6рЬ/ 204рь) + 15. б27 

[б.б] 

[б.7] 

The isotopic anomaly was expressed Ьу Hart (1984) in terms of д 7/4 and д 8/4, 
defined as the vertical deviation from the reference line so that for а given data-set 
(DS): 

д 7/4 = [еО7рЬ/ 204рь )os - еО7рЬ/ 204рь )NHRL] Х 100 
д 8/4 = [еО8рЬ/ 204рь )os - еО8рЬ/ 204рь )NHRL] Х 100 

А similar notation was used for 87 Sr / 86Sr: 

Д Sr = [(87Sr/86Sr)os - 0.7] >-< 10000 

[б.8] 

[б.9] 

[б.l0] 
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There are а number of models which explain the origin of enriched mantle. In 
general terms enrichment is 'likely to Ье related to subduction, whereby crustal 
material is injected into the mantle (Figure 6.27). ЕМII has affinities with the upper 
continental crust and mау represent the recycling of continentaHy derived sediment, 
continental crust, altered oceanic crust or ocean-island crust. Ап alternative model 
is based ироп the similarity between enriched mantle and the subcontinental 
lithosphere, and suggests that the enrichment is due to the mixing of the 
subcontinental lithosphere into the mantle. ЕМI has affinities with the lower crust 
and mау represent recycled lower crustal material, but ап alternative hypothesis 
suggests that it is enriched Ъу mantle metasomatism. Weaver (1991) proposed that 
ЕМI and ЕМII are produced Ьу mixing between HIMU mantle and subducted 
oceanic sediment. 

(d) PREMA The great frequency of basalts from осеап islands, intra-oceanic 
island arcs and continental basalt suites with 143Nd/144Nd = 0.5130 and 87Sr/86Sr 
= 0.7033 suggests that there is ап identifiable mantle component with this isotopic 
character. Zindler and Hart (1986) refer to this as the PREvalent MAntle reservoir. 
It has 206рЬ/204рь = 18.2 to 18.5. 

(е) Bulk Earth (Bulk Silicate Earth - BSE) = Priтary Uniforт Reservoir It сап 
Ье argued that there is а mantle component which has the chemistry of the bulk 
silicate Earth (the Earth without the core). This composition is equivalent to that of 
а homogeneous primitive mantle which formed during the degassing of the planet 
and during core formation, prior to the formation of the continents. Some oceanic 
basalts have isotopic compositions which closely approximate to the composition of 
the bulk Earth although at present there are по geochemical data which require that 
such а mantle reservoir still survives. 

(f) The origin о[ oceanic basalts The recognition of а variety of possible mantle 
reservoirs for the source of oceanic basalts has led to ап appreciation of the 
complexity of mantle processes, particularly beneath осеап islands. For example, а 
study of the island Gran Canaria in the Canary Islands Ьу Hoernle et al. (1991) 
showed that at least four different mantle components (HIMU, ОМ, ЕМI and 
ЕМII) have contributed to the production of these volcanic rocks since the 
Miocene. Furthermore, the isotopic evidence indicates that the different reservoirs 
have made their contributions to the lava pile at different times in the history of the 
volcano. 

(g) Trace eleтents and тantle end-тeтber coтpostttons FoHowing the work of 
Zindler and Hart (1986) а number of workers have sought to characterize further 
the proposed mantle end-member compositions in terms of their trace element 
c~ncentrations. Ranges of values currently in use for highly incompatible trace 
element ratios are given in Table 6.7. 

Continental The isotopic composition ()f rocks from the continental crust is extremely variable 
crustal sources and isotope ratios are only strictly comparable if the samples are аН of the same age. 

Thus compositional differences are best considered relative to а normalizing 
parameter which takes into account the age of the sample. Опе such reference point 
is the chondritic model of Earth composition (CHUR) and its evolution through 
time. Thus crustal samples mау Ье plotted оп а graph of isotopic composition vs 
time relative to а· reference line such as the CHUR reservoir (see Section 6.3.3). For 
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ТаЫе 6.7 Incompatible trace element ratios in crust and mantle reservoirs (from compilations Ьу 

Primitive mantle 
N-MORВ 

E-MORВ 

Continental crust 
HIMU OIВ 
EMIOIВ 

ЕМII OIВ 

Saunders et а/., 1988; Weaver, 1991) 

Zr/Nb La/Nb Ba/Nb Ва/ТЬ Rb/Nb K/Nb Th/Nb Th/La Ba/La 

14.8 0.94 9.0 77 0.91 323 0.117 0.125 9.6 
30 1.07 1.7-8.0 60 0.36 210-350 0.025-0.071 0.067 4.0 

4.9-8.5 205-230 0.06-0.08 
16.2 2.2 54 124 4.7 1341 0.44 0.204 25 
3.2- 5.0 0.66-0.77 4.9-6.9 49-77 0.35-0.38 77-179 0.078-0.101 0.107-0.133 6.8-8.7 
4.2- 11.5 0.86-1.19 11.4-17.8 103-154 0.88-1.17 213-432 0.105-0.122 0.107-0.128 13.2-16.9 
4.5-7.3 0.89- 1.09 7.3-13.3 67- 84 0.59-0.85 248-378 0.111-0.157 0.122-0.163 8.3-11.3 

Nd isotopes this тау Ье quantified in terms of the epsilon notation (see Section 
6.3.4). The general isotopic characteristics of crustal reservoirs are given in ТаЫе 
6.5 and typical isotopic compositions of crustal rocks are presented in ТаЫе 6.6. 

(а) Uрреу continental crust The upper continental crust is characterized Ьу higQ 
RbISr and consequently has high 87Sr/86Sr ratios. Neodymium isotope ratios, оп 
the other hand, are low relative to mantle values as а consequence of the light rare 
earth element enrichment and the low Sm/Nd ratios which characterize the 
continental crust. U and Th are enriched in the upper continental crust and give 
rise to high 206рь, 207рь and 208рь isotope ratios. 

(Ь) Middle continental crust The mid-continental crust here describes extensive 
areas of amphibolite facies gneisses found in granite-gneiss terrains. These rocks 
have retarded 143Nd/144Nd as discussed аЬоуе and 87Sr/86Sr ratios lower than in 
the upper crust. Uranium, however, is depleted and 206ры 204рь and 207ры 204рь 

ratios тау Ье lower than in the mantle. Th levels are lower than those in the upper 
crust but not as depleted as uranium. 

(с) Lower continental crust The lower continental crust is characterized Ьу 

granulite facies metamorphism and is often strongly Rb depleted. Thus it has low 
87Sr/86Sr ratios which are not greatly different from modern mantle values. This 
means that а modern granite derived from the lower crust and опе derived from the 
mantle will have very similar 87 Sr / 86Sr initial ratios. U /РЬ and ThlPb ratios in the 
lower crust are lower than modern mantle values so that 206рь, 207рь and 208рь 
isotope ratios are аН very low and тау Ье used to distinguish between lower crust 
and mantle reservoirs (see Figure 6.26). 

(d) Subcontinental lithosphere The subcontinental lithosphere is not so easily 
characterized as other domains, for it is extremely variable in isotopic composition. 
For example, Menzies and Halliday (1988) show that the subcontinentallithosphere 
beneath Scotland shows extreme Nd-Sr isotopic heterogeneity which encompasses 
both оГ the enriched mantle domains ЕМ! and ЕМII described аЬоуе. Some of the 
variability сап Ье correlated with the age of the subcontinental lithosphere. 
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Archaean subcontinental lithosphere is normally underlain Ьу enriched 
lithosphere (EMI of Zindler and Hart (1986) - low Rb/Sr, low Sm/Nd), but 
depleted examples are also known. The lithosphere beneath Proterozoic mobile 
belts, however, more closely resembles the depleted mantle found beneath older 
ocean basins (Menzies, 1989). Proterozic to Phanerozoic subcontinental lithosphere 
is characterized Ьу enrichment in Rb and the light REE resulting in radiogenic Sr 
and non-radiogenic Nd isotopes. This is similar to enriched mantle ЕМII described 
аЬоуе and in Table 6.5. 

Seawater The isotopic composition of seawater сап Ье understood in terms of the residence 
time of an element in seawater. This is the average time an element remains in 
seawater and is defined Ьу the expresion 

tA = A/(dA/dt) [6.11 ] 

where t А is the residence time, А is the total amount of the element disolved in the 
oceans and М/ dt is the amount of the element introduced into or removed from 
the ocean per unit time, assuming а steady state. It is estimated that the oceans mix 
in the order of 1000 years so that an element with а residence time longer than J his 
will Ье well mixed and homogeneous whereas elements which have а shorter 
residence time will reflect regional variations in isotopic composition (Hawkeworth 
and van Calsteren, 1984). 

The present-day strontium isotope composition of seawater is bracketed Ьу the 
values 0.709241 ± 32 and 0.709211 ± 37 (Elderfield, 1986). This is the result of the 
complex interplay of processes which include continental run-off, mid-ocean ridge 
hydrothermal activity, input from old sediments and ех raction of Sr Ьу new 
sediments (Veizer, 1989). The residence time of Sr in seawater is of the order of 
4 Ма and so the oceans are regarded as а well mixed reservoir with uniform 
composition. However, the strontium isotopic composition of seawater has changed 
with time. Veizer (1989), in an excellent review, shows how the change mау Ье 
resolved оп а range of time-scales. For instance, over the total history of the Earth 
(Figure 6.13) Sr isotopic compositions remained close to mantle values until about 
2.5 Ga and then increased with time. In the Phanerozoic 87Sr/8БSr ratios have 
oscillated in the order of 100 Ма but since the Cretaceous they have increased 
gradually from about 0.7077 to the present value and this curve is known with great 
precision (Elderfield, 1986). The seawater curve for the Phanerozoic and 
particularly the high-precision curve for the last 70 Ма has been used to date 
Tertiary sediments, to determine the timing of diagenetic processes and to date the 
timing of formation of gangue minerals in mineral deposits. 

Nd and РЬ, Ьу way of contrast to Sr, have short residence times, Nd 100 to 1000 
years (Hooker et а/., 1981), РЬ са 50 years (Taylor and McLennan, 1985). The Nd 
isotopic composition of seawater has been estimated Ьу direct analysis of seawater 
and from the composition of manganese nodules precipitated from it. Different 
ocean basins have slightly different 143Nd/ 144Nd isotopic compositions: the Atlantic 
is 0.5119-0.5122, the Pacific is 0.5120-0.5122 and the Indian Ocean is 
0.5124-0.5126 (Hooker et а/., 1981). The values vary because the Nd budget of an 
ocean is dominated Ьу the continent-derived Nd, а principle which Hooker et а/. 
(1981) used to deduce the nature of the land adjacent to the lower Palaeozoic 
Iapetus Осеап at 490 Ма. 

The difference in solubility between U (very soluble) and РЬ (relatively 
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Figure 6.13 The variation of 87Sr/8БSr in seawater through time relative to the bulk Earth (from Veizer, 
1989). 

insoluble) means that the U/Pb ratio (/-1 value) of modern seawater is very high (са 
95 000; Taylor and McLennan, 1985), but the short residence time means that 
significant quantities of radiogenic lead will not develop in the oceans. Flegal et al. 
(1986) measured the lead isotopic composition of the east Pacific and found that the 
206ры 204рь value varies with depth (17.39-19.05) but attrib,uted much of the effect 
to contamination from modern industrial lead. 

6.3.3 The evolution of mantle гeseгvoiгs with time - mantle evolution 
diagгams 

The evolution 
о[ Sr isotopes 

with tiтe 

The isotopic compositions of mantle source regions change with time according to 
the parentl daughter element ratio. These changes тау Ье plotted оп isotopic 
evolution diagrams to show the change in isotopic composition of the reservoir with 
time. Such diagrams сап Ье constructed for each isotopic system Ьу measuring the 
isotopic composition of the mantle at the present day from modern lavas and Ьу 
calculating the initial ratio from isochron diagrams of ancient mantle melts. 
Diagrams of this type are particularly useful for depicting the isotopic evolution of 
crustal rocks of differing ages and with different parentl daughter isotope ratios. It 
should Ъе noted, however, that as yet there are insufficient data to draw detailed 
mantle evolution diagrams for аН the postulated mantle reservoirs of Zindler and 
Hart (1986). 

The starting point for the evolution of strontium isotopes is the 87 Sr I 86Sr ratio at 
the formation of the Earth. This is taken to Ье the isotopic composition of basaltic 
achondrite meteorites, thought to have а composition approximating to that of the 
solar nebula at the time of planetary formation. It is usuaHy referred to as БАБI 
(Баsаltiс Achondrite Беst Initial) and the measured value is Q.69897 ± 0.000003. 
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ТаЫе 6.8 Parameters used in the calculation of model ages and epsilon values for strontium isotopes 

87Sr 

] 4.6 Ga 86Sr 

] юd,у 
87Rb 
86Sr 

RbISr 

] ,od,y 

87Sr 
86Sr 

Bulk Earth values"* 

0.69897±0.00003 (1) 

0.0847 (1) 
0.085 (2) 
0.0827 (4) 
0.0892 (7) 

0.03 (3) 
0.032 (5) 

0.7047 (2) 
0.7045 (4) 
0.7052 (5) 
0.7047- 0.7050 (7) 

Depleted 
mantle values"* 

0.052 (1) 
0.046 (2) 
0.024-0.0007 (7) 

0.7026 (1,2) 
0.70321 ±0.00015 (6) 
0.70265-0.70216 (7) 

"* References: (1) McCuHoch and Вlack (1984); (2) Taylor and McLennan (1985); (3) 
Q'Nions et а/. (1977); (4) DePaolo (1988); (5) Zindler et а/. (1982); (6) ВеН et а/. (1982); 
(7) AHegre et а/. (1983а). 

Estimates of 87Sr/86Sr for the bulk Earth today vary (see Table 6.8) but are 
between 0.7045 and 0.7052 indicating Rb/Sr ratios between 0.03 and 0.032. This 
gives а broad band for the 87Sr/ 86Sr evolution curve for the bulk Earth (Figure 
6.14). ВеН et а/. (1982) estimated the composition of а depleted mantle source 
beneath the Superior Province, Canada, which appears to Ьауе evolved from the 
primitive mantle at around 2.8 Ga (Figure 6.14, curve 1) although this differs from 
the depleted mantle evolution curve of Веп Othman et а/. (1984) (Figure 6.14, 
curve 2) and the present-day composition of the depleted mantle of Zindler and 
Hart (1986). Estimates for enriched mantle (Zindler a'nd Hart, 1986) suggest 
present-day 87Sr/86Sr ratios of about 0.705 and about 0.722. Measured values in 
present-day basalts from Samoa (White and Hofmann, 1982) scatter about the 10wer 
of these two values. 

Jahn et а/. (1980) show that 87Sr/86Sr ratios for Archaean mafic and felsic 
igneous rocks scatter аЬоуе and below the bulk Earth curve indicating that there 
mау Ьауе Ьееп а variety of mantle sources with different compositions еуеп in the 
Archaean. However mantle 87 Sr / 86Sr ratios need to Ье interpreted with great 
caution, especiaHy in old rocks, because the high ratios сап result from metasomatic 
processes. For this reason studies of mantle evolution are better based оп other 
isotopic systems where the parent and daughter isotopes are less mobile; this is why 
the study of Nd isotopes has Ьесоmе so popular over the last ten years. 
А number of authors (e.g. Faure, 1977) Ьауе proposed оп the basis of measured 

initial ratios that the growth of 87 Sr / 86Sr in the mantle with time defines а 
curvilinear path (cf. Figure 6.14, curves 1 and 2) and that this reflects the 
irreversible 10ss of Rb from the mantle into the crust during (Ье formation of the 
continental crust. ТЬе 10ss of Rb from the mantle and its enrichment in the 
continental crust lead to very different patterns of strontium isotope evolution in 
the two reservoirs as а consequence of their different Rb/ Sr ratios (Figure 6.15). 
ТЬе high Rb/Sr ratios found in the continental crust give rise to ап accelerated 
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Figure 6.14 ТЬе evolution of strontium isotopes with time. ТЬе shaded field indicates the evolution of 
the bulk earth from 4.6 Ga to the present-day value of between 0.7045 and 0.7052, reflecting 
Rb/Sr ratios of between 0.03 and 0.032. ТЬе depleted mantle curve (1) is from ВеН et а/. 

(1982) and indicates the separation of а depleted mantle reservoir from the primitive mantle 
at са 2.8 Ga beneath the Superior Province, Canada. Curve (2) is from Веп Othman et al. 
(1984) and is based ироп the data from MORВ, ophiolites, komatiites and meteorites. It 
represents the equation (87Sr/ 86Sr) = At2 + Bt ,,-+ С where А = -1 .54985776 х 10-4, В = 
-1.6007234 and С = 0.70273029, where t is time from the present in Ga; (3) is the present
day depleted mantle value ofMcCuHoch and Вlack (1984) . ТЬе present-day enriched mantle 
compositions (ЕМ! and ЕМII) are from Zindler and Hart (1986) and the composition of 
enriched basalts from 'Samoa from White and Hofmann (1982). ТЬе spread of initial ratios 
from 2.7 to 2.6 Ga is for табс and felsic igneous rocks, from Jahn et а/. (1980). 

increase in 87Sr/86Sr with time whereas the low RbISr of depeleted mantle gives 
rise to only а small increase in 87 Sr / 86Sr since the formation of the Earth. 

There are тапу examples in the literature of authors who have used mantle 
evolution diagrams of the type illustrated in Figure 6.15 to plot the initial 
strontium isotope ratios of measured samples relative to mantle and crustal 
evolution curves, in order to determine their likely source region. For example, it is 
easy to see from Figure 6.15 that а suite of rocks produced Ьу partial melting of the 
mantle at 1.0 Ga will have а very different initial ratio (87Sr/86Sr = 0.7034) from 
rocks produced Ьу partial melting of the crust at this time (87Sr/86Sr = 0.7140). It 
is this principle which тау Ье used to identify the source of magmatic rocks of 
known age. 
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Figure 6.15 The evolution of 87Sr/86Sr with time in the continental crust and mantle. At 2.7 Ga mantle 
differentiation led to the formation of new continental crust. The new crust inherited ап 
initial 87Sr/86Sr ratio of 0.7014 from its parent mantle but acquired а substantially different 
Rb/Sr ratio (0.17) compared with 0.03 in the mantle. The higher Rb/Sr ratio in the 
continental crust led to ап accelerated growth of 87Sr I 86Sr with time in the continental crust 
relative to that in the mantle so that the present-day measured value in the Grust is 0.7211 
compared with 0.7045 in the mantle. The 87Sr/86Sr ratios shown оп the right-hand side of 
the diagram indicate the initial ratios in melts formed from continental crust at 1.0 Ga 
(0.7140) and from the mantle at 1.0 Ga (0.7034). 

The evolution о[ 

Nd isotopes with 

tiтe 

The 143Nd/144Nd isotopic composition of the bulk Earth is thought to Ье 
approximated Ьу the composition of chondritic metetorites (CHUR). The 
compositions of CHUR for the present day and at 4.6 Ga are given in Table 6.3 
and the linear evolution of CHUR with time is shown in Figure 6.16. Studies of 
modern oceanic basalts and both ancient and modern granitic rocks indicate that 
тапу igneous rocks are derived from а mantle composition which has а higher Sm/ 
Nd than CHUR, is enriched in 143Nd/144Nd relative to CHUR, but which is 
known as depleted mantle. Currently there are several models for this depleted 
mantle source and these are portrayed relative to CHUR (the epsilon notation) in 
Figure 6.17. The main differences between the different models of the depleted 
mantle are (1) the time at which the depleted mantle differentiated from the bulk 
Earth and (2) whether the depletion of the mantle was linear or whether it varied 
with time. Liew and McCulloch (1985) proposed that the light REE depletion from 
the chondritic reservoir took place between 2.5 and 3.0 Ga at the time of а major 
episode of crust generation and they propose а linear evolution of 143Nd/ 144Nd in 
the depleted mantle between this time and the present. Goldstein et al. (1984) 
preferred а linear evolution between the present day and the formation of the Earth. 
DePaolo (1981а) and Nelson and DePaolo (1984) plot curves which decrease to zero 
at 4.6 Ga, whilst the curve of Allegre and Rousseau (1984), also given Ьу Веп 
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Figure 6.16 The evolution of 143Nd/144Nd isotopes with time in the mantle, the continental crust and 
the bulk earth. Relative to the bulk Earth (CHUR) in which the fractionation of Sm/Nd is 
normalized to unity, the depleted mantle (DM) has а high Sm/Nd ratio and shows higher 
143Nd/144Nd. The continental crust has lower Sпi/Nd and shows а retarded 143Nd/144Nd 
evolution with time. Enriched mantle (ЕМ) shows some affinity with the continental crust 
inasmuch as it also has а retarded 143Nd/144Nd evolution. Note that in the Sm-Nd system 
the crust shows retarded isotopic evolution whilst in the Rb-Sr system it shows accelerated 
evolution relative to the bulk Earth and mantle (cf. Figure 6.15). 

Othman et al. (1984), reduces to ап epsilon value of +2.5 at 4.0 Ga. Some support 
for depleted mantle very early in the history of the earth comes from the work of 
Collerson et al. (1991). 

The Sm/Nd ratio ofthe continental crust is highly fractionated «1.0) relative to 
CHUR and shows retarded 143Nd/144Nd evoluti6n with time (Figure 6.16). This is 
the opposite of the Rb-Sr system where the strontium-isotopic evolution of the 
crust shows accelerated evolution with time relative to the mantle. 

The evolution 01 
РЬ isotopes with 

time 

The isotopic evolution of lead isotopes with time is illustrated in Figure 6.18. 
Because there are so тапу variables in lead isotopic systems (since we are dealing 
with three different decay schemes) it is not convenient to display the data оп the 
same type' of time vs isotope ratio diagram as is used for Sr and N d isotopes, and 
the concordia diagram is а better choice. Оп this diagram families of concordia 
(growth) curves сап Ье drawn for different 238U/204Pb ratios (11 values) (Figure 
6.18Ь). Each curve сап Ье calibrated for time and equal time points сап Ье joined to 
give isochrons (Figure 6.18Ь and с). 
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Бrеvаrt et al. (1986) use РЬ isotope initial ratios to demonstrate mantle 
heterogeneity at 2.7 Ga and have constructed а depleted mantle curve from 2.7 Ga 
to the present day from the initial ratios of komatiites and basalts оп а 206рь-2О7рь 
isotope evolution diagram. 

6.3.4 The epsilon notation 

Calculating 
epsilon values 

Вох 6.2 

Ап alternative way of expressing isotope ratios which allows greater flexibility in the 
way in which isotopic data are presented is the epsilon notation (DePaolo and 
Wasserburg, 1976). Isotope ratios are only strictly comparable if the samples plotted 
are of the same age. The epsilon value is а measure of the deviation of а sample or 
sample suite from the expected value in а uniform reservoir and mау Ье used as а 
normalizing parameter for samples of different age. It is normally calculated for 
Nd, although some authors also calculate epsilon parameters for Sr isotopes. ' 

In the study of neodymium isotopes the epsilon parameter is а measure of the 
difference between the 143Nd/144Nd ratio of а sample or suite of samples and а 
reference value, which in this case is CHUR. Epsilon values are used in three 
slightly different ways (see the worked examples in Бох 6.2) which are described 
below. 

Worked example of ENd calculations 

(1) C,Nd va/ues (аг ап isachran 

Using the data from Hamilton et а/. (1979Ь) in ТаЫе 6.2, presented in Figure 6.2: 

initial ratio = 0.50809 
isochron age = 3.54 Ga 
decay constant А = 6.54 х 10- 12 уг-1 

Е isосhГОП , t = IПltlаl - 1 х 104 
[ 

14ЗNd/144Nd· . . I 
Nd 14ЗNd/144NdСНUR, t 

[6.12] 

First calculate the value of CHUR at time t from the equation using the CHUR 
values from ТаЫе 6.3 (normalized to 146Nd/144Nd = 0.7219), Sm/Nd = 0.325. 

[ 
14ЗNd ] 

144Nd CHU~,t [ 
14ЗNd ] [ 147Sm ] 
-:;-;ц- - -:;-;ц- х (ел.t -1) 

Nd CHUR,today Nd CHUR,today 

CHUR,t = 0.512638 - (0.1967 х [e(6.54X10-12
) х (З . 54Х 10

9

)_1]) 

= 0.512638 - 0.004607 
= 0.508031 

Then using Eqn [6.12], 

Е isосhГОП,t [0.50809 _ 1 ] х 104 
Nd 0.508031 

1.16 

(2) c,Nd va/ues (аг individua/ racks at their time af farmatian 

[6.13] 

Taking а single rock from ТаЫе 6.2 - sample HSS-74 (sodic porphyry), 
147Sm/144Nd = 0.1030, 14ЗNd/144Nd = 0.510487 - and using the equation 
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Вох 6.2 
(continued) 

Using radiogenic isotope data 

et = rock,t _ 1 х 104 I 14ЗNd/144Nd I 
Nd 14ЗNd/144NdСНUR,t 

First calculate 14ЗNd/144Nd rock at 3.54 Ga from 

I 14ЗNd I I 14ЗNd I [ 147Sm I ~ = ш- - ш- х[еЛ,t-1] 
Nd rock,t Nd rock,today Nd rock,today 

I 14ЗNd I - 12 9 
ш- = 0.510487 - (0.1030 х [е(6.54х10 ) х (З.54х10) -1]) 

Nd rock,t 

= 0.510487 - 0.002412 
= 0.508075 

Then from Eqn [6.14] 

1
0.508075 I e~d = - 1 х 104 
0.508031 

0.87 

(3) eNd values for individual rocks at the present day 

[6.14] 

[6.15] 

The present-day deviation from CHUR тау Ье easily calculated from the equation 
below. 

"today _ 
~Nd -

"today _ 
~Nd -

Summary 

I (14ЗNd/144Nd)ГОСk,tОdау - 1 I х 104 
(14ЗNd/144Nd)СНUR,tОdау 

I 0.510487 - 1 ] х 104 
0.512638 

-41.96 

eisochron = 1.16 
Nd,З.54 Ga 

[6.16] 

(а) Epsilon values calculated for аn isochron Epsilon values are frequently quoted 
for Sm-Nd isochrons and are а measure of the difference between the initial ratio of 
the sample suite and CHUR at the time of formation, expressed in parts per 104 
(see Figure 6.2). They are calculated from the expression 

~~oJhron,t = [e
43Nd

/ 144Nd) initial _ 1 ] х 104 [6.12] 
e 43Nd/

144
Nd) CHUR,t 

where e43Nd/144Nd)initial is the experimentally determined initial ratio of the 
sample suite at the time of its formation (t) and is calculated from the isochron, 
e43Nd/144Nd)CHUR,t is the isotope ratio of CHUR at time t and is given Ьу the 
expression 

~ - ~ х(ел't -1) 
[ 

143Nd ] [ 147Sm ] 

Nd CHUR,today Nd CHUR,today [6.13] 
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Figure 6.17 The contrasting evolution of ENd in the continental crust and mantle. CHUR is the 
chondritic uniform reservoir; it is equivalent to the bulk Earth value and is used as the 
reference against which other measurements are made. Непсе ENd for CHUR is zero. Five 
curves are shown for the evolution of the depleted mantle. Curve (1), after Liew and 
McCulloch (1985), assumes the derivation of the depleted mantle from CHUR at 2.7 Ga and 
linear evolution until the ргеsепt-dаJ value of +10. Curve (2), after DePaolo (1981а,Ь), тау 
Ье plotted from the expression О.25Г - 3t + 8.5, where t is the time before the present in Ga. 
Curve (3) is taken from Nelson and DePaolo (1984 - Figure 2). Curve (4) is from Goldstein 
et а/. (1984) and assumes the linear evolution of the depleted mantle between а value of + 1 О 
at the present day and О at 4.5 Ga. Curve (5) is based ироп data from MORВ, ophiolites, 
komatiites and meteorites and is calculated from the ехдгеssiоп given both Ьу Веп Othman et 
а/. (1984) and Allegre and Rousseau (1984): e43Nd/ 1 Nd)DM = At2 + Bt + С, where А = 
1.53077 х 10-5, В = -0.22073 х 6.54 х 10-3 and С = 0.513078, e46Nd/ l44Nd is normalized 
to 0.7219 andt is time before the present, in Ga). Point (6) is for samples of 3.8 Ga residual 
mantle from Collerson et а/. (1991). It should Ье noted that both curves (3) and (5) use the 
data of Claoue-Long et а/. (1984) for the Kambalda volcanics which are now known to Ье 
incorrect. The lower curve is for Australian shales from Allegre and Rousseau (1984) and js 
thought to approximate to the evolution of average continental crust through time. 

Values for CHUR are given in Table 6.3. It should Ье noted that different 
laboratories use different normalizing values for the 143Nd/ 144Nd ratio and the 
correct value of CHUR must Ье selected. However, if this is done, then the 
interlaboratory differences in 143Nd/144Nd virtually disappear, making the epsilon 
notation а very useful way of displaying data from different laboratories. 

(Ь) Epsilon values [о, individual rocks at their time о[ formation Epsilon values 
calculated at time t, the time of formation, are frequently tabulated along with 
Sm-Nd isotopic data. They are calculated from the expression 
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Figure 6.18 Evolution of РЬ isotopes with time assuming 
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[ 

143Nd/144Nd t rock,t 
tNd = 143Nd/144Nd CHUR,t 

- 1 ] х 104 
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[6.14] 

where the composition of CHUR at time t is calculated from Eqn [6.13] and the 
composition of the sample at time t is calculated using the expression 

[ 

143Nd ] 

144Nd rOCk~ ~ - ~ x[eAt-l] 
[ 

143Nd ] [ 147Sm ] 

Nd rock,today Nd rock,today 
[6.15] 

In calculating t~d for individual samples, the value for t тау Ье taken either from the 
isochron to which the samples belong or, where the Sm-Nd isochron тау not 
record the true age of the samples, from ап independent estimate of the age from 

some other geochronological technique. 

(с) Epsilon values [or individual rocks at the present day Epsilon values are also 
calculated for individual samples at the present day from the expression 

[ 

(143Nd/144Nd) ] t today = rock,today - 1 х 104 
Nd 143 144 

( Nd/ NdkHUR,today 
[6.16] 

The magnitude of the present-day tNd values reflects the degree of time integrated 
depletion in Nd relative to CHUR as expressed Ьу the factor jSm/ Nd (see below). 

Epsilon values тау Ье calculated from 87 Sr / 8БSr ratios in exactly the same way 
as for neodymium isotopes. There is however а problem with calculating tsr values, 
for as сап Ье seen from the data in Table 6.8 and in Figure 6.14 the bulk Earth 
values for 87Sr / 8БSr are not well known. For this reason when tsr values are plotted 

The evolutiol1 of lead isotopes with time. (а) The growth curve for 207рЬ/ 204рь and 206рЬ/ 
204рь through time. The locus of points is а curve because the two isotope ratios are 
produced at different rates. The starting composition at the formation of the Earth (4.57 Ga) 
is taken from the isotopic composition of troilite in the Сапуоп Diablo meteorite (Вох 6.1). 
This growth curve assumes а 238U / 204рь ratio (/-L value) of 9.0. (Ь) А family of growth curves 
for lead isotopes identical to that depicted in (а), showing lead isotopic growth from the 
primeval composition at 4.57 Ga until the present for /-L = 8, 9 and 10. Isochrons for О, 1.0, 
2.0 and 3.0 Ga are the lines which join the О, 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0 Ga points оп each growth 
curve. The О Ga isochron is known as the geochron. (с) А single-stage lead isochron for 
2.0 Ga. The isochron line joins the 2.0 Ga points оп the growth curves for four different /-L 
values and passes through the primeval lead composition at 4.57 Ga; it represents а suite of 
samples which evolved from 4.57 Ga until 2.0 Ga, when they were isolated from uranium. 
These values have remained frozen in the rocks since 2.0 Ga. The growth curves in these 
diagrams are based ироп the assumption that the isotopes of lead have evolved uninterrupted 
since the formation of the Earth. This is thought to Ье а simplification and normally а more 
complex model of lead isotope evolution is adopted (Stacey and Кramers, 1975; Cumming 
and Richards, 1975). 
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isochron 
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The meaning 01 
epsilon values 

Using radiogenic isotope data 

тапу authors show both the initial ratio and the epsilon value. Because of the 
uncertainty over bulk Earth values and to save unnecessary confusion and 
ambiguity, it is wise at the present time to plot only the 87 Sr / 86Sr ratio, applying 
ап age correction if necessary. 

Points оп ап Sm-Nd isochron typicaHy plot far away from theorigin. In order to 
obtain а greater degree of accuracy in determining the initial ratio, some 
geochronologists have plotted felsic rocks (with smaH Sm/Nd ratios) оп the same 
isochron as basic igneous rocks with 1arger Sm/Nd ratios. However, this 
stretches the assumption that rocks plotted оп а соттоп isochron are cogenetic. 
Ап alternative method of reducing the error in calculating initial ratios and hence 
epsilon values was proposed Ьу Fletcher and Rosman (1982), who suggested that 
the origin of the 147Sm/144Nd axis Ье translated from zero to 0.1967, the 
present-day composition of CHUR (Table 6.3), prior to performing the line
fitting operation. This is achieved simply Ьу removing 0.1967 from аН the 147Sm/ 
144Nd coordinates. АН other data parameters are unchanged. With this 
translation the 147Sm/144Nd origin usuaHy faHs within the compositional range 
of the data-set resulting in а more precise determination of the intercept. The 
intercept value determined in this way is the present-day composition of 143Nd/ 
144Nd in а hypothetical sample which has the same 147Sm/144Nd as CHUR . 

. This value тау then Ье compared with CHUR to calculate the epsilon value 
using the equation 

t i = [e43Nd
/ 144Nd)sample at O.1967,today _ 1 ] х 104 [6.17] 

Nd 143 /144 
(Nd Nd)CHUR,today 

The definition of t~d differs from ~d (Eqn [6.12], аЬоуе) but the difference 
between the calculated values of the two is less than 1 О/о, i.e. less than 0.1 epsilon 
unit in аН terrestrial rocks. 

The symbol t~d represents the 'initial' value of tNd in the rock at the time of its 
crystallization and is useful because it provides information about the magma 
source. For example, if in ап isochron calculation ~d = О, then the epsilon value 
indicates that the magma was derived from а mantle reservoir which has had а 
chondritic Sm/Nd from the origin of the earth until time t. А positive value · of 
epsilon for igneous rocks implies а magma derived from а source with а greater 
Sm/Nd than CHUR, i.e. а depleted mantle source region, whereas а negative 
epsilon value implies а source with а lower Sm/Nd than CHUR, i.e. ап enriched 
mantle source or а crustal source. Epsilon values for individual samples тау Ье 
calculated as а test of cogenicity or of contamination in samples which have Ьееп 
used in ап isochron plot. 

Epsilon values (today) for individual samples are а measure of the extent to 
which the individual samples are fractionated relative to CHUR as defined Ьу the 
fractionation factor I Sm/Nd (see below and Figure 6.19). 

Epsilon values vary with time and the following approximation тау Ье used to 
calculate epsilon (t) from epsilon (today) 

[6.18] 

where I Sm/Nd is given Ьу Eqn [6.19] (below) and Q is 25.13 Ga-1 when 146Nd/ 
142Nd is normalized to 0.63151 (DePaolo, 1988) and when Q is 25.09 Ga-1 when 
146Nd/144Nd is normalized to 0.7219. 
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Time (t )-epsilon evolution diagram for 3.8 Ga metakomatiites from Labrador (adapted from 
Collerson et al., 1991). Komatiites were produced from depleted mantle at 3.8 Ga with 
individual samples ranging in composition from Е = +0.2 to +2.3, and with variable Sm/Nd 
ratios (fSm/Nd = 0.17 to 0.59). Individual samples have evolved to present-day epsilon values 
between + 16 and +56. The metakomatiites show extreme depletion relative to the depleted 
mantle curve (fSm/Nd = 0.09) of DePaolo (1981а). 

The parameter J is а fractionation factor (often written as J Sm
/
Nd

) and is the 
147Sm/144Nd analogue of epsilon, for it is а measure of Sm/Nd enrichment in а 
given reservoir relative to CHUR. It is calculated from the expression 

J = [(147Sm/144Nd) /(147Sm/144Nd) ) -- 1] 
today CHUR [6.19] 

Thus ап J Sm
/

Nd value of +0.09, as is adopted for опе particular model of the 
depleted mantle, has а time-averaged Sm/Nd which is 9 о/о higher than CHUR. 
Over time this leads to positive epsilon values for the depleted mantle. 
Metakomatiites of 3.8 Ga from Labrador have values between +0.16 to +0.59 and 
indicate а depleted mantle source with а substantially higher Sm/Nd ratio 
(Collerson et al., 1991). This is illustrated in Figure 6.19 and shows how samples 
with high positive J values evolve to very high present-day epsilon values. 

А convenient way of plotting calculated epsilon values is оп ап epsilon-time 
diagram analogous to а mantle evolution diagram described in Section 6.3.3. А 
range of depleted mantle evolution curves are presented in this form in Figure 6.17, 
for the ENd notation is а convenient way of eliminating interlaboratory differences in 
143Nd/144Nd ratio. Мапу workers plot Е values relative to CHUR and а model
depletedmantle as а means of determining the likely mantle source of the sample 
(Figure 6.8). Strictly this should Ье done only for ап Е value calculated from ап 
isochron and the method of Fletcher and Rosman (1982) should Ье employed to 
calculate two sigma error polygons for each data point (Figure 6.20); Е values 
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Figure 6.20 Diagram of tNd vs time showing 2 (j error polygons calculated using the method of Fletcher 
and Rosman (1982). The data are for the Lewisian complex of north-west Scotland (from 
Whitehouse, 1989а) and are plotted relative to the depleted mantle curve (DM) of DePaolo 
(l981a) and CHUR. The error polygons show the uncertainty in the age and epsilon values 
determined from isochrons for quartzofeldspathic gneisses (shaded) and for layered 
mafic-ultramafic intrusions (unshaded) from three different regions of the Lewisian complex. 
The mafic-ultramafic intrusions (unshaded) lie close to the depleted mantle curve and mау 
Ье derived from а depleted mantle source. The large error and high positive tNd values for 
the quartzofeldspathic gneisses make them more difficult to interpret. 

calculated for individual samples тау also Ье plotted, provided the age of а sample 
is known with certainty. In addition, individual sample evolution curves тау Ье 
drawn for different values of jSm/Nd (Figure 6.19). 

In co~trast to the depleted mantle, the continental crust shows retarded 143Nd/ 
144N d evolution relative to CHUR with time (Figure 6.16) and generally has 
negative Е values. Figure 6.17 shows the evolution of Australian shales with time 
from Allegre and Rousseau (1984), for these are thought to approximate to the 
evolution of average continental crust through time. 

6.3.5 Isotope correlation diagrams 

In the light of the contrasting behaviour of the different isotopic systems outlined in 
Section 6.3.1, it is instructive to investigate more than опе isotope system in а given 
suite of rocks. This allows us to identify correlations between pairs of isotope ratios 
which, in turn, lead to а better understanding of the petrogenesis. Most simply the 
relationships are investigated оп ап isotope correlation diagram -- ап х-у graph оп 
which а pair of isotope ratios is plotted. Isotope correlation diagrams were used to 
display the contrasting compositions of crust and mantle reservoirs (Figures 6.9 to 
6.12) and are а means of investigating mixing processes between sources of 
с<,:шtrаstiпg composition. 

It is unlikely, however, that petrogenetic processes сап Ье satisfactorily reduced 
to two dimensions, and this must Ье borne in mind when using two-dimensional 
projections (Zindler and Hart, 1986). In fact Zindler et al. (1982) proposed а three
dimensional Sr-Pb-Nd plot for oceanic basalts and showed that averaged data 
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Figure 6.21 Three-dimensional plot of average 206ры 2О4рь, 143Nd/144Nd and 87Sr/86Sr for oceanic 
basalts, indicating coherence of isotopic ratios (after Zindler е! al., 1982). 

Using isotope 
correlation 

diagrams and 
,epsilon plots (о 

recogntze 
processes 

define а planar surface, implying coherence between Sr-Pb-Nd in the source of 
oceanic basalts (Figure 6.21). This too, however, is ап oversimplification, as is 
apparent from the Pb-Sr-Nd-Hf study of Stille et al. (1983), who show that data 
from Hawaii do not plot in the mantle plane of Zindler et al. (1982) and suggest 
that U-Pb fractionation тау Ье decoupled from Rb-Sr, Sm-Nd and Lu-Hf 
fractionation. 

Trends оп isotope correlation diagrams are most commonly interpreted as mixing 
lines. The mixing тау Ье in the source region, in а magma chamber or between а 
melt and а 'contaminant', such as the wallrock into which а magma is emplaced or 
through which it has travelled. Langmuir et al. (1978) describe а general mixing 
equation which сап Ье applied to isotope ratios. Compositions resulting from 
mixing normally lie оп а hyperbolic curve (see also Section 4.9.3), but if the ratios 
have а соттоп denominator (as in the case of 87Sr/86Sr vs 87Rb/ 86Sr and 207рЬ/ 
204рь vs 206рЬ/ 204рь), then mixing will produce а linear trend. 

(а) Mixing between sources For а number of years, students of basalt chemistry 
have regarded the isotopic compositions of oceanic basalts as the result of mixing of 
а variety of mantle sources. This is borne out Ьу linear and curvilinear arrays оп 
isotope correlation diagrams such as the Nd-Sr mantle апау (Figures 6.9 and 6.10) 
and the РЬ-РЬ isotope NHRL (Figure 6.11). Similar principles apply to mixing 
between crust and mantle sources. 

Мапу authors portray mixing оп ап Nd-Sr isotope correlation diagram following 
the principles outlined Ьу DePaolo and Wasserburg (1979). For instance, 
McCulloch et al. (1983) use this diagram (Figure 6.22) to show how the 
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Figure 6.22 143Nd/144Nd vs 87Sr/86Sr correlation diagram showing two hyperbolic mixing curves for 
different ratios of (Sr/Nd)EM/(Sr/Nd)DM between depleted mantle (DMJ and enriched 
mantle (ЕМ). The mixing сап account for the range of 143Nd/144Nd and 8 Sr/ 86Sr values 
observed in kimberlites and lamproites from western Australia (after McCulloch е! а/., 1983). 

composition of kimberlites and lamproites mау Ье derived Ьу the mixing of MORВ
type depleted mantle and ап enriched mantle similar to ЕМII. McCulloch and 
Chappell (1982) also used the Nd-Sr diagram to explain the contrasting isotope 
chemistry of S- and I-type granites in terms of mixing between depleted mantle and 
а sedimentary crustal component. More complex examples of mixing between three 
end-members are discussed Ьу Shirey et al. (1987) and Еllаm and Hawkesworth 
(1988) in studies of oceanic basalts and subduction-related magmas respectively. 

The identification of mixing as ап important process both in the mantle and 
between the crust and mantle inevitably leads to more profound questions about 
mechanisms of mixing and how they relate to major plate tectonic processes. This 
takes us into the field of geodynamics - а topic briefly discussed at the end ofthis 
chapter. 

(Ь) Mixing in а тagтa chaтber Sharpe (1985) showed that Sr isotopes сап Ье 
used to monitor magma mixing and multiplicity of magmas in а layered intrusion. 
Не documented the strontium isotopic change with stratigraphic height within the 
Bushveld layered intrusion and showed that there is а gradual increase in initial 
87Sr/86Sr with height ир the intrusion and that there is а marked increase in initial 
ratio in the central part of the layered intrusion - the Main Zone (Figure 6.23). 
The gradual change in 87Sr/86Sr from 0.7065 at the base of the intrusion to 0.7073 
at the top is interpreted as magma addition and mixing. The high initial ratio of the 
Main Zone (0.7085) represents а different liquid layer (probably contaminated with 
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Change in 87Sr/86Sr with stratigraphic height in the Bushveld intrusion, South Africa. ТЬе 
gradual increase in 87 Sr I 86Sr with stratigraphic height reflects the addition and mixing of а 
magma with а higher 87Sr/86Sr ratio. ТЬе marked increase in isotopic composition between 
the pyroxenite marker and the Merensky Reef marks the influx of а new pulse of magma 
(after Sharpe, 1985). 

shales) intruded into the density-stratified magma pile near the base of the magma 
chamber. 

Applications to (а) Contaтination о[ тagтas Ьу the continental crust The expression crustal 
contaтina.tion contarnination сап have а number of different meanings. Most normally it means 

'the contamination of mantle derived melts Ьу continental crust after they have left 
the source region' (Hawkesworth and уап Calsteren, 1984). However, it сап also Ье 
used in the sense of а mantle source region from which magmas are derived which 
was contaminated Ьу crustal material at some time in the past Ьу, for example, the 
incorporation of subducted sediment into the mantle. Опе of the problems for 
geochemists is that it is not always easy to discriminate between the two processes 
оп the basis of rock chemistry. 

Crustal contamination mау arise in а variety of ways. Mechanisms include the 
bulk assimilation of crustal material, the assimilation of а partial melt derived from 
crustal materials and the selective exchange of specific elements aided Ьу the 
transfer of fluids from crust to melt. The more evolved members of ап igneous suite 
are more likely to show evidence of contamination, for they have spent the longest 
time in the continental crust. 

Stable isotopes, particularly oxygen isotopes are probably the most sensitive of 
аll isotopic systems to the process of crustal contamination (Hawkesworth and уап 
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Calsteren, 1984) and this topic will Ье treated in the next chapter (Section 7.2.3). Of 
the radiogenic isotopes Nd isotopes are the least sensitive to this process whereas 
Sr and particularly РЬ isotopes are of great value. The ability of lead isotopes to 
detect the contamination of mantle-derived melts Ьу old continental crust has been 
elegantly demonstrated Ьу Taylor et al. (1980). They show that the late Archaean 
(2.85 Ga) Nuk gneisses of west Greenland were contaminated to а varying extent Ьу 
lead derived from early Archaean (3.7 Ga) Amitsoq gneisses. The essence of their 
argument, summarized in Figure 6.24, is that the isotopic composition of lead in the 
old crust evolved very slowly from 3.7 Ga to 2.85 Ga compared with that in the 
mantle so that at 2.85 Ga the two had distinctly different isotopic compositions, so 
much so that the degree of mixing between the two sources of lead could Ье 
determined. Sr isotopic compositions in these same rocks are low, even in th,e most 
contaminated rocks, indicating that the contamination was selective and leading the 
authors to suggest that the contamination process was probably related to а fluid 
phase. 

Gray et al. (1981) use а N d-Sr isotope correlation diagram to show the effects of 
contamination of the Proterozoic Kalka layered basic intrusion with the 
quartzofeldspathic granulite country rock (Figure 6.25а). Their samples lie оп а 
mixing line between the composition of the granulites and а basaltic source within 
the mantle array.-It should Ье noted, however, that the isotopic compositions of 
Jurassic dolerites in Tasmania plot in а similar position оп а Nd-Sr isotope 
correlation diagram (Hergt et al., 1989), but in this case there is а very different 
interpretation. Hergt et al. (1989) believe that the N d-Sr isotopic character of the 
melts was inherited from their mantle source region; that а small amount of 
sediment was introduced into the source region Ьу subduction and that the isotopic 
signature of this component overprinted that of the mantle (Figure 6.25Ь). 

Differentiating between contamination in the source region and contamination 
during transport through the continental crust сап Ье difficult using isotope 
correlation diagrams alone and additional information, such as that from stable 
isotope studies and from radiogenic isotope-trace element plots is necessary. 

(Ь) Crustal contamination and АРС processes DePaolo (1981 Ь) has shown that 
Assimilation and Fractional Crystallization (AFC), а popular mechanism of 
contamination, mау shift compositions оп an isotope correlation diagram far from 
what might Ье expected оп the basis of simple mixing. Оп an Nd-Sr isotope 
correlation diagram simple mixtures will define а straight line trend between the 
magma and contaminant, whereas in AFC processes when the bulk solid/liquid 
distribution coefficients for Nd and Sr differ markedly then there is а significant 
departure from the simple mixing curve. Powell (1984) inverted the equations of 
DePaolo (1981Ь) in an attempt to calculate the composition of the contaminant 
from an AFC trend оп an isotope correlation diagram. 

(с) Contamination with seawater The high 87 Sr / 86Sr ratio of seawater relative to 
mantle values as seen in oceanic basalts (Figure 6.13.) means that the exchange of Sr 
between seawater and ocean crust in а mid-ocean ridge system has capacity to 
produce relatively radiogenic 87 Sr / 86Sr ratios even in young MORВ and associated 
sulphides (Spooner et al. 1977; Vidal and Clauer, 1981). Nd isotopes are in contrast 
relatively insensitive to this type of contamination and а plot оп an Nd-Sr diagram 
shows enhanced 87Sr/86Sr at constant 143Nd/144Nd. The length of the vector is 
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Figure 6.24 The isotopic evolution of·Pb isotopes оп а 207рЬ/204рь vs 206рЬ/204рь diagram of the type 
described in Figure 6.18, showing the effect of crustal contamination оп а mantle-derived 
melt. The single stage growth curve is for J.ll = 7.48. At 3.7 Ga gneisses separated from а 
mantle source and evolved along а series of growth curves with average J.l2 = 1.16 indicating 
extreme depletion in U. The present-day composition of the samples plots at the lower end 
of the curve joining 3.7 Ga with О Ga. At 2.85 Ga the average composition of these gneisses 
is at А. The mantle source with J.ll = 7.48 has а composition N at 2.85 Ga and magmas 
extracted from а mantle source at this time will lie along the line between N and О Ga. 
Magmas extracted from the mantle at 2.85 Ga and contaminated Ьу 3.7 Ga crust at 2.85 Ga 
willlie оп the mixing line AN at а point such as М. Rocks crystallizing from this melt М will 
evolve along line МР (after Taylor е! al., 1980). 

Isotope vs trace 
(and major) 
element plots 

proportional to the effective water I rock mass ratio. РЬ isotopes are less predictable. 
Vidal and Clauer (1981), in а study of recent suphides from the East Pacific Rise, 
found that the Sr isotopes showed evidence of seawater contamination whereas the 
РЬ isotopes did not. Spooner and Gale (1982), however, in а similar study of larger 
Cretateous mid-ocean ridge sulphide deposits, did find evidence of contamination 
from seawater РЬ. Chivas е! al. (1982) used Sr isotopes to calculate water/rock 
ratios in diorites and granodiorites altered Ьу seawater using ап equation analogous 
to that used Ьу Taylor (1974) for oxygen isotopes (Eqn [7.14]). 

Since ап isotope ratio cannot Ье fractionated Ьу crystal-liquid equilibria and 
therefore is indicative of the magmatic source, the correlation between ап isotope 
ratio and а major or trace element сап Ье used as а guide to the major element or 
trace element composition of the source. Typically, ratios of highly incompatible 
trace elements (Section 4.7.1 and Table 6.7) are most useful in characterizing the 
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Figure 6.25 (а) 143Nd/144Nd vs 87Sr/86Sr isotope correlation diagram showing the compositional 
variation within the Proterozoic Kalka layered basic intrusion (shaded) and the composition 
of the granulite country rock (+ and higher values of 87 Sr / 86sr) relative to the mantle array. 
The high 87Sr/86Sr ratios in the layered intrusion are interpreted Ьу Gra~ et а/. (1981) as 
contamination from the granulite facies country rock. (Ь) 143Nd/144Nd vs 7Sr / 86Sr isotope 
correlation diagram showing the compositional variation within the Tasmanian dolerites. The 
high 87Sr/86Sr ratios in the dolerites are interpreted Ьу Hergt et а/. (1989) as inherited from 
the mantle source region of the magma, which тау Ье contaminated with subducted 
sediment. 

elemental composltlOn of the source region. Thus, correlations between isotope 
ratios and ratios of highly incompatible trace elements are likely to indicate mixing 
between compositionally distinct sources. 

The equations of Langmuir et а/. (1978) predict that data plotted оп ап isotope 
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ratio vs trace element diagram with а common denominator (e.g. 87Sr/8БSr vs 11 
8бsr) will define а straight line. Mixing diagrams of this type, however, сап give rise 
to spurious correlations because of the common denominator effect (Dodson, 1982; 
and see discussion in Section 2.5.3). An additional problem with the 87Sr/85Sr ratio 
vs 11 Sr diagram, highlighted Ьу Mensing et а/. (1984), is that, in the case of basaltic 
lavas undergoing fractional crystallization and assimilating crustal material (AFC), 
the composition of the contaminant does not lie оп the magma evolution trajectory. 
Thus the linear mixing trend cannot Ье used to determine the composition of the 
contaminant. 

6.3.6 Mantle-crust geodynamics 

The ultimate result of defining crust and mantle isotopic reservoirs must Ье а model 
which explains how the reservoirs interact and how they obtained their present-day 
compositions. One of the major successes of modern isotope geology is that such 
unifying models now exist and are able to link reservoir compositions to the 
processes that govern plate tectonics. In detail there are two types of approach. 
Models based upon РЬ isotopes and which chiefly emphasize crustal reservoirs have 
contributed greatly to our understanding of the evolution of the continental crust. 
This type of modelling is known as plumbotectonics. Models which emphasize 
mixing processes in the mantle, and which are based upon а number of different 
isotope systems, are described here under the heading 'geodynamic models'. 

Pluтbotectonics А model based оп the discriminatatory power of РЬ isotopes was developed Ьу Doe 
and Zartman (1979), who showed that there are variations in initial lead isotopic 
composition which are related to tectonic setting. They showed that three reservoirs 
(the upper continental crust, the lower crust and the upper mantle) сап Ье 

characterized Ьу their concentrations of U, Th and РЬ (see Table 6.5). U, Th and 
РЬ are concentrated in the upper crust with U and Th enriched relative to РЬ so 
that the upper crust evolves radiogenic lead. The lower crust is depleted in Th and 
U and evolves unradiogenic lead. The mantle has lower concentrations of U, Th 
and РЬ than the continental crust but has U IPb and Th/Pb ratios which lie 
between the two crustal reservoirs and so evolves РЬ of an intermediate character. 
The mixing of РЬ in its three reservoirs takes place in 'orogenies' (or orogenes) 
producing а fourth 'mixed' reservoir. 

In the several versions of their models, Doe and Zartman (1979) and Zartman 
and Haines (1988) have plotted curves to show the РЬ isotopic evolution of the four 
reservoirs with time. А plot of 207рЬ/ 204рь vs · 20брЬ/ 204рь discriminates well 
between the upper crust and the lower crustl mantle and а plot of 208рЬ/ 204рь vs 
20брЬ/ 204рь discriminates between the lower crust and the upper crustl mantle 
(Figure 6.26). 

Geodynaтics Correlations between isotopic tracers has led to а search for an explanation of these 
phenomena and has given rise to а series of tectonic models for the chemical 
structure of the Earth. These models are constrained both Ьу the isotopic data and 
our present understanding of plate tectonic processes. 

Consider, for example, one of the early observations drawn from isotope 
correlation diagrams. In Figure 6.10 the Nd-Sr compositions of the continental 
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crust and oceanic basalts are plotted relative to the composition of the bulk Earth. 
Oceanic basalts are enriched in Nd and depleted in Sr relative to the bulk Earth 
whilst the continental crust shows the opposite relationship. This suggests that the 
continental crust and the mantle source of oceanic basalts are complementary 
reservoirs of Nd and Sr and that the continental crust has Ьееп extracted from the 
Earth's mantle leaving а reservoir enriched in Nd and depleted in Sr. 

In а similar way the isotopic composition of crust and mantle reservoirs have 
Ьееп interpreted Ьу means of а series of mass balance equations between crust, 
mantle and the original composition of the bulk silicate Earth. This has allowed us 
to explore the interrelationships between different reservoirs, set limits оп the 
proportion of mantle involved in the formation of the continental crust and offer 
insights into the nature of mantle convection (Allegre et а/., 1983а,Ь; Allegre, 1987; 
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Figurё 6.27 Cartoon diagram showing the different crust and mantle reservoirs and the possible 
relationships between them, based ироп the observations of isotope geochemistry. The 
mantle reservoirs are identified using the nomenclature of Zindler and Hart (1986): ЕМ, 
enriched mantle; ОМ, depleted mantle; HIMU, mantle with high U/Pb ratio; PREMA, 
prevalent mantle; РМ, primitive mantle. 

Galer and O'Nions, -1985; Zindler and Hart, 1986). А cartoon illustrating а possible 
way in which the different reservoirs interact is given in Figure 6.27. 
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~7.1 Introduction 

Most naturally occurring _ elements consist of more than опе stable isotope. In 
elements with ап atomic mass of less than 40 (i.e. lighter than Са) it is possible for 
the isotopes to Ье fractionated through physical processes as а consequence of the 
mass difference between the isotopes. The degree of mass fractionation is 
proportional to the mass difference. At atomic masses higher than 40 the relative 
mass differences are too small to allow isotopes to Ьесоmе physically separated. 

In geochemistry the study of stable isotopes is а powerful means of studying the 
light elements Н, С, N, О and S - а group of elements not easily studied in other 
ways. These elements are often the main constituents of geologically important 
fluids, thus affording а means of directly studying both the fluids and the effects of 
fluid-rock interaction. In addition, stable isotopes are used as tracers to determine 
the source of ап element, as palaeothermometers and as а means of studying 
diffusion and reaction mechanisms in geological processes. In this chapter we will 
survey the use of the stable isotopes of hydrogen, oxygen, carbon and sulphur and 
illustrate their role in elucidating geochemical processes in igneous, metamorphic 
and sedimentary rocks. More detailed treatments are given Ьу Hoefs (1987) and 
Valley et а/. (1986). 

Conventionally stable isotopes are converted into а gas (usually Н2, С02 or S02) 
for the purposes of isotopic analysis and the mass differences are measured in а 

mass spectrometer. With such соmmопlу occurring elements as О, Н, С and S, 
contamination during sample preparation and analysis is а particular problem and 
great care must Ье taken to ensure сlеап sample handling. Increasingly, however, 
the ion probe and laser microprobe are being used in stable isotope analysis and а 
number of recent studies have illustrated how а much finer spatial resolution of 
isotopic compositions is possible using these techniques. 

7.1.1 Notation 

Stable isotope ratios are measured relative to а standard and are expressed in parts 
per thousand, i.e. parts per mil (0/00). The isotope ratio is expressed as а 8 уаlие, or 
'del уаlие' as it is sometimes called. Using oxygen isotopes as ап ехаmрlе, the 8 
уаlие is calculated as follows: 

81800/00= х 1000 
[

180/160 (sample) - 180/160 (standard)] 

180/160 (standard) 
[7.1] 
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Thus а (5180 value of + 10.0 means that the sample is enriched in 180 relative to the 
standard Ьу 10 parts in а thousand and а value of -10.0 means that the sample is 
depleted in 180 relative to the standard Ьу 10 parts in а thousand. 

7.1.2 Isotope fгactionation 

The chief purpose of studying stable isotopes is as а means of investigating the 
processes which in nature separate isotopes оп the basis of their mass rather than оп 
the basis of their chemistry. This is known as isotopic fractionation and takes place 
in nature in three different ways: 

(1) Isotopic exchange reactions. Isotope fractionation mау take place in а 

conventional exchange reaction in which, for example, oxygen is exchanged 
between quartz and magnetite 

The isotopic fractionation is controlled Ьу bond-strength and follows the 
general rule that the lighter isotope forms а weaker bond than the heavier 
isotope. 

(2) Kinetic processes. Kinetically controlled stable isotope fractionation reflects 
the readiness of а particular isotope to react. Kinetic effects are only observed 
when а reaction does not go to completion. 

(3) Physico-chemical processes such as evaporation and condensation, melting and 
crystallization and diffusion. 

The fractionation of an isotope between two substances А and В сап Ье defined 
Ьу the fractionation factor а: 

ал-в = ratio in А 

ratio in :е 
[7.2] 

For example, in the reaction in which 180 and 160 are exchanged between 
magnetite and quartz, the fractionation of 180/160 between quartz and magnetite is 
expressed as 

е80/ 160) in quartz 
а . = ---,---------

quartz-magnetlte е80/ 160) in magnetite 

where ,180/160 in quartz' and ,180/160 in magnetite' are the measured isotopic 
ratios in coexisting quartz and magnetite. If the isotopes are randomly distributed 
over аН the possible atomic positions in the compounds measured, then а is related 
to an equilibrium constant К such that 

а = к1 /n [7.3] 

where n is the number of atoms exchanged. Normally, exchange reactions are 
written so that only one atom is exchanged, in which case а = К, and the 
equilibrium constant is equivalent to the fractionation factor. 
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Values for а, are very close to unity and typically vary in the third decimal place. 
Most values therefore are of the form 1.00Х. For example, the fractionation factor 
for 180 between quartz and magnetite at 500 ос is 1.009 Оауоу, 1977). This тау Ье 
expressed as the third decimal place value - the per mil value - such that the 
quartz-magnetite fractionation factor is 9 (or 9.0 per mil). А useful mathematical 
approximation for the fractionation factor а stems from the relationship 

10001n(I.00X) ~ Х [7.4] 

In the case cited аЬоуе where а, = 1.009, 10001n а, = 9.0. This relationship has the 
adde<;l value that experimental studies have shown that 10001n а, is а smooth and 
often linear function of 1/ т2 for mineral-mineral and mineral-fluid pairs. This 
gives rise to the general relationship for the fractionation factor: 

[7.5] 

where Т is in kelvin and А and В are constants, normally determined Ьу 

experiment. In the case of the quartz-magnetite pair, the values for А and Б are 
6.29 and zero respectively (Chiba et al., 1989), giving the expression 

10001n a,quartz- magnetite = 6.29 х 106/ т2 

А further useful approximation is the relationship between 1000 ln а, and 
measured isotope ratios expressed as <> values. The difference between the <> values 
for two minerals is expressed as ~ and this approximates to 1000 ln а" when the Б 
values are less than 10. In the case of oxygen isotopic exchange between quartz and 
magnetite, 

~qz-mgt = <>qZ - <>mgt ~ 10001n a,qz- mgt [7.6] 

When <> values are larger than 10 the expression given as Eqn [7.11] in Бох 7.1 
should Ье used. 

7.1.3 Physical and chemical controls оп stabIe isotope fractionation 

Understanding the physical and chemical controls оп stable isotope fractionation is 
vital to а correct interpretation of measured stable isotope ratios, for when the 
fractionation processes are [иНу understood, then the measured O-values сап Ье 
used to identify correctly the source of the element in question and the geological 
processes involved. In this section we examine briefly the chief controls оп stable 
isotope fractionation. 

There is ап important temperature control оп isotopic fractionation. This has 
already Ьееп described in Eqn [7.5] and has ап obvious application in isotopic 
thermometry (see Sections 7.2.2., 7.4.6 and 7.5.2). 

Relative volume changes in isotopic exchange reactions, оп the other hand, are 
very small except for hydrogen isotopes and therefore there is а minimal pressure 
effect. Clayton (1981) showed that at pressures of less than 20 kb the effect of 
pressure оп oxygen isotope fractionation is less than 0.1 О/о. and lies within the 
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measured analytical uncertainties. The absence of а significant pressure effect оп 
stable isotope fractionation means that isotopic exchange reactions сап Ье 

investigated at high pressures where reaction rates are fast, and the results 
extrapolated to lower pressures. 

Some isotope fractionations, notably those in biological systems, are primarily 
controlled Ьу kinetic effects. For example, the bacterial reduction of seawater 
sulphate to sulphide proceeds 2.2 О/о faster for the light isotope 32S than for 34S. 
For the reactions 

34S0~- -L H~4S 
32S0~-~ H~2S 

[7.7] 

[7.8] 

the rate constant k1 is greater than the rate constant k2 and the ratio k1 / k2 = 1.022. 
The effects of this fractionation in а closed system тау Ье modelled using the 
Rayleigh fractionation equation (Section 4.2.2). 

When isotopic fractionation takes place as а result of diffusion the light isotope 
is enriched relative to the heavy one in the direction of transport. Diffusion
controlled isotopic fractionation сап Ье important when interpreting the results of 
oxygen isotopes as thermometers (Section 7.2.2). А related process to that of 
diffusion is the microfiltration effect in which isotopes are fractionated Ьу 

adsorption onto clay minerals in sediments. 1t is thought that isotopically lighter 
hydrogen, oxygen and sulphur тау Ье preferentially adsorbed onto clay leading to 
isotopic enrichments in formation waters (Ohmoto and Rye, 1979). 

During distillation the light isotopi~ species is preferentially enriched in the 
vapour phase according to the Rayleigh fractionation law (Section 4.2.2). This 
process applies to the evaporation and condensation of meteoric water and accounts 
for the marked fractionation of 8180 and 8О in rainwater and in ice. 

Generally rnajor e1ernent chernistry has а very small effect оп stable isotope 
fractionation. However, Taylor and Epstein (1962) observed that the oxygen isotope 
fractionation in silicate minerals сап Ье accounted for in terms of the average 
bonding arrangement of the mineral structure, and heavy isotopes associated with 
elements with а high ionic potential. This is seen in the fractionation of 180 
between quartz and magnetite, for quartz containing the small, highly charged Si4+ 

is enriched mineral in 180, whereas magnetite with the large Fe2+ ion is 180_ 
deficient. 1n the case of feldspars, the oxygen isotope composition plagioclase is а 
function of An content. 

Неауу isotopes are concentrated in more closely packed crysta1 structures. The 
fractionation of carbon isotopes between diamond and graphite is well known and 
there are smaller changes between calcite and aragonite. There is а also а small 
change in 180 between (Х,- and ~-quartz. 

Recently it was discovered that there is а crystallographic contro1 оп the 
fractionation of oxygen and carbon isotopes in calcite. Dickson (1991) found that, in 
а single crystal of calcite, crystal faces from different crystallographic forms have 
different isotopic compositions. This observation indicates that different surfaces in 
the same crystal have slightly different bonding characteristics which are sufficient 
to fractionate the isotopes of oxygen and carbon. 
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7.2 Using oxygen isotopes 

There are three stable isotopes of oxygen which have the following abundances: 

160 = 99.763 О/о 
170 = 0.0375 О/о 
180 = 0.1995 О/о 

The isotope ratio 180/160 is the ratio which is normally determined in oxygen 
isotope studies and () values are calculated from Eqn [7.1]. There are currently two 
isotopic standards in use for oxygen isotope measurements. Low-temperature 
geothermometry measurements (Section 7.2.2) are made relative to PDB (а 

belemnite from the Cretaceous Peedee formation of South Carolina, а standard 
otherwise used for carbon isotope measurements) whilst аll other measurements are 
calculated relative to concentrations in Standard Меап Осеап Water (SMOW). 
SMOW was originally а hypothetical water sample with oxygen and hydrogen 
isotope ratios similar to those of standard осеап water. Currently а water standard 
distibuted Ьу the Atomic Energy Agency in Vienna, known as Vienna-SMOW or 
V-SMOW is used. This has ап 180/160 ratio identical to SMOW and а D/H ratio 
which is within error of the original definition of SMOW (Gonfiantini, 1978). 
V-SMOW and PDB ()180 values are related Ьу the expressions 

()180v_SMOW = 1.03091 ()180ров + 30.01 [7.9] 

and 

[7.10] 

(Coplen et al., 1983). In addition to SMOW the standard SLAP (Standard Light 
Antarctic Precipication) is sometimes used. This has а ()180 value of -55.5 %. 
relative to SMOW (Gonfiantini, 1978). 

Oxygen is liberated from silicates and oxides through fluorination with F z or 
BrF 5 and then reduced to COz at high temperature for measurement in а mass 
spectrometer. In carbonates carbon dioxide is liberated with >103 О/о phosphoric 
acid. When oxygen isotope ratios are determined in water the sample is equilibrated 
with а small amount of COz and the oxygenisotope ratio in the COz is measured. 
From theknown water-СОz fractionation factor, the 180/160 ratio in the water is 
calculated. The precision of ()180 values is of the order of 0.1-0.2 0/00. 

In this section we consider first the distribution of oxygen isotopes in nature and 
then the use of oxygen isotopes in thermometry. This is followed Ьу а discussion of 
correlation diagrams which combine both oxygen isotopes and radiogenic isotopes 
and the way in which such correlations тау Ье used to infer geological processes. 

7.2.1 Variations of ()180 in nature 

()180 values vary in nature Ьу about 1000/00, about half of this range occurring in 
meteoric water (Figure 7.1). Chondritic meteorites have а very resticted range of 
()180 values and the mantle has а ()180 value of 5.7 ± 0.30/00 and this seems to have 
Ьееп constant through time for the Earth and the Мооп (Taylor, 1980). However, 
Kyser et al. (1982) found that the alkali basalts in Hawaii are enriched in ()180 Ьу 
values of 0.5 to 1.00/00 over tholeiites and suggested оп the basis of measured 
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Figure 7.1 Natural oxygen isotope reservoirs. Data from: Taylor (1974), Опита et al. (1972), Sheppard 
(1977), Graham and Harmon (1983) and Hoefs (1987). 

diffusion rates (Graham and Harmon, 1983) that the two had distinct mantle sources. 
Thus there is some evidence for small isotopic heterogeneities in the mantle. 

Most granites, metamorphic rocks and sediments are enriched in 8180 relative to 
the mantle value, whereas seawater and meteoric waters are depleted, thus forming 
complementary 8180 -reservoirs. 

7.2.2 Oxygen isotope thermometry 

Опе of the first applications of the study of oxygen isotopes to geological problems 
was to geothermometry. Urey (1947) suggested that the enrichment of 180 in 
calcium carbonate relative to seawater was temperature-dependent and could Ье 
used to determine the temperature of ancient осеап waters. The idea was quickly 
adopted and palaeotemperatures calculated for the Upper Cretaceous seas of the 
northern hemisphere. Subsequently, а methodology was developed for application 
to higher-temperature systems based ироп the distribution of 180 between mineral
pairs. Ап excellent review of the methods and applications of oxygen isotope 
thermometry is given Ьу Clayton (1981). 

The expression summarizing the temperature dependence of oxygen isotopic 
exchange between а mineral-pair is given in Eqn [7.5]. Often the В term is zero and 
the fractiona60n factor is simply а function of 1/ 'Г. Empirical observations indicate 
that а graph of ln а vs 1/ т2 is linear over а temperature range of several hundred 
degrees (Figure 7.2) and а plot of this type for а pair of anhydrous phases should 
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Figure 7.2 1000 ln а vs 10б/г calibrations ofmineral-calcite pairs using the data ofChiba et а/. (1989) . 

also pass through the origin. Isotopic fractionations decrease with increasing 
temperature and so oxygen isotope thermometers might Ье expected to Ье less 
sensitive at high temperatures. Experimental studies, however, are most precise at 
high temperatures (see for example Clayton et al., 1989), and reliable thermometers 
Ьауе Ьееп calibrated for use with igneous and metamorphic rocks. Oxygen isotope 
thermometry has а number of advantages over conventional cation-exchange 
thermometry; for example oxygen isotopic exchange сап Ье measured between 
тапу mineral-pairs in а single rock. In addition, minerals with low oxygen 
diffusivities such as garnet and pyroxene are capable of recording peak temperature 
conditions. 

Calibration о[ There are а large number of different calibrations of oxygen isotope exchange 
oxygen isotope reactions (Table 7.1), some of which give conflicting results. This has given rise to 
therтoтeters тисЬ confusion over which calibrations сап Ье used as а basis for reliable 

thermometry. In brief, there are three different approaches to the calibration of 
oxygen isotope exchange thermometers -- the theoretical approach, experimental 
methods and empirical methods. 

Theoretical calculations of oxygen isotope fractionations are based ироп studies 
of lattice dynamics. Recent results of this type Ьауе Ьееп found to agree with new 
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ТаЫе 7.1 Oxygen isotopie thermometer ealibrations 

Experimentally determined eoeffieients А for the fraetionation of oxygen isotopes between 
anhydrous mineral-pairs aeeording to 1000 ln а = Ах 1061т2 . The data are arranged so that 
аН eoeffieients are positive. 
(а) Experimentally determined - equilibration with calcite (Chiba et al., 1989) 

Се ЛЬ Лп Di Fo 

Q 0.38 0.94 1.99 2.75 3.67 
Се 0.56 1.61 2.37 3.29 
ЛЬ 1.05 1.81 2.73 
Лп 0.76 1.68 
Di 0.92 
Fo 

Mt 

6.29 
5.91 
5.35 
4.30 
3.54 
2.62 

(Ь) Experimentally determined - equilibration with water (Matthews et al., 1983) 

ЛЬ Jd Лп Di 

Q 0.50 1.09 1.59 2.08 
ЛЬ 0.57 1.09 1.58 

Jd 0.50 0.99 
Лп 0.49 
Di 
Wo 

(с) Empirically determined (Bottinga and Javoy, 1975; Javoy, 

ЛЬ Рl Рх 01 Gt 

Q 0.97 1.59 2.75 3.91 2.88 
Рl 1.08 2.32 1.29 
Рх 1.24 

Wo 

2.20 
1.70 
1.11 
0.61 
0.12 

1977) 

Mt 

5.57 
3.98 
0.21 

Mt 

6.11 
5.61 
5.02 
4.52 
4.03 
3.91 

11 

5.29 
3.70 

(d) Polynomial functions for individual minerals used for calculating oxygen isotopic fractionation 
between mineral-pairs (Clayton, 1991) [х = 1rf IT2

; т in kelvin units} 

Calcite 
Quartz 
Л1Ьitе 

Лпоrthitе 

Diopside 
Forsterite 
Magnetite 

11.781х - 0.420х 2 + 0.0158х 3 

12.116х - 0.370х 2 + 0.0123х 3 

11.134х - 0.326х 2 + 0.0104х 3 

9 .993х - 0.271х 2 + 0.0082х 3 

9 .237х - 0.199х 2 + 0.0053х 3 

8 . 326х - 0.142х 2 + 0.0032х 3 

5.674х - 0.038х 2 + 0.000зх 2 

Кеу: ЛЬ, albite; Лп, anorthite; Се, ealcite; Di, diopside; Fo, forsterite; 11, ilmenite; Jd, 
jadeiite; Mt, magnetite; 01, olivine; Рl, plagioelase (ЛП6Q); Рх, pyroxene; Q, quartz; Wo, 
wollastonite. 
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experimental studies Ьу Clayton et al. (1989) and used to extrapolate experimental 
results outside their temperature range (Clayton and Kieffer, 1991). 

Experimental studies based upon mineral-water isotopic exchange have Ьееп 
used to calibrate oxygen isotope thermometers, although the more reliable exchange 
reaction with calcite is now preferred (Table 7.1). 

Calcite-mineral oxygen isotope exchange is stable to relatively high temperatures 
and the results сап Ье extrapolated outside the experimental range. Mineral-calcite 
pairs are combined to give mineral-mineral oxygen isotope fractionation equations. 
The best thermometers are between mineral-calcite pairs which show the greatest 
divergence оп а ln а vs I/Г diagram (Figure 7.2). Thus the mineral-pair 
quartz- diopside is а sensitive thermometer, for there is significant fractionation of 
oxygen isotopes between the two minerals, whereas а pair such as quartz-albite is 
not sufficiently sensitive. Quartz-magnetite fractionation is not widely used because 
the high diffusivity of oxygen in magnetite means that it cannot record peak 
tem peratures. 

Empirical calibrations of oxygen-isotope thermometers are based upon experi
mental data which is then applied to а natural assemblage (Bottinga and Javoy, 
1973, 1975; see Table 7.1). Given that аll the minerals in а rock are in isotopic 
equilibrium, thermometers сап then Ье calibrated for mineral-pairs which have not 
been experimentally studied. However, the underlying assumption of isotopic 
equilibrium is rarely fulfilled, making the application of this method questionable 
(Clayton, 1981). 

Currently the most reliable calibration of oxygen isotope thermometers is based 
upon а combination of experimental and theoretical studies. Clayton (1991) 
combined calcite- mineral experimental data with theoretical studies and calculated 
polynomial expressions for а number of common rock-forming minerals (Table 
7.1). These expressions тау Ье combined to give mineral-pair thermometers. 

One of the merits of oxygen isotope thermometry is that there are potentially а 
large number of thermometers available in а single rock, а situation which rarely 
arises with cation-exchange thermometers. This allows the assumption of isotopic 
equilibrium to Ье tested. 

Javoy et al. (1970) proposed the use of an isotherm plot to measure 
isotopic equilibrium. This diagram plots the А parameter of the oxygen 
isotope thermometer equation (Eqn [7.5] and Table 7.1) and the term 
[1000 ln a(quartz-mineral) - В] as the axes of а bivariate plot. Appropriate isotherms 
for the system under investigation are calculated and the values for sets of mineral
pairs are plotted. Minerals from an individual rock which are in isotopic 
equilibrium should show а smooth trend parallel to the isotherms. Isotherm 
diagrams of this type are used Ьу Huebner et al. (1986) to demonstrate isotopic 
disequilibrium between mineral pairs in granulite facies metapelites (Figure 7.3). 

More recently it has been argued that in slowly cooled rocks isotopic equilibrium 
should not Ье expected. Giletti (1986) showed that in а slowly cooled rock 
individual minerals cease to exchange oxygen as they pass through their own 
blocking temperatures and it is only the last mineral-pair to exchange oxygen that 
will Ье in equilibrium. Diffusion data summarized Ьу Farver (1989) indicate that 
oxygenisotope closure in а cooling rock is in the order diopside (first to close), 
hornblende, magnetite, quartz and anorthite (Figure 7.4). The blocking temperature 
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Feldspar Garnet Biotite 

бооое 

А 

Figure 7.3 Isotherm diagram of Javoy е! а/. (1970) used to assess the degree of relative isotopic 
equilibrium amongst minerals in the same sample. The diagram is based ироп the oxygen 
isotope thermometer equation (Eqn [7.5]) 

1000 ln <Xmiпегаll-miпегаIZ= A(106/T
Z
) + В 

Variable А is plotted along the x-axis and [1000 ln a(quartz-mineral) - В] along the y-axis. 
Isotherms from 500 ос to 800 ос are constructed from the thermometer equation. The 
10001na values are plotted for the mineral pairs quartz-feldspar, quartz-garnet and 
quartz-biotite for samples llЬ and 16с from Huebner е! а/. (1986). They are determined 
from the 0180 values using Eqn [7.6]. The plotted compositions show that the isotopic 
composition of garnet is out of equilibrium with biotite and feldspar. Note that the feldpars 
in the two samples have slightly different compositions. 

approach of Giletti forms the basis of а computer model for estimating isotopic 
equilibrium Ьу J enkin e.t а/. (1991). The authors give the source code in 
FORTRAN-77. 

It should Ье noted, however, that the difference in temperatures of equilibration 
is only one reason for isotopic disequilibrium ' and isotopic exchange with an 
externally derived fluid is an equally possible explanation. This mау Ье assessed оп 
а plot of &-values for two coexisting minerals. Equilibrium is measured relative to а 
straight line with а slope of 45 о which represents а А 180 value for the mineral-pair 
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Figure 7.4 Log diffusion coefficient vs 1/ Т plot (Arrhenius plot) for the diffusion of oxygen in selected 
minerals. The numbers in parentheses are the activation energies in kcallg-atom О (after 
Farver, 1989). 

and which is an isotherm. Any departure of trends from parallelism to the 45 о line 
is indicative of isotopic disequilibrium (Figure 7.5; Gregory et al., 1989). 

Applications There are both low-temperature and high-temperature applications of oxygen 
isotope thermometry. 

(а) Low-temperature thermometry The earliest application of oxygen isotopes to 
geological thermometry was in the determination of ocean palaeotemperatures. The 
method assumes isotopic equilibrium between the carbonate shells of marine 
organisms and ocean water and uses the equation of Epstein et al. (1953) which is 
still applicable despite some proposed revisions (Friedman and O'Neil, 1977): 

ТОС = 16.5 - 4.3(Ос - 0w) + O.14(Oc - Ow)2 [7.12] 

where ОС and Ow are respectively the 0180 of С02 obtained from СаСОз Ьу reaction 
with НЗР04 at 25 ос and the 0180 of С02 in equilibrium with the seawater at 
25 ОС. 

The method assumes that the oxygen isotopic composition of seawater was the 
same in the past as today, an assumption which has frequently been challenged and 
which does not hold for at least parts of the Pleistocene when glaciation removed 
180-depleted water from the oceans. This has the effect of amplifying the 
temperature variations (Clayton, 1981). The method also assumes that the isotopic 
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Figure 7.5 (51 80guartz vs (51 80feldspar diagram. Two 45 о equilibrium lines are shown for quartz-feldspar 
Д values of О 0/ 00 and 2 0/00. А hypothetical disequilibrium array is shown with а steep 
positive slope. 

composition of oxygen in the carbonate is primary and that the carbonate 
precipitation was an equilibrium process. Both these assumptions should also Ье 
caTefully examined. Because the temperatures of осеап bottom water vary as а 

function of depth it is also possible to use oxygen isotope thermometry to estimate 
the depth at which certain benthic marine [аипа lived - palaeobathymetry. 

Low-temperature isotopic thermometry is also applicable to ascertaining the 
temperatures of diagenesis and low-grade metamorphism, and estimating the 
temperatures of active geothermal systems, both in the continental crust and оп the 
осеап floor. 

(Ь) Ht'gh-teтperature therтoтetry Stable isotope systems are frequently out of 
equilibrium in rocks which formed at high temperatures as а result of equilibration 
with а fluid phase following crystallization. This fact сап Ье used to make inferences 
about the nature of rock-water interaction (see Section 7.3.4) but does not help 
establish solidus or peak-metamorphic temperatures in igneous and metamorphic 
rocks ~ In systems where there is minimal water present, such as оп the Мооп, 
oxygen isotope thermometers yield meaningful temperatures. Kyser et а/. (1981) 
have obtained high-temperature results оп terrestrial lavas and mantle nodules. In 
metamorphic rocks, in which there has Ьееп minimal fluid interaction, the newly 
calibrated thermometers of Chiba et а/. (1989) and Clayton et а/. (1989) hold 
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promise for mineral-pairs with slow diffusion rates such as garnet-quartz and 
pyroxene-quartz (see Соппоllу and Muehlenbachs, 1988). Ап example of а 

thermometric calculation using oxygen isotope exchange between quartz and 
pyroxene in а metapelite is given in Бох 7.1. 

Example of ап oxygen-isotope thermometer calculation 

Data 

Coexisting quartz-orthopyroxene pair from а granulite facies metapelite (from 
Huebner et а/. 1986, sample ВЬ25с). 

()180quartz = 10.2 %0 

()180orthOpyrOxene = 7.9 %0 

Theory 

The temperature dependence of the fractionation of 180 between quaгtz and 
ругохепе is given Ьу Chiba et а/. (1989) and Javoy (1977) as 

1000 In (Xqz-px = 2.75 х 106/т2 

Ca/cu/ation 

In this case the approximation given in Eqn [7.6] is inappropriate, since the ()-value 
for quaгtz is > 10.0, and so we use 

(ХД_В = 1000 + ()Д 
1000 + ()В 

Thus: (Xquartz-px = 1010.2/1007.9 = 1.00228 
1000 In (Х = 2.279 

From the quaгtz-pyroxene thermometer: 

2.279 = 2 750 000/J2 

Т= 1098 К = 825 ос 

[7.11 ] 

7.2.3 Oxygen isotope - radiogenic isotope correlation diagrams 

Recognizing 
crust and mantle 

reservotrs 

Correlations between radiogenic and oxygen isotopes are of particular importance 
because variations in the two types of isotope соте about through totally different 
mechanisms. This means that correlation diagrams of this type convey information 
of quite а different type from either stable isotope correlation diagrams (Sections 
7.3.3, 7.4.2) or radiogenic isotope correlation diagrams (Section 6.3.5). 

Oxygen isotopes provide а very effective way of distinguishing between rocks which 
formed in equilibrium with the mantle and those which formed from the 
continental crust. In general the continental crust is enriched in 8180 relative to the 
Earth's mantle (Figure 7.1). This has соте about largely as а consequence of the 
long interaction between the continental crust and the hydrosphere and the 
partitioning of 180 into crustal minerals during low-temperature geological 
processes. Oxygen isotopes, therefore, are а valuable indicator of surface processes 
and а useful tracer of rocks which at some time have had contact with the Earth's 
surface. 

- ---~ ---- --- _ ......... _ -
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Figure 7.6 Approximate ranges of 8180 and 87Sr/86Sr ш соттоп igneous and sedimentary rocks 
(adapted from Magaritz et al., 1978). 

Recognizing 

crustal contam

ination in 

igneous rocks 

Radiogenic isotopes, оп the other hand, show differences between crust and 
mantle reservoirs which are а function of long-lived differences in parent/ daughter 
element ratios and iIidicate the isolation of the reservoirs from one another for long 
periods of Earth history. This gives rise to crustal reservoirs which generally are 
enriched in 87Sr/8БSr and in radiogenic lead isotopes but depleted in 143Nd/144Nd 
relative to the mantle. 

The discussion below is restricted to the isotopes of strontium and oxygen 
although the principles enunciated сап apply equally to other radiogenic 
isotope-oxygen isotope pairs. The range of combined oxygen and strontium 
isotopic compositions in соттоп rock types is shown in Figure 7.6. 

Crustal rocks are enriched in both strontium and oxygen isotopes relative to the 
mantle (Figure 7.6); thus а bivariate Sr-O isotope correlation diagram is а powerful 
means of recognizing crustal contamination in mantle-derived rocks. There are two 
contamination mechanisms - the contamination of the source region and 
contamination of а magma during its ascent through the continental crust. These 
two types of contamination тау Ье distinguished from one another from the shape 
of the mixing curve оп an Sr-O isotope plot Oames, 1981). In the case when the 
contaminant in а source region is enriched in Sr relative to the mantle and forms а 
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Figure 7.7 Hypothetical mixing diagram Oames, 1981) illustrating the effects of source contamination 
and crustal contamination оп Sr and О isotope concentrations in а mantle melt. The mantle 
source (А) has 87Sr/86Sr = 0.703 and 0180= 6.00/00; the contaminant (В) has 87Sr/86Sr = 
0.710 and 0180 = 120/00. The values оп the curves show the relative proportions of (Sr in 
mantle):(Sr in contaminant). In the case of source contamination (diagonal ruling) the ratio 
(Sr in mantle):(Sr in contaminant) < 1.0 giving rise to а convex-down mixing curve in which 
а large change in 87Sr/86Sr is produced Ьу а small amount of contaminant. Where there 
is crustal contamination (cross-hatching) the (Sr in melt):(Sr in crust) ratio mау Ье >1.0 
and the mixing curve is convex-upward. х indicates the proportion of contaminant (В) to 
mantle (А). 

relatively small proportion of the whole, then contamination оп an 87 Sr / 86Sr vs 
()180 mixing diagram is characterized Ьу the convex-downward curvature of the 
mixing line (Figure 7.7). This arises because crustal materials are not only enriched 
in Sr relative to the mantle but also their 87 Sr / 86Sr ratio is greater than that of 
the mantle and thus dominates any mixture of the two. Oxygen concentrations, 
however, are broadly similar in аН rocks so that there is по massive increase in the 
oxygen isotope ratio of the derivative melt. The small increase in ()180 is а simple 
linear function of the bulk proportion of crustal to mantle materials. This pattern 
is seen in the data of Magaritz et al. (1978) for the lavas of the Banda Arc 
(Figure 7.8). 

In the case when the melt is enriched in Sr relative to the contaminant and the 
relative proportion ~f the contaminant is high, then compositions оп an Sr-O 
isotope plot will define а mixing curve with а convex-up curvature а ames, 1981). 
This соuЫ Ье the case for а mantle-derived melt passing through the continental 
crust. In addition, crustalcontamination requires significant changes in major and 
trace element chemistry and these are expected to correlate with the oxygen and 
radiogenic isotope ratios. 

However, crustal contamination is rarely а simple mixing process and frequently 
it involves three components - а melt, а precipitating cumulate phase and а 
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Figure 7.8 Plot of ()180 vs 87Sr/86Sr for whole-rock samples of lavas from the Banda Arc, Indonesia. 

Recognizing 

siтple crystal 

fractionation in 

igneous rocks 

The range of possible mantle compositions is also shown. The data define а сопсауе-ир curve 
(in part controlled Ьу only two data points) which is suggestive of source contamination (cf. 
Figure 7.7). Data from Magaritz et а/. (1978). 

contaminant (Taylor, 1980; James, 1981). This is the familiar AFC process first 
proposed Ьу Bowen (1928). AFC processes сап Ье recognized оп а radiogenic 
isotope-oxygen isotope correlation diagram (Figure 7.9) Ьу а sigmoidal mixing 
curve which does not extrapolate back to the position of either the source or the 
contaminant. Details of the modelling are given Ьу Taylor (1980) and an example of 
the sigmoidal distribution is given Ьу Mauche et al. (1989). 

An igneous system which hз:s not suffered crustal contamination will exhibit the 
radiogenic isotope characteristics of the source, for radiogenic isotope ratios are not 
altered Ьу crystal-liquid equilibria such as crystal fractionation. Oxygen isotopes, 
оп the other hand, do show small changes in isotope ratio with crystal fractionation, 
although extreme fractionation is required to produce small changes in (5180. This 
has been documented Ьу Chivas et al. (1982) in а study of а highly fractionated 
oceanic-arc plutonic suite. In these rocks oxygen isotope ratios range from (5180 = 
5.4 0/00 in gabbros to (5180 = 7.2 0/00 in an aplite dyke. The increase in (5180 
correlates with an increase in Si02 content - а measure of the degree of 
differentiation. 87 Sr / 86Sr ratios, оп the other hand, do not correlate with Si02 or 
with (5180 values and remain constant within the limits of error of their 
determination (Figure 7.10). 
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Figure 7.9 Plot of 87Sr/86Sr ratio vs 8180 showing the trajectories that would Ье followed during 
assimilation and fractional crystallization in а magma chamber. The initial composition of the 
melt is 87Sr/86Sr = 0.703, 8180 = 5.7. The two sets of curves represent two different ratios 
of Sr in the melt to Sr in the assimilated country rock. The solid lines represent а 

melt:country rock ratio of 1 О: 1 and the dashed lines а ratio of 5: 1. The ratio of cumulates to 
assimilated country rock is 5:1. Higher values produce curves with lower 8180 values. ~ is 
the ratio of Sr in the cumulates to Sr in the melt, i.e. the bulk partition coefficient of the 
cumulates. The end-points are placed at 99 % fractional crystallization. (Adapted from 
Taylor, 1980.) 

7.3 Fingerprinting hydrothermal solutions using oxygen and hydrogen 
isotopes - water-rock interaction 

The study of oxygen isotopes in conjunction with the isotopic study of hydrogen has 
proved to Ье а very powerful tool in investigating geological processes involving water. 
When plotted оп а bivariate 8D vs 8180 graph, waters from different geological 
environments are found to have very different isotopic signatures (Figure 7.11). 

Hydrogen is а minor component of most rocks and so, excepting when the fluid/ 
rock ratio is very low, the hydrogen isotope composition of rocks and minerals is very 
sensitive to the hydrogen isotope composition of interacting fluids. Oxygen, оп the 
other hand, comprises 50 о/о Ьу weight (and in some cases more than 90 о/о Ьу volume) 
of соттоп rocks and minerals and so is less sensitive to the oxygen isotope ratio of 
interacting fluids, except at very high fluid/ rock ratios (see Figure 7.12). 
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Figure 7.10 (а) Plot showing а positive correlation between 8180 and SiOz for а fractional crystallization
related calc-alkaline gabbro-diorite-tonalite-trondhjemite suite from ап oceanic-arc plutonic 
complex in the Solomon Islands. (Ь) The same suite of rocks shows по correlation between 
87Sr/86Sr and SiOz. (Data from Chivas et а/., 1982.) 

7.3.1 Hydгogen isotopes 

There are two naturally occurring stable isotopes of hydrogen which occur in the 
following proportions: 

lH = 99.9844 о/о 
20 = 0.0156 о/о (deuterium) 

Hydrogen isotopes show the largest relative mass difference between two stable 
isotopes, with the result that there are huge variations in measured hydrogen 
isotope ratios in naturally occurring materials. In addition, hydrogen isotopes are 
ubiquitous in nature in the forms Н2О, OlГ and Н2 and as hydrocarbons. 

Hydrogen isotopes are measured in parts per thousand relative to the SMOW 
standard and are calculated in ап analogous manner to that for oxygen isotopes (see 
Eqn [7.1]) and expressed as ьО 0/00. Precision is between 1 and 2 0/00. ьО values 
for the SLAP standard relative to SMOW are -4280/00. О/Н ratios are usually 
measured оп Н2 gas which is produced from the reduction of water at high 
tem peratures. 
А summary of ЬО values for соmmоп rock types and waters is given in Figure 

7.l2. Mantle values are normally in the range -40 to -80 although Oeloule е! а/. 
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(1991) reported values as low as -1250/00. The MORВ reservoir is thought to have 
oD = -80 ± 50/00 (Kyser and O'Neil, 1984). 

7.3.2 Calculating the isotopic composition of water from mineral 
compositions 

ТЬе isotopic composition of waters from different geological settings сап Ье 

measured directly as 'fo~ssil' water preserved in fluid inclusions (Ohmoto and Rye, 
1974; Richardson et а/., 1988). Most commonly, however, 'fossil' water is sampled 
indirectly and its isotopic composition determined from the isotopic composition of 
minerals which were in equilibrium with it. 

If it сап Ье assumed that there was а close approach to isotopic equilibrium 
between а given mineral and а hydrothermal solution, then laboratory calibrations 
of equlibria between rock-forming minerals and water сап Ье used to calculate the 
isotopic composition of the hydrothermal solution. There are experimental 
calibrations for both oxygen and hydrogen isotopes (Tables 7.2 and 7.3) allowing 
the isotopic composition of water to Ье [иНу specified. The calculation requires а 
knowledge of the temperature of equilibration, which тау have to Ье estimated or 
measured independently Ьу а technique such as fluid inclusion thermometry. An 
excellent example of this approach is given Ьу НаН et а/. (1974 - Table 4) in а 
study of the origin· of the water in the formation of the Climax molybdenum 
deposit, Colorado. In this study the temperature of the hydrothermal fluid was 
known from fluid inclusion thermometry and the 0180 and OD composition of the 
water was calculated from the isotopic composition of muscovite and sericite using 
the experimental calibrations for muscovite-water. An example of the calculation is 
given in Бох 7.2. 

7.3.3 The isotopic composition of natural waters 

The isotopic composition of natural waters тау Ье obtained either Ьу direct 
measurement or Ьу calculation using the method outlined аЬоуе. Taylor (1974) 
describes six types of naturally occurring water, the compositions of which are 
summarized оп а oD vs 0180 diagram (Figure 7.11). The isotopic character of the 
different types of water described here сап Ье used to trace the origin of 
hydrothermal solutions. 

(а) Meteoric water This shows the greatest Vaf1atlOn of аН natural waters. 
OD-OI80 variations define а linear relationship, the meteoric water line, which тау 
Ье represented Ьу the expression: 

oD 0/00 = 80 180 + 10 [7.13] 

(Taylor, 1979). The 0180 and oD values for meteoric water vary according to 
latitude. Values are close to zero for meteoric waters оп tropical oceanic islands 
whereas at high latitudes in continental areas 0180 values are as low as -20 to -25 
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Вох 7.2 

Using stabIe isotope data 

Calculation of the isotopic composition of water in equilibrium with muscovite 
from the Climax molybdenum deposit, Colorado 

Data 

8180muscovite +7.4 % 
8Dmuscovite = -91 %0 

Temperature = 500 ос (from fluid inclusion thermometry) 
(Data from Hall et а/., 1974 - ТаЫе 4, sample CL31-70) 

Ca/cu/ation of oxygen isotope composition of the water 

The equation for muscovite-water (O'Neil and Taylor, 1967) is: 

1000 In а = -3.89 + 2.38(106/~) 

At 500 ос, 

1000 In а = 0.0931 

Since L1muscovite-water = 1000 In а 

8180muscovite - 8180water = 0.0931 

+7.4 - 8180water = 0.0931 

8180water = 7.3 0/ 00 

Ca/cu/ation of hydrogen isotope composition of the water 

The equation for muscovite-water (Suzuoki and Epstein, 1976) is: 

1000 In а = 19.1 - 22.1(106/~) 

At 500 ос 

1000 In а -17.89 

Since L1muscovite-water = 1000 In а, 
8Dmuscovite - 8Dwater = - 17.89 
-91 -8Dwater = -17 .89 
8Dwater = -73.1%0 

and OD values range between -150 to -250. Both the extreme variation and the 
linear relationship arise from the condensation of HzO from the Earth's 
atmosphere. The extreme variation reflects the progressive lowering of 180 in ап air 
mass as it leaves the осеап and moves over а continent. The linearity of the 
relationship indicates that fractionation is ап equilibrium process and that the 
fractionation of D/H is proportional to 180/160. 

(Ь) Осеаn water Present-day осеап water is very uniform in composlt1on with 
values of 0180 = О 0/00 and OD = О 0/00. The only exception to this is from areas 
where there have Ьееп high rates of evaporation, e.g. the Red Sea, where there are 
elevated values of 0180 and OD, or from areas where seawater is diluted with fresh 
water. Muehlenbachs and Clayton (1976) suggested that the oxygen isotopic 
composition of осеап water is buffered Ьу exchange with the осеап crust, а view 
which is strongly supported Ьу the study of Gregory and Taylor (1981) оп the 
distribution of oxygen isotopes in the Semail ophiolite, Отап (Figure 7.16). 
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ТаЫе 7.2 Constants for the fractionation of oxygen isotofes between minerals and water according to 
the equation 1000 ln amineral-water = А + В(10 ITZ

) 

Mineral Experimental А В Reference 
range (ОС) 

Baryte 100-350 -6.79 3.00 Friedman and O'Neil (1977) 
Ca:lcite 0-700 -3.39 2.78 O'Neil et а/. (1969) 
Dolomite 252-295 -3.24 3.06 Matthews and Katz (1977) 
Quartz 200-500 -3.40 3.38 Clayton et а/. (1972) 

500-750 -1.96 2.51 Clayton et а/. (1972) 
250-500 -3.31 3.34 Matsuhisa et а/. (1979) 
500-800 -1 .14 2.05 Matsuhisa et а/. (1979) 

Alkali feldspar 350-800 -3.41 2.91 O'Neil and Taylor (1967) 
500-800 -3.70 3.13 Bottinga and Javoy (1973) 

Albite 400-500 -2.51 2.39 Matsuhisa et а/. (1979) 
500-800 -1.16 1.59 Matsuhisa et а/. (1979) 

Anorthite 350-800 -3.82 2.15 . O'Neil and Taylor (1967) 
400-500 -2.81 1.49 Matsuhisa et а/. (1979) 
500-800 -2.01 1.04 Matsuhisa et а/. (1979) 

Plagioclase 350-800 ( -3.41-0. 14Ап) (2.91-0.76Ап) O'Neil and Taylor (1967) 
Feldspar 500-800 -3.70 (3. 13-1 .04Ап) Bottinga and Javoy (1973) 

(where Ап is mole fraction of anorthite) 
Muscovite 400-650 -3 .89 2.38 O'Neil and Taylor (1967) 

500-800 -3.10 1.90 Bottinga and Javoy (1973) 
Rutile 575-775 1.46 4.10 Addy and Garlick (1974) 
Magnetite 500-800 -3.70 -1.47 Bottinga and Javoy (1973) 
Kaolinite Uncertain -2.87 2.5 Land and Dutton (1978) 
Chlorite 66-175 Savin and Lee (1988) 

For [Mgz.s Feo.s (OH)6][Al l.s Fеl.s][Аl,SiЗОlО][ОНZ]: 

-11.97 + 2.67х + 2.93x Z 
- 0.415х 3 + 0.037х 4 

[where х = 103 I Т] 

ТаЫе 7.3 Constants for the fractionation of hydrogen isotoFes between minerals and water according 
to the equation 1000 ln amineral-water = А + В(10 IT

Z
) 

Mineral 

Muscovite 
Biotite 
Hornblende 

Tremolite 

Actinolite 
Arfvedsonite 
Kaolinite/Dickite 
Sericite 
Chlorite 
Zoisite 
Epidote 

АН minerals 

Experimental 
temperature 
range (ОС) 

450-800 
450-800 
450-800 
350-850* 
850-950* 
350-650 
650-950 
400 
Uncertain 
100-250 
100-250 
100-250 
280-650 
<300 
300-650 

А 

19.1 
-2.8 

7.9 
-23.1 ± 2.5 

1.1 
-21 .7 

14.9 
-29.0 
-52.0 

0.972-0.985 
0.973-0.977 
0.954-0.987 

-27.73 
-138.8 

-35.9 ± 2.5 

в 

-22.1 
-21.3 
-23.9 

-31.0 

-31.0 

-15.7 
29.2 

10001namineral_water = 28.2 - 22.4(106ITZ
) + 

(2Х Аг4 Х Mg -68Х Fe) 

where ХА! etc., is the mole fraction of Аl in biotite, 
muscovite or hornblende. 

* Ferroan pargasitic hornblende. 

Reference 

Suzuoki and Epstein (1976) 
Suzuoki and Epstein (1976) 
Suzuoki and Epstein (1976) 
Graham et а/. (1984) 
Graham et а/. (1984) 
Graham et а/. (1984) 
Graham et а/. (1984) 
Graham et а/. (1984) 
Graham et а/. (1984) 
Marumo et а/. (1980) 
Marumo et а/. (1980) 
Marumo et а/. (1980) 
Graham et а/. (1980) 
Graham et а/. (1980) 
Graham et а/. (1980) 
Suzuoki and Epstein (1976) 
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Figure 7.13 The change in the 0180 composition of the oceans throughout the Tertiary. The record is 
based ироп the composition of benthic foraminifera (after Miller and Fairbanks, 1985). 

Less certain is the isotopic composition of seawater in the past. There is 
evidence from the oxygen isotope composition of marine carbonates that there were 
global changes in the isotopic chemistry of the oceans during the Tertiary (Figure 
7.13). These changes are thought to have Ьееп brought about Ьу the storage of 
isotopically light oxygen in ice in the polar regions and are known in sufficient 
detail to allow the composition curve to Ье used as а stratigraphic tool. Similar 
changes are reported in the Ordovician from the oxygen isotope chemistry of 
unaltered parts of brachiopod shells (Marshall and Middleton, 1990), although опе 
of the uncertainties in models of this kind, particularly prior to the Plio-Pleistocene, 
is the extent to which diagenetic change has influenced the calculated compositions 
of former осеап waters (Williams et al., 1988). 

(с) Geothermal water Modern geothermal water is meteoric in origin but isotopic 
compositions are transposed to higher 8180 values through isotopic exchange with 
the country rocks. 8D values are the same as in the parent meteoric water or 
slightly enriched. Similarly, ocean-floor geothermal systems have 8180 values of 
between +0.37 and +2.37, close to the value for unmodified seawater (СатрЬеll et 
al., 1988). 

(d) Formation water Formation waters from sedimentary basins show а wide range 
in 8180 and 8D values (Figure 7.11). Individual basins have water compositions 
which define а linear trend representing mixing either between meteoric water and 
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water from another source such as trapped seawater, or between meteoric water and 
the country rock. 

(е) Metaтorphic water Several attempts have Ьееп made to calculate the 8D and 
8180 values of water in equilibrium with metamorphic minerals over а range of 
metamorphic grades (Taylor, 1974; Rye et al., 1976; Sheppard, 1981). А 
combination of these values gives а metamorphic water 'Ьох' with 8180 values 
between +3 and +25 0/00 and with 8D values between -20 and -65 0/00. (Figure 
7.11 ). 

(f) Magтatic water Calculating the composltlOn of magmatic water is difficult 
because тапу magmas interact with groundwater. However, primary magmatic 
waters calculated Ьу Taylor (1974) define а region оп 8D vs 8180 diagrams between 
8D values of -40 and -80 and 8180 values of +5.5 and +9.0. Sheppard (1977), 
however, showed that the magmatic waters associated with the Permian granites of 
south-west England, produced Ьу intracrustal melting, plot in а different field 
between 8D values of -40 to -65, and 8180 values of +9.5 to +13 (Figure 7.11). 

7.3.4 Quantifying water/rock ratios 

Water-rock interaction сап vary between two extremes. When the water / rock ratio 
is small and the 8180 in the rock dominates the system it is the fluid composition 
which is changed, as happens in geothermal systems. Оп the other hand, when the 
water/rock ratio is large and the 8180 of the water dominates, the 8180 value of the 
rock is modified. Taylor (1974, 1977) derived mass Ьаlапсе equations from which 
the water/rock ratio тау Ье calculated from 8180 values. For а closed system, from 
which попе of the water is lost, the water / rock (W /R) ratio, integrated over the 
lifetime of the hydrothermal system, is: 

s::18~na! _ s::18Q'nitia! 
u v~ock U rock 

W /Rc!osed = --1-8---':'~'~':""!--1-8 ~fi=---!s:: ошша s:: О ша 
U f1uid - U f1uid 

[7.14] 

This is the effective water/rock ratio, which сап differ from the actual water/rock 
ratio depending ироп the, efficiency of the exchange reaction. The initial value for 
the rock is obtained from 'normal' values for the particular rock type (see Вох 
7.3), or from ап unaltered sample of the rock suite being analysed. The final value 
for the rock is the measured value. The initial уаlие for the fluid is assumed (for 
example, modern seawater) or in the case of meteoric water calculated from the D/ 
Н ratio of the alteration assemblage and the meteoric water equation. The 
composition of the final fluid сап Ье calculated from the mineralogy of the altered 
rock. This is sometimes done Ьу using the approximation that 8180 for the rock 
equals 8180 for plagioclase feldspar (Апзо), for feldspar is generally ап abundant 
mineral in most rocks and it exhibits the greatest rate of exchange of 180 with ап 
external fluid phase. Provided that the temperature сап Ье independently estimated, 
then the feldspar-water fractionation equation сап Ье used to calculate the water 
composition (see Вох 7.3). 

The equation for ап ореп system through which the water makes only а single 
pass is given, Taylor (1977) Ьу: 

W /Ropen = ln(W /Rc!osed + 1) [7.15] 
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Figure 7.14 Plot of (5180 values in а hydrothermal rock calculated from the open-system water/rock ratio 
equation (Eqn [7.15]) and the closed-system water/rock ratio equation (Eqn [7.14]) (Taylor, 
1974). The model assumes ап initial (5180 value of +6.5 in the rock and ап initial (5180 value 
of -14 in the water; curves are shown for 350 ос and 600 ос 

It is likely that the behaviour of апу given hydrothermal system will Ье 

somewhere between the two extremes. Ап ехаmрlе of how Eqns [7.14] and [7.15] 
might Ье used is given in Бох 7.3 and depicted in Figure 7.14. 

Вох 7.3 Calculation of water/rock ratio from the equations of Taylor (1974, 1977) 

Data 

Initial гock composition: 0180 = 6.50/00 
Final гock composition: 0180 = -4.0 %0 
Initial fluid composition: 0180 = -14.0 %0 

Calculation of final fluid composition 

The equation foг plagioclase (Апзо)-wаtег exchange, fгom ТаЫе 7.2, is: 

1000 In ~sp-water = (-3.41 - 0.14Ап) + 2.91 - 0.76Ап)(106/т2 ) 
= -3.52 + 2.682(106 Т2 ) 

At 500 ос 

~sp-water = 0.97 

Assuming 0180fsp - 0180whole rock (final composition), 

0180water - -4.0 - 0.97 = -4.97 

Final wateг composition: 0180 = -4.97 0/00 

Water/rock ratio calculation 

Fгom the closed system equation (Eqn [7.14]): 

W/Rclosed = 
0180г~~~1 _ 0180:~~~al 

0180ll~ii~al - 0180~i~idl 

-4 - 6.5 ---- = 1.16 
-14-{-4.97) 

Fгom the single-pass ореп system equation (Eqn [7.15]): 
W/Ropen = In(W/Rclosed + 1) = 0.77 
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Figure 7.15 8О vs 8180 diagram showing the isotopic change in D in biotite and 180 in feldspar in а 
granodiorite underfioing isotopic exchange with groundwater. The plotted curve shows the 
range of 8О and 8 80 values with changing water I rock ratios. The curve was calculated for 
an initial feldspar composition of 8180 +8.0 to +9.0, biotite 8О -65.0 and groundwater 8О 
-120, 8180 -16. The fractionation of D between biotite and water at 400-450 ос is given Ьу 
дЫоtitе-wаtеr = -30 and -40; the fractionation of 180 between feldspar and water at 
400-450 ос is given Ьу Дfеldsраr-wаtеr = 2.0. А small water/rock ratio has а dramatic effect оп 
the isotopic composition of D in biotite whereas higher water I rock ratios affect both 8О in 
biotite and 8180 in feldspar. The upper boundary of the curve shows the water/rock ratio as 
weight units, the lower boundary as volume units. (Adapted from Taylor, 1977.) 

The effects of differing water/rock ratios оп the isotopic composition of а 
granodiorite are shown оп а БD vs Б180 plot in Figure 7.15, using the isotopic 
composition of biotite to monitor change in БD and the isotopic composition of 
feldspar to monitor change in Б180 (Taylor, 1977). At small water/rock ratios (ир 
to 0.1 rock volumes) oxygen isotopic compositions are virtually unchanged whilst 
БD values are reduced Ьу about 1000/00. As the water/rock ratio increases, the 
Б180 уаlие decreases rapidly at almost constant БD values. 

7.3.5 Examplesof water-rock interaction 

The studies of Taylor and coworkers into water-rock interaction have wide 
applicability in тапу fields of geochemistry. In general terms the sensitivity of 
oxygen isotopes to hydrothermal solutions means that they are ап excellent tool for 
detecting hydrothermal alteration in otherwise fresh rocks (see for ехатрlе 

Rautenschlein et al., 1985). More specifically, the origin of the water тау Ье 
identified and its volume relative to the country rock quantified. Some examples are 
briefly reviewed. 
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(а) Interaction between igneous intrusions and groundwater In а number of 
pioneering studies Taylor and his coworkers showed that high-level igneous 
intrusions are frequently associated with hydrothermal convective systems (see 
reviews Ьу Taylor, 1977, 1978). They found that the country rocks surrounding 
such intrusions are massively depleted in 180 and D relative to 'normal' values and 
that the minerals both in the intrusion and the country rock are isotopically out of 
equilibrium for magmatic values. They concluded that the isotopic effects were due 
to the interaction with meteoric water and proposed that the intrusion acted as а 

heat engine which initiated а hydrothermal convection сеll in the groundwater of 
the enclosing country rocks. Water/rock ratios were found to vary from «1.0 to 
about 7.0. 

These studies offer ап important insight into attempts to establish the original 
isotopic composition of igneous rocks, for clearly isotopically disturbed rocks must 
first Ье screened out. Similarly, caution needs to Ье exercised in interpreting the 
results of isotopic thermometry in igneous plutons emplaced at а high level in the 
crust. Further, the fact that some igneous rocks Ьауе totally re-equilibrated with 
groundwater injects а word of caution into radiogenic isotope studies. 

(Ь) Interaction between ocean-floor basalt and seawater А large number of studies 
Ьауе shown that the rocks of the ocean-floor, now preserved as ophiolites, Ьауе 
undergone massive exchange with hydrothermal solutions, which were most 
probably seawater. Stakes and O'Neil (1982), for example, Ьауе calculated water/ 
rock ratios in excess of 50 for recent basalts at the East Pacific rise. It is proposed 
that а hydrothermal convective system draws in cold seawater, which is heated 
adjacent to an active magma chamber. ТЬе heated seawater thus produced is 
thought to Ье the source of the hydrothermal solutions responsible for the 
formation of the massive sulphide deposits found in ophiolites. This hypothesis has 
Ьееп confirmed Ьу the comparatively recent and exciting discovery of very high
temperature springs venting onto the ocean floor at mid-ocean ridges and giving 
rise to sulphide-rich deposits (Section 7.5.4). 

Schiffman et al. (1987) showed that in the Troodos ophiolite in Cyprus, altered 
basalts Ьауе reacted with fluids which Ьауе (5180 values of close to the seawater 
value of 00/00 at temperatures of between 310 and 375 ос Trace element 
concentrations were changed from the unaltered basalt values and fluid/ rock ratios 
were calculated to Ье between 10 and 20. In а detailed study of the Semail ophiolite 
in Оmап, Gregory and Taylor (1981) showed that upper layers were enriched in 
(5180 whereas the lower gabbro layers were depleted in (5180 relative to average 
осеап crust (Figure 7.16). This cross-over of values is due to the temperature
dependent partitioning of oxygen isotopes between silicate minerals and water. 
Gregory and Taylor (1981) also made the important observation that the net 
exchange of 180 between seawater and the ocean crust in the Semail ophiolite was 
zero. This suggests that the (5180 composition of seawater is buffered Ьу the 
composition of the осеап floor, а view confirmed Ьу the recent measurements of 
СаmрЬеll et al. (1988). 

(с) Water-rock interaction in metamorphic rocks Stable isotope studies are used to 
determine two different . features of water-rock interaction in metamorphic rocks. 
Оп the one hand, oxygen isotope studies сап determine the pattern of fluid 
movement, whereas the combined study of hydrogen and oxygen isotopes сап Ье 
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Whole-rock 8180 profile through the Semail ophiolite, Отап, showing the relative 
enrichment and depletion in 8180 as а function of the ophiolite stratigraphy. Individual 
measurements are shown as solid circles. Modified from Gregory and Taylor (1981). 

used to determine the isotopic composition of the fluid originally in equilibrium 
with the metamorphic rock. 

The presence or absence of water is ап important control оп isotopic equilibrium 
in metamorphic rocks and facilitates the equilibration of stable isotopes both 
between mineral pairs and between rock types. For example, the presence · or 
absence of а fluid phase explains the apparent discrepancy between studies which 
show that interbedded sedimentary rocks at а range of metamorphic grades have not 
attained isotopic еqцiliЬгium during metamorphism (see for example Bottrell et al., 
1990; Valley and O'Neil, 1984), whereas in other metamorphic terrains the rock 
types show great uniformity in their oxygen isotopic compositions suggestive of 
isotopic equilibration (Chamberlain and H~тЫe, 1988; Rumble and Spear, 1983; 
Wickham and Taylor, 1985). Differences of this type сап Ье further explained Ьу 
considering the effects of differing water/rock ratios and patterns of fluid flow in 
the metamorphic terrain. 

Water/rock ratios are very variable in metamorphic rocks and range between 
massive influxes of externally derived water (Wickham and Taylor, 1985) to very 
small values (water/rock ratios of between 0.1 and 0.0) in rocks at granulite grade 
(Valley and O'Neil, 1984). As а generalization, the water/rock ratio might Ье 
expected to Ье progressively reduced Ьу dehydration reactions during prograde 
metamorphism. Fluid flow тау Ье pervasive, in which the fluid moves 
independently of lithological or structural control, or channelized, in which water 
leaves the rock through cracks and fissures (VaHey and O'Neil, 1984). Maps of fluid 
flow postulated оп the basis of oxygen isotope studies are given Ьу Chamberlain and 
Rumble (1985), Rumble and Spear (1983) and Wickham and Taylor (1985). 

Oxygen isotopes alone, however, cannot specify the exact nature of ап oxygen
rich fluid, for Н2О, СО2 and а silicate melt are аН oxygen-rich reservoirs. It is 
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therefore necessary to study hydrogen isotopes also in order to specify the fluid as 
water and to identify its origin. This approach was used Ьу Wickham and Taylor 
(1985), who showed from the isotopic composition of muscovites that the 
homogenization of pelites in the French Pyrenees had been achieved Ьу the influx 
of а large amount of seawater which had exchanged its oxygen isotopes with the 
country rock and had а measured composition at about 450 ос close to that of 
basinal formation waters. 

(d) Water-rock interaction during the formation о[ hydrothermal ore deposits The 
subject of 'fingerprinting' waters used in the formation of hydrothermal ore deposits 
is discussed at some length in Economic Geology (1974, No. 6), in which there is also 
an excellent review Ьу Taylor (1974). As might Ье expected, there is а huge 
variation in the types of water involved in the formation of hydrothermal ore 
deposits. Porphyry copper deposits, for example, appear to have formed through 
the interaction of magmatic water and heated groundwater of meteoric origin, 
whereas massive sulphides of the Cyprus type are clearly seawater-related. 
Mississippi Valley-type Pb-Zn deposits have formed from heated formation waters 
and are identical in salinity and isotopic composition to oil-field brines. Kerrich and 
Fryer (1979), in а study of gold mineralization in the Archean Abitibi greenstone 
belt in Canada, concluded from the high calculated ь180 ofwater in equilibrium 
with quartz that the water was originally metamorphic and that the source of the 
mineralizing fluids was dehydration during prograde metamorphism. 

(е) Diagenesis о[ clastic sediments The fractionation of 180 between diagenetic 
minerals and sedimentary pore waters сап Ье used to calculate either water 
composition or, if the water composition is known, temperature of mineral growth. 
Ayalon and Longstaff (1988) show how а sequence of diagenetic minerals in an 
upper Cretaceous sandstone from Alberta was used to track the fluid evolution and 
thermal history of the sandstone from burial to uplift. They cite mineral-water 
equations for. use with chlorite, illite, smectite, calcite, kaolinite and quartz (see also 
Table 7.3). А similar study Ьу Girard et al. (1989) combines fluid inclusion 
temperature data with К/ Ar age determinations and the calculated ь180 values of 

. the pore fluids to estimate the time-temperature-burial history of lower Cretaceous 
arkoses. 

7.4 Using carbon isotopes 

Carbon has two stable isotopes with the following abundances: 

12с = 98.89 О/о 
13С = 1.11 О/о 

Measurements are made relative to а standard belemnite sample known as PDB -
belemnitella americana from the Cretaceous Peedee formation, South Carolina. This 
standard is used because its 13С and 180 values are close to those of average ' marine 
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limestone. The original material of the РОВ standard is now exhausted and current 
standard materials are а carbonatite (NBS-18) and а marine limestone (NBS-19). 
The ratio 13с/12с is measured in parts per thousand in а similar way to that of 
oxygen isotopes: 

13с/12с (sample) - 13С/ 12с (standard) 

13с/12с (standard) 
х 1000 [7.16] 

Carbon isotopes are measured as СО2 gas and precision is normally better than 
0.1 0/00. The СО2 is liberated from carbonates with > 1 03 О/о phosphoric acid or Ьу 
thermal decomposition. Organic compounds are normally oxidized at very high 
temperatures in а stream of oxygen or with ап oxidizing agent such as СиО. 

7.4.1 The distгibution of caгbon isotopes in natuгe 

Controls оп the 
fractionation о[ 
сауЬоn isotopes 

Carbon occurs in nature in its oxidized form (СО2, carbonates and bicarbonates), as 
reduced carbon (methane and organic carbon) and as diamond and graphite. The 
range of carbon isotope compositions in natural substances is summarized in Figure 
7.17. Meteorites have а wide range of carbon isotope compositions. For example, 
carbonaceous chondrites have bulk () 13С compositions in the range -25 to О 
(Kerridge, 1985). Mantle values, determined from the isotopic study of 
carbonatites, kimberlites and diamonds, are in the narrow range () 13с = -3 to 
-8 0/00 and а теап value of about -6 0/00 is often used for the mantle. MORВ has а 
теап value of () 13С = -6.60/00 (Exley et al., 1986). Seawater has Ьу definition а 
() 13с value of close to О 0/00 and marine carbonate has а narrow range of values 
between -1 and +20/00 whilst marine bicarbonate values are between -2 and 1 0/00. 
Ancient seawater, however, has not had such а constant composition and excursions 
from the present-day value are discussed further below (Section 7.4.4). 

Biologically derived (organic) carbon is isotopically light, i.e. depleted in () 13С. 
The conversion of inorganic carbon through а СОгfiхiпg mechanism into living, 
organic carbon entails -the preferential concentration of the light 12с isotope in 
organic carbon. This process is chiefly controlled Ьу reaction kinetics which favour 
the light isotope. The net effect of the fractionation is that relative to mantle
derived carbon «)13С ~ -6 0/00) there are two complementary reservoirs. Biological 
materials оп the опе hand are strongly depleted in () 13С (-20 to -300/00; the теап 
value of the terrestrial biomass is -26 ± 70/00 according to Schidlowski, 1987) 
whereas seawater and marine carbonates «)13С~ О) are enriched. Methane is the 
most depleted of аН carbon compounds and is commonly formed in nature either Ьу 
the anaerobic fermentation of organic matter or Ьу the thermal degradation of 
petroleum or kerogen at temperatures greater than 100 ОС. Methane of biological 
origin has () 13С values of about -80 0/00. 

The fractionation of carbon isotopes is controlled Ьу both equilibrium and kinetic 
processes. Equilibrium fractionation processes are illustrated in Figure 7.18, from 
which it сап Ье seen that in тапу cases the fractionation of () 13с is strongly 
temperature-dependent. However, it should Ье noted that опе соттоп equilibrium 
process - that of dissolution and reprecipitation - does not substantially 
fractionate carbon isotopes. 



Figure 7.17 Natural 813с reservoirs. ТЬе ranges of 813с values in natural, carbon-bearing samples. Data 
from Kerridge (1985), Exley et а/. (1986), Field and Fifarek (1986), Hoefs (1987) and 
Schidlowski (1987). 

Kinetic fractionation is important in biological systems such as the fixing of COz 
as organic carbon and the evolution of methane from anaerobic fermentation of 
organic matter during diagenesis. In these cases the fractionation is controlled Ьу 
reaction rate and the greater readiness of the lighter isotope to react. Where the 
reaction involves both carbon and oxygen, the kinetic effect will influence the 
isotopes of both elements in а similar way and а correlation between ()180 and ()13C 
is expected. 

7.4.2 Combined oxygen and сагЬоп isotope studies of carbonates - ()180 vs 
() lЗс plots 

А combined study of carbon and oxygen isotopes in carbonates is а powerful 
means of distinguishing between carbonates of different origins. Figure 7.19 shows 
the compositions of terrestrial and meteoritic carbonates plotted оп а ()180_()13C 
diagram. Compositions are plotted relative to the РОВ standard, although the 
SMOW standard is increasingly used for ()180 measurements in carbonates. The 
conversion from РОВ to SMOW is given in Eqns [7.9] and [7.10] but for the sake 
of clarity it is worth restating that 

()180 in marine carbonate оп the РОВ scale is zero, and 
()180 in seawater оп the SMOW scale is also zero. 
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Fractionation of carbon species relative to СО2 (redrawn from Ohmoto and Rye, 1979). 

The two are related Ьу the equation of Epstein et а/. (1953), given as Eqn [7.12] and 
the two are in equilibrium at approximately 16.9 ОС . 

The 8 1 8О-Б13С diagram is particularly useful in understanding the processes 
involved in the formation of sedimentary carbonates and especially the process of 
limestone diagenesis. А study of the carbon isotopes allows the origin of carbon in 
the carbonate to Ье determined and сап distinguish between marine, organic and 
methane-related carbon (Coleman and Raiswell, 1981). А study of oxygen isotopes 
in sedimentary carbonates сап Ье used to determine the origin of fluids in 
equilibrium with the carbonates, and provide an estimate of the temperature of 
carbonate formation using the Epstein et а/. (1953) thermometer (Section 7.2.2). 
Temperature determinations mау give the original seawater temperature or the 
temperature of diagenesis, although care should Ье taken to establish chemical 
equilibrium (McConnaughey, 1989). Fluid studies allow the composition of pore 
waters in equilibrium with calcite cements to Ье calculated, provided the 
temperature of formation is known. 

Hudson (1977), in an excellent review of the application of carbon and oxygen 
isotopes to the process of limestone lithification, points out that the different 
crystalline forms of carbonate have grown at different times. Hence, the most 
fruitful approach to understanding limestone lithification is through the isotopic 
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Figure 7.19 0180 vs 013с plot showing the composition of carbonates from а variety of environments. 
Note that 0180 is plotted relative to both the SMOW and PDB scales. The isotopic 
composition of а number of different carbon reservoirs is plotted along the right-hand side of 
the diagram. The values for sedimentary carbonates (horizontal rule) are from Hudson (1977) 
and Baker and Fallick (1989); hydrothermal calcites (stippled ornament) from the mid-ocean 
ridges show mixing between mantle-derived carbon (М) and seawater carbon (S) (Stakes and 
O'Neil, 1982); in the field of hydrothermal calcites from Mississippi Valley-type deposits 
(М-V hydrothermal) the arrow shows the direction of younging (Richardson et а/., 1988). 
Chondrite compositions (unornamented) are from Wright et а/. (1988). The field of 
carbonatites is from Deines and Gold (1973). 
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Figure 7.20 8180 vs 813с plot showing the evolution of limestones and calcareous mudstones during 
lithification. The trends are as follows: 1, lithification of limestone; compositions lie оп а 
mixing line between original seawater compositions (marine) and carbonate cements 
(cements); 2, lithification of а modern marine limestones showing enrichment in 813с 
accompanied Ьу а slight decrease in 8180 - the enrichment in isotopically heavy carbon mау 
Ье due to а carbon residue remaining after photosynthesis; 3, interaction with isotopically 
light carbon of organic origin, most probably through interaction with soil-derived COz; 4, 
compositional change in calcareous concretions in mudstone due to methane formation and 
interaction with pore waters; 5, carbonate cements in clastic sediments containing carbon of 
methanogenic origin; 6, compositional change in late diagenetic cements in mudstone in the 
methanogenesis (Ме) and decarboxylation (D) zones of progressive anoxic diagenesis. (Data 
from Hudson, 1977 and Scotchman, 1989.) 

analysis of the different generations of carbonate. This allows the construction of ап 
evolutionary pathway оп а ()180-<>13C diagram and shows the ()180_()13C history of 
the rock. Traditionally, the separation of finely crystalline intergrowths has Ьееп 
made using а dentist's or jeweller's drill. The more recent application of the laser 
microprobe, however, offers еуеп greater spatial resolution (Smalley et а/., 1989). А 
number of 'typical' limestone isotopic histories are illustrated in Figure 7.20. 

Аllап and Matthews (1982) show that the interaction between limestone and 
meteoric water сап Ье recognized оп а ()180-<>13C plot. А characteristic signature of 
such а process is the wide spread of () 13с values combined with а narrow range of 
()180 values. This pattern arises because the ()13с value of recrystallized carbonate 
comes from а combination of two carbon reservoirs (soil-derived СО2 and the 
original carbonate) whereas oxygen is dominated Ьу а single reservoir, meteoric 
water. 

Мiхiпg-ZОi1е carbonates, formed in the groundwater zone where seawater and 
meteoric water mix, typically show а marked positive covariation between ()180 and 
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()13С for а single generation of carbonate cement (Аllап and Matthews, 1982). The 
covariation results from the mixing of waters with different compositions -
meteoric water and seawater. Meteoric water is depleted in 180 relative to its 
seawater source, and опсе it has passed through soil is also enriched in 12с. Searl 
(1988, 1989) utilized this relationship to identify mixing-zone dolomites in the 
lower Carboniferous limestones of south Wales. 

Hydrothermal calcites formed Ьу water-rock interaction at а mid-ocean ridge show 
а wide range of compositions оп а () 18О---Б13С plot (Figure 7.19) chiefly as а 
function of differing water/rock ratios (Stakes and O'Neil, 1982). At опе extreme 
calcite in а greenstone breccia has mantle-like () 13С values and formed in а rock
dominated environment (low water/rock ratio) at high temperature (145-170 ОС). 
Low-temperature vein calcites have seawater () 13с values and represent а large 
volume of seawater interacting with the host basalts. 

Calcites associated with Mississippi Valley.,.type lead-zinc mineralization in 
Carboniferous limestone in Illinois show а marked decrease in () 13С during their 
growth coupled with only а small decrease in ()180 (Figure 7.l9). These changes 
indicate that early calcites were very similar in composition to carbonates in the 
limestone, whilst late in the evolution of the hydrothermal system, fluids associated 
with the degradation of organic carbon Ьесоmе importarit (Richardson et al., 1988). 

The () 1Зс composition of seawateг 

Seawater has, Ьу definition, а () 13С value close to 00/00 and marine carbonate has 
values between -1 and +2 0/00. Ancient seawater, however, has not had such а 

constant composition and excursions from present-day values have Ьееп noted in 
the Phanerozoic record Ьу Veizer et al. (1986) and Hoffman et al. (1991). The 
largest are of the order of 60/00 (PDB) in the Permian. А smaller excursion 
(4.80/00) noted in the Cretaceous (Hart and Leary, 1989) is used as stratigraphic 
marker. There is а very precise record for the Tertiary based uроп bulk carbonate 
values from the осеап floors which is also used for stratigraphic correlation 
(Williams et al. 1988). 

Some anomalous ()13С values for seawater represent local conditions, whereas 
others are thought to represent global anoxic events in which there is increased 
deposition of light organic carbon into black shales and а corresponding increase in 
()13С in seawater bicarbonate. Baker and Fallick (1989) recently described а massive 
positive excursion of ()13С (13 0/00 PDB) during the Proterozoic (са 2.0 Ga) which 
appears to Ье of world-wide significance (Figure 7.19). This event mау document 
ап increase in the population of photosynthesizing bacteria. 

7.4.4 Biogeochemical evolution 

Schidlowski (1987, 1988) has shown how the study of carbon isotopes in the two 
principal forms of sedimentary carbon - carbonate and organic carbon - сап Ье 

used to trace ancient biological activity through the geological record. His argument 
is based uроп the observation that isotopically light, organic carbon and isotopically 
heavy carbonates are complementary reservoirs which have originated from the 
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biological fractionation of mantle carbon. Both reservoirs are therefore responsive to 
changes in the level of biological activity. Оп а graph showing the ranges and mean 
values of о13с in carbonates and organic carbon through time, Schidlowski shows 
that, once the effects of diagenesis and metamorphism are accounted for, there is 
very little change between the present-day and the earliest part of the geological 
record at 3.8 Ga. This he argues is evidence for the constancy of biological activity 
since 3.8 Ga and presence of СОгfiхiпg organisms since that time. 

7.4.5 СагЬоп isotopes in СО2 

СО2 dissolved 
in igneous melts 

СО2 in metamor
phic fluids 

Since COz is an important component of igneous, metamorphic and mineralizing 
fluids, it is instructive to try and use the isotopic composition of the carbon to 
discover the original source of the COz. Studies of this type have concentrated оп 
COz released from fluid inclusions and оп carbonate minerals formed in equilibrium 
with СОгriсh fluids. From Figure 7.18 we might attempt to differentiate between 
COz derived from organic carbon, from the mantle and from marine carbonate оп 
the basis of the о13с values. Unfortunately fractionation processes confuse this 
simplistic subdivision and rarely сап а unique solution to the origin of COz Ье 
obtained, as the examples below will show. 

It has recently been realized that COz exsolved from igneous melts is an important 
route for accessing mantle COz. Step-heating experiments оп oceanic basalts 
produce two fractions of COz, one below 600 ос with о13с values around -250/00, 
the other at аЬоуе 600 ос with о13с values between -5 to -80/00 Оауоу et al., 
1986). Experimental studies Ьу Javoy et al. (1978) showed that there is а 

fractionation of about 40/00 at about 1200 ос between carbon dissolved in а basaltic 
melt and COz. There are two possible interpretations of the 10w-temperature light
isotopic carbon fraction: (1) it is organic contamination; or (2) it is а residue 
remaining after COz fractionation and outgassing. 

The decarbonation of а marine limestone during metamorphism leads to lower 
(more negative) о13с values in calcite (Nabelek et al., 1984) and COz which is 
correspondingly enriched in о13с. The metamorphism of biogenic, non-carbonate 
carbon, оп the other hand, leads to а 10ss of methane and higher (less negative) о13с 
values in the residual carbon or graphite. 

(а) Granulites А popular model for the origin of granulites is the pervasive influx 
of COz at depth in the Earth's crust. This model is based upon the observation that 
many granulites contain abundant СОгriсh fluid inclusions. Jackson et al. (1988) 
analysed СОгriсh fluid inclusions in granulites from south India and found that the 
fluid had 01 С composition in the range -5 to -80/00 (PDB). At first sight this 
result suggests а mantle origin for the COz although similar о13с values (+2 to 
-100/00) сап Ье produced Ьу the decarbonation of marine carbonates (initial о13с 
~ О 0/00) during lower crustal metamorphism (Wickham, 1988). 

(Ь) The origin о[ metamorphic graphite Metamorphic graphite is produced Ьу the 
infiltration of, reaction with and mixing of carbon-bearing fluids. For example, 
Rumble and Hoer,ing (1986) found that hydrothermal vein graphites in high-grade 
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gneisses in New Hampshire formed Ьу the mlхшg of two fluids, опе carrying 
organically derived carbon whilst the other contained carbonate carbon. Similarly, 
Baker (1988) found that Ivrea zone pelites generally contained graphite from ап 
organic source, although higher (5 13с values in the vicinity of marble bodies 
suggested that some of the graphite сате from marble-derived fluids. 

Carbonate minerals precipitated in association with Archean lode gold deposits are 
thought to result from the СОгriсh nature of the auriferous fluids and as such are 
ап indicator of the source of the gold-bearing solutions. There are two schools of 
thought, опе favouring а metamorphic origin for the СОгriсh fluids whilst the 
other favours а mantle origin. Carbon isotopes have Ьееп used in ап attempt to 
resolve this controversy. Burrows et al. (1986) found that the теап (5 13с value of 
calcite carbon was between -3 and -40100 (PDB). Since the only local source of 
carbon was of seawater derivation (О 0/(0) these authors concluded that the СОгriсh 
fluids were externally derived and of mantle origin. However, the more recent work 
of Groves et al. (1988) reveals some of the subtleties involved in using (5 13с as а 
tracer. These authors report а second carbon reservoir in the area of the 
mineralization with (513с values close to those recorded for the mineralization 
(median value -4.80/(0). They conclude that COz in the gold-bearing fluids is 
metamorphic in origin, and that although originally mantle-derived and deposited 
in fault zone, it was subsequently reworked during metamorphism. 

Fluid-rock interaction has Ьееп [иllу discussed in the section оп water-rock 
interaction (Section 7.3) and the same principles apply when considering СОгriсh 
fluids. When the fluid/rock ratio is small the (5 13с in the rock dominates the system 
and it is the fluid composition which is changed, whereas when the fluid/ rock ratio 
is large and the (5 13с of the COz dominates, the (5 13с value of the rock is modified. 

The calculation, based ироп mass balance constraints, requires knowledge of the 
initial (5 13с value for the carbonate and for the fluid, the proportions of the carbon
bearing species and the fractionation factors for 13С between COz and the 
carbon-bearing species (Figure 7.18). The shift in (5 13с from the original value to that 
measured in calcite and/or graphite is used to calculate the extent of fluid-rock 
interaction. Examples are given Ьу Baker (1988) and Kreulen (1988). Baker found 
very low fluid/ rock ratios in the amphibolite and granulite facies rocks of the 1 vrea 
zone whereas Kreulen found fluid/rock ratios of ир to 2.0 in schists from Naxos. 

СагЬоп isotope theгmometгy 

Inspection of Figure 7.18 and Вох 7.4 show that the fractionation of 13С between 
species of carbon is in тапу cases strongly temperature-dependent. Two of these 
fractionations have Ьееп used as thermometers in metamorphic rocks. 

Graphite coexists with calcite in а wide variety of metamorphic rocks and is 
potentially а useful thermometer at temperatures above 600 ОС. There are three 
calibrations currently in use. The calibration of Bottinga (1969) is based ироп 
theoretical calculations and has the widest temperature range. Valley and O'Neil 
(1981) produced ап empirical calibration based ироп temperatures calculated from 
two-feldspar and ilmenite-magnetite therm~metry which is valid in the range 
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Equations governing the fractionation of 13с (temperature in kelvin units unless 
otherwise stated) 

СОгсаlсitе (Bottinga, 1969) (0-700 ОС) 

1000 In а = -2.988(106/т2 ) + 7.666З(10З/Т) -2.4612 

Dolomite-calcite (Sheppard and Schwaгtz, 1970) (100-650 ОС) 

1000 In а = 0.18(106/т2 ) + 0.17 

Calcite-graphite (Valley and O'Neil, 1981) (610-760 ОС) 

Дсаlсitе-gгарhitе = 0.00748Т + 8.68 (Т in ОС) 

Calcite-graphite (Wada and Suzuki, 1983) (400-680 ОС) 

Дсаlсitе-gгарhitе = 5.6(106/т2 ) - 2.4 

Dolomite-graphite (Wada and Suzuki, 1983) (400-680 ОС) 

Дdоlоmitе-gгарhitе = 5.9( 1 06/т2 ) - 1.9 

600-800 ос This curve is about 2 0/ 00 lower than the calculated curve of Bottinga 
(1969). Wada and Suzuki (1983) also calibrated the calcite-graphite and the 
dolomite-graphite thermometers empirically using temperatures obtained from 

dolomite-calcite solvus thermometry. Their calibration is valid in the range 
400-680 ос and is close to the Valley and O'Neil (1981) curve at high temperatures. 
Valley and O'Neil (1981) suggest that equilibrium is not reached between calcite 
and graphite at temperatures below 600 ос However, at temperatures above 
600 ос organic carbon loses its distinctively negative о13с signature in the 
presence of calcite. 

The СО2- The carbon isotope .composition of СО2 in fluid inclusions and that of coexisting 
graphite graphite сап also Ье used as а thermometer. The exchange was calibrated Ьу 

therтoтeter Bottinga (1969); see Figure 7.18. The method was used Ьу Jackson et а/. (1988) 

who obtained equilibration temperatures close to the peak of metamorphism from 

СОгriсh inclusions in quartz and graphite in granulite facies gneisses from south 
India. 

7.5 Using sulphur isotopes 

There are four stable isotopes of sulphur which have the following abundances: 

32S = 95.02 О/о 
33S = 0.75 О/о 
34S = 4.21 О/о 
36S = 0.02 О/о 
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Figure 7.21 Natural sulphur isotope reservoirs. Data [rom: Sakai et а/., 1982; 1984; Ueda апд Sakai, 
1984; Claypool et а/., 1980; Kerridge et а/., 1983; Chambers, 1982; Coleman, 1977; 
Chaussidon et а/., 1989. А similar diagram [or hydrothermal sulphur-bearing minerals is 
given in Figure 7.28. 

The ratio between the two most abundant isotopes, 34S/32S, is used in 
geochemistry and expressed in parts per thousand relative to the reference standard 
of troilite (FeS) from the Сапоп Diablo iron meteorite (CDT) in the form 

34S/32S (sample) -' 34S/32S (standard) 

34S/32S (standard) 
х 1000 [7.17] 

Sulphur isotope ratios are measured оп S02 gas and precision during mass 
spectrometry is са 0.020/00 and accuracy about 0.100/00. The in situ analysis of 
fine-grained sulphide intergrowths is now feasible using the ion microprobe with а 
precision of between 1.5 and 3.00/00. (Eldridge et al., 1988) and the laser 
microprobe with а precision of ± 1 0/00 for 834S (Кеllеу and Fallick, 1990). 
Sulphur isotope data are most соттопlу presented in the form of frequency 
histograms. Bivariate correlation diagrams are rarely used although sometimes а plot 
of 834S vs total sulphur is instructive. 

7.5.1 The distгibution of sulphuг isotopes in natuгe 

Naturally occurring sulphur-bearing species include native sulphur, the sulphate 
and sulphide minerals, gaseous HzS and S02 and а range of oxidized and reduced 
suphur ions in solution. А summary of the isotopic compositions of some major 
rock types is given in Figure 7.21. 
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Figure 7.22 Age curves for 034S and 0180 in sulphate in equilibrium with seawater. Note the change in 
scale; 034S is relative to CDT and '0180 relative to SMOW. The curves are based ироп the 
isotopic composition of sulphate in evaporite deposits and the error bars show the 
uncertainty in the curves at different time intervals. The oxygen curve is less well 
constrained than the sulphur curve. The fractionation of 034S between dissolved sulphate in 
seawater and evaporite sulphate is +1 .650/00 and therefore, strictly, this value should Ье 
subtracted from the values given. However, the relatively small difference is within the errors 
оп the plotted curve and is usually ignored. Оп the other hand, the fractionation of 0180 
between seawater and evaporite sulphate is + 3.5 0/00 and so to obtain the isotopic 
composition of 0180 in sulphate in seawater at а given time, 3.50/00 should Ье subtracted 
from the plotted values (after Claypool et al., 1980). 

There are three isotopically distinct reservoirs of 834S: (1) mantle-derived 
sulphur with 834S values in the range О ± 3 0/00 (Chaussidon and Lorand, 1990); 
(2) seawater sulphur with 834S today about +200/00, although this value has varied 
in the past, and (3) strongly reduced (sedimentary) sulphur with large negative 834S 
values. The best estimate of the 834S composition of the primitive mantle relative to 
СОТ is +0.5 0/00 (Chaussidon et al., 1989), slightly but significantly different from 
that of chondritic meteorites (0.2 ± 0.2 С/ оо). MORВ values, indicative of depleted 
mantle, are in the narrow range 834S = +0.3 ± 0.50/00 (Sakai et al., 1984). Island
arc volcanic rocks have а wider range of 834S (-0.2 to +20.70/00). Granitic rocks are 
also very variable in composition (-1 О to + 15 0/00; Coleman, 1977) and show а wide 
range compared to the average value for the continental crust (834S = +7.0 0/00) 
proposed Ьу Chaussidon et al. (1989). 

The 834S value for modern seawater 'varies between about 18.50/00 and 21.00/00 
(Kerridge et al., 1983; Chambers, 1982). Present-day sulphate evaporites are 
enriched in 834S Ьу between 1 and 20/00 relative to seawater, а relationship 
exploited Ьу Claypool et al. (1980) to determine the 834S value of ancient seawater. 
Their 'seawater' curve shows marked excursions from the present value (Figure 
7.22) with а particular low (+10.50/00) in the Permian and а marked high at the 
base of the Cambrian (+31.00/00). There is а superficial similarity between the 
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834S-sulphate seawater curve and the 8180-sulphate seawater curve (Figure 7.22) 
although the two isotopic systems are not closely coupled. 834S in modern marine 
sediments has ап extensive range from values around +20 0/00, ref1ecting the 
composition of seawater, down to -560/00, the product of bacterial sulphate 
reduction (Section 7.5.2). Some metasediments have values as high as +400/00 
СОТ. 

7.5.2 Controls оп the fractionation of sulphur isotopes 

Sulphur isotope 
fractionation in 

igneous rocks 

Sulphur isotope 
fractionation in 

sediтentary rocks 

Inspection of Figure 7.21 shows that тапу crustal rocks have wide ranges of 834S 
values, indicative of extensive fractionation. These fractionation mechanisms are 
outlined below. 

Sulphur isotope fractionations in ап igneous melt are small and take рlасе either 
between crystals and melt or through solid-gas fractionation. 34S fractionation 
between primary sulphide minerals and magma is of the order of 1-30/00 (Ohmoto 
and Rye, 1979; Chaussidon et al., 1989). Oifferentiated felsic and mafic sequences 
record а maximum decrease in 834S of 1 0/00 (Ueda and Sakai, 1984). 

Ап alternative means of sulphur isotope fractionation in igneous rocks is Ьу the 
degassing of S02 from sub-aerial or shallow submarine lavas. This fractionation is 
controlled Ьу the sulphatel sulphide ratio of the melt, which in turn is controlled Ьу 
temperature, pressure, water content and oxygen activity. S02 outgassed Ьу basic 
lavas is enriched in 834S relative to the melt because the dominant sulphur species 
in the melt is sulphide and S02 is enriched in 834S relative to sulphide (see Figure 
7.26). The process is documented from Kilauea volcano, Hawaii, Ьу Sakai et al. 
(1982) and quantified Ьу Zheng (1990). 

The sedimentary sulphur сусlе and the associated fractionation of 834S are 
summarized in Figure 7.23. There are -four possible processes. 

(а) The bacterial reduction о[ sulphate to sulphide The principal 10w-temperature 
control (i.e. be10w 50 ОС) оп sulphur isotope fractionation is the reduction of 
seawater sulphate to sedimentary sulphide, although there is evidence to suggest 
that this process did not take рlасе during the Archean (Hattori et al., 1983). The 
reactiol1 is kinetically controlled, for it has Ьееп shown that the rate of reaction of 
the lighter ion, 32S0/- is 2.2010 greater than that of 34S0/- (Harrison and Thode, 
1957). Непсе а reaction of this type taken to completion will produce sulphide 
depleted Ьу 220/00 relative to the seawater source. 

In addition to the kinetic control of sedimentary sulphide fractionation, it is also 
important to consider whether the system is ореп or closed. In ап ореп system such 
as а large body of stagnant seawater there is ап infinite reservoir of seawater 
sulphate. Sulphate-reducing bacteria operating in stagnant bottom waters will 
produce H 2S extremely depleted in 34S whilst 834S in the seawater reservoir will Ье 
effectively unchanged. Chambers (1982) records fractionations as large as 48 0/00 in 
modern intertidal sediments. In а closed system in which sulphide is removed Ьу 
either the 10ss of H2S gas or the precipitation of sulphide minerals the isotopic 
fractionation of sulphur is controlled Ьу Rayleigh fractionation - the equations are 
given in Ohmoto and Rye (1979). In this case the isotopic composition of the 
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Figure 7.23 The sedimentary sulphur cycle showing the pattern of sulphur-isotope fractionation in 
sedimentary and hydrothermal processes. 

sulphate also changes with decreasing sulphate concentration and the residual 
sulphate mау have very high 834S values (see for example Richardson et al., 
1988). 

(Ь) The bacterial oxidation 01 sulphide to sulphate In contrast to the bacterial 
reduction of seawater sulphate, the oxidation of sulphide Ьу bacteria produces very 
little fractionation and is unimportant, except perhaps in the Archaean (Hattori, 
1989). 

(с) The crystallization 01 sedimentary sulphate from seawater - evaporite 
formation The crystallization of sedimentary sulphate during evaporite formation 
produces а relatively small 834S enrichment of 1.65 ± 0.120/00 (Thode and 
Monster, 1965). 

(d) The non-bacterial reduction 01 sulphate to sulphide Some mineral deposits show 
clear evidence for the reduction of sulphate-bearing solutions at temperatures аЬоуе 
those favourable to sulphate-reducing bacteria, indicating the inorganic reduction of 
sulphate (Trudinger et al., 1985). There are two possible processes. In the 
temperature ranges 75-175 ос, inorganic sulphate reduction mау take place in the 
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presence of hydrocarbons. А variant of this тау Ье the breakdown of sulphur
bearing organic compounds in the formation of sulphides associated with соаl 

(Whelan et al., 1988). At temperatures аЬоуе 250 ОС, sulphate reduction сап Ье 
achieved Ьу reduction with ferrous iron. This process is particularly important in 
seawater interaction with MORВ at а mid-oceanridge (Section 7.5.4). 

At very high temperatures (Т > 400 ОС) the dominant sulphur species in 
hydrothermal systems are H2S and S02 and the isotopic composition of the fluid is 
approximated Ьу 

034Sfluid = 034SH2S XH2S + 034SS02 X S02 [7.18] 

where XH2S etc. is the mole fraction of H2S relative to total sulphur in the fluid 
(Ohmoto and Rye, 1979). At these elevated temperatures H2S and S02 are asst~med 
to behave as an ideal gas mixture. The fractionation factor is relatively large and is 
given in Table 7.4; the fractionation curve is illustrated in Figure 7.24. 

At lower temperatures (Т < 350 ОС) the dominant sulphur species in а 

hydrothermal system are sulphate and H2S (Ohmoto and Rye, 1979). АН sulphate 
species are assumed to have the same fractionation factors and these are given in 
Table 7.4. А number of very important studies summarized Ьу Ohmoto and Rye 
(1979) show that the fractionation of 34S between the different sulphur-bearing 
species in hydrothermal fluids is not simply controlled Ьу temperature. Rather it is 
а function of the physico-chemical conditions of the fluid: these include oxygen 
activity, sulphur activity, рН and the activity of cations associated with sulphate. 
The effect is illustrated оп а log (oxygen activity) vs рН diagram (Figure 7.25) 
showing the stability relationships for а number of relevant mineral species. The 
deviation in 034S of а mineral from that in the equlibrium hydrothermal fluid is 
shown as а function of oxygen activity and рН. The diagram predicts that sulphide 
minerals forming in equilibrium with magnetite will have а 034S much lower than 
the fluid, whereas at low oxygen activities and low рН the fluid and minerals will 
have approximately the same 034S values. 

The importance of these studies is firstly that the 034S of а hydrothermal fluid 
cannot Ье directly estimated from the 034S value of sulphide minerals unless 
variables such as oxygen activity and рН are also known. Secondly, the 034S of а 
sulphide mineral cannot Ье used directly to determine the source of the sulphur 
since it is а function of many more variables than simply temperature. 

There are а number of theoretical and experimental determinations of the 
fractionation of 034S between coexisting sulphide phases as а function of 
temperature (Table 7.4). Sulphide-pair thermometers derived from these results are 
given in Вох 7.5 and in Figure 7.26. However, the partitioning of sulphur isotopes 
between sulphides is not а particularly sensitive thermometer and requires precise 
isotopic determinations. More extensive 034S fractionation is between sulphide and 
sulphate phases. 

Sulphide mineral-pairs and sulphide-sulphate mineral-pairs are not always in 
equilibrium. This сап arise when (1) the mineral-pair formed at low temperatures 
(Т < 200 ОС); (2) the isotopic composition of а mineralizing fluid is variable; (3) 
there was continued isotopic exchange following the formation of the mineral 
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ТаЫе 7.4 Fractionation for the distribution of 34S between HzS апд sulphur compounds. The 
governing equation is 1000 ln CXrnineral-Н S = A(106/TZ

) + В (temperature in Kelvin units) 
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Figure 7.24 Partitioning of 34S between mineral pairs апд HzS-SОz as а function of temperature. These 
fractionation curves сап Ье used in sulphur isotope thermometry апд indicate that the 
greatest fractionations are between sulphides апд sulphate minerals. 
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Вох 7.5 Calibrations for sulphur isotope thermometers (temperature in kelvin units), 
mainly based upon the fractionation factors given in ТаЫе 7.4 
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Figure 7.25 Log f02 vs рН diagram for sulphur species showing the stability fields of pyrite, pyrrhotite, 
magnetite and hematite. ТЬе boundaries are for J..L = 1.0, and molalities for total sulphur = 
0.01, к+ = 0.1, Na+ = 0.9, Са2+ = 0.01. ТЬе contours show deviations of 834SH s from 
834Sfluid at 250 ос under equilibrium conditions (after Ohmoto and Rye, 1979). 2 
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Figure 7.26 Partitioning of 34S between minerals апд HzS as а function of temperature. These 
fractionation curves are used as а basis for the sulphur isotope thermometers given in Вох 
7.5. Mineral-pairs showing the greatest separation оп this diagram will Ье the most sensitive 
thermometers (mainly after Ohmoto апд Rye, 1979). 

phases. ТЬе attainment of isotopic equilibrium is best demonstrated Ьу the 
determination of temperature estimates between three coexisting minerals. 
Agreement between the two estimated temperatures mау Ье taken as evidence of 
equilibrium. If this approach is not possible, there should Ье clear textural evidence 
of equilibrium. 

7.5.3 Using sulphur isotopes in igneous petrogenesis 

In this section three examples are given which illustrate different ways in which 
sulphur isotope variations mау Ье explained in igneous rocks. 

(а) Outgassing 01 S02 ТЬе difference in sulphur isotope composition of sub-aerial 
and submarine lavas from Kilauea volcano was demonstrated Ьу Sakai et а/. (1982) 
and attributed to S02 outgassing. Submarine basalts have 834S = +0.7 0100 and а 
high sulphate-sulphide ratio whereas sub-aerial basalts have lower total sulphur, а 
reduced 834S (-0.8 0/00) and а lower sulphatel sulphide ratio, аН features consistent 
with the rapid outgassing of S02' This mechanism was also invoked Ьу Faure et а/. 
(1984) and Mensing et а/. (1984), who found а wide range of 834S values (-1.45 to 
11.730/00) in the Jurassic Kirkpatrick basalt of Antarctica. In these rocks 834S 
correlates with magnetite concentration, а feature which is indicative of high 
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activities of oxygen. Faure et al. (1984) therefore proposed that the high oxygen 
activity led to the stabilization of S02 as the dominant sulphur species which was 
degassed, giving rise to the wide range in ()34S in the basalts. 

(Ь) Contaтination The basalt-andesite-dacite suite of the Mariana island arc has 
()34S values in the range +2 to +20.7°/00. This huge range relative to mantle values 
is thought Ьу Woodhead et al. (1987) to reflect contamination with seawater 
sulphate ()34S = +20°/00). 

(с) Crystal fractionation Layered gabbros of the Huntley-Кnock intrusion of 
north-east Scotland contain sulphide horizons of magmatic origin. ()34S values for 
sulphides in the cumulate rocks have а mean value of 0.5 0/00, close to the mantle 
value (Fletcher et al., 1989). ()34S values within the intrusion, however, vary from 
the contact zone (mean value of-l.2°/00) to cumulate and granular rocks (mean 
+2.4 °/00). This variation is attributed to magmatic isotopic fractionation under 
conditions of variable oxygen activity. 

7.5.4 Using sulphur isotopes to understand the genesis of hydrothermal оге 
deposits 

Modern hydro
therтal тineral

ization at 
тid-ocean ridges 

Sulphur isotope studies of hydrothermal ore deposits offer the opportunity to: (1) 
determine the origin of the sulphur present in the orebody as sulphides and 
sulphates; (2) determine the temperature of formation of the sulphides and of the 
ore-forming fluids; (3) determine the water/rock ratio effective during the 
mineralization; (4) determine the degree of equilibrium attained; and (5) thus 
constrain the mechanism of ore deposition. 

High-temperature hydrothermal vents currently active at mid-ocean ridges offer а 
unique opportunity to study а hydrothermal mineral deposit in the process of 
formation. The current working model assumes that cold seawater sulphate is 
drawn down into sea-floor basalts, where it is heated in the vicinity of а magma 
chamber. Some sulphate is precipitated as anhydrite whilst the remainder is 
reduced to sulphide Ьу reaction with the basalt. The fluid is vented back onto the 
seafloor at about 350 ос laden with sulphides. Оп mixing with seawater these are 
precipitated onto the sea floor as а fine sulphide sediment whilst at the vent site 
itself the sulphides are built into а 'chimney' а metre or so in height. 

Recent studies оп the East Pacific Rise (Woodruff and Shanks, 1988; Bluth and 
Ohmoto, 1988) have determined the sulphur isotope composition of the different 
components of this system (Figure 7.27). These data al10w the model outlined аЬоуе to 
Ье tested and а number of observations to Ье made about deposits of this type: 

(1) The sulphide phases are not in isotopic equilibrium with each other, for the 
results of sulphur isotopic thermometry do not agree with the known 
temperature of the vent fluid. 

(2) The ()34S of the sulphide phases varies from the inner to outer wal1 of а 
chimney. 

(3) The vent fluid is apparently out of isotopic equilibrium with the minerals 
deposited. 

(4) The ()34S composition of the vent fluid is produced Ьу the mixing of basalt 
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Figure 7.27 Schematic representation of (534S values in а modern mid-ocean ridge hydrothermal vent 
system. Most values are taken from Kerridge et а/. (1983) but with additions from Вluth and 
Ohmoto (1988) and Woodruff and Shanks (1988). The enlargement of the chimney wall 
shows changing (534S values and sulphide composition from inner to outer wall. 

Ancient 
hydrotherтal 

тineralization 

sulphur and reduced seawater sulphate. The precise value is а function of the 
water Irock ratio (Skirrow and Coleman, 1982). 

(5) The composition о[ the hydrothermal fluid is variable. 
(6) Cogenetic sulphate minerals (anhydrite) are in equilibrium with seawater 

sulphate. 

These features are explained Ьу Bluth and Ohmoto (1988) in а model in which the 
()34S value of the fluid changes with time during the life of а chimney, as а result of 
changes in the plumbing and water I rock ratios in the basalts beneath the vent 
system. In addition, the hydrothermal fluid reacts with the already precipitated 
sulphides in the chimney walls, resulting in their changing composition during the 
growth of а chimney. 

The sulphur isotope composition of hydrothermal ore deposits is reviewed Ьу 
Ohmoto (1986). The ()34S values for а selection of hydrothermal ore deposits are 
summarized in Figure 7.28, from which it сап Ье seen that whilst some types of 
deposit have а narrow compositional range and therefore а fairly specific origin, 
others have а wide compositional range and probably multiple origins. An example 
of the latter are deposits of the Mississippi Valley-type; sulphides from Mississippi 
Valley-type ores extend across the entire compositional range of Figure 7.28. 
Individual deposits, however, hav,e а relatively restricted range of ()34S values, 
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Figure 7.28 The 834S values for sulphur-bearing minerals in hydrothermal deposits. Data from Kerridge 
et а/. (1988), Ohmoto and Rye (1979), Halbach et а/. (1989), Naylor et а/. (L989) and Eldridge 
et а/. (1988). 

supporting the view that in each case the source of the sulphur and mechanism of 
H2S production are different. 

Below, а number of different types of hydrothermal deposit are briefly reviewed 
and classified according to their probable source of sulphur. 

(а) High-teтperature inorganic reduction о[ seawater sulphate This mechanism has 
been discussed in some detail аЬоуе in the description mid-ocean ridge massive 
sulphide deposits. It is equally applicable to massive Pb-Zn sulphides of the 
Kuroko type hosted in felsic calc-alkaline lavas. Most Kuroko ores have sulphide 
b34S values in the range +5 to +8 °/00 and sulphate values in the range 21.5 to 
28.5 °/00. The close relationship between b34S in Kuroko sulphates and the value 
for contemporary seawater (Sangster, 1968) indicates that inorganic sulphate 
reduction is а plausible mechanism of sulphide formation. 

(Ь) Low-teтperature inorganic reduction о[ sulphate Red-bed copper mineralization 
in the Cheshire basin of north-west England is associated with evaporite deposits. 
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Sulphides show а wide range of 834S values (-1.8 to + 16.20/00) and associated 
barite is in the range 13.8 to 19.3 0/00. These latter values are close to 834S for 
evaporite sulphate (18.4 to 20.8), present in the overlying succession. Naylor е! al. 
(1989) suggest that both the barite and the sulphides formed from sulphur-bearing 
solutions derived from this source. The temperature of mineralization is not weH 
known but is thought to have exceeded the temperatures at which sulphate
reducing bacteria сап exist. For this reason the authors suggest the sulphate 
reduction took place in the presence of gaseous hydrocarbons and the range of 
sulphide values requires that the reduction took place in а closed system and was 
incomplete. 

(с) Low-teтperature bacteriological reduction о[ sulphate The Rammelsberg orebody, 
а sediment-hosted massive sulphide in Germany, is made ир primarily of clasts 
containing varying proportions of pyrite, chalcopyrite and other sulphides together 
with silicates. 834S values in pyrite clasts faH into three groups (+12 to +160/00, +3 
to -30/00 and -10 to -170/00) and оп а frequency histogram the values show а 
skewed distribution, а feature not seen in volcanogenic massive sulphide ores and 
thought to Ье characteristic of sediment-hosted massive sulphides (Eldridge е! а/., 
1988). The lower groups of values are explained most easily Ьу bacteriogenic 
reduction of seawater sulphate (the fractionation factor is around -45 ± 200/00) in 
а partiaHy ореп system. The higher 834S values are probably of hydrothermal origin 
and the two groups of clasts were mixed during sedimentation. 

(d) Sulphur о[ тagтatic origin Porphyry copper deposits are the most likely 
candidate for а magmatic, igneous source of sulphur. 834S values for sulphides [аН 
in the narrow range -3 to + 1 0/00 close to the accepted mantle range. The sulphate 
and sulphide phases are in equilibrium and yield temperatures of 450-650 ос 
(Ohmoto and Rye, 1979). In addition, oxygen and hydrogen isotope data indicate 
that the calculated fluid compositions are close to those for mag~atic fluids. 
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